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Year after year the Rapture brand keeps growing into consideration and into hearts of spinning 
fans. This responsibility gives us the strength to continue with increasing effort in research and 

development of new and more efficient lures and tackles. From these assumptions comes the new line 
of rods to complete the already impressive assortment we had. In the following pages you will find 

lures, accessories and tackles second to none in matter of quality, performance and reliability.
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The catalog is in print, and we already work for the next one, because 
design and tuning of future products requires months of activity to en-
sure that everything is perfect. Fish will give us the first confirmation, 
then it will be your turn!

Smaller diameter blank in their  
category.

World quality Japanese 
components.

The purest super high modulus carbon
for superior performance.

High Resistance Carbon – Top reliability 
in every situation.

Corrosion free, strong and light frame.  
Fast heat dissipation.

Digitally controlled graphite layers.

Reinforced blank through a specific 
sized carbon layer.

Power tip action for a proper 
management of fish fight.

Nanotechnology application to carbon. 
The most evoluted fibers in the world.

The new Japanese multidirectional, carbon cloth is 
able to offer tremendous performance.

CX-1 Carbon even lighter and stronger 
thanks to the Micro-Pitching process.

PHOTO: Saverio Rosa, Alessandro Sposato, Fabrizio 
Terenghi, Pankotay Gellért, Gábor Nagy, Attila Fürt-
ös, Németh Balázs, Marco Iseppi, Sandro Soldarini, 
Giorgio Cavatorti, Roberto Trabucco, Silvano D’An-
gelo, Ivan Lazovic, Danilo Vlahek, Fabio Masini, Da-
vide Ricotti, archivio Rapture e Trabucco. 
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RODS TECHNOLOGY  

ABOUT POWER & ACTION  

FLeX PoINT A

B

FLeX PoINT

POWER ACTION

XS extra Slow
RS Regular Slow
R Regular
P Progressive
M Medium 
MF Medium Fast
PXF Progressive extra Fast
F Fast 
XF extra Fast

XUL extra ultra Light
UL ultra Light
L Light
ML Medium Light
M Medium
MH Medium Heavy
H Heavy
XH/HH extra Heavy
XXH extra extra Heavy

(S)
Solid Tip 
Model

Every single item is moved into production only after having passed strict te-
sts made by Rapture experts. Take a look to this catalogue and you will see the 

new casting and spinning rods designed by the best experts in this discipline, exclusi-
ve travel rods, a new innovative range of lures, and many other new accessories. Never-

theless we will not stop to research new building technologies, new materials and new te-
chniques to grant you the most innovative products to satisfy your never ending passion.

STANDARD ToP GuIDeSTRING oF SMALL “K” GuIDeS oF IDeNTICAL DIAMeTeR

THRee LoNG LeG “K” GuIDeS, WITH 
ReLATIVeLY LARGe DIAMeTeR

THE PROBLEM
In the Light Game fishing technique there is a frequent need to cast ultra-
light lures, even under a gram of weight, which is why they are not able 
to exert great traction to extract the line from the reel. Furthermore, with 
the new techniques which see the use of very fine and soft braided lines, 
the risk of tangling around the guides is particularly high.

THE RAPTURE SOLUTION
Firstly, the guide’s set exploits the well known anti-tangle properties of 
the K-frame. Secondly, it provides only two guides of relatively large dia-
meter, followed by a series of very small single-foot guides, capable of 
controlling and managing the coils with excellent smoothness (Smooth 
Coil Cast System).

The wide coils coming from the reel are knocked down by the first guide.  The second one, which  
is significantly smaller, guides what remains to the sequence of micro rings, designed to lead the line in a straight mode to  

top guide, without sacrificing its speed. The turbulence reduction makes longer and more precise casts, also extending line’s life.

RAPTURE IS A DYNAMIC 
BRAND CONSTANTLY EXPANDING 

ON THE MARKET. FORGED BY PASSION 
AND EXPERIENCE OF GREAT ANGLERS.

POWER
each Rapture rod is classified according to its power, which is the power 
to cast a lure or the effort required to make the fish change direction and 
take the way of the landing net. Such value takes into account the condi-
tions of employment and the style adopted in the fight.

ACTION
The action of the rod is the curve that it describes under stress, during the 
fight with a fish or at the moment of maximum load, through the casting. It 
depends on the materials used, the geometry of the blank and the compo-
nents that complete it. observing a rod in action, you notice the point from 
which it begins to flex: the more that point is close to the tip end, the more 
the rod has a rapid action, which can be defined as Fast or extra Fast. If the 
bending starts from a lower point, the intermediate actions take place, grad-
ually lighter until Reguar and Slow. These variants determine the behaviour 
of the blank in relation to the lure that it is called upon to manage, and for 
this reason we identify it with the precise address of use.

The rods that start flexing close to the top (A) belong to the “Fast” class.
The rods that mostly bend in the middle area (B) are considered “Slow”
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WATCH THe VIDeo 

Attention to details, the 
stylish cap is engraved 
with the SX-Area logo, 
while the rubber edge 

protect the handle overt 
time from scratches and 

damages that may occur 
during its use.

To the side, the reel seat with fine wood 
body and stainless steel closure, represents 
the best conjunction between innovation and 
tradition, not forgetting the functionality.

All the guides including 
the top tip are produced 
with SiC ring inserts and 
anti-tangle frames to al-

low the use of the lightest 
braided lines. 

SX Area series sits at the forefront of rods designing 
for Trout Area Game, where ultra-light lures and thin 
diameters lines comes into play. The perfect round 
action with a through the butt action, helps to cast 
further and keep total control of light lures delivering 
a fantastic fish playing action. 

SX Area blanks are built with the brand new CX Nano Carbon, an high mo-
dules carbon with nanometric resin particles able to improve mechanical 
features, thus to deliver perfect actions in a true super slim constructions. 
The fine and sensitive tubular tip is perfect to cast and play with ultra-li-
ght hard lures and metal lures, such as spinner and spoons, delivering a 
perfect feeling to the angler. Components are also at the top of the game, 
in a perfect combinations between traditions and innovations. The classy 
handle features high quality cork grip and the reel seat body has a nice and 
comfortable design. The guides are light yet strong, with a single foot fra-
me and genuine SiC rings totally braided proof and designed to dramati-
cally reduce wind-knots and delivering long and accurate casts all the way.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE CLASS GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-27-100 SXS552/XuL 5'5" - 1.65 m 83 cm 2 XS XuL 0.2-3 g Max 4 lb 6 K Profile SiC

126-27-200 SXS622/XuL 6'2" - 1.88 m 94 cm 2 XS XuL 0.2-3 g Max 4l b 7 K Profile SiC

126-27-300 SXS622/uL 6'2" - 1.88 m 94 cm 2 RS uL 0.3-5 g Max 4 lb 7 K Profile SiC

126-27-400 SXS622/L 6'2" - 1.88 m 94 cm 2 RS L 0.3-5 g Max 4 lb 7 K Profile SiC

126-27-500 SXS662/uL 6'6" - 1.98 m 104 cm 2 RS uL 0.3-5 g Max 4 lb 7 K Profile SiC

126-27-600 SXS662/L 6'6" - 1.98 m 104 cm 2 RS L 0.5- 7g Max 4 lb 7 K Profile SiC
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AREA

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-49-100 PMA552-XuL 5'5" - 1.65 m 86 cm 2 XS XuL 0.2-3 g Max 4 lb 7 SiC

126-49-200 PMA552-uL 5'5" - 1.65 m 86 cm 2 RS uL 0.3-5 g Max 4 lb 7 SiC

126-49-300 PMA622-uL 5'5" - 1.65 m 96 cm 2 RS uL 0.3-5 g Max 4 lb 8 SiC

126-49-400 PMA662-uL 6'6" - 1.98 m 102 cm 2 RS uL 0.3-5 g Max 4 lb 8 SiC

126-49-500 PMA622-L 6'2" - 1.88 m 96 cm 2 R L 0.5-7 g Max 4 lb 8 SiC

126-49-600 PMA662-L 6'6" - 1.98 m 102 cm 2 R L 0.5-7 g Max 4 lb 8 SiC

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-22-100 PMS732-uLS 7’3” - 2.21 m 113 cm 2 XF uL (S) 0.4-5 g 2-5 lb (Pe 0.2-0.4) 9 K Profile SiC

126-22-200 PMS792-uLS 7’9” - 2.36 m 121 cm 2 XF uL (S) 0.4-5 g 2-5 lb (Pe 0.2-0.4) 9 K Profile SiC

ultra-lightweight single leg 
SiC guides with stainless 

steel frame. 

Blank integrated ergonomic reel seat 
with metal hoods.

Spigot joint with precise section align-
ment dots and section reference no. 

Designed specifically for the Trout Area, these rods de-
velop a nice and sweet parabolic action to satisfy both 
match anglers and pure amateurs of this discipline. 

Featuring a superslim blank made from CX-1 Micro Pitch high modu-
lus carbon, with a spigot joint and an extremely sensitive tubular top 
section, they allow you to feel every movement of the lure during the 
retrieve. The short high density eVA split handle incorporates a rub-
ber reel seat with satin steel hoods. The guides feature a SiC ring and 
an awesome single-shank frame, an ultralight solution that leaves the 
blank total freedom to express all its reactivity and, at the same time, 
it facilitates the use of braided lines.

SiC Guides
Braided Proof  
& Tangle Free

Series dedicated to the ul-
tra Light Game world, able to brilliantly 

manage spoon, small minnows and any other 
micro lure with extreme precision and sensitivity, 
thanks to the solid carbon tip with a colored top.

Made from CX1 Micro-Pitch high modulus carbon with super 
slim blank’s structure, the Plume offer a powerful body, a re-
markable sensibility and light SiC guides with single leg an-
ti-tangle K frame, indispensable prerequisites to allow casting 
infinitesimal weight’s lures with the use of braided lines. The 
split handle, made of cork fore grip and eVA butt, is built on 
an oversized diameter tubular carbon section to improve rod’s 
balance, while incorporating the ergonomic Rapture reel seat 
with steel hood for maximum safety and comfort.

Natural cork handle with 
 integrated Rapture reel seat
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Single leg SiC guides with K 
frame; small guides on the top 
area of top section: the ideal 
configuration to succeed with 
fine braided lines (SCCS Smooth 
Coil Cast System).

essential and ergonomic reel seat, 
assembled on Woven Carbon body.

High density
eVA split handle, 
with fine orange 

aluminium trims and Drone 
medal at bottom end.

A young, sporty and refined style at the same time identi-
fies this classic series of rods with a super slim and light blank, 
made from high modulus CX-1 carbon to display a very sweet, round 
curve under load and offer maximum sensitivity.

The handle is a design jewel: the reel seat disappears in the hand, while its hoods are sha-
ped to ease the natural palming grip, the reception of signals and the control of operations. 
Guide’s configuration is specific for the finest braided line’s use.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECT. ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-25-510 DRS562-AG 5’6”-1.68 m 86 cm 2 XuL RS 0.3-5g Max 4 lb 7 SiC

126-25-520 DRS592-AG 5’9”-1.75 m 86 cm 2 XuL RS 0.3-5g Max 4 lb 8 SiC

126-25-530 DRS602-AG 6’0"- 2.43 m 123 cm 2 XuL RS 0.3-5g Max 4 lb 8 SiC
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Highly specialized series, with two differentiated actions for a total of five rods, 
able to manage the spoon and the micro hard bait in any fishing condition, from ul-
tralight search at short range to covering important distances in the presence of wind.

The thread inserts of the wrappings, metal collars and even logos fonts are 
made in different colours depending on the action: warm gold for the XuL, red 
for the uL, to ease the immediate identification. The handle is made of split 
eVA to ensure perfect control while casting and during the fight with Trout.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-25-310 ANS562-XuL 5’6” - 1.65 m 88 cm 2 RS XuL 0.4-4.5 g Max 4 lb 7 SiC

126-25-320 ANS602-XuL 6’0” - 1.83 m 95 cm 2 RS XuL 0.4-4.5 g Max 4 lb 8 SiC

126-25-330 ANS662-XuL 6’6” - 1.98 m 102 cm 2 RS XuL 0.4-4.5 g Max 4 lb 9 SiC

126-25-340 ANS602-uL 6’0” - 1.83 m 95 cm 2 RS uL 0.7-6 g Max 5 lb 8 SiC

126-25-350 ANS662-uL 6’6” - 1.98 m 102 cm 2 RS uL 0.7-6 g Max 5 lb 9 SiC

Split eVA handle with 
 tapered eVA butt grip for total control.

Identification code on top section.

Minimal screw reel seat, 
assembled on Woven Carbon body. Split eVA 

handle with tapered eVA butt grip for total control

Long leg SiC guides, 
with K profile. 
Specific guide set 
designed to cast 
ultralight lures  with 
very fine braided 
lines.
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Rods which display a regular slow action, which is ge-
nerated by a slightly more reactive body if compared to 
that of classic, parabolic Trout Area blanks.

Such extra power is fully exploited in situations where an extra boost is 
needed to reach those fish shoal that keep at distance, or to control the 
reactions of any extra-large Trout. The ultra-thin blank made from high 
modulus CX-1 carbon is brilliantly dressed with elegant and fashionable 
graphics. The Smooth Coil Cast System guide configuration has been 
conceived to obtain long and accurate casts in a technique where the 
pulling weight of the lure is often minimal.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-25-210 XLS562-XuL 5’6” - 1.68 m 89 cm 2 RS XuL 0.3-4 g Max. 4 lb 7 SiC

126-25-220 XLS602-XuL 6’0” - 1.83 m 96 cm 2 RS XuL 0.3-4 g Max. 4 lb 8 SiC

126-25-230 XLS662-XuL 6’6” - 1.98 m 102 cm 2 RS XuL 0.3-4 g Max. 4 lb 9 SiC

essential and ergonomic screw 
reel seat, assembled on a Woven Carbon body.

The SiC guides are suitable 
for the use of thin braided 
lines; the K-profile frame 
has been designed with a 
forward inclination of 20° to 
prevent tangling.

The eVA split handle provides the grip for 
two-handed cast and adhesion to the fore-
arm in the single-handed underarm cast.

Find out more on pages 167/168  and 212
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WATCH THe VIDeo 

In all circumstances, the control of the operations 
is total, thanks to a fantastic graphite component 
that interprets the double role of reel seat and 
handle grip, because it is designed with large side 
windows that expose the hybrid cork body. The 
blank is produced from CX-1 high modulus carbon 
to obtain slimness, lightness and prompt response.

Rods designed to cast and control the whole range of ultra-light spoon and hardbaits in 
the best possible way, guaranteeing safety even in the case of the welcome chance of mee-
ting with large Trout, which often perform in a series of spectacular jumps out of water.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-25-410 ITS562-uL 5’6” - 1.68 m 88 cm 2 RS uL 0.5-5 g Max. 5 lb 7 K Profile SiC

126-25-420 ITS602-uL 6’0” - 1.83 m 95 cm 2 RS uL 0.5-5 g Max. 5 lb 8 K Profile SiC

126-25-430 ITS662-uL 6’6” - 1.98 m 102 cm 2 RS uL 0.5-5 g Max. 5 lb 9 K Profile SiC

Medium leg SiC guides 
with K frame. Specific 
guide set designed to cast 
ultralight lures with very 
fine braided lines and 
monofilaments as well.  

Reel seat’s upper hood of is connected 
to the body to give stability to the reel’s foot 

and minimum encumbrance in the user’s hand.

The precision of the small details and the 
refinement of all coloured decorations make the 

Rapture rods of Trout Area range very unique.
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WATCH THe VIDeo 

The extreme 
lightness of the SiC 
guides with K pro-
file Titanium frame 
leaves the blank 
complete freedom 
to develop its 
whole peculiar 
reactivity.

Blank fully wrapped 
by crossed carbon bands to 

protect it from accidental shocks, 
not improbable while walking in mountain environments.

High precision joint, 
with identification code printed on bottom area of top section.

The butt handle ends with a refined, round 
cameo included in a satin finish aluminum 
collar, while the Rapture logo is made by 
exclusive fire stamping, directly on the cork.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-80-100 SXS622-L 6’2”-1.88 m 97 cm 2 F L 0.5-7 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.2-1.0 8 K-SiC

126-80-200 SXN662-L 6’6” -1.98 m 102 cm 2 F L 0.5-7 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.2-1.0 9 K-Sic

126-80-300 SXS722-L 7’2” -2.18 m 113 cm 2 F L 0.7-10 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.2-1.0 9 K-Sic

From the extreme lands of Southern America to the Japanese islands, getting through the heart 
of the old Continent, the fashion of hunting for wild Trout, native to natural environments, has a 
timeless charm that also feeds with the pleasure of using equipment with refined and exclusive feeling. 

It is absolutely the case of these splendid Rapture creations, able to provide pleasure to the most sophisticated user even when the 
fish seem to have disappeared, thanks to the casting accuracy, to the high sensitivity and, last but not least, to the aesthetic taste. The 
blanks are made from high modulus CX Nano Carbon, a very fine material that allows to stratify the walls with a minimal incidence of 
resins, giving them an unrivalled responsiveness, which is appreciated in the execution of underarm or crossbow casts. Two casting 
categories: the rods with 0,5-7 grams power bend on the upper two thirds of their length, while the 0,7-10 grams rod has a tippy 
action. The natural cork handle, made from highest quality material, is deliberately short to ease the movements of the user’s wrist.
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CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-81-100 IRS602-uL 6’ 0”-1.83 m 95 cm 2 RS uL 0.5-5 g 1-5 lb / Pe 0.2-1.0 9 SiC

126-81-200 IRS662-uL 6’6” - 1.98 m 102 cm 2 RS uL 0.5-5 g 1-5 lb / Pe 0.2-1.0 9 SiC

126-81-300 IRS662-L 6’6” -1.98 m 102 cm 2 R L 0.8-8 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.3-1.2 9 SiC

126-81-400 IRS702-L 7’ 2”-13 m 110 cm 2 R L 0.8-8 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.3-1.2 9 SiC

126-81-500 IRS762-L 7’6” -2.28 m 118 cm 2 RS L 0.8-8 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.3-1.2 9 SiC

A perfect mix of technology and tradition in a wide range of rods designed for 
stream fishing, where the differences between a tool and another one require a high 
level of experience and skills to be appreciated.

But the Iride TRX series is able to gratify even the enthusiast who chooses a single rod 
to deal with his favourite environments, relying on the advice of the trusted dealer. The 
choice must be calibrated not on the size of the fish of possible capture, which never re-
presents a threat to the blanks structured from CX Nano Carbon, but on the type of lures 
normally used, with an eye to the required casting distances, because, for example, the 
lake environments usually require longer lengths and powers than running ones. With the 
special SiC guide configuration and the cooperation of the special thin diameter’s tubular 
tips, the series is prepared to handle the braided lines, nowadays increasingly used in trout 
fishing. So you can push the smallest spoon or spinner very far, as well as tiny minnow that 
can solve the fishing day, managing them in full sensitivity. The natural cork grips at the 
highest quality incorporate fantastic reel seats made from wood and carbon, designed to 
achieve no encumbrance at all in the user’s hand in order to provide maximum comfort.

The fantastic natural cork split grips are calibrated in length 
according to each rod. Coloured decorations help 
to identify the action: gold (uL) and red (L).

Simply exciting, 
SiC guides are 
braided friendly 
and feature an 
ultralight single 
leg frame.

The exclusive cameo enriches 
the already fantastic butt 
handle of these rods.

Reel seat with 
Woven Carbon hoods.
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Full AAA grade cork handle 
reminds to traditions without 

any compromise to performances and comfort.

The spigot joint delivers a perfect rod curve with super 
slim blank, with section alignment system 
for a fast and east assembly.

Spinning oriented to wild, native trout has a timeless 
charm, made of pristine environments and refined 
tackle, which must be able to combine tradition and 
technology for the management of ultralight soft lures, 
light spinners and tiny minnows.

Iride series represents the perfect combination of lightness, sensitivi-
ty and aesthetic taste. A very thin CX-1 carbon blank, lightweight but 
resistant at the same time, allows you to have great feeling in any si-
tuation, casting very easily different types of lures like spoon, spinners, 
small minnows, soft lures and enhancing the slightest touch, thanks to 
his remarkable sensitivity. Due to these characteristics, it is equally at 
home in lakes and in the clear streams. The comfortable handle is en-
tirely made from natural cork of the highest quality available; the reel 
seat, integrated into 
the handle, features 
satin metal hoods and 
is extremely light. Sin-
gle leg SiC guides with 
vibration free Y-frame, 
ideal with braided lines, 
nylon monofilament 
and fluorocarbon.

SiC guides are 
designed to be used

 both with mono and braided.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-45-100 IRS602/uL 6'0" - 1.83 m 94 cm 2 RS uL 0.5-5 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.3-1 9 SiC

126-45-200 IRS662/uL 6'6" - 1.98 m 104 cm 2 RS uL 0.5-5 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.3-1 9 SiC
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SiC guides with 
stiff anti-tangle 
K-profile frame, 
also perfect 
for the use of 
braided and 
monofilament.

elegant cameo incorporated 
into the metal frame
that protects 
the handle’s 
butt.

High precision spigot joint, with identification 
code screen printed at top 
section’s base.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-82-100 FNS632-uL 6’3” - 1.90 m 100 cm 2 uL RS 1-5 g 3-6 lb 8 K-SiC

126-82-200 FNS662-L 6’6” - 2.00 m 103 cm 2 L R 2-8 g 4-8 lb 8 K-SiC

126-82-300 FNS702-ML 7’ - 2.13 m 109 cm 2 ML R 2-12 g 4-10 lb 8 K-SiC

126-82-400 FNS732-M 7’3” - 2.20 m 115 cm 2 M F 3-15 g 6-18 lb 8 K-SiC

It is the most powerful and lon-
gest among the Rapture Native 
Trout rods, with a casting capacity that shifts 
from “zero point” values to more substantial 
weight levels to face not only the streams, but 
also the upper parts of the rivers and lakes.

With an environmental target of such importance, the Fancy 
Native required some measure at the project level, and so we 
equipped it with a front cork handle, long and shaped like a 
bell on top end to offer the thumb of the hand a firm con-
trast at the time of the casting execution, just like in the lon-
gest and most powerful fly rods. In addition, the split handle 
carries the screw reel seat placed at relatively high position, 
while the butt grip is elongated and made from high density 
eVA, as well as being enriched with a laser engraved Rapture 
logo. The series is rather wide, with four different line tests.
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FIREWORK & RYUJIN

Ambition is designed for Finesse fishing style techniques and in parti-
cular to enhance the bait control. To achieve the target, Rapture Team 
has been working hard and developed a unique action, starting from 
a fine solid tip to get the maximum sensitivity and down through the 
tip and the butt, built with a fast taper to progressively increase power 
without adding extra weight. This has been possible just using the latest 
rod building technologies and materials available, in fact Ambition is en-
tirely made with the high modules CX-1 Micro Pitch Carbon. Ambition is 
ideally suited to fishing for trout in rivers, where the extra length helps 
accuracy and bait control, but it fits perfectly drop-shot fishing from the 
bank, targeting small and medium size preys such as perch, zander and 
occasionally pikes especially during the cold months. Ambition is fitted 
with quality components, the handle grips are a mix of quality cork and 
eva to enhance feeling and comfort.

The exclusive 
cameo enri-
ches the alre-
ady fantastic 
butt handle of 
these rods.

Single leg SiC guides with K 
concept profile, perfect both 
with braided and mono. 

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-47-100 BFS562-uL 5'6" - 1.68 m 86 cm 2 RS uL 0.3-5 g 2-6 lb (Pe 0.2-1) 8 SiC

126-47-200 BFS602-uL 6'0" - 1.83 m 95 cm 2 RS uL 0.3-5 g 2-6 lb (Pe 0.2-1) 9 SiC

126-47-300 BFS662-uL 6'6" - 1.98 m 98 cm 2 RS uL 0.3-5 g 2-6 lb (Pe 0.2-1) 9 SiC

Single leg SiC guides 
with corrosion proof 

anti-tangle K concept 
frame guides.

Lightweight and reliable reel seat integrated into the 
handle, with metal hoods and rubber body.

Intriguing, modern, extremely refined in the details, the Black Feather rods belong to a superior class with their ultra-sensiti-
ve tubular top section, which is as light as a feather. Their blank is made from high modulus CX-1 Micro Pitch carbon with a 
minimal incidence of resins, which gives them great reactivity and a progressive action, ideal for uLG (ultra Light Game) lure’s 
management. The handle is made of high-density eVA, with short split configuration to facilitate the fishing action and with the 
integrated reel seat, without any protrusion. Single leg Sea Guide guides with tangle free 
K profile frame and SiC ring, also perfect for braided lines.

Designed for Native stream 
fishing, these small minnows 
offer many natural colours 
and are supplied with both 
treble and single hooks.

Find out more on pag. 94

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-46-100 MBS802/ML - Solid 2.40 m 123 cm 2 MF ML (S) 0.8-10 g 3-8 lb 10 K Profile SiC

126-46-200 MBS802/M - Solid 2.40 m 123 cm 2 F M (S) 2-14 g 4-10 lb 10 K Profile SiC

126-46-300 MBS902/ML - Solid 2.70 m 139 cm 2 MF ML (S) 0.8-10 g 3-8 lb 11 K Profile SiC

126-46-400 MBS902/M - Solid 2.70 m 139 cm 2 F M (S) 2-14 g 4-10 lb 11 K Profile SiC
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CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-26-410 CLS602-uL 6’0” - 1.83 m 95 cm 2 MF uL 0.8-7 g Max 5 lb 8 K - SiC

126-26-420 CLS662uL 6’6” - 1.98 m 104 cm 2 MF uL 0.8-7 g Max 5 lb 9 K - SiC

126-26-430 CLS702-uL 7'0”- 2.13 m 109 cm 2 MF uL 0.8-7 g Max 5 lb 10 K - SiC

126-26-440 CLS762-uL 7'6" - 2.28 m 118 cm 2 MF uL 0.8-7 g Max 5 lb 10 K - SiC

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES TOP SECTION
126-83-100 CGS692 Fast Finesse 6’9”- 2.06 m 107 cm 2 XF L 0.5-10 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.3-0.8 8 K - SiC Tubolar

126-83-200 CGS792 Fast Finesse 7’9” - 2.36 m 120 cm 2 XF L 2-14 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.3-0.8 9 K - SiC Tubolar

126-83-300 CGS762 Light Drop 7’6” - 2.28 m 117 cm 2 XF M 3-14 g 3-8 lb / Pe 0.3-1.2 9 K - SiC Solid

126-83-400 CGS762 Power Drop 7’6” - 2.28 m 117 cm 2 XF MH 7-28 g 4-12 lb / Pe 0.4-1.5 9 K - SiC Solid

There is no town nor village without a river, a ca-
nal or a simple garden with a pond. Let’s enjoy it!

The beauty of walking or moving by bike, by scooter or by public 
transport, to fish among the curiosity of people even if we have 
only half an hour of time, is priceless. Rods like the City Game have 
been developed precisely for these urban environments, where a 
certain length is needed because it is not uncommon to fish from 
high docks, and where power is needed because the distances 
and the strength of the fish can be considerable. The vast panora-
ma of usable lures required the creation of well diversified actions.

Handiness, versatility, elegance in details for a series intended for a young audien-
ce, who practices different spinning techniques to never stop having fun.

With the Cloud you can range from the silicone baits presented on jig head to the spoons, up to min-
nows weighing up to 7-8 grams: we are in the field of Light Game, something very exciting in the Stre-
et Fishing world, but also in traditional waters. In fact, it’s almost impossible to blank, but it is not rare 
to meet important fish: Zander, Asp, Catfish of “human” size. Gorgeous handle, split in eVA and cork, 
with anatomical reel seat placed at relatively high position to provide enough lever for long casts.

Split eVA handle 
with skeletal reel 
seat. In the picture, 
the fantastic butt grip 
covered by ribbed 
leather.

Rods suitable 
for braided 
lines, fitted 
with single leg 
K frame SiC 
guides.

Braided proof 
single leg 
K frame SiC 
guides.

Precision joint with identification code printed 
on top section’s base.

Carbon reel seat’s 
screw knob.

 FAST FINeSSe:
Rods prepared to handle spoons, spin-
ners, minnows and light soft lures.

 LIGHT DRoP:
A rod with solid carbon tip providing 
sensitivity for jig head fishing.

 PoWeR DRoP:
Conceptually similar to the previous 
one, but equipped with superior power.
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CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-29-200 DGS702-uLS 7'0” - 2.13 m 108 cm 2 MF uL (S) 0.4-5 g 1-4 lb / Pe 0.2-0.6 9 K Profile SiC

126-29-300 DGS702-LS 7'0”- 2.13 m 108 cm 2 MF L (S) 0.5-7 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.3-0.8 9 K Profile SiC

126-29-400 DGS762-LS 7'6" - 2.28 m 117 cm 2 MF L (S) 0.5-7 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.3-0.8 10 K Profile SiC

126-29-500 DGS802-MLS 8'0” - 2.43 m 123 cm 2 MF ML (S) 0.6-10 g 3-6 lb / Pe 0.3-1.0 10 K Profile SiC

126-29-600 DGS802-MS 8'0” - 2.43 m 123 cm 2 MF M (S) 0.8-12 g 3-8 lb / Pe 0.3-1.2 10 K Profile SiC

Comprehensive range designed for the most demanding streeter, featu-
ring superb lightweight and fast, yet forgiving blanks, to handle strong 
fish on light tackle! Dogma is able to handle with ease most of the lu-
res used in street fishing, but the hyper sensitive solid tip part is ideal-
ly suited to soft baits at most, where bite can be tricky and sensitivity 
and control need to be always a paramount. The special carbon blend 
is enhanced by the additional carbon cloth reinforcement on the butt 
section, thus to create a strong backbone necessary to keep a perfect 
control. Apart from reliability, as every Streeter know, weights have to 
be seriously consider, so apart from a quality blank we’ve been choosing 
also the right components. eva handle grips are very comfortable even 
during the cold season, the tangle and braided-proof SiC guides keep 
everything light yet strong and the reel seat fore grip maximise bait per-
ception. But street fishing isn’t just a fishing style, it’s a mood it’s Dogma!

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-28-100 uFS642-uL 6'4" - 1.94 m 101 cm 2 MF uL 1-5 g 1-5 lb / Pe 0.3-0.8 8 K Profile SiC

126-28-200 uFS702-uL 7'0” - 2.13 m 108 cm 2 MF uL 1-5 g 1-5 lb / Pe 0.3-0.8 9 K Profile SiC

126-28-300 uFS702-L 7'0”- 2.13 m 108 cm 2 MF L 2-8 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.3-1.0 9 K Profile SiC

126-28-400 uFS762-L 7'6" - 2.28 m 117 cm 2 MF L 2-8 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.3-1.0 10 K Profile SiC

126-28-500 uFS802-ML 8'0” - 2.43 m 123 cm 2 MF ML 2-12 g 3-8 lb / Pe 0.3-1.2 10 K Profile SiC

126-28-600 uFS802-M 8'0” - 2.43 m 123 cm 2 MF M 3-15 g 4-12 lb / Pe 0.4-1.5 10 K Profile SiC

More than a fishing technique, Street Fishing is a lifestyle based on simplicity and mobility, which is implemented with fast 
and reliable rods like the urban Fighter. Built with CX-1 Micro Pitch Carbon, the butt section has been reinforced through spe-
cial carbon clothes, to deliver lightness and sensitivity on the top end with the backbone necessary to have a perfect hook set 
and play action. The fast taper combined with the fine tip, let to fish both with hard and soft lures with ease, with the longer 
lengths perfect to keep in contact with light lures at distances. urban Fighter is fitted with quality components, the SiC guides 
can be used with braided too, the handle grips are a mix of quality cork and eva to enhance feeling and comfort.
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If you are looking for a modern design, super slim blank and very 
sensitive rod for your light spinning sessions, then you find the 
right one with the Invader. The fast action if this blanks can cast 
at great distance small metal lures and jigs, getting to high pre-
cision standards. The blank, despite the light weight, is powerful 
enough to fight a big fish and to force it out of covers. The SiC gui-
des are perfect for thin diameters mono and braided. We opted for 
long legs frame to give these rods the potential to cast a bit more. 
The minimal reel seat is refined with woven carbon to increase the 
sensitivity. Just remember that ultra-light rods don’t mean ultra-small 
fish! The Invader is ready for epic battles.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-10-100 S632uL 6'3" - 1.90 m 98 cm 2 uL R 1-5 g 3-6 lb 8 SiC

126-10-200 S662L 6'6" - 2.00 m 104 cm 2 L MF 2-8 g 4-8 lb 8 SiC

126-10-300 S702ML 7' - 2.13 m 108 cm 2 ML MF 2-12 g 4-10 lb 8 SiC

126-10-400 S732M 7'3" - 2.20 m 114 cm 2 M F 3-15 g 6-8 lb 9 SiC

126-10-500 S762M 7'6" - 2.30 m 117 cm 2 M F 3-15 g 6-18 lb 9 SiC

A comprehensive range of modern and durable bags, 
packs and vest made exclusively to enhance 

your comfort and offering great 
and innovative solutions.

Find out more 
on page 226
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DROP SHOOTER

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-44-100 PMD602uLH 6'0"-1.80 m 107 cm 1+1 XF uL (S) 0.5-7g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.3-0.8 8 K Profile SiC

126-44-200 PMD642uLH 6'4"-1.95 m 124 cm 1+1 XF uL (S) 0.8-12g 3-8 lb / Pe 0.3-1.0 9 K Profile SiC

126-44-300 PMD702uLH 7'0"-2.10 m 140 cm 1+1 XF uL (S) 0.8-12g 3-8 lb / Pe 0.3-1.0 9 K Profile SiC

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-50-100 AeS602-uL 6'0" - 1.83 m 139 cm 1+1 XF  uL (S) 0.5-7 g 1-5 lb 8  SiC

126-50-200 AeS662-uL 6'6" - 1.98 m 147 cm 1+1 XF  uL (S) 0.5-7 g 1-5 lb 9  SiC

126-50-300 AeS702-uL 7'0" - 2.13 m 169 cm 1+1 XF  uL (S) 0.5-7 g 1-5 lb 9  SiC

126-50-400 AeS662-L 6'6" - 1.98 m 147 cm 1+1 XF  L (S) 2-12 g 2-6 lb 9  SiC

126-50-500 AeS702-L 7'0" - 2.13 m 169 cm 1+1 XF  L (S) 2-12 g 2-6 lb 9  SiC

ultra-lightweight single leg SiC 
guides with stainless steel frame. 

A world of special sensations enclosed in just a few 
grams of carbon: Aerial is a new quality standard in 
the Finesse rod’s segment.

The asymmetrical two-section structure has a long top section with all 
the guides and a short handle with an unusual profile, connected by a 
spigot joint. The first one is home of casting accuracy and sensitivity, 
with the thin solid carbon tip and the CX Nano Carbon structure, a ma-
terial that reacts to the weakest signals like a guitar string. The second 
one receives all the information from above, amplifies them in its tape-
red body and transfers them to the user through the fantastic reel seat. 
A true communication media, able to activate the silicone lures under 
Dropshot, Wacky and Jighead style with braided lines, thanks to the as-
sistance provided by the ultralight single-leg SiC guides.

Single leg SiC guides 
with corrosion proof 
anti-tangle K concept 
frame guides.

Refined as well as productive, the Dropshot techni-
que attracts and fouls all big predators, making ne-
cessary reliable rods featuring a peculiar structure, 
such as the Plume.

Designed according to the HPR concept (High Power Response), whi-
ch gives the rod a greater speed of response of the top section during 
both cast and strike, they offer a powerful body and an extremely sen-
sitive tip, connected by a spigot joint. Ideal for vertical drop shot fishing 
from boat and belly boat, looking for Perch, Black Bass and Zander, 
they are characterized by high quality details and components, such as 
short split cork handle with lower eVA grip and Wowen Carbon fitting, 
the SiC Sea Guide single leg guides, perfect for braided line’s use, and 
the reel seat integrated in the handle.
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Ideal for all Finesse techniques, from Light Street Fishing to Rock Fishing, ecstasy impresses with the lightness and reactivity of the 
thin tubular top. This is due to the Super Slim blank made from CX-1 Micro Pitch, a sophisticated high-modulus carbon cloth, with no 
surface lacquering to limit weight. The response to the wrist input is very prompt, while the very high sensitivity facilitates the cast of 
microscopic lures. The whole balance is perfect, thanks to the eVA handle profile that incorporates an ergonomic reel seat with a nice 
carbon screw knob. The long leg SiC guides feature a very stiff frame that doesn’t vibrate when braided lines go up and down.

The long leg SiC guides 
feature a very stiff frame, sim-
ply perfect with braided lines. 

The exclusive cameo enriches the already fantastic butt 
handle of these rods.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-48-100 XTS 562/uL 5'6" - 1.68 m 86 cm 2 R uL 0.5-7 g 2-6 lb 8 K Profile SiC

126-48-200 XTS 602/uL 6'0" - 1.83 m 95 cm 2 R uL 0.5-7 g 2-6 lb 9 K Profile SiC

126-48-300 XTS 962/uL 6'6" - 1.98 m 98 cm 2 R uL 0.5-7 g 2-6 lb 9 K Profile SiC
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The Fire Wind has been designed for casting small lures at great distance. The key point to get this result is the fast action 
of the blanks, allowing to transmit a great amount of kinetic energy from the rod to the lure in a short time and space. 
Consequently, these rods are also perfect to face narrow streams or limited space waters. The long legs K frame SiC guides 
will reduce the friction with the line and greatly increase the casting distance while reducing the risk of line tangling. The 
eVA and cork handle is super comfortable and it is balancing the whole blank.

Anatomic Rapture graphite screw reel 
seat with aluminium hood, integrated 
in the natural cork handle.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-43-100 NVS682/uL 6'8" - 2.00 m 104 cm 2 R uL 0.5-5 g 1-4 lb / Pe 0.2-0.6 8 K Profile SiC

126-43-200 NVS732/L 7'3" - 2.20 m 114 cm 2 R L 0.5-7.5 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.3-0.8 9 K Profile SiC

126-43-300 NVS762/L 7'6" - 2.30 m 117 cm 2 R L 0.5-7.5 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.3-0.8 9 K Profile SiC

126-43-400 NVS822/ML 8'2" - 2.50 m 127 cm 2 R ML 0.6-10 g 3-6 lb / Pe 0.3-0.8 10 K Profile SiC

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-11-100 FWS 73F 7'3"-2.20 m 114 cm 2 F ML 1-12 g 1-5 lb 9 K Profile SiC

126-11-200 FWS 710F 7'10"-2.36 m 122 cm 2 F ML 1-12 g 1-5 lb 9 K Profile SiC

126-11-300 FWS 800F 8'-2.44 m 125 cm 2 F ML 2-16 g 1-5 lb 9 K Profile SiC

envy represents the top of the range for Finesse fishing. Developed 
after long testing to achieve the best performances on long distance 
casting with ultra-light lures but retaining excellent sensitivity and 
control. To achieve this, we apply the latest tech and materials, from 
the CX-1 Micro Pitch Carbon, to completely eliminate the “spine” on 
the whole blank. envy features spigot joint, slow taper construction, 
with an ultra-slim profile and a nice regular action, whilst the ultra-fine 
hollow tip is the optimum solution to fish both with hard and soft bai-
ts. envy is also fitted with high quality components, the long leg and 
anti-tangle K profile guides with SiC inserts are the best solution with 
braided, the guide combination between sizing and spacing eliminates 
wind knots, reducing line coils to allow for smooth and accurate casts.

Attention to de-
tails, the stylish 
cap with Rapture 
logo, while the 
rubber edge pro-
tect the handle 
overt time from 
scratches and 
damages that 
may occur during 
its use.

Braided proof 
single leg K frame 
SiC guides.
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Signal Master Sense series is designed for finesse fishing, in particular to cast lightweight lures at distance with accuracy, 
such as fishing for asp where you need to casts and casts again. Signal is true allrounder, perfect to fish with hard baits or 
medium heavy drop-shot style for big fish, with an excellent balan-
ce and reliable tool. entirely made with CX-1 Micro Pitch Carbon, 
the butt section has been reinforced to maintain the maximum 
lightness and sensitivity with the backbone necessary to have a 
perfect hook set and control to play with hard fighters. Signal Ma-
ster Sense is fitted with quality components, the new long leg and 
anti-tangle K profile guides with SiC inserts are the best solution 
with braided, the guide combination between sizing and spacing 
eliminates wind knots, reducing line coils to allow for smooth and 
accurate casts. The handle grips are a mix of quality cork and eva.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-40-300 MASTeR * SG762ML 7'6" - 2.25 m 116 cm 2 MF ML 2-18 g 3-8 lb / Pe 0.3-1.2 9 K Profile SiC

126-40-400 MASTeR * SG802M 8' - 2.40 m 123 cm 2 MF M 4-28 g 4-12 lb / Pe 0.4-1.5 9 K Profile SiC

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-40-100 SoLID * SG702LS 7' - 2.13 m 110 cm 2 F L (S) 0.6-10 g 2-6 lb / Pe 0.2-0.6 9 K Profile SiC

126-40-200 SoLID * SG762LS 7'6" - 2.25 m 117 cm 2 F L (S) 2-15 g 3-8 lb / Pe 0.3-1.0 9 K Profile SiC

All the guides including the top 
tip are produced with SiC ring 
inserts and anti-tangle frames 
to allow the use of the lightest 
braided lines. 

Attention to details, the 
stylish cap is engraved 
with Signal logo, while 
the rubber edge protect 
the handle overt time 
from scratches and 
damages.

The ergonomic reel seat is integrated in the cork 
handle grip, to guarantee a good grip and comfort 
without renounce to sensitivity.

Signal Solid Sense are designed for finesse fishing, fitted with a fine solid tip as the name suggests, these rods are the ul-
timate solutions for drop-shot, split-shot, mojo and others light-game work with soft lures. The longer length is the ideal 
choice to keep in contact with light lures at distances fishing from the bank, while the shorter is ideally suited to fish from 
the boat. Thanks to its versatility, Signal can be used with hard and wire baits too. entirely made with CX-1 Micro Pitch 
Carbon, the butt section has been reinforced through a special carbon reinforcement, to maintain the maximum lightness 
and sensitivity with the backbone necessary to have a perfect hook set and control to play with hard fighters. Signal Solid 
Sense is fitted with quality components. The handle grips are a mix of quality cork and eva to enhance feeling and comfort.

Thousands of animal species having 
small and tiny size live in waters of 
the whole planet, being an important 
food supply for all fish. But below the 
surface also uLG lures are active as 
well, because, talking about creatu-
res, even Rapture Team breed some 
very good ones! Therefore, you can 

benefit from them: before 
swimming away, predators 
will think about twice!

Find out more on page 154
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SPINNING CASTING

&

WATCH THe VIDeo 

oriented to competition, this high level single-section 
rod series has been developed in cooperation with the 
Rapture Team and world champion Marco Iseppi. Five 
models for spinning and four for casting to cover all the 
specific needs of Italian and european Bassmen.

every and each model has been independently designed  for a single 
technique or for two similar techniques. We took maniac care of every 
and each detail to obtain one of the best rod for Pro Bass Anglers. The 
blanks, sensitive and reactive, are super reliable, standing the stron-
gest stresses and strikes.

Genuine Fuji reel seat. The high grade 
eVA handle is split, to reduce the 
already small weight of the blank and 
make it super balanced. 

C691H & C731XH 
The spiral guide’s 
assembly is able to 
evenly distribute 
the stress around 
the blank.

Guides are prime 
grade SiC and 
can be used with 
braided lines even in 
thinnest diameters.

The maximum attention to 
details, the X logo engraved in 
the inner part of the butt cap 
while the eVA edge is designed 
to protect the rod butt from 
scratches and use.

The new Japanese multi-directional SX-4 
Nano-technology carbon cloth is able to 
offer tremendous performance, enhan-
cing the casting accuracy and playing 
action. To build them, Rapture in coo-
peration with Toray®, developed a spe-
cial Carbon tissue named SX4 Carbon 
Cloth – Nano Technology. This material 
is made of the purest high modulus car-
bon fibres, bonded by the a small quan-
tity of resins, and molecularly woven to 
create a sort of wrapping tissue where 
fibres are positioned at 45° and 135°. 
This peculiar positioning at given angles 
is able to distribute the stress and loads 
along the whole surface of the blank, 
making the rod strongest than ever.
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 RACING - FINeSSe & TuBe
Accurately drives the Soft Baits - such as Worm and 
Tube - through the most intricate covers, but it is 
always ready for quick strikes even in topwater.

 RACING – WACKY STICK
Ideal for Bass and Pike with Wacky technique, it 
controls the bait from the first contact with the 
water, enhancing the slightest signal of attack.

 RACING – MAG WoRM
Developed to fish with Worm, Creatures and large 
Jig under covers, it stands out of the crowd for the 
powerful body and great tip sensitivity.

 FINeSSe - DRoP & SPLIT SHoT
Specific for search fishing with Drop Shot and Split Shot style, it offers a 
very fast body and sensitive top, to never miss the contact with the bait.

 FINeSSe – SHAKY HeAD & MoJo
It’is able to handle the pressure generated by large baits, such as Shaky Head 
and Mojo, without sacrificing the ability to receive signals from the bottom.

 X-RAY - PITCHIN’ STICK
Rod dedicated to Pitching, a technique able to awaken the most lethargic 
Bass with texas and jig rigs, in narrow spaces or near hot spots.

 X-RAY - MAG SPINNeR
Rod featuring a very fast action, specialized to search for fish through all 
the layers of water, properly exploiting the Wirebaits. 

 RACING - CReATuRe & WoRM
Dedicated to casting with Soft Baits rigged under texas or jig style to 
check each spot and draw the most cunning predator out of covers.

 RACING - FLIPPING & PITCHING
Powerful rod able to succeed in most challenging fights inside covers, 
perfect for texas rig or jig with flipping and pitching techniques.

The brand new X-Ray reeks represent a major step 
forward in the low profile baitcasting reel development!

X-ray are packed full features and performance that serious anglers will 
appreciate, at the top of them stand out the easy Cast system, a brand 
new hybrid braking system to fine tune and control the spool rotation 
speed during cast. easy Cast not only reduces tangles but it increases 
dramatically distances and cast accuracy. X-Ray LTe and X-Ray SPL are 
produced with the latest technologies and the highest quality materials, 
designed designed using the latest CAD software, the two models fea-
ture different gear ratio thus to cope with different uses and fishing te-
chniques, both in fresh and saltwater. The body and the gears are able 
to withstand heavy loads, wear and external agents, delivering unprece-
dented smooth performance in ultra-lightweight reel. The fight drag runs 
on oversized carbon cloth washers, able to deliver high drag pressure to 
tame even the strongest fighters. X-Ray reels have everything you need 
to maximize your fishing potential!

The lightweight handle features an ergonomic 
bend design, rotating on a offset axis compared 
to reel body. This solution increases the cranking 
power, the overall smoothness and in the meanti-
me reduces vibrations.

The level wind guarantees a perfect line winding 
over the spool. The extra-hard TiN coating helps to 
reduce wear and line friction, preserving your line. 

The deep V spool profile delivers increase line capa-
city and a better line maintenance. Machined from 
ultra-lightweight aircraft grade aluminium. 

The X-Ray LTe and SPL do not differ only for the gear ratio speed, but they’re built with different gear materials, all of excellent 
quality to highlight their own features and to suit the fishing styles they’re designed for. X-Ray LTe uses the precision and lightness 
of gears built in Aircraft-Grade Hardened Aluminium, perfect to achieve an ultra-smooth and precise rotation also to the low rota-
tions speed. Instead SPL gets the best under big loads and for speed fishing styles, gears are built using the Hyper-Strength Brass 
delivering an outstanding precision and durability.

easy Cast
technology is 

a massive brea-
kthrough in reels 

development, develo-
ped using an hybrid braking system combining a 6-way magnetic brake to a 
6-way centrifugal brake, to deliver a whopping 36 drag combination to allow 
anglers fine-tuning and drastically reduce the “backlash” effect. The centrifugal 
brake acts positively in the initial stages of the cast, when the high rotation 
speed releases a greater centrifugal force, thus to allow a smooth releases of 
energy. While the externally adjustable magnetic cast control system allows 
for fine adjustment on the waater and it works in a complementary way, by 
adjusting the spool rotation just in the final stages, when centrifugal forces 
are lesser due to the friction and allowing a more accurate and precise placing. 
easy Cast System do not reduce only the tangles when casting, but thanks to a 
better friction control is able to deliver longer and more accurate casts!
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X-RAY FINESSE

CODE MODEL HANDLE LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-07-500 Finesse - Drop & Split Shot A 6'6"-1.98 m 1 XF ML 1/8 – 1/2 oz 6-12 lb 9 KLH Micro SiC

126-07-550 Finesse - Shaky Head & Mojo A 6'8"-2.03 m 1 XF M 3/16 – 3/4 oz 8-16 lb 9 KLH Micro SiC

X-RAY RACING SPINNING

CODE MODEL HANDLE LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-07-600 Racing - Finesse & Tube B 6'7"-2.01 m 1 XF M 1/8 – 1/2 oz 8-15 lb 9 KLH Micro SiC

126-07-650 Racing - Wacky Stick B 6'8"-2.03 m 1 XF MH 3/16 - 5/8 oz 12-16 lb 9 KLH Micro SiC

126-07-700 Racing - Mag Worm B 7'1"-2.15 m 1 XF MH 1/4-3/4 oz 10-20 lb 9 KLH Micro SiC

X-RAY RACING CASTING

CODE MODEL HANDLE LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-07-100 X-Ray - Pitchin' Stick C 6'7"-2.01 m 1 XF M 3/16 – 5/8 oz 12-16 lb 10 K-Style SiC

126-07-200 X-Ray - Mag Spinner C 6'9"-2.06 m 1 XF M 3/16 – 5/8 oz 8-16 lb 10 K-Style SiC

126-07-750 Racing - Creature & Worm D 6'9"-2.06 m 1 XF H 3/8 - 1 oz 12-22 lb 10 K-Style SiC*

126-07-800 Racing - Flipping & Pitching D 7'3"-2.20 m 1 XF XH 1/2 - 2 oz 12-28 lb 11 K-Style SiC*

* Spiral Guide Assembly

• 9 Double Shielded Ball Bearings
• Stainless Steel Instant Anti-Reverse Bearing
• Easy Cast System with Dual Drag controls
• Smooth Carbon Fibre Drag Washers
• Carbon Custom Aluminium Bent Handle
• Ergonomic EVA Handle Knobs
• Aircraft-Grade Aluminium Spool
• Deep V-Spool for extra line capacity
• Aircraft-Grade Hardened Aluminium Main Gear

• 9 Double Shielded Ball Bearings
• Stainless Steel Instant Anti-Reverse Bearing
• Easy Cast System with Dual Drag controls
• Smooth Carbon Fibre Drag Washers
• Carbon Custom Aluminium Bent Handle
• Ergonomic EVA Handle Knobs
• Aircraft-Grade Aluminium Spool
• Deep V-Spool for extra line capacity
• Hyper-Strength Brass Main Gear

XRAY LTE / 031-85-600
Weight: 198 g 
Gear Ratio: 6.3:1
Capacity: Φ 0.35-80 m
Bearings: 9+1

XRAY SPL / 031-85-700
Weight: 212 g 
Gear Ratio: 7.2:1
Capacity: Φ 0.35-80 m
Bearings: 9+1
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LIVE ACTION LURES

Wonderful series of rods that are very likely the best 
you can get for specialist light fishing techniques.

With Finezza RV you can use micro jigs or spoons, drop shot 
or split shot rigs. every single aspect of these rods is meant to 
be used Finesse style. We choose to go for a so important light 
fishing family because it is more and more evident that a too 
heavy approach to fish is not the correct way for success. Li-
ght fishing is sometimes the only way to get the big ones! To 
get the premium performance of the Finezza series, that we 
offer in 3 versions for spinning and 3 for casting, we used the 
Super High Modulus CX-1 Micro Pitch Carbon, whose main fe-
ature is the superfine fibres, distributed in a way that easily di-
stributes uniformly the load. Finally we used high-cone Profile  
SiC guides for a safe use of braided lines. 

The stiff body is followed by a super sensitive tip.
The reel seat is accompanied by an ergonomic eVA grip that finds space in 
the palm of the hand to provide maximum comfort and control.

CODE MODEL LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES ANELLI
126-05-700 S641ML 6'4"-1.94 m 6'4"-1.94 m 1 XF ML 1/8-1/4 oz 6-8 lb 8 K Micro SiC 

126-05-800 S681M 6'8"-2.03 m 6'8"-2.03 m 1 XF M 1/8-5/16 oz 8-10 lb 8 K Micro SiC 

126-05-900 S681MH 6'8"-2.03 m 6'8"-2.03 m 1 XF MH 1/8-3/8 oz 8-14 lb 8 K Micro SiC 

High-Cone 
Profile  

SiC Guides 
Braided Proof  
& Anti-Tangle  

Top Guide. 

Finde out more on page 226
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 SHAKY HeAD/SeNKo
Quick but sensitive at the top to perceive every 
vibration, it is designed for fishing with the sha-
ky head technique with soft baits and worms.

 FooTBALL JIG BIG WoRM
Dedicated to jig fishing enthusiasts, it is fast 
and powerful, also excellent in handling large 
silicone baits such as worms and creatures.

 DRoP SHoT & SPLIT SHoT
Specific rod for the techniques of drop shot and 
split shot, characterized by medium fast action 
to feel even the slightest vibration of the bait.

 SeNKo ‘N’ FRoGS
Fast action rod, essential to react to sudden at-
tacks while topwater fishing with worms, imi-
tations of mouse and frogs.

 SPINNeRBAIT ‘N’ WoRM
Perfect for reaction baits: spinnerbait, chatter-
bait or buzzbait, with medium fast action to 
absorb the stress of the strikes at short distance.

 JIG ‘N’ WoRMT
Developed for jig fishing, it is also very well sui-
ted to the use of texas rigged baits destined to 
fool predators in the covers.

 SWIMBAIT ‘N’ CARoLINA RIG
Medium fast action to manage swimbaits, either soft or hard; recommen-
ded for predator’s search with Carolina Rig technique. 

 PITCHIN’ STICK
Very fast action, it is useful both with silicon lures and with jigs, working 
close to structures or covers with the pitching technique.

 FLIPPIN’ & PITCHIN’
Ideal for the use of Cover Jig and Heavy Texas rigs, thanks to its Heavy 
power it is considered the “bad rod” of the Rapture range. 

 CRANK BAIT
Specific for Cranking, it has a tapered body for long distance casting 
and develops a sweet action that limits the risk of losing fish.

Artista rods are absolute masterpieces in the spinning 
and casting competition market, even if they wink to 
extra esigent Bass Fishing market. 

Ten one piece models (three spinning and seven casting) with Fast or 
Medium Fast actions to get the best performance from the  extraor-
dinary carbon fibres we used to build them: the CX-1 High Modulus 
Carbon. every model is sacred to a specific technique, in some case 
two, and every model has been designed and crafted exactly for that 
technique. This time consuming job has been done by the whole Rap-
ture Team. We are also proud of the colourful cosmetic that allows to 
identify one of the most beautiful Rapture rods wherever in the world. 
The SiC guides allow the use of braided lines. The handle is split and it 
is made on high density eVA for the best comfort.

Artista rods feature ergonomic reel seats, designed 
to improve sensitivity, enhance casting accuracy and 

offer an excellent comfort in every situation.
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DROP SHOT CASTING RODS MICRO GUIDES
The guide assembly has 
been carefully designed 
and placed, in order to per-
fectly suit action and use of 
each rod, thus maximising 
performance and casting 
accuracy. All guides are 
genuine SiC and completely 
braided proof. Top guide 
is designed to protect line 
and avoid tangles.

ARTISTA CASTING

CODE MODEL HANDLE LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
124-86-600 C1-72 § Senko 'n' Frogs B 7'2"-2.18 m 1 F MH 1/8-1/2 oz 8-20 lb 11 Micro SiC

124-86-610 C1-710 § Spinnerbait 'n' Worm B 7'-2.13 m 1 MF MH 1/4-3/4 oz 10-20 lb 13 SiC

124-86-620 C1-72 § Jig 'n' Worm B 7'2"-2.18 m 1 MF MH 1/4-1 oz 10-15 lb 11 SiC

124-86-630 C1-74 § Swimbait 'n' Carolina Rig B 7'6"-2.28 m 1 MF M 1/4-1 oz 10-25 lb 13 SiC

124-86-640 C1-74 § Pitchin' Stick B 7'4"-2.23 m 1 F H 3/8-1 1/2 oz 12-30 lb 13 SiC

124-86-650 C1-76 § Flippin' & Pitchin' B 7'6"-2.28 m 1 MF H 3/8-2 oz 15-30 lb 13 SiC

124-86-660 G/C1-70 § Crank Bait B 7'-2.13 m 1 MF M 1/4-3/4 oz 10-20 lb 11 SiC

ARTISTA SPINNING

CODE MODEL HANDLE LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
124-86-510 M/S1-72 § Shaky Head/Senko A 7'2"-2.18 m 1 F ML 1/8-3/8 oz 6-15 lb 13  LH Micro SiC

124-86-520 M/S1-72 § Football Jig Big Worm A 7'2"-2.18 m 1 F MH 1/4-1 oz 10-25 lb 13  LH Micro SiC

124-86-530 S1-72 § Drop Shot & Split Shot A 7'2"-2.18 m 1 MF ML 1/16-1/2 oz 6-12 lb 10 SiC
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CODE MODEL HANDLE LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST N. GUIDES GUIDES
124-89-100 WVC621ML § Cobra A 6'2"-1.88 m 1 M ML 1/8-1/2 oz 5-12 lb 8 Fuji KB SiC

124-89-110 WVC651M § Requiem A 6'5"-1.96 m 1 F M 1/4-1 oz 10-20 lb 8 Fuji KB SiC

124-89-120 WVC691H § Torque B 6'9"-2.06 m 1 F H 3/8-1 oz 12-25 lb 9 Fuji KB SiC

 CoBRA
Perfect for Jerk, Spinnerbait, 
Poppers, WTD and Frogs 
with limited weight.

 ReQuIeM
Born for delicate presenta-
tion, both with pitching style 
and with reaction baits.

 ToRQue
Developed to manage the 
largest soft lures or even 
heavy texas rigs.

Thanks to a 
dramatically 
angled ring, Fuji 
solved the line 
tangle problem 
forever. A com-
mon problem 
which normally 
causes time 
loss, sometimes 
line breakage 
and, in worst 
cases, even rod 
breakage.

Sitting on top of the Rapture range, Wivern rods are specially 
dedicated to the most careful and demanding angler, who 
understands the great advantages of one-piece structure, 
knows the performances of High Modulus carbon and ap-
preciates the quality of Fuji original components. 

Three impressive casting models, developed around a super slim super 
high modulus CX1 carbon blank, carefully designed to have rapid action. 
Guides are genuine Fuji SiC K frame, spaced as specified by the KR Concept 
protocol by Fuji to draw the best qualities from the blank and maximize 
its power. The reelseat is genuine Fuji too, made from nylon and graphite, 
which allows a great contact with the blank and superior ergonomic. The 
split handle is made from AAA cork and first quality eVA elements.
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CODE MODEL HANDLE LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
124-86-010 601L-F § The Strike one A 6'-1.83 m 1 F L 1/32-1/8 oz 3-8 lb 7 K-Style SiC

124-86-020 631L-R § The Strike one A 6'3"-1.91 m 1 M L 1/32-3/16 oz 3-8 lb 7 K-Style SiC

124-86-030 631ML-F § The Super Racer B 6'3"-1.91 m 1 F ML 1/16-1/4 oz 3-8 lb 7 K-Style SiC

124-86-040 671ML-R § The Super Racer B 6'7"-2.01 m 1 F ML 1/16-1/4 oz 3-8 lb 7 K-Style SiC

extremely light and powerful single-piece Bass rods, di-
splaying high sensitivity to guarantee the perfect con-
tact with the lure.

When you make something perfect you have to shout it to the world 
and be proud of it. There is no other bass rod on the market that can 
match the characteristics and the price of a Valkall . The Pro Team Rap-
ture has been involved for a long time on this project, and the result is a 
series of one-piece rods just fantastic and at a price that makes them af-
fordable for everyone. Blank is made of high modulus CX-1 carbon, light 
and responsive, and it is equipped with a high density eVA handle. SiC 
guides frame is K style and it is able to drastically reduce any tangling 
problem during casting. The Valkall family consists of a large number of 
models specific for the main bass fishing  techniques. If you do not try 
them you can not understand what we’re talking about! 

  THe STRIKe oNe
Rods suitable for all modern finesse techniques: 
micro jighead, light drop shot, split shot.

  THe SuPeR RACeR
In the two models, they fish in finesse situations 
or with minnow, looking for any predator.

Find out more on page 161
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CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-20-100 PRS802M 8'0" - 2.40m 123 2 F M 4-28g 8-20 lb 10 Titanium SiC

126-20-200 PRS802MH 8'0" - 2.40m 123 2 F MH 7-45g 8-25 lb 10 Titanium SiC

126-20-300 PRS902M 9'0" - 2.70m 139 2 F M 4-28g 8-20 lb 10 Titanium SiC

126-20-400 PRS902MH 9'0" - 2.70m 139 2 F MH 7-45g 8-25 lb 10 Titanium SiC

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-21-100 MPS802M 8'0" - 2.40m 123 2 XF M 5-30g 8-20 lb 10 K Profile SiC

126-21-200 MPS802MH 8'0" - 2.40m 123 2 XF MH 10-45g 8-30 lb 10 K Profile SiC

126-21-300 MPS902M 9'0" - 2.70m 139 2 XF M 5-30g 8-20 lb 10 K Profile SiC

126-21-400 MPS902MH 9'0" - 2.70m 139 2 XF MH 10-45g 8-30 lb 10 K Profile SiC

A spinning rod series of great value, not only for the bril-
liant performances but also for the superb finish, which 
place it to the attention of the most demanding anglers.

Lightness, sharpness and balance are the sensible result of the blank’s 
construction in two sections of CX-1 Micro-Pitch High Modulus car-
bon, on which are fitted Titanium frame SiC guides, whose natural 
flexibility is opposed by the “Y” shape of the arms, which merge to 
form a stiff zone just above the foot. The high density eVA handle is 
splitted, with a conical butt grip for impeccable control of the casting 
action and an upper grip which incorporates the Rapture ergonomic 
graphite reel seat, whose mobile side is controlled by a carbon knob. 
The laser engraved Rapture logo and the cameo nestled at butt’s end 
are touches of fine elegance.

Classic spinning rods in two sections, with ideal len-
gths to reach sensible distances while fishing from the 
bank with a wide range of lures, from minnows to the 
silicone ones mounted on jig head.

Made from CX1 Micro-Pitch carbon, they show an unequalled sensi-
tivity to send the user any information transmitted by the lure; rods 
suitable for any predator, given the possibility to choose from two 
different casting categories. The guide’s set is configured to follow 
the power of the blank, with long shank guides on the body and a 
dense series of small ones in the upper part; their frame is quite stiff, 
so suitable for braided lines. The eVA split handle, with laser engraved 
Rapture logo, fits an integrated Rapture graphite reel seat, ruled by a 
mobile hood mounted on an fashionable carbon fore grip.
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High precision spigot joint for a perfect load distri-
bution; rod’s identification code screen printed in 
the bottom area of top section.

Fuji K-Alconite guides with 
single leg frame, a guarantee 
with braided lines because the 
inclination of 20° prevents the 
nightmare of line tangling.

They belong to the fantastic world of Hyper Custom, the olympus of 
the most exclusive rods for the general quality characteristics but also for 
the special sensations they offer, beyond the tremendous fishing effectiveness.

They have been created starting from blanks with extraordi-
nary properties of reaction to stress and with an incredible 
level of sensitivity, which arise from the infinitesimal inciden-
ce of resins between the several layers of carbon fabric. This 
structure can be compared to the body of an athlete, where 
the muscles prevail over fat for a ratio of ninety-nine to one! In 
the final phase of the blank construction a level of crossed car-
bon bands has been added, extending from the butt end up to 
about 30 centimetres above the reel seat. A real power cham-
ber that releases the force needed to cast and counteracts the 
torsion to increase its accuracy. While fishing, the Flit Master 
exploit all those properties, combined with the fine tubular 
top section, to brilliantly manage hard lures and soft lures pre-
sentations in Drop Shot, Split Shot, Texas Rig, Carolina Rig and 
Jig Head modes for the most coveted predators, Zander and 
Pike on top of the list.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-35-100 FMS652-L 6’5” - 1.95 m 101 cm 2 F L 3-14 g 5-10 lb 9 Fuji  K-A

126-35-200 FMS662-ML 6’6” - 1.98 m 103 cm 2 F ML 5-21 g 8-16 lb 9 Fuji  K-A

126-35-300 FMS702-M 7’0” - 2.13 m 111 cm 2 F M 11-28 g 10-20 lb 9 Fuji  K-A

Refined reel seat with anodised aluminum 
collars; rod’s identification code printed 

on the screw drive knob.
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MXT

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
125-18-500 MXT S822HH 8'2" - 2.50 m 128 cm 2 F XH Max 60g 10-20 lb 10 SiC

2 Sections medium length spinning rod whose stiff blank, powerful but sensitive, is perfect for Mort 
Manié (dead fish) and drop shot, to chase fishes suspending on the bottom. The action is medium fast 
and allows to force the prey outside heavy cover. Perfect balancer. The Assassin MXT is equipped with 
SiC guides, so braided lines can be used without any problem, and prime grade eVA quality handle.

The windows on both the sides of the reel seat offer direct contact with the blank, allowing the user to re-
ceive a myriad of information about the lure’s swimming and on any possible contact with the submerged 
features. And it’s the sensible tip that intercepts all signals, while the structure of the rod, made from CX-1 
Micro Pitch carbon, sends them along the blank without any dispersion. But the most welcomed message 
is the strike of the predator, the first goal of the Rapture testers who strongly wanted this series of long 
rods, with extra Fast action, intended for long range fishing with hard and soft lures, at ease in Pike and 
Zander spinning but also in the Seabass hunt from the cliffs. Details and finishes of high technology value 
with unique ergonomic Sea Guide XSS reel seat, featuring double locking screw, and single leg Sea Guide 
stainless steel frame guides. The high density eVA split handle is prepared for two hand’s casting action.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-23-100 SLS 862MH 8'6" - 2.60 m 133 cm 2 PXF MH 5-35 g 6-20 lb 9 K Profile SiC

126-23-200 SLS 862H 8'6" - 2.60 m 133 cm 2 PXF H 7-45 g 6-22 lb 9 K Profile SiC

126-23-300 SLS902H 9'0" - 2.74 m 139 cm 2 PXF H 7-45 g 6-22 lb 9 K Profile SiC

126-23-400 SLS902HH 9'0" - 2.74 m 139 cm 2 PXF HH 10-60 g 8-25 lb 9 K Profile SiC

ergonomic reel seat 
Touch Blank & Lock Nut
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Sothis  is the ultimate choice for whom 
are looking to an allrounder tool, desi-
gned to combine strength, sensitivity 
and lightness together. 

Ideally for medium to heavy duty fishing, both using 
soft lures or hard baits. entirely made with CX-1 Micro 
Pitch Carbon, the butt is reinforced with special car-
bon layers, thus to have the backbone necessary to 
have a perfect hook set and control, but without com-
promising lightness and sensitivity. Built with high 
quality component, so guides are light yet strong, 
with a single foot frame and genuine SiC rings braided 
proof and designed to  reduce wind-knots, delivering 
long and accurate casts. While the reel seat is designed 
to improve sensitivity, allowing the angler to have di-
rect control with the blank, the two lock screw design 
ensures a tight closure of the reel.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER ACTION C.W. LINE TEST GUIDE N. GUIDES
126-36-100 STS 702-ML 7'0" - 2.13m 108 cm 2 ML F 7-28 g 6-20 lb 9 K Profile SiC

126-36-200 STS 702-M 7'0" - 2.13m 108 cm 2 M F 10-35 g 8-22 lb 9 K Profile SiC

126-36-300 STS 802-M 8'0" - 2.43m 123 cm 2 M F 10-35 g 8-22 lb 10 K Profile SiC

126-36-400 STS 802-MH 8'0" - 2.43m 123 cm 2 MH F 15-50 g 10-25 lb 10 K Profile SiC
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CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-01-100 S632L 6'3" - 1.91 m 98 cm 2 XF L 1/32-1/4 oz 3-8 lb 7 Fuji

126-01-200 S662ML 6'6"- 1.98 m 104 cm 2 F ML 1/32-1/4 oz 4-10 lb 8 Fuji

126-01-300 S702ML 7' - 2.13 m 108 cm 2 F ML 1/32-1/4 oz 4-10 lb 9 Fuji

126-01-400 S702M  7' - 2.13 m 108 cm 2 F M 1/16-1/2 oz 4-16 lb 9 Fuji

extra Fast and Fast models. The design of Volmoon requi-
red a really long time because it was our intention, and 
we believe to have succeeded, to build a series of rod 
that could be used fishing from the shore as well as from 
belly. We are really happy because we managed to redu-
ce the distance between the butt cap and the reel seat, 
maintaining a balanced action. In this way you can easily 
use the rod from the belly, while the handle also suits the 
cast from shore. You can use in a number of situations, 
from trout fishing in river to black bass of course. In the 
end we cannot define it an allround rod, cause it is not, 
but a specific rod for high demanding anglers in deman-
ding environments, whatever the fish you want to catch. 
equipped with genuine Fuji guides and reel seat.

Slasher, as the name itself says, a rod specially designed 
for long casting. The progressive and powerful action 
increases casting distance and if you compare Slasher 
to other similar rods, there is no doubt about its long ca-
sting skills. During line retrieve and in the final moment 
of a fight it will give you that extra power you need to 
win the battle, changing its action from progressive to 
tip. You will love the accuracy and the strength this rod 
delivers during tough fights! The Slasher Spinning Rod 
is made of super high modulus CX-1 carbon finished 
with differentiated stratifications by element, in order to 
obtain that difficult alchemy that is a fast tip action rod 
still able to easily cast at great distance. SiC guides, salt 
water resistant, are carefully arranged on the blank to 
minimize friction during casting. Blank is finished with 
a beautiful highly detailed high-density eVA and ergo-
nomic Rubber Cork handle with anodized aluminium 
inserts. Attention to details, the stylish cap with Slasher 
logo, while the rubber edge protect the handle overt 
time from scratches and damages.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER C.W. LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
125-31-240 SS 802L 8'- 2.44 m 123 cm 2 L 3-14 g 4-10 lb 8 SiC

125-31-270 SS 902M 9'- 2.74 m 139 cm 2 M 7-28 g 8-16 lb 9 SiC
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Big family of fresh water rods that can be used in salt water as well, thanks to the inclusion of 10 
feet models whose casting power is up to 80 g. Inova spinning rods are really well balanced and 
made of a special material named Nano Carbon, very light, powerful and resistant. Handles are 
made of first quality natural cork and the blanks are equipped with SiC guides, so you can fish 
with braided lines with no worries. The capacity of heat dispersion of SiC material allows long 
fights with big fish without any risk to break the line.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER C.W. LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
125-34-210 702ML 7'-2.10 m 108 cm 2 ML 7-21 g 6 - 14 lb 8 SiC

125-34-215 702M 7'-2.10 m 108 cm 2 M 10-30 g 8-20 lb 8 SiC

125-34-240 802M 8'-2.40 m 123 cm 2 M 10-30 g 8-20 lb 9 SiC

125-34-243 802MH 8'-2.40 m 123 cm 2 MH 14-40 g 8-22 lb 9 SiC

125-34-245 802H 8'-2.40 m 123 cm 2 H 20-50 g 10-25 lb 9 SiC

125-34-270 902M 9'-2.70 m 139 cm 2 M 10-30 g 8-20 lb 10 SiC

125-34-273 902MH 9'-2.70 m 139 cm 2 MH 14-40 g 8-22 lb 10 SiC

125-34-275 902H 9'-2.70 m 139 cm 2 H 20-50 g 10-25 lb 10 SiC

125-34-300 1002H 10'-3.00 m 156 cm 2 H 20-50 g 10-25 lb 11 SiC

125-34-305 1002XH 10'-3.00 m 156 cm 2 XH 30 - 80 g 12 - 30 lb 11 SiC
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Calibra is a truly allrounder series able to offer great performances and available in several combinations of 
lengths and actions to cope with all conditions and fishing style. The medium fast taper blank entirely built 
using the trusted CX-1 Carbon, it’s combined to a fine-tuned tip section allows the use for both soft and hard 
baits offering a great sensitivity without compromising reliability and the allowing for long and accurate casts. 
Guides are the high performing tangle and braided-proof Seaguide, with SiC ring to allow the use for both the 
mono and the braided line. The ergonomic reel seat is designed to improve sensitivity, allowing the angler to 
have direct control with the blank, while two lock screw design guarantees a tight closure of the reel. Can be 
also used in salt water conditions, ideally suited to medium sized predators.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER ACTION C.W. GUIDE NO. GUIDES
125-99-210 S702 7'-2.10 m 108 cm 2 MH MF 10-30 g 9 SiC

125-99-240 S802 8'-2.40 m 123 cm 2 H MF 10-40 g 10 SiC

125-99-270 S902 9'-2.70 m 139 cm 2 H MF 15-50 g 10 SiC

Touch Blank & Lock Nut Reel Seat.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER ACTION C.W. LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-37-100 S702M 7' - 2.10 m 108 cm 2 M MF 4-28 g 8-20 lb 8 K Style SiC

126-37-200 S702MH 7' - 2.10 m 108 cm 2 MH MF 7-35 g 8-22 lb 8 K Style SiC

126-37-300 S802M 8' - 2.40 m 123 cm 2 M MF 4-28 g 8-20 lb 9 K Style SiC

126-37-400 S802MH 8' - 2.40 m 123 cm 2 MH MF 7-35 g 8-22 lb 9 K Style SiC

126-37-500 S802H 8' - 2.40 m 123 cm 2 H MF 14-50 g 10-25 lb 9 K Style SiC

126-37-600 S902MH 9' - 2.70 m 139 cm 2 MH MF 7-35 g 8-22 lb 9 K Style SiC

126-37-700 S902H 9' - 2.70 m 139 cm 2 H MF 14-50 g 10-25 lb 9 K Style SiC

Allround rod series made from carbon. The progressive action is able to cast a mile away whatever lure, even the 
smaller and the lighter. The SiC guides, whose frame is salt water protected, are braided friendly. We put extra care 
designing the perfect handle: it is a full natural cork with rubber butt cap to protect the handle itself from scra-
tches. We like to highlight the great quality of these rods despite their extremely reasonable price, really affordable 
to everybody. The Gryphon rods are reliable and strong enought o be also used in salt water conditions.
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Fireknight is comprehensive series of allrounder rods, extremely easy to use and offering great 
performance for the modern spinners both for fresh and saltwater fishing. The series cover a wide 
range and every rod has been fine tuned to its specifications. Fireknight are entirely built with SHR 
Carbon modules with a medium fast action, thus to guarantee total reliability of the products over 
the time. The rods are equipped with natural cork handles and HD SiC guides for braided lines use. 
We like to highlight the great quality of these rods despite their extremely reasonable price, really 
affordable to everybody.

This is a large family of rods that aims for a broad audience, offering 
a large number of actions and lengths, suitable for use both in fre-
shwater and sea. The Guardians are carbon rods made in two pieces 
with spigot joint and carefully finished in every detail. equipped with 
braided friendly K style frame SiC guides that prevent line tangling. 
eVA split ergonomic handle.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER C.W. LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
121-56-010 S2102 M 7' - 2.10 m 108 cm 2 M 7-21 g 6-18 lb 6 S-SiC

121-56-020 S2102 MH 7' - 2.10 m 108 cm 2 MH 10-30 g 8-20 lb 6 S-SiC

121-56-030 S2402 M 8' - 2.40 m 123 cm 2 M 7-21 g 6-18 lb 6 S-SiC

121-56-040 S2402 MH 8' - 2.40 m 123 cm 2 MH 10-30 g 8-20 lb 6 S-SiC

121-56-050 S2402 H 8' - 2.40 m 123 cm 2 H 15-45 g 8-20 lb 6 S-SiC

121-56-060 S2702 MH 9' - 2.70 m 139 cm 2 MH 10-30 g 8-20 lb 7 S-SiC

121-56-070 S2702 H 9' - 2.70 m 139 cm 2 H 15-45 g 8-20 lb 7 S-SiC

121-56-080 S2702 HH 9' - 2.70 m 139 cm 2 HH 20-60 g 12-30 lb 7 S-SiC

121-56-090 S3002 HH 10' - 3.00 m 155 cm 2 HH 20-60 g 12-30 lb 7 S-SiC

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER C.W. LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
125-36-240 S802ML 8'-2.40 m 123 cm 2 ML 3-15 g 4-10 lb 9 K Style SiC

125-36-270 S902MH 9'-2.70 m 139 cm 2 MH 10-30 g 8-20 lb 9 K Style SiC

125-36-300 S1002MH 10'-3.00 m 156 cm 2 MH 10-30 g 8-20 lb 9 K Style SiC
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When you want to target a really big fish, or you know you will have a long and struggling 
fight, the Intruder series is what you need. 11 models of spinning rods in two sections, going 
from 7 to 10 feet and casting powers going up to 100 g. Big zander, asp or pike in fresh water, 
bluefish o sea bass in salt water: nothing is out of reach of this rod series, carefully designed 
for the toughest situations. The ergonomic handle is made of natural cork and grants great 
comfort during long fishing sessions. These rods come with SiC guides for a safe use of braided 
lines. Attention to details, the stylish cap with Rapture logo, while the rubber edge protect the 
handle overt time from scratches and damages.

Red Storm represents the entry level, but despite this at-
tention to details has been once again at the top of the 
game. A truly allrounder, offered in comprehensive range 
to cover from the fresh to salt water. Featuring medium 
fast action blanks, entirely built with the trusted SHR Car-
bon delivering strength and lightness for a total reliability. 
The stainless steel frame HD guides are suited to both mo-
nofilaments and braided lines, whilst the eva handle offers 
comfort and a good grip in all conditions.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER C.W. GUIDE NO. GUIDES
121-57-100 RSS 602-ML 6' - 1.80 m 94 cm 2 ML 5-20 g 6 S-SiC

121-57-200 RSS 702-L 7' - 2.10 m 108 cm 2 L 5-15 g 6 S-SiC

121-57-300 RSS 702-MH 7' - 2.10 m 108 cm 2 MH 10-40 g 6 S-SiC

121-57-400 RSS 762-M 7'6" - 2.30 m 117 cm 2 M 12-32 g 7 S-SiC

121-57-500 RSS 802-M 8' - 2.40 m 125 cm 2 M 8-30 g 7 S-SiC

121-57-600 RSS 802-H 8' - 2.40 m 125 cm 2 H 30-60 g 7 S-SiC

121-57-700 RSS 902-MH 9' - 2.70 m 140 cm 2 MH 15-45 g 7 S-SiC

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER C.W. LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
125-48-210 702ML 7'-2.10 m 108 cm 2 ML 7-21 g 6-14 lb 9 SiC

125-48-213 702M 7'-2.10 m 108 cm 2 M 10-30 g 8-20 lb 9 SiC

125-48-215 702H 7'-2.10 m 108 cm 2 H 20-50 g 10-25 lb 9 SiC

125-48-240 802M 8'-2.40 m 123 cm 2 M 10-30 g 8-20 lb 10 SiC

125-48-243 802MH 8'-2.40 m 123 cm 2 MH 14-40 g 8-22 lb 10 SiC

125-48-245 802H 8'-2.40 m 123 cm 2 H 20-50 g 10-25 lb 10 SiC

125-48-270 902MH 9'-2.70 m 139 cm 2 MH 14-40 g 8-22 lb 10 SiC

125-48-273 902H 9'-2.70 m 139 cm 2 H 20-50 g 10-25 lb 10 SiC

125-48-275 902XH 9'-2.70 m 139 cm 2 XH 50-100 g 12-40 lb 10 SiC

125-48-300 302H 10'-3.00 m 156 cm 2 H 20-50 g 10-25 lb 10 SiC

125-48-305 302XH 10'-3.00 m 156 cm 2 XH 50-100 g 12-40 lb 10 SiC
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Rods with a limited closed length and a strong CX-1 High Modulus carbon telescopic structure. which makes them suitable for 
every situation. in fresh or salt water. Tubular top section. split eVA handle. medium-leg SiC wrapped guides. Graphite screw reel 
seat with rubber lined metal hoods. Real allrounders to be brought anywhere in the world!

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER C.W. N. GUIDES GUIDES
126-58-100 BNS-605/ML 1.80 m 56 cm 5 ML 3-15 g 5 S-SiC

126-58-200 BNS-706/M 2.10 m 60 cm 6 M 5-25 g 6 S-SiC

126-58-300 BNS-806/MH 2.40 m 62 cm 6 MH 10-35 g 6 S-SiC

126-58-400 BNS-906/MH 2.70 m 63 cm 6 MH 15-40 g 6 S-SiC

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER C.W. N. GUIDES GUIDES
126-59-100 VDS-605/M 1.80 m 58 cm 5 M 8-25 g 6 SiC

126-59-200 VDS-706/MH 2.10 m 61 cm 6 MH 10-30 g 6 SiC

126-59-300 VDS-807/MH 2.40 m 62 cm 7 MH 10-40 g 7 SiC

A model that offers the advantages of short closed length without sacrificing comfort and taste. thanks to the cork handle and 
fine wrappings with which the SiC guides are fixed. Ideal for lovers of fishing on the move with lightweight lures. such as min-
nows. small spinners and spoons. these CX-1 carbon rods develop a medium action that makes them easy to use.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER C.W. N. GUIDES GUIDES
126-56-150 RDS 505L 1.50 m 39 cm 5 L 2-7 g 6 SiC Compact

126-56-180 RDS 606L 1.80 m 40 cm 6 L 3-10 g 6 SiC Compact

126-56-210 RDS 707ML 2.10 m 41 cm 7 ML 3-15 g 7 SiC Compact

extremely nice and compact telescopic rods. which find room in any backpack to tackle mountain canals and streams. The CX-1 
High Modulus carbon structure includes a sensitive solid carbon tip with a sliding guide. The SiC rings feature a minimal metal 
frame creating a super compact guide set. which is also self-protecting against accidental impacts. as the tip is completely hid-
den inside the other sections. The ergonomic reel seat has a steel hood regulated by an elegant woven-carbon knob.
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MXR

The CX1 Micro-Pitch carbon structure gives this rod a balanced coexistence of 
power in the body and sensitivity on top end, while the four section’s configu-
ration locates it in the category of travel rods. Ideal in winter for Trout, during 
warm season for Chub, on the sea for Seabass, the Xander is a fine all-rounder, 
capable of handling the most of hard and soft lures between 3 and 14 grams 
weight. The Fuji reel seat is perfectly integrated in the double hand eVA handle, 
while the guide’s pattern is designed for long casts and is suitable for use of fine 
braided lines. The Rapture logo, finely engraved on butt grip, is a fashionable 
touch which is quite hard to resist.

Special 5 sections rod in the Assassin family. Short closed length is just perfect for anglers who love to travel and for 
those who always want to have a rod at hand. Fast action and good casting power, together with great sensitivity, 
make this rod a good option for different purposes. All joints are spigots to increase resistance and reliability. The 
SiC guides allow a safe use of braided lines.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER C.W. LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
126-12-100 XRS704M 7' - 2.13 m 59 cm 4 F M 1/8 - 1/2 oz 6-14 lb 8 K Profile SiC

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER C.W. LINE TEST GUIDE NO. GUIDES
124-94-200 MXR 705MH Pentamaster 7'-2.13 m 47 cm 5 MF MH Max 40g 6-20 lb 8 SiC
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one of the most exciting branches of saltwater spinning, 
dominated by the Sea Bass fashion but also warmed up 
by the screaming runs of Bluefish and Leerfish, gets spe-
cial attentions from Rapture Team. 

The real experiences lived on Italian coasts have been put on the table 
to create technical rods, whose casting power ranges from the heavy 
Rocket Jigs to the ultralight Power Minnows fitted on jig heads. A true 
high grade, elegant and fine rod for the sea bass. A special project 
dedicated to the smartest of salt water predators. Two super light and 
easy to use models that are able to cast every lure, even the smallest, 
at great distance, over the big waves where the schools of minnows 

Brigade name returns in the Rapture panorama with 
the brand new Salty Game series, introducing advan-
ced technical solutions, finishes and the highest qua-
lity components. 

every single rod has been developed for a specific technique, thus 
to let you choose the perfect tool for your needs, lures and prey. So 
Brigade Salty Game is designed to cope with a wide range of use, 
from the seabass game both with soft and hard baits, to the heavy 
jerk and stickbait work from the bank or boat as well, for the pop-
ping or even the casting jigging. All blanks are built with CX-1 Micro 
Pitch carbon only, extremely light yet strong and durable with wo-
ven carbon insert in the stress point. only high quality components 
has been used, so guides are light yet strong, with anti-tangle and 
corrosion resistant frame and with  genuine SiC rings totally brai-
ded proof and designed to dramatically reduce wind-knots and de-
livering long and accurate casts. While the ergonomic reel seat is 
designed to improve sensitivity, allowing the angler to have direct 
control with the blank. For whom are looking for a perfect tool!
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CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDES NO. GUIDES
125-89-100 Soft Bait ‘N’ Minnow Specialist 2.10 m 108 cm 2 F M 7-35 g Max 16 lb 8 SiC

125-89-200 Long Jerk ‘N’ Stick Bait Specialist 2.10 m 108 cm 2 MF MH 10-45 g Max 16 lb 8 SiC

125-89-300 Shoreline Heavy Jerking ‘N’ Stick Bait 2.40 m 123 cm 2 F H 15-60 g Max 20 lb 9 SiC

125-89-400 Surface Popping ‘N’ Wtd Specialist 2.40 m 123 cm 2 MF HH 20-80 g Max 20 lb 9 SiC

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDES NO. GUIDES
125-92-100 S862 8'6"-2.58 m 133 cm 2 R M 7-35 g Pe 0.8-1.5 9 Fuji

125-92-200 S902 9'-2.74 m 147 cm 2 R M 7-35 g Pe 0.8-1.5 9 Fuji

try to find shelter. The extremely ba-
lanced and slim blank is made in two 
equal sections, jointed by a woven 
carbon spigot. The Insidia Sea Bass is 
made of CX-1 Micro Pitch Carbon, a 
more reliable and reactive fiber than 
ordinary High Modulus. Genuine Fuji 
guides and reel seat. The Insidia is 
ready for epic battles.

Anti-tangle and 
corrosion resistant 
PVD treated guides 
with  genuine SiC 
rings, braided proof 
and designed to 
dramatically reduce 
wind-knots. 

 SoFT BAIT ‘N’ MINNoW SPeCIALIST
Perfect to fish with soft baits, minnow or jerk. 
Main target are seabass in the rivers mouth, both 
on sandy or rocky bottoms. 

 SHoReLINe HeAVY JeRKING ‘N’ STICK BAIT
Designed to deal with the most demanding situa-
tions, features a fast action with a great backbone 
to cast an retrieve perfectly long jerk and stickbait. 

 LoNG JeRK ‘N’ STICK BAIT SPeCIALIST
Classic action to deal with the long jerk and sti-
ckbait for inshore game fishing, simply perfect for 
seabass and bluefish game. 

 SuRFACe PoPPING ‘N’ WTD SPeCIALIST
Created for topwater game, both inshore and off-
shore in its lighter fields. Features a powerful blank 
with a strong action on top to deal with the pres-
sure poppers and heavy stick submit our tackle.
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Specific rods for shore fishing with great casting skills and excellent blank 
power. The very sensitive tip allows the use of lures in a wide range of 
weights. This is the classical sea bass and blue fish rod, to be used in chal-

lenging conditions, such as rough sea or high cliff. The eVA handle is su-
per comfortable and it is balancing the whole blank. The Rapture logo, 
finely engraved on butt grip, is a fashionable touch.

The Big up Tide Current are designed 
for sea bass fishing from cliffs. These 
rods are 2.70 m long, thus to make 
easier both the fishing action and the 
fighting in the final moments, when 
the fish is dangerously close to the 
rocks. The SiC Sea guides allow a safe 
use of braided lines.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDES NO. GUIDES
125-90-100 902MHS 9'0"-2.70 142 cm 2 HT Max 35 Max 16 9 Seaguide SiC

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDES NO. GUIDES
125-90-700 802XHS 8'-2.40 m 130 cm 2 XHS 50 g Max 20 lb 9 Seaguide SiC

125-90-800 902XHS 9'-2.70 m 142 cm 2 XHS 60 g Max 20 lb 9 Seaguide SiC

125-90-900 1002XXHS 10'-3.00 m 156 cm 2 XXHS 80 g Max 25 lb 9 Seaguide SiC
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CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDES NO. GUIDES
125-90-600 83MHS 8'3"-2.50 m 55 cm 5 HT Max 28 g Max 16 lb 8 Seaguide SiC

Beautiful travel rod built in 5 sections. The 
medium action allows you to use different 
kinds of lures and a pretty wide range of wei-
ghts. Cured in every detail, it is one of the fi-
nest travel rods on the market. It can be used 
in a number of situations and it is powerful 
enough to land big fish.
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CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDES NO. GUIDES
125-49-270 S2702 MH 9'-2.70 m 139 cm 2 MH 10-30 g 8-20 lb 6 SiC

125-49-273 S2702 H 9'-2.70 m 139 cm 2 H 15-45 g 8-20 lb 7 SiC

125-49-300 S3002 HH 10'-3.00 m 155 cm 2 HH 20-60 g 12-30 lb 7 SiC

The new Mantik family is composed of 3 mo-
dels, all of them are extremely easy to use and 
offering great performance. They can be used 
in a variety of different techniques, having 
models ranging from 9 to 10 feet length. The 
rods are equipped with natural cork handles 
and SiC guides for braided lines use. We like 
to highlight the great quality of these rods de-
spite their extremely reasonable price, really 
affordable to everybody.
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Horizon Progressive can cast longer and more accurately, even in windy 
conditions, thanks to the fast action of the blank and to the small sized 
guides. The CX-1 Carbon blank is resistant and reliable, allowing safe 
retrieves of big fish. It is equipped with genuine Fuji IPS reel seat and 
ergonomic reel seat, integrated in the eVA handle grip, to guarantee a 
good grip and comfort without renounce to sensitivity. Horizon Pro-
gressive is fitted with high quality low frame salt water proof guides. 
The whole series is so suitable for salt water fishing, from low cliffs or 
river’s mouths. Attention to details, the stylish cap with Rapture logo, 
while the rubber edge protect the handle overt time from scratches 
and damages. Horizon rods perfectly matches with long jerks.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDES NO. GUIDES
125-60-260 S862 8'6"- 2.58 m 133 cm 2 MH Max 30 g 10-20 lb 11 Low Profile

125-60-275 S902 9'- 2.74 m 141 cm 2 MH Max 30 g 10-20 lb 11 Low Profile

 SeABASS & LoNG JeRK
Designed for inshore game to seabass, in a river 
mouth, on sandy bottoms or close to structures, 
perfect for long and darter jerk. 

 HeAVY JeRK & PoPPING
Ideally for heavy long jerk and popper, able to 
withstand the resistance to allow a perfect twi-
tching action. 

 SHoReLINe JeRK & BLueFISH
The perfect choice for inshore game when looking 
for distances, especially at home from cliff or piers. 

 SHoReLINe DISTANCe ‘N‘ INSHoRe JIG
Powerful and progressive blank, designed to re-
ach extreme distance for inshore game. Ideally 
suited to casting jigs.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDES NO. GUIDES
126-38-100 Seabass & Long Jerk 2.10 m 108 cm 2 MF MH 7-35 g 8-22 lb 8 SiC

126-38-300 Seabass & Long Jerk 2.40 m 123 cm 2 MF MH 7-35 g 8-22 lb 9 SiC

126-38-200 Heavy Jerk & Popping 2.10 m 108 cm 2 MF H 15-50 g 10-30 lb 8 SiC

126-38-400 Heavy Jerk & Popping 2.40 m 123 cm 2 MF H 15-50 g 10-30 lb 9 SiC

126-38-500 Shoreline Jerk & Bluefish 2.70 m 139 cm 2 MF MH 7-35 g 8-22 lb 9 SiC

126-38-600 Shoreline Distance ‘N‘ Inshore Jig 2.70 m 139 cm 2 MF H 15-50 g 10-30 lb 9 SiC

Droid Bluewater is a truly allrounder series able to offer great performances and available in several combinations of lengths and actions to cope 
with all conditions and shore fishing applications. Ideally suited to medium sized predators such as seabass, bluefish and leerfish. The medium fast 
taper blank entirely built using the trusted CX-1 Carbon, it’s combined to a fine-tuned tip section offering a great sensitivity without compromising 
reliability and the allowing for long and accurate casts. Guides are the high performing tangle and braided-proof Seaguide, with corrosion-free 
PVD coated frame, plus SiC ring to allow the use for both the mono and the braided line. The ergonomic reel seat is designed to improve sensitivity.
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CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION LURE WT LINE WT GUIDES NO. GUIDES
169-16-100 Long Jerk & Soft Lure 7’4” -2.25 m 173 cm 1+1 F 7-40 g 10-25 lb 8 K-Sic

169-16-200 Heavy Jerk & Stickbait 7’9” -2.35 m 188 cm 1+1 F 10-60 g 12-30 lb 8 K-Sic

169-16-300 Shore Jig & Surface Game 8’3” -2.50 m 199 cm 1+1 F 15-80 g 12-30 lb 8 K-Sic

Fast action and general specification say that this series is destined to sal-
twater spinning, from shore as well as from boat, but this is a too simple defi-
nition for a project which actually groups three series in one only.

The predators which attack on top water the shoals of minnows, creating the conditions we all know as bonanzas, 
can be caught through lures diversified by size, weight and swimming attitude, ranging from the few grams of 
some soft lures to reach the heavier weights of Jigs, Stickbaits and Poppers. For that reason, we have designed three 
different rods, each one with a precise destination of use but all with the best possible structure, which is made of 
an offset butt handle, plus a long top section carrying all guides, prepared to face the stress caused by braided lines.

Graphite and steel Rapture screw reel seat, 
integrated in the high density eVA handle. Both reel seat 

and spigot joint are finely made from long lasting Woven carbon. 

Braided lines and 
long fights are 
daily bread for 
Sea Guide K frame 
guides, protected 
against corrosion 
by PVD process.

 LoNG JeRK & SoFT LuRe
Rod dedicated to fishing for small 
predators; such as Sea Bass, Blue-
fish, Mackerel and Little Tunny, 
using jerk bait and silicone lures on 
jig heads.

 HeAVY JeRK & STICKBAIT
Specific model designed for light 
popping, it is also excellent with 
large jerk and stick bait in search 
of Bluefish, Barracuda, Little Tunny 
and Frigate Tuna. 

 SHoRe JIG & SuRFACe GAMe
Designed for Topwater with Pop-
per and WTD, but equally good 
for shore jigging. Suitable for long 
fights with Bluefish, Small Tuna, Li-
chia and Barracuda.
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The reel seat position, rather high, suggests that 
this series is born for sea spinning from the sho-
re, while the one-piece construction, with deta-
chable handle, guarantees a perfect action, wi-
thout dead spots and extremely robust. 

Perfect tool for Seabass, Pompanos, Bluefish, Barracuda, to be 
challenged with hard lures (minnow, jerk, lipless, metal jigs) just 
after a storm, where the fast action allows an excellent sensitivi-
ty and fast reaction strikes. The Fuji K-Alconite deletes the risk of 
line tangle, allowing the use of particularly soft braided lines. The 
original Fuji reel seat is a must on tools of this quality. Spigot joint 
is finely made from long lasting Woven carbon.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION LURE WT LINE WT GUIDES NO. GUIDES
126-14-100 TWS 722M 7’2” - 2.20 m 172 cm 1+1 F 7-40 g 10-25 lb 8 Fuji K-A

126-14-200 TWS 772MH 7’7” - 2.30 m 184 cm 1+1 F 10-60 g 12-30 lb 9 Fuji K-A

126-14-300 TWS 822MH 8’0” - 2.43 m 194 cm 1+1 F 15-70 g 12-30 lb 10 Fuji K-A

Discover the whole range at page 220
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BLUEFISH

Gulftream has come to the third generation with the Bluefish series, 
designed for saltwater game both for offshore and inshore applica-
tions to target pelagic predators such as bluefish and schooling tunny. 

The lighter action can be well employed also for seabass in its toughest applications. The 
offset joint blanks make good use of the TWB (Thick Wall Blank) technology, combining the 

CX-1 Micro Pitch carbon with different carbon layers to get a progressive action with a great 
sensitivity and the backbone necessary to counteract strong fighters. Therefore will be extre-

mely easy to load the blank even with light lures to cast them at the horizon, but still retain 
the sensitivity to feel and work the bait. The heavier action is s fitted with rubber gimbal cap, 

to fight big preys with belt. only high quality components has been used, guides are light 
yet strong, with anti-tangle and corrosion resistant frame and with  genuine SiC rings totally 

braided proof and designed to dramatically reduce wind-knots. The under-wrapping avoid the 
guide touching the blank when in action, to increase resistance and durability. The long and 

ergonomic front grip is made by high density Hypalon, a great material able to offer a tight hold 
in all conditions. The Gulfstream Bluefish is ready for epic battles.

Sea Patrol rods series is a brilliant rod range, designed for saltwater fishing ap-
plications for both offshore and inshore fishing, targeting medium-sized pre-
dators such as seabass, bluefish, atlantic bonito and other pelagic predators. 

The fast action blank offers great sensitivity to cast tipically hard and soft baits as well as casting 
jigs, delivering the right sensitivity to cast and animate also lightweight lures with enough back-
bone to counteract bonus fish.  So Sea Patrol blanks are entirely built with the latest CX-Nano 
Carbon, lightweight yet durable and strong, featuring woven carobon reinforced offset joint for 
easy transport without compromising overall reliability. Fitted with anti-tangle K shaped and 
corrosion free guide frames, SiC ring insert to allow for the use of both braided and monofila-
ments. The ergonomic reel seat and eva handles offer a tight grip in all conditions.

The handle 
is made with 
high density 
eVA featuring 
rounded butt end 
this to guarantee 
the maximum 
comfort. ergono-
mic reel seat.

The woven carbon
reinforced joint guaratees 

maximum reliability allowing 
to reduce the closed length 

during the transport.

The guides features a sloped K 
shape to avoid the line 

get trapped during 
the cast. SiC ring 

insert and  
corrosion-free 

frame.
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Brand new guides from Seaguide offer major 
advantages. The frame is made by SS316 steel, 
one of the best in terms of the electrolytic 
corrosion resistance and therefore perfect for use 
in saltwater, the frame is additionally processed 
with a special PVD treatment (Physical Vapor De-
position), which further strengthen the intrinsic 
features of steel. offering also anti-tangle pro-
perties thanks to the sloped frame to avoid line 
get trapped during the cast. The SiC ring insert 
offers great hardness and high heat dissipation, 
perfect to be used with braided lines and with 
strong fighters such as saltwater predators.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER MAX LURE WT MAX JIG WT LINE TEST MAX PE N. GUIDES GUIDES
169-61-100 GSK73M  7’3”- 2.20 m 167 cm 1+1 M 45 g 100 g 15 lb # 3.0 8 Seaguide K-SiC

169-61-200 GSK76MH 7’6”- 2.30 m 174 cm 1+1 MH 60 g 120 g 20 lb # 4.0 8 Seaguide K-SiC

169-61-300 GSK76H 7’6”- 2.30 m 174 cm 1+1 H 80 g 150 g 25 lb # 3.0 8 Seaguide K-SiC

Gulfstream offset joint 
is made by woven 
carbon, a carbon cloth 
extremely resistant to 
wear and strain.

The reel seat features a double locking nut system, thus to 
prevent your reel get loose during the fight.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE WT GUIDES NO. GUIDES
 169-17-100 SPT-722ML 7’2” - 2.20 m 172 cm 1+1 F ML 5-30 g Max 16 lb 8 SiC

 169-17-200 SPT-722M 7’2” - 2.20 m 172 cm 1+1 F M 7-40 g Max 16 lb 8 SiC

 169-17-300 SPT-722ML 7’7” - 2.30 m 177 cm 1+1 F M 10-60 g Max 20 lb 9 SiC

 169-17-350 SPT-722ML 8’0” - 2.43 m 184 cm 1+1 F MH 15-70 g Max 20 lb 10 SiC
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For the size of the targeted fish and the emotions it can offer, offshore spinning is perhaps the most exciting segment 
in the world of sport fishing. The specialists who practice it have a fine taste, very clear ideas and, in terms of rods, 
express special needs that Rapture has been able to understand and transfer into the Ignition rod project.

on the butt section you read “Saltwater Master Build”: it means that 
the Ignition are born on the sea to give the best in every circumstance. 
At the risk of casting tangles, not uncommon with braided lines, they 
put an end with Fuji K guides, fixed with double wrappings to avoid 
contact with the blank, when its bend speeds up the heartbeat. To the 

challenge engaged by a running predator they respond with the SX4 
Nano Tech carbon structure, able to impose itself with an exceptional 
linear strength. At sudden changes of direction, including the drea-
dful passages under the boat, they cope with surface fiber’s weaving, 
crossed at 45 ° to dissipate stress along the blank. 

The new Japanese multi-directional 
SX-4 Nano-technology carbon cloth 
is able to offer tremendous perfor-
mance, enhancing the casting ac-
curacy and playing action. To build 
them, Rapture in cooperation with 
Toray®, developed a special Carbon 
tissue named SX4 Carbon Cloth – 
Nano Technology. This material is 
made of the purest high modulus 
carbon fibres, bonded by the a small 
quantity of resins, and molecularly 
woven to create a sort of wrapping 
tissue where fibres are positioned at 
45° and 135°. This peculiar positio-
ning at given angles is able to distri-
bute the stress and loads along the 
whole surface of the blank, making 
the rod strongest than ever.

Genuine DPS Fuji reel seat with 
stainless steel hoods. 

Fighting butt cap built with high 
density eVA for improved comfort.
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ST Smash represents the fore front on lures development for saltwa-
ter game, with great colours to attract more fish! 

Find out more 
at page 144
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Alconite

KW

Alconite

KW

Alconite

KW

KL

D R Y T E K  L U R E  B A G
Handbag with four rows of rigid compartments 

designed to contain hard lures. In total, 24 cells with 
triangular cross section. on the back side, two loops for 

belt application.

Find out more
at page 223

 IGNITIoN SPIN MASTeR
You’ll not believe how lightweight yet strong a Spin 
Master is, until you try it! At ease from shore and boat 
game as well, it’s the perfect tool to deal with jerk, 
plugs and jigs, thanks to the fast taper blank delive-
ring extra sensitivity and with the backbone to wi-
thstand the strongest fighter. Main target is the big 
bluefish and other medium sized predators. 

 IGNITIoN SuRFACe JeRKeR
When the going gets tough, Surface Jerker gets 
going! Medium taper blanks, extremely lightweight 
yet powerful and designed to hunt for big pelagic 
predators on the surface levels, casting heavyweight 
stick-baits, WTD or Jigs at great distance with ease. 
Perfect for tuna offshore game or even leerfish, am-
berjack and many more.

 IGNITIoN JeRK & PoPPING
If you need to take the game to a next level that’s 
the rod you need! Features a medium-taper blank 
with a huge backbone to play strong fighters, but 
unbelievable lightweight to let you cast with ease. 
The action is simply perfect to cast and retrieve big 
WTD or poppers, in the Mediterranean sea for redfin 
tuna or equally at home at tropical latitudes for GT. 

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER MAX LURE WT MAX DRAG LINE TEST MAX PE N. GUIDES GUIDES
126-17-100 SPIN MASTeR * GNT-S732M 7'3" - 2.13 m 172 cm 1+1 M 15-45 5.5 Kg Max 28 lb - 8 Fuji K

126-17-200 SPIN MASTeR * GNT-S732MH 7'3" - 2.13 m 172 cm 1+1 MH 30-90 5.5 Kg Max 40 lb - 8 Fuji K

126-17-300 SPIN MASTeR * GNT-S772MH 7'7" - 2.30 m 179 cm 1+1 MH 30-90 8 Kg Max 40 lb - 8 Fuji K

126-17-400 SuRFACe JeRKeR * GNT-S792MH 7'9" - 2.36 m 179 cm 1+1 MH 40-100 9 Kg - #3~#5 8 Fuji K

126-17-500 SuRFACe JeRKeR * GNT-S792HS 7'9" - 2.36 m 179 cm 1+1 HS 50-120 11 Kg - #4~#6 8 Fuji K

126-17-600 SuRFACe JeRKeR * GNT-S832HS 8'3" - 2.5 0m 185 cm 1+1 HS 50-120 11 Kg - #4~#6 7 Fuji K

126-17-700 JeRK & PoPPING * GNT-S812XHS 8'1" - 2.47 m 180 cm 1+1 XHS 60-150 13 Kg - #4~#8 7 Fuji K

126-17-800 JeRK & PoPPING * GNT-S852XHS 8'5" - 2.56 m 190 cm 1+1 XHS 60-150 13 Kg - #4~#8 7 Fuji K
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ROCKET TUNA

The rubber gimbal cap allows the 
use of the fighting belt for the 
harshest fight. 

The reel seat features a double locking nut system, thus to 
prevent your reel get loose during the fight.

Gulfstream offset joint is made by woven 
carbon, a carbon cloth extremely resistant to 
wear and strain. 

As the name suggest, the main target are feeding frenzy tuna and 
bluefins in particular, amberjacks, dolphinfish, leerfish and other me-
dium and good sized pelagic predators. The blanks are designed to 
deal with the small bait aimed for tunas, being able to cast them to 
horizon but with a fine tuned tip section to offers enough sensibili-
ty to feel and work the lures, delivering a  great backbone power for 
harshest fights with big bonus fish. This has been possible just using 
the latest rod building technologies, as the TWB (Thick Wall Blank) te-
chnology, combined to the trusted and performing CX-1 Micro Pitch 

carbon, with the woven carbon reinforced offset joint part. only high 
quality components has been fitted to guarantees performances and 
reliability, anti-tangle and corrosion resistant guides with  genuine 
SiC rings totally braided proof and designed to dramatically reduce 
wind-knots. The under-wrappings avoid the guide touching the blank 
under extreme loads, to increase resistance and durability. The long 
and ergonomic front grip is made by high density Hypalon, a great 
material able to offer a tight hold in all conditions.

New entries in the Gulfstream family, Rocket Tuna are designed for the 
most demanding applications, for the harshest fights that can really put you 
and your tackle under hard test. 
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SiC

KW

Alconite

MN

Comprehensive rod’s series desi-
gned and built to face extreme pulls 
in the offshore spinning, with a fo-
cus on the user, who needs lightwei-
ght tools to resist many hours of fi-
shing from the boat. 

The blank is a single piece of High Modulus 
Carbon Nano CX, with walls of particular thi-
ckness (Thick Wall Design), which is grafted 
on detachable butt, covered with high density 
eVA with rubber knob at its bottom to push it 
to the groin during the lengthy battles. Fast and 
powerful rods to fight Tuna, Leerfish, Amberjack 
and Bluefish with large Jerk or Casting Jigs up 
to 100 grams of weight. SiC double leg guides, 
with the first fitted upside down to avoid line 
tangles during the execution of the faster casts.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER MAX LURE WT MAX DRAG LINE TEST MAX PE N. GUIDES GUIDES
166-73-100 NGS 702M 7’ - 2.13 m 161 cm 1+1 M 50 g 5.5 kg 15 lb # 3.0 7 Fuji MN-A

166-73-110 NGS 702H 7’ - 2.13 m 161 cm 1+1 H 80 g 8 kg 25 lb # 4.0 7 Fuji MN-A

166-73-120 NGS 7102MH 7’10” - 2.38 m 178 cm 1+1 MH 65 g 6 kg 20 lb # 3.5 7 Fuji MN-A

166-73-130 NGS 7102H 7’10” - 2.38 m 178 cm 1+1 H 80 g 9 kg 25 lb # 4.0 7 Fuji MN-A

166-73-140 NGS 7102XH 7’10” - 2.38 m 178 cm 1+1 XH 100 g 12 kg 30 lb # 5.0 7 Fuji MN-A

The engage rods are 
fitted with the genuine 
Fuji Backstop system, to 
ensure the perfect reel 
seat closure in every 
conditions.

Genuine Fuji MN Alconite 
guides fitted with un-
der-wrappings. Reverse 
starting guide. 

Hi-Density Thick-Wall Blank 
carbon construction.

offset handle  
with eVA grip and 

 engraved logo engage. 

Brand new guides from Seaguide offer major advantages. 
The frame is made by SS316 steel, one of the best in terms 

of the electrolytic corrosion resistance and therefore perfect 
for use in saltwater, the frame is additionally processed with 
a special PVD treatment (Physical Vapor Deposition), which 

further strengthen the intrinsic features of steel. offering 
also anti-tangle properties thanks to the sloped frame to 

avoid line get trapped during the cast. The SiC ring 
insert offers great hardness and high heat dis-

sipation, perfect to be used with braided 
lines and with strong fighters such 

as saltwater predators.

Gulstream blan-
ks are lightweight yet 
strong, thanks to the TWB pro-
cessing system and the carbon tape 
wrapping that counteract the roundness.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION MAX LURE WT MAX DRAG ACTION POWER PE N. GUIDES GUIDES
169-61-400 GSK762XH 7'6" - 2.30 m 160 cm 1+1 140 g 8 kg RF XH Max #4 7 Seaguide K-SiC

169-61-500 GSK802XH 8'0" - 2.43 m 174 cm 1+1 160 g 9 kg RF XH Max #5 7 Seaguide K-SiC

169-61-600 GSK802XXH 8'0" - 2.43 m 174 cm 1+1 200 g 12 kg RF XXH Max #6 7 Seaguide K-SiC
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BLUEFIN
ocean Vib is back! A pleasant return in the Raptu-
re range, the ocean Vib second generation is even 
better, with power, reliability, lightness and compo-
nents designed to lifting the bar in its category.  

The ocean Vib Bluefin, as the name itself suggests, are designed 
to target feeding frenzy Bluefin tunas, as well as other pelagic 
predators such as leerfish, dolphinfish, amberjack and barracuda 
just to name few. The lighter actions are perfect to deal with sti-
ck baits, pencil, jig and popper, featuring a sensitive tip able to 
let you cast and retrieve light lure holding a perfect control even 
at extreme distances. While the more powerful 8’ is designed for 
“Big Cup Head” poppers, that require a rod that is not only able 
to cast them but also to retrieve them! Latest technologies has 
been used for processing, with super slim blanks built with the 
trusted CX-Nano Carbon with Thick Wall Blank process, woven 
carbon reinforced offset joints and genuine Fuji components. 
ocean Vib Bluefin are intended for top anglers, addicted to the 
biggest predators and harshest fights! 

offset ocean Vib joint part is reinforced 
through the extra tough and durable  
woven carbon. 

ocean Vib are fitted with genuine 
Fuji KW-A guides, developed from 
the KR concept, they’re designed 
to drastically reduce tangles which 
often results in a line break. The 
carrion-free stainless steel frame 
and the Alconite insert guarantee 
performances and reliability. The 
new matt silver finish highlights 
the stylish nature of the rod. All the 
guides feature under-wrappings, 
thus to prevent the guide touching 
the blank also with extreme loads. 
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KW

The hi-density Hypalon foregrip offers the maxi-
mum comfort and grip in all conditions.

The rubber gimbal cap let the angler to use the 
fighting belt with ease during the harsh fights.

Genuine Fuji 
Backstop 
system to 
prevent your 
reel get loose 
during the 
fight.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION LURE WT MAX DRAG ACTION POWER PE N. GUIDES GUIDES
169-60-100 BF762-110MH 7'6" - 2.28 m 160 cm 1+1 110 g 7 kg RP MH #2 ~ #4 7 Fuji KW

169-60-200 BFT762-170H 7'6" - 2.28 m 160 cm 1+1 170 g 10 kg RP H #3 ~ #6 7 Fuji KW

169-60-300 BFT802-170H 8'0" - 2.43 m 174 cm 1+1 170 g 10 kg RP H #3 ~ #6 7 Fuji KW

169-60-400 BFT802-220HH 8'0" - 2.43 m 174 cm 1+1 220 g 13 kg RP HH #5 ~ #7 7 Fuji KW

More and more people are involved in bluefin 
tuna spinning but, unfortunately, too many 
rods on the market just don’t fit that use. The 
Sniper Blue Fin has been specifically designed 
for breathtaking fighting with bluefin tuna or 
other pelagic predators such as GT!

The Sniper Blue Fin is perfect to be used with small me-
tallic jig that are cast to a longer distance. Too many ti-
mes we see tuna spinning rods that are not good enough 
to cast small lures, breaking the arms of the angler. The 
Sniper is a fantastic rod, strong enough to break the resi-
stance of a big tuna and still having a super casting action 
that allows to cast your lure a miles ahead every other 
angler’s lure. And if you are an expert of this technique, 
you know how important is! The rods are equipped with 
genuine Fuji KW guides, the best option for casting and 
for not stressing your line. Blanks are made of CX-1 Thick 
Wall Carbon, a super reliable and tough material that will 
never let you down.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION POWER LURE WT MAX DRAG PE N. GUIDES GUIDES
166-76-100 S862-BG 8'6"-2.60 m 190 cm 1+1 HH 160 g 13 kg Max 8 7 Fuji KW
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Alconite

KW

+ MAGTIDE

CODICE MODELLO LUNGHEZZA INGOMBRO SEZIONI LURE WT MAX DRAG AZIONE POTENZA MAX PE N. ANELLI ANELLI
169-59-300 S802-100MH 8’ - 2.43 m 170 cm 1+1 100 g 7 kg Reg. Fast MH #3 ~ #5 7 Fuji KW

169-59-350 S862-160XH 8’6” - 2.60 m 187 cm 1+1 160 g 10 kg Reg. Fast XH #4 ~ #6 7 Fuji KW

Magtide is a good sized topwater 
stickbait, perfect to fish on the edge 
of the fish bonanza imitating a large 
prey-fish!

Find out more on page 137

Classy artwork to reveal the carbon crossed reinforcement to 
avoid the blank deforming under great stress

The absence of joints leads to a perfect action curve, without any power 
loss, and the first one to notice that is certainly the fish, which feels an ir-
resistible and unremitting traction. Developed for sea spinning to Tunas 
and other fast running predators such as Bluefish and Leefirsh, with the 
use of long jerk and casting jigs up to 160 grams in weight, it provides a 
very comfortable handle made from high density eVA, which incorporates a 
screw reel seat and ends with the classic gimbal butt. The reel seat position 
is quite high, with a long upper grip that facilitates the management of the 
more challenging fights. The SiC guides have a single-leg frame with K pro-
file, which can prevent the genesis of line tangles, an increasingly happens 
since the braided lines have hit the world of sport fishing. only the stripper 
is a double leg model to stabilize the line coils when they run through. Dou-
ble wrappings protect the blank from dangerous contact with guide’s feet.

Without mincing words, the statement “Saltwater Hard Fighting Custom”, which is 
written on the body of these rods, is an open declaration of force. By all means, the 
structure of their blank is truly unbreakable, first of all for the presence of reinforcing 
carbon bands, wound on the CX Nano Carbon blank, then for the one-piece configu-
ration, which involves the only separation of handle butt, as per standard concept in 
the best families of Big Game rods.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION LURE WT MAX DRAG ACTION POWER MAX PE N. GUIDES GUIDES
169-59-300 S802-100MH 8’ - 2.43 m 170 cm 1+1 100 g 7 kg RF MH #3 ~ #5 7 Fuji KW

169-59-350 S862-160XH 8’6” - 2.60 m 187 cm 1+1 160 g 10 kg RF XH #4 ~ #6 7 Fuji KW
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Alconite

MN

TIDE POP

CODICE MODELLO LUNGHEZZA INGOMBRO SEZIONI LURE WT MAX DRAG AZIONE POTENZA MAX PE N. ANELLI ANELLI
169-59-500 S772-120H 7’7” - 2.30 m 163 cm 1+1 120 g 8 kg Regular H #3 ~ #5 7 Fuji MN

169-59-550 S802-180XXH 8’ - 2.43 m 176 cm 1+1 180 g 12 kg Regular XXH #5 ~ #7 7 Fuji MN

Tide Pop features a large concave head and a typical dumbbell sha-
ped body, to deliver a great surface action, to move huge volumes 
of water creating a distinctive noisy “pop sound”!

Find out more on page 140

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION LURE WT MAX DRAG ACTION POWER MAX PE N. GUIDES GUIDES
169-59-500 S772-120H 7’7” - 2.30 m 163 cm 1+1 120 g 8 kg R H #3 ~ #5 7 Fuji MN

169-59-550 S802-180XXH 8’ - 2.43 m 176 cm 1+1 180 g 12 kg R XXH #5 ~ #7 7 Fuji MN

Series of rods specifically designed for Popping, one of the most exciting techniques 
of offshore spinning that may lead to the capture of stunning fish, in the range of Tu-
nas for the Mediterranean and in the family of Carangidae for warmer seas. In the first 
case, it is the sudden run of fish to put under scrutiny the line and the rod’s strength, 
while in the second is the need to stop the fish immediately after the strike, to pre-
vent it from gaining the bottom and cutting the line against the reef.

The pressure generated by large Poppers in their typical walk on the wa-
ter’s surface is little more than a tickle for these powerful tools. In fact, 
while showing a relatively fine profile, the Giant Run Popping belong to 
the category of “extreme measures”, thanks to a blank made from CX Nano 
Carbon completely wrapped by carbon bands which counteract the defor-
mations under load, effectively protecting it from sudden breakages. The 
SiC guides are all double-leg models, mounted on double wrappings to 
prevent their feet from coming into contact with the carbon of the blank, 
causing dangerous abrasions just when it is stretched to the maximum. 
The biggest one is fitted upside down to reduce the risk of line tangles du-
ring the cast. The handle grip is made by high density eVA and ends with a 
gimbal butt; the strong reel seat is made of steel and graphite.

Double wrappin-
gs on all guides.

Genuine Fuji Backstop 
system to prevent your 
reel get loose during 
the fight. 
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LT-J

CASTING&JIGGING

VERTICAL CLASS

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDES NO. GUIDES
166-68-100 S682ML 6'8"-2.00 m 145 cm 1+1 160 g 30 lb 7 SiC

166-68-200 S702M 7'-2.10 m 152 cm 1+1 120 g 20 lb 7 SiC

166-68-300 S742M 7'4"-2.20 m 159 cm 1+1 120 g 20 lb 7 SiC

Ideal for fishing feeding pelagic predators, using metal 
jigs or specific long jerks, so casting the lure, but that 
can also be used in techniques involving vertical action. 
It is therefore a particularly versatile rod, featuring light 
weight and unrivalled stopping power. It is recommen-
ded for use with braids class between 20 and 30 pounds. 
The first guide is reversed to minimize the friction and to 
avoid any risk of line tangles when casting.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDES NO. GUIDES
166-67-100 C602 6'-1.83 m 122 cm 1+1 240 g 40 lb 8 Seaguide Si C

166-67-200 C622 6’2”-1.88 m 136 cm 1+1 190 g 30 lb 8 Seaguide SiC

Series of rods designed for boat jig fi-
shing that use a 1+1 blank with put in 
joint. The blank is markedly tapered 
to provide the maximum power while 
maintaining an unmatched tip sensi-
tivity. Snatch Vertical Class are avai-
lable in two versions and two power. 
Fitted with trigger reel seat version, 
features a special shaped handle, spe-
cifically for under arm use.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDES NO. GUIDES
166-65-100 LTJ662 6'6"-2.00 m 148 cm 1+1 14-80 g 0.6 - 1.5 12 SiC

166-65-200 LTJ662 6'6"-2.00 m 148 cm 1+1 28-120 g 0.8 - 2.0 12 SiC

166-65-300 LTJ512 5'10"-1.75 m 131 cm 1+1 40-160 g 1.0 - 3.0 12 SiC

LT-J stands for Light Jigging, and this rod, with an incredibly thin and light blank, was specifically crea-
ted for this use, as well as for the use of Kabura and Inchiku lures. Sensitivity is extraordinary, allowing 
to move the lure with perfection and to identify every bite with absolute precision.
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In the Mediterranean, as well as in the tropical seas, this series hunts for large marine predators, 
from shore or boat: Lichia Amia, Barracuda, Jackfish, JT, attacking large jerk, popper or metal jigs 
retrieved at high speed. To cope with such pressure, the Pacific Saltwater is made from highest qua-
lity carbon with nano-technology texture, which develops an enormous power despite the blank’s 
thinness. The spigot joints are made from woven carbon, a highly wear-resistant material. The be-
autiful details “tone sur tone” catch the eye, but are the Fuji components - from the integrated reel 
seat to the K-Alconite guides - which provide substance beyond appearance.

Series with compact configuration, consisting of two models with different action, ideal for 
spinning to Seabass, Pompanos, Sea Bream, Horse Mackerel. The Medium 7’ is born to hunt for 
small-medium sized predators from shore or boat, with large reserve of power in case it was neces-
sary to cast further or to fight with unexpected bonus fish; the Medium Light 7’2” is designed for 
shore fishing with small lures, soft or hard. Both can provide great fun in case of Mackerel spinning 
from the boat, with metal jigs. Beautiful cosmetics, with elegant “tone sur tone” finish which com-
plement the high quality Fuji components.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION LURE WT LINE WT GUIDES NO. GUIDES
126-16-100 PFS 6103HH 6’10” - 2.08 m 74 cm 3 P 80-200 g Max 40 lb 7 Fuji K-A

126-16-200 PFS 713H 7’1” - 2.16 m 77 cm 3 P 25-100 g Max 30 lb 7 Fuji K-A

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION LURE WT LINE WT GUIDES NO. GUIDES
126-15-100 BSS 703M 7’0” - 2.13 m 77 cm 3 MF 15-40 g 10-20 lb 9 Fuji K-A

126-15-200 BSS 723ML 7’2” - 2.18 m 78 cm 3 MF 5-28 g 6-12 lb 9 Fuji K-A
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SPINNING CASTING

DEEPFALL SPINNING

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION LURE WT POWER ACTION PE LINE N. GUIDES GUIDES
 126-19-100 DF-S602-100 6’0” - 1.83 m 137 cm 1+1 100 g M RS #0.6~#2.0 8 SiC

 126-19-200 DF-S662-100 6’6” - 1.98 m 153 cm 1+1 100 g M RS #0.6~#2.0 9 SiC

 126-19-300 DF-S602-150 6’0” - 1.83 m 137 cm 1+1 150 g MH RS #0.8~#3.0 8 SiC

 126-19-400 DF-S662-150 6’6” - 1.98 m 153 cm 1+1 150 g MH RS #0.8~#3.0 9 SiC

 126-19-500 DF-S702-150 7’0” - 2.13 m 166 cm 1+1 150 g MH RS #0.8~#3.0 10 SiC

DEEPFALL CASTING

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION LURE WT POWER ACTION PE LINE N. GUIDES GUIDES
 126-19-600 DF-C602-100 6’0” - 1.83 m 137 cm 1+1 100 g M RS #0.6~#2.0 9 SiC

 126-19-700 DF-C662-100 6’6” - 1.98 m 153 cm 1+1 100 g M RS #0.6~#2.0 10 SiC

 126-19-800 DF-C602-150 6’0” - 1.83 m 137 cm 1+1 150 g MH RS #0.8~#3.0 9 SiC

 126-19-900 DF-C662-150 6’6” - 1.98 m 153 cm 1+1 150 g MH RS #0.8~#3.0 10 SiC

In the middle of the sea, a silvery being falls towards the 
bottom in an irregular way, with some slow sign of recovery. 
For a predator, it’s a signal that fasting finally ends. But on 
the other end of the line there is a Deep Fal...

There is a Deep Fall with its total strength and reliability, in spite of the superslim 
profile that makes foretaste fighting at the maximum of the action curve. A fan-
tastic creation of technology, with the CX-1 Micro Pitch carbon cloth, extremely 
light, responsive and sensitive, characterized by thick walls (Thick Wall Blank De-
sign) and by a single section structure, with detachable butt handle. Two versions 
are available: Spinning, with single leg guides; Casting, with a modern Acid dou-
ble leg guide’s configuration that prevents the blank from rotating under load.

Double leg guides with 
SiC insert and corrosion 
resistant PVD frames.

A highly specialized metallic jig, designed by Rapture 
with computer assistance to achieve the combination 

of two apparently incompatible goals: the achieve-
ment of high casting distances and the ability to get 

to the bottom through erratically swinging.

Find out more on page 146
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Since the fishing line is mostly made of Pe, 
a braided line devoid of any elasticity, the 

rod must absorb their fight, which is always 
quite energetic; here comes the structure of 
CX-1 Micro-Pitch high modulus carbon, who-

se reactivity can be programmed centimeter 
by centimeter. And a great power lies in the 

butt section, useful to face the typical problem 
of slack line caused by adverse wind condi-

tions, which are not so rare in the cold months, 
when the Cephalopods are getting inshore. 
Starting from the bottom, up to a certain point 

above the reel seat, the handle is reinforced by 
crossed bands of carbon, just to upload power 
and return it for the projection of the jig at a great 

distance. The eVA split handle has a conical butt 
grip for perfect control and a fore grip that in-
corporates the low profile Rapture reel seat. 
Guides are long leg SiC quality.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION MAX EGI POWER ACTION MAX PE LINE N. GUIDES GUIDES
126-30-100 eG 812ML 8’1” -2.46 m 127 cm 2 # 3.5 ML RF # 1.5 10 HL SiC

126-30-200 eG 852ML 8’5” -2.56 m 131 cm 2 # 3.5 ML RF # 1.5 10 HL SiC

126-30-300 eG 812M 8’1” -2.46 m 127 cm 2 # 4.0 M R # 1.5 10 HL SiC

126-30-400 eG 852M 8’5” -2.56 m 131 cm 2 # 4.0 M R # 1.5 10 HL SiC

Tangle-Proof SiC 
guides, perfect 
with low diame-
ter braided lines.

Mobile hood with nice fore 
carbon grip.

The squid spinning with shrimp imitations is a sport well grown around the 
world. In Japanese language, the specific lures are called egi, so the techni-
que is known as eging. And that’s the target of these nice Rip Tide rods: fast 
enough to easily cast and sensitive in the tip area to better manage the lure 
and detect the bites of Cuttlefish and Squid.
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CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION MAX EGI POWER ACTION MAX PE LINE N. GUIDES GUIDES
126-32-100 eG 802ML 8’ -2.43 m 126 cm 2 # 2.0-3.0 (4-28 g) ML RF # 0.4-1.2 9 HL SiC

126-32-200 eG 862ML 8’6” -2.60 m 132 cm 2 # 2.0-3.0 (4-28 g) ML RF # 0.4-1.2 9 HL SiC

126-32-300 eG 802M 8’ -2.43 m 126 cm 2 # 2.5-3.5 (7-35 g) M R # 0.4-1.2 9 HL SiC

126-32-400 eG 862M 8’6” -2.60 m 132 cm 2 # 2.5-3.5 (7-35 g) M R # 0.4-1.2 9 HL SiC

Thoroughly tested by Rapture experts in the Mediterranean, this rod series is 
openly dedicated to eging, a branch of spinning which targets Cephalopods 
and that is getting increasingly popular. each of the four models available re-
ports on the butt the indication of the recommended lure size.

Compared with Rip Tide rods, designed to hand-
le jigs from # 3.5 to # 4.0, the outlaw have a wider 
and lighter scope, ranging from egi # 2.0 to # 3.5. 
For example, according to Japanese tradition, the 
unit of measurement of the jigs is the “sun” (about 
3.03 cm), thus a jig identified with size #2.0 is a 
little longer than 6 cm. Therefore, the outlaw are 
indicated in favorable weather conditions and 
enable the use of the finest lines to face a more 
difficult fishing. Reactivity and reliability are the 
credentials of the CX-1 Micro Pitch High Modulus 
carbon blank, which is further reinforced by carbon 
crossed bands in the handle area. The eVA splitted 
handle grip provides great comfort and cast control, 
and incorporates the Rapture graphite screw reel 
seat. The guides are long-legs type with SiC inner 
ring, and are suitable for braided lines use.
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The Light Rock Fishing is a technique that can be practiced 
anywhere there is salt water, even in the absence of rocks. It was 

born in Japan but it is becoming a real Life Style in Southern euro-
pe. In rocky or weedy environments, you can catch comber, wrasse, 

sea bream and of course the Mebaru, or scorpionfish, the fish that 
in Japan gave its name to the technique.

Find out more on page 158
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Thoroughly tested by Rapture experts, this rod series is openly dedicated for light and 
ultra light fishing, in fresh and salt water. each model is equipped with a specific tip, 
choosing the right one for your fishing style is essential for success. 

The 7’3” is super sensitive and it is perfect for all those techniques where you fish in close contact with the bottom, 
including drop shot and split shot. So it is recommended for perch in fresh water and for Light Rock Fishing in salt 
water. The 7’9” is as fast as the previous model, but with a higher casting power, the perfect choice if you need to 
use spinners, spoons and jigs in your technique. It is recommended for specialist trout fishing and, more in gene-
ral, all the times you need to use small metallic lures and still maintain great sensitivity. Blanks are made of High 
Modulus Radial Carbon and equipped with SiC guides and high density eVA split handle.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST GUIDES NO. GUIDES
124-99-500 S732-uLS 7'3" - 2.20 m 115 cm 2 XF uL (S) 0.5-5 g  Pe 0.3-0.8 9 SiC

124-99-600 S792-uL 7'9" - 2.36 m 118 cm 2 MF uL 0.5-7 g  Pe 0.3-0.8 9 SiC

Designed for ultra light and light rock fishing. The 
stiff blank, together with a solid carbon tip, are a per-
fect combination for “feeling” the lures you are using.

We specially recommend the Vivid when fishing with small jig heads 
and soft baits, because you can really have a clear perception of the 
bottom design and the possibility to transmit great action to the lure. 
For salt water light rock fishing we suggest to use the micro jig head in 
combination with the soft Mebaru Worms from Rapture for maximum 
efficacy. equipped with SiC guides and ergonomic eVA split handle.

CODE MODEL LENGTH C. LENGTH SECTION ACTION LURE WT LINE TEST LB LINE GUIDES NO. GUIDES
124-98-300 SS742uLS 7'4" - 2.25 m 116 cm 2 uL (S) XF 0.5-7 g  Pe 0.3-0.8 8 SiC

124-98-400 SS792uLS 7'9" - 2.35 m 121 cm 2 uL (S) XF 0.5-7 g  Pe 0.3-0.8 8 SiC
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CODE MODEL WEIGHT GEAR RATIO CAPACITY Ø SPARE SPOOL BB
031-83-200 2000 275 g 5.1:1 (76 cm) 0.235-200 m 1 7+1

031-83-400 4000 320 g 5.0:1 (79 cm) 0.330-150 m 1 7+1

Rapture SX-1 outstands for its innovative design, 
but just fishing with it you’ll understand the real 
performance of this fantastic reel.

entirely designed in Japan with the latest 3D software, it’s packed full 
of the latest technology, all enclosed in a X-Tra Tough body extremely 
lightweight but strong at the same time to eliminate any vibration. The 
LLG gears are fitted on 7 S.S Long Life Japanese ball bearings, combi-
ned with 1 Roller Bearing running the one way clutch. The V-Shaped 
rotor is assisted by the IRSS system to prevent accidental bail closure, 
whilst the the PowerBail, lighter and stronger than conventional 
bail arms, helps the overall balance. SX-1 is supplied with two 
spools, both introducing the new Hybrid concept, engineered 
in a blend of aluminium and woven carbon to reduce weights 
without compromise the strength. The spools are supplied in two 
different versions: the X-Light one is a conventional aluminium-core 
spool, extremely light and designed to be used with monofilaments, 
while the Braided Concept Spool features a special core designed to 
be used in conjunction with braided lines. As on the spools, the same 
Hybrid Concept has been applied designing the handle, thus to redu-
ce again weight and get the extreme performance. The drag assembly is 
completely sealed from water any other debris and it works on oversized 
washers with the addition of a ball bearing to increase the smoothness. A 
concentrate of cutting edge technology and performance.
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The line lay is very tidy with Cross Winder, providing good casting di-
stance and reducing the possibility of tangles. In fact, the “X” spooling 
compacts the line and allows a better distribution of the coils, enabling 
to fulfill the spool up to the upper lip. This system is compatible with the 
use of both monofilaments and braided lines.

In several models, we introduced an aluminum tubular bail that has 
a larger diameter than traditional ones. Although thicker, these new 
bails are lighter, stronger and more durable than traditional, solid 
ones. Thanks to the special shaped connection, it sweetly drives the 
line to the roller, even when the line itself has no tension at all.

This new technology is obtained just using the latest computers 3D 
softwares, which allow the designing and later the construction of 
perfectly balanced rotors without the addition of external weights.

We gave our designers the challenge to minimize or even cancel the 
vibrations emitted by reels during the recovery phase. Thanks to the 
new 3D software, they have been able to design well balanced ro-
tors (Super Balance System) but for top range reels we wanted so-
mething more. We focused on the stabilization of the gears and the 
subsequent cancellation of the plays that swing the spool. The result 
is excellent, the pinion holds the spool firmly on its axis and this does 
not oscillate even when drag is in traction. We are particularly pleased 
with the results ... You just have to try.

With this revolutionary system, the rotor turns at a very high speed 
while the spool makes its turn up and down at a slower speed. This 
action delivers perfect parallel winding, thereby avoiding the line ten-
sion from normal spooling movements and therefore making longer 
casting easily possible.

The conventional line rollers, at every turn of the handle, force the line 
to twist on itself, causing annoying tangles. The Anti-Twist Line Roller 
dramatically reduces the line twist problem and reduces the wearing 
of your line.

Antireverse system in use in most reels. Thanks to a lever usually loca-
ted above or below reel body, you can plug or unplug the operation 
of the one-way roller bearing that locks the rotor. When the antirever-
se is inserted it’s always in direct bearing on the mechanics (fluidity) 
and can just turn the handle onwards just by winding lines; when it is 
stationary, it can also turn the handle backwards and release the line.

ANTIRITORNO INFINITO

• 7 SS Long Life Ball Bearing
• 1 Stainless Steel Roller Bearing 
• Infinite Anti Reverse «one Way» System
• X-Tra Tough Body
• AVS Rotary Flat Oscillation System
• V-Shaped Rotor
• X-Light Hybrid Aluminium/Carbon Handle

easy Cast technology is a massive breakthrough in reels development, 
developed using an hybrid braking system combining a 6-way ma-
gnetic brake to a 6-way centrifugal brake, to deliver a whopping 36 
drag combination to allow anglers fine-tuning and drastically reduce 
the “backlash” effect. The centrifugal brake acts positively in the initial 
stages of the cast, when the high rotation speed releases a greater 
centrifugal force, thus to allow a smooth releases of energy. While 
the externally adjustable magnetic cast control system allows for fine 
adjustment on the waater and it works in a complementary way, by 
adjusting the spool rotation just in the final stages, when centrifu-
gal forces are lesser due to the friction and allowing a more accurate 
and precise placing. easy Cast System do not reduce only the tangles 
when casting, but thanks to a better friction control is able to deliver 
longer and more accurate casts!

• EVA ergonomic handle knob
• X-Light Hybrid Aluminium/Carbon Spool
• Braided Concept Hybrid Aluminium/Carbon Spool
• Front Drag System with Sealed Ptfe Coated Drag Washers
• AS Anti Twist Line Roller
• Powerbail 
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The lightweight handle features an ergonomic bend 
design, rotating on a offset axis compared to reel 
body. This solution increases the cranking power, 
the overall smoothness and in the meantime redu-
ces vibrations.

The level wind guarantees a perfect line winding 
over the spool. The extra-hard TiN coating helps to 
reduce wear and line friction, preserving your line.

The deep V spool profile delivers increase line capa-
city and a better line maintenance. Machined from 
ultra-lightweight aircraft grade aluminium. 

The X-Ray LTe and SPL do not differ only for the gear ratio speed, but they’re built with different gear materials, all of 
excellent quality to highlight their own features and to suit the fishing styles they’re designed for. X-Ray LTe uses the 
precision and lightness of gears built in Aircraft-Grade Hardened Aluminium, perfect to achieve an ultra-smooth and 

precise rotation also to the low rotations speed. Instead SPL gets the best under big loads and for speed fishing styles, 
gears are built using the Hyper-Strength Brass delivering an outstanding precision and durability.

easy Cast te-
chnology is a 

massive brea-
kthrough in reels 

development, de-
veloped using an hybrid 

braking system combining a 6-way magnetic brake to a 6-way centrifugal bra-
ke, to deliver a whopping 36 drag combination to allow anglers fine-tuning and 
drastically reduce the “backlash” effect. The centrifugal brake acts positively in 
the initial stages of the cast, when the high rotation speed releases a greater 
centrifugal force, thus to allow a smooth releases of energy. While the external-
ly adjustable magnetic cast control system allows for fine adjustment on the 
waater and it works in a complementary way, by adjusting the spool rotation 
just in the final stages, when centrifugal forces are lesser due to the friction and 
allowing a more accurate and precise placing. easy Cast System do not reduce 
only the tangles when casting, but thanks to a better friction control is able to 
deliver longer and more accurate casts!

The brand new X-Ray reeks represent a major step 
forward in the low profile baitcasting reel development. 

X-ray are packed full features and performance that serious anglers 
will appreciate, at the top of them stand out the easy Cast system, a 
brand new hybrid braking system to fine tune and control the spo-
ol rotation speed during cast. easy Cast not only reduces tangles but 
it increases dramatically distances and cast accuracy. X-Ray LTe and 
X-Ray SPL are produced with the latest technologies and the highest 
quality materials, designed designed using the latest CAD software, 
the two models feature different gear ratio thus to cope with different 
uses and fishing techniques, both in fresh and saltwater. The body and 
the gears are able to withstand heavy loads, wear and external agents, 
delivering unprecedented smooth performance in ultra-lightweight 
reel. The fight drag runs on oversized carbon cloth washers, able to 
deliver high drag pressure to tame even the strongest fighters. X-Ray 
reels have everything you need to maximize your fishing potential!

• 6+1 Long Life Ball Bearings 
• Duraluminium Body & Rotor
• SOS System 
• Infinite antireverse “One way” 
• One Touch Handle  

• AS Line Roller (antitwist system) 
• Powerbail  
• Front Drag System With Sealed Ptfe 

Coated Magnum Drag Washers
• Duraluminium Spare Spool

All gears are in stainless steel, while the central shaft controls the Slow 
oscillation System drive which regulates line winding. The roller bea-
ring on the central shaft ensures exceptional fluidity. other componen-
ts include infinite anti-reverse, single-piece handle in aluminium with 
soft touch knob, anti-twist line roller, oversized aluminium hollow bail 
and aluminium body. This reel is particularly suited for vertical jigging 
and heavy duty spinning.

CODE MODEL WEIGHT GEAR RATIO CAPACITY Ø SPARE SPOOL BB
038-65-600 6000 598 g 5.0:1 (98 cm) 0.405-230 m 1 6+1
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• 9 Double Shielded Ball Bearings
• Stainless Steel Instant 

Anti-Reverse Bearing
• Easy Cast System with 

Dual Drag controls
• Smooth Carbon Fibre 

Drag Washers
• Carbon Custom Alumi-

nium Bent Handle
• Ergonomic EVA Handle Knobs
• Aircraft-Grade Aluminium Spool
• Deep V-Spool for extra line capacity
• Aircraft-Grade Hardened Aluminium Main Gear

• 9 Double Shielded Ball Bearings
• Stainless Steel Instant An-

ti-Reverse Bearing
• Easy Cast System with Dual 

Drag controls
• Smooth Carbon Fibre  

Drag Washers
• Carbon Custom Aluminium 

Bent Handle
• Ergonomic EVA Handle Knobs
• Aircraft-Grade Aluminium Spool
• Deep V-Spool for extra line capacity
• Hyper-Strength Brass Main Gear

CODE MODEL WEIGHT GEAR RATIO CAPACITY BB
031-85-600 X-RAY LTe 198 g 6.3:1 0.35-80 m 9+1

CODE MODEL WEIGHT GEAR RATIO CAPACITY BB
031-85-700 X-RAY SPL 212 g 7.2:1 0.35-80 m 9+1
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SPX4 HIGH MODULUS PE 

• High Modulus P.E. Fiber
• Super 4 Braid HMPE Line
• Super Round 
• Ultra Soft 
• More Compact

• Superior Knot Strength 
• Hyper Sensitive 
• High Cast Performance
• No Reel Memory

• Smoother Surface 
• Longlasting Performances
• Highest Abrasion Resistant
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CODE PE # DIAMETER YDS/M
054-55-100 0.4 0.100 150/135 10 4.54
054-55-120 0.6 0.128 150/135 12 5.44
054-55-140 0.8 0.148 150/135 15 6.80
054-55-160 1.0 0.165 150/135 18 8.16
054-55-180 1.2 0.185 150/135 20 9.07
054-55-200 1.5 0.205 150/135 25 11.34
054-55-240 2.0 0.235 150/135 30 13.61
054-55-280 3.0 0.285 150/135 40 18.14

SPX4 is a 4 strands high modulus polyethy-
lene braided line, built with a very tight 
and complex structure that gives the pro-
duct an extraordinary compactness and 
a consequent exceptional roundness in 
diameter. The evolution of braided Dyna 
Tex, specifically the SPX4, is even more ef-
fective in terms of flexibility and handling, 
easily found by simply touching the line 
with your hands. These characteristics of 
flexibility and roundness are critical to a 
braid that was created specifically for ca-
sting. our Pro Team Rapture choose two 
colours: a classical Low-Viz Moss Green, 

ideal for most situations, and an equally classical Hi-Viz 
Yellow, especially useful in low light conditions or in those 
fishing techniques where it is absolutely essential to have a 
clear and constant understanding about the position of the 
bait. The diameter / breaking strain ratio is top class, due to 
the use of high quality, high modulus Pe fibres.

In conjunction with Dyna-Tex Fibre, world leader in synthetic yarn industry, Rapture has develo-
ped a unique braided line to meet the demands of modern anglers. Dyna- Tex SPX4 is produced 
under high tension with a cutting edge technology, allowing to obtain a more compact fibres 
that packs better on any reels reducing any chance of wind knots. 

SPX4 HI-VIZ YELLOW

SPX4 MOSS GREEN

CODE PE # DIAMETER YDS/M
054-50-100 0.4 0.100 150/135 10 4.54
054-50-120 0.6 0.128 150/135 12 5.44
054-50-140 0.8 0.148 150/135 15 6.80
054-50-160 1.0 0.165 150/135 18 8.16
054-50-180 1.2 0.185 150/135 20 9.07
054-50-200 1.5 0.205 150/135 25 11.34
054-50-240 2.0 0.235 150/135 30 13.61
054-50-280 3.0 0.285 150/135 40 18.14
054-51-140 0.8 0.148 300/270 15 6.81
054-51-180 1.2 0.185 300/270 20 9.08
054-51-200 1.5 0.205 300/270 25 11.34
054-51-240 2.0 0.235 300/270 30 13.61
054-51-280 3.0 0.285 300/270 40 18.15
054-51-370 5.0 0.370 300/270 50 22.68
054-51-400 6.0 0.405 300/270 60 27.22
054-51-450 7.0 0.435 300/270 75 34.02
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DYNA TEX FIRE ICE

DYNA TEX ULG BRAID

• Superior Coating
• Near 0% Stretch
• More Compact
• Thinner Diameters
• Round Profile
• No Reel Memory
• Highest Abrasion Resistant
• Superior Knot Strength
• Longlasting Performance

It flows smoothly and silently through the rod’s guides, bringing the lure beyond the 
expected spot, then it does the underwater job quite accurately, cutting the liquid like 
a laser beam. It sends and receives all the signals that lead to the predator’s attack, 
actually raising the overall level of your fishing action, of course starting from the 
catch rate. Miraculous line? Not really, but certainly it is an avant-garde product, 
destined to gain a solid trust from all users, thanks to its intrinsic capabilities and 
qualities. It features an incredible coexistence of compactness and flexibility, the 
first guarantor of the breaking strength, the second responsible for the correct 
presentation of the lure. That’s merit of Japanese technology with which the High 
Modulus Polyethylene fibers (HMPe) have been braided, obtaining a circular and 
consistent cross section. The range of diameters is as essential as perfect: after 
all, beyond 0,07 mm you can no longer talk about «ultrafine Braid», let alone «ul-
tralight Game», the application field which includes Trout Area, a large part of 
Street Fishing, Rock Fishing and eging, practically the most recent and exciting 
techniques! The bright yellow color is highly visible to the user.

CODE PE # DIAMETER YDS/M
054-60-004 0.08 0.043 110/100 4 1.81
054-60-005 0.10 0.054 110/100 5 2.27
054-60-006 0.15 0.064 110/100 6 2.72
054-60-007 0.20 0.072 110/100 7 3.18

• Super round
• Super soft
• High abrasion resistance
• Superior knot strength 
• Hyper sensitive

• Dyna Tex high modulus P.E. fiber
• High cast performance
• More compact
• No reel memory
• Japan  Technology

Dyna Tex Fire Ice is the result of many investments and efforts from Rapture. The qua-
lity we have achieved in this braided line is simply incredible: diameter - strength ratio 
is at the top, if compared with other translucent clear braided lines, and same applies 
to the abrasion resistance. With this super line is possible to cast at incredible distance, 
cause of the smooth surface, and thanks to the zero stretch you can de-
tect the most shy bites and easily set the hook even when 
fishing very far from the shore. Colour is white tran-
slucent, and it’s available in 100 m spools from 
diameter 0,10 to 0,30. We recommend “Pa-
lomar” knot for swivel and “Mahin” knot f o r 
connection with other lines.

CODE DIAMETER YDS/M  
054-90-100 0.10 110/100 4.08 9
054-90-120 0.12 110/100 4.99 11
054-90-150 0.15 110/100 6.80 15
054-90-180 0.18 110/100 8.16 18
054-90-200 0.20 110/100 9.98 22
054-90-250 0.25 110/100 12.70 28
054-90-300 0.30 110/100 18.40 40
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FLUO SPIN

SPIN PIKE
This greenish-brown monofilament is designed spe-
cifically for pike fishing and other big freshwater con-
tinental predators. It is exceptionally strong and has 
the perfect combination of low stretch and high soft-
ness, making every lure easier to cast. unlike other 
cheap spinning lines, the low stretch feature allows 
the angler to have a much more direct control of the 
lure and easily strike on to the fish attack. Spooled un-
der parallel winding technology to improve line lay 
and limit tangle’s risk, it is packed on 150 m spools.

CODE DIAMETER YDS/M
051-93-250 0.255 165/150 8.360 18.430
051-93-300 0.309 165/150 11.950 26.340
051-93-350 0.354 165/150 15.800 34.830
051-93-400 0.410 165/150 20.300 44.750

CODE DIAMETER YDS/M
051-92-180 0.181 110/100 3.210 7.070
051-92-200 0.203 110/100 3.850 8.480
051-92-220 0.221 110/100 4.410 9.720
051-92-250 0.251 110/100 5.870 12.940
051-92-300 0.307 110/100 7.725 17.030

Advanced predator fishing line, made from 100% Fluorocarbon, developed spe-
cially to face all those situations when extremely shy fish are targeted. Due 
to refraction index very close to the water’s one, it offers unma-
tched performance in extra clear and transparent waters. It 
cannot be detected by fish and so cannot alarm them. 
Perfect for spooky species such as trout and perch. 
The wide range of diameters can fit the needs of 
many different fishing styles though. Thanks to 
the incredible abrasion resistance, can also be 
used to make high resistance leaders.
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SPIN CAST

SPIN TROUT
especially designed for trout fishing with lures, 
this monofilament features an optimal ratio 
between stretching and strength. High abra-
sion resistance and very low visibility in water. 
Thanks to a wide range of diameters available, 
it can be used for many different techniques, 
starting from trout fishing in small creeks with 
thinner diameters, up to the record catch in 
the biggest european rivers using the largest 
diameters. Spooled under parallel winding te-
chnology to improve line lay and limit tangle’s 
risk, it is packed on 150 m spools.

CODE DIAMETER YDS/M
051-96-160 0.165 165/150 3.800 8.370
051-96-180 0.181 165/150 4.650 10.250
051-96-200 0.203 165/150 5.600 12.340
051-96-220 0.221 165/150 7.050 15.540
051-96-250 0.251 165/150 8.460 18.650
051-96-300 0.307 165/150 12.070 26.610

Technical monofilament created for spinning. The molecular structure, combined with the outer silicon 
coating, reduces the mechanical memory of the line while maintaining an excellent 

handling and castability. It is therefore ideal for long casting and intensive 
lure fishing. Fully waterproof, thanks to the special coating that insula-

tes the structure of the line from the environment. It also maintains 
all its characteristics unchanged after prolonged use, even at 

very low temperatures. The colour, light grey-green transpa-
rent, maintains a very low degree of refraction in the water.

CODE DIAMETER YDS/M
051-91-140 0.148 165/150 2.850 6.280

051-91-160 0.165 165/150 3.800 8.370

051-91-180 0.181 165/150 4.650 10.250

051-91-200 0.203 165/150 5.600 12.340

051-91-220 0.221 165/150 7.050 15.540

051-91-250 0.255 165/150 8.460 18.650

051-91-300 0.307 165/150 12.070 26.610
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SPIN ZANDER CRISTALL

SPIN ZANDER

We spent many hours on research and development for this new monofilament. This new 
product match perfectly all the most important features required by the modern zander spe-

cialist angler. The particular colour of this innovative monofilament is the best 
you can get for good visibility to the angler outside the water and at 

the same time reduced visibility inside the water to obtain an opti-
mal presentation of the bait. Thanks to no memory construction 

and low stretch, it’s possible to easily detect the lightest bites.

Spin Zander is designed and dedicated to this exciting fishing technique. It is a very low 
stretch line and it is very suitable for detecting even the lightest bites and rapidly set the 
hook. The absence of memory and superior abrasion resistance are other very important 
features. The colour is a dichroic green olive, offering natural camouflage within the aquatic 
vegetation. Parallel winding in 150 m, the spools are individually packed.

CODE DIAMETER YDS/M
051-94-200 0.203 165/150 5.450 12.010
051-94-250 0.255 165/150 8.360 18.430
051-94-300 0.309 165/150 11.950 26.340
051-94-350 0.354 165/150 15.800 34.830
051-94-400 0.410 165/150 20.300 44.750

CODE DIAMETER YDS/M
051-95-180 0.181 165/150 3.600 8.00
051-95-200 0.203 165/150 4.500 10.00
051-95-250 0.251 165/150 7.030 15.00
051-95-300 0.307 165/150 9.850 22.00
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SPIN HI-VIZ

VERTICAL JIG MONO

New high visibility spinning monofilament, specially designed for all those fishing te-
chniques where sensitivity needs to be combined with the absolute visual control of the 
line. For this reason, we have worked hard to obtain a high visibility, no memory line and 

with reduced stretch ratio. excellent abrasion resistance, it’s perfect to be 
used in areas holding dangerous obstacles such as snags or rocks.

CODE DIAMETER YDS/M
051-98-160 0.165 165/150 2.765 6.000
051-98-180 0.181 165/150 3.337 7.000
051-98-200 0.203 165/150 4.133 9.000
051-98-220 0.221 165/150 5.511 12.000
051-98-250 0.251 165/150 6.673 15.000
051-98-300 0.307 165/150 9.138 20.000

Designed for all Vertical Jigging lovers, this mono is pro-
duced from a mix of Japanese co-polymers which provi-
des extreme abrasion resistance and reduced stretch. With 
Vertical Jig Mono it is always possible to know how deep 
you are fishing thanks to different colour every 10 meters, 
these coloured sections are repeated in six different colour 
for the all 300 meters length. The great knot strength, the 

lack of memory and 
anti-uV treatment, 
make this line a 
perfect choice also 
for spinning.

CODE DIAMETER YDS/M
051-97-300 0.309 300/275 11.950 26.340
051-97-350 0.354 300/275 15.800 34.830
051-97-400 0.410 300/275 20.300 44.750
051-97-450 0.450 300/275 27.500 60.620
051-97-500 0.500 300/275 34.960 77.070
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ROLLING 
ROLLING

BASS SOUND

FULL
WIRE

FULL WIRE / THROUGH WIRE DESIGN
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SOUND

WEIGHT MOVING

WEIGHT
MOVING

WOBBLING ACTION

FIXED WEIGHT

+

S-CONCEPT ACTION

RATTLE SOUND
RATTLE
SOUND

WIGGLING ACTION

DART ACTION
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ACTION

FIXED
WEIGHT

WOBBLING
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WIGGLING
ACTION

DART
ACTION

Saltwater Resistant 
Treble Hooks

Blacknickel
Treble Hooks

3D
Live eyes

Rapture Logo

extra Strong 
Forged
Split Rings

+

Rolling lure, the body is rolling on its own axis. extra fla-
shes and tight swim.

Inner weights produce low frequency vibrations.

Full Wire (Through Wire) construction simply means you 
have a wire connection from the tow point to the hook hang 
points. It’s the strongest method for making lures.

Wobbling lure, with strong tail action. Wobbling will excite 
predators producing extra vibrations and flashes.

These lures swim creating a sort of S into the water. In this 
way it is possible to scout a larger area.

Several weights are housed inside the body lure, in one or 
more inner rooms allowing them to move back and forth. 
During casting action they will move to the tail, increasing 
casting distance, while during retrieve will move to the 
head, increasing stability.

Crazy side to side action, great for targeting finicky preda-
tors of any species.

Darting lures must be jerked, adding movement with rod 
tip.  The lure will therefore dart in several directions just like 
a wounded fish.

The weights inside the body lure cannot move. In this si-
tuation the lure is much less noisy  and very useful in over 
fished venues.

Inner weights produce high frequency vibrations.

Lures supplied with both single and treble hooks as 
standard.

Sure Hook Set is a simple but effective solution to guarantee 
a perfect hook-set and to reduce drastically the hook-pulls. 
SHS will help you also to switch between lures in while.
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ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT

UV REFLECTIVE COLOURS. HUMAN VS FISH'S EYE
Naturally, anglers tend to judge lures, their finishes and colours as 
they appear to the human eye. Recent studies have shown the basic 
biological differences between the human eye and the eye of a fish. 
While the human eye has a great capacity to distinguish colours and 
details, the eye of a fish is made to catch better the contrasts and to 
detect motion.Moreover, we must consider the environment where 
predators live, beneath the water’s surface, where colours in the visi-
ble spectrum are quickly filtered out. Colour removed, what remains 
are shades of grey only.

Said that, it was shown that many predators, notoriously active at 
night, are able to sense the light within the uV-A spectrum. So fish, 
as well as other animals, perceive the light in conditions in which we 
are not able to!In the design and development of lures, with parti-
cular reference to the colours, therefore, it is very important to make 
them more visible as possible to predators’ eyes, in low light condi-
tion like at night, during the cloudiest days or even in the depths. 

For this reason, we introduced the brand new “uV colours” in our colour range. These lures are made with paints able to reflect uV rays, apparently 
normal colours for our eyes, but that certainly will not go unnoticed to predators!

Below it is represented the RoYGBIV spectrum, visible by the human eye, 
within the range of electromagnetic radiation.

The ultraviolet light or “beyond violet”, 
more commonly known as uV rays or 
uV light, is a type of light, or better de-
fined an electromagnetic radiation, with 
a short wavelength and a high frequency 
that is located immediately outside the 
spectrum visible by the human eye.The 

uV rays are emitted by the sun and are always present, both in the night hours and during cloudy days, but only 
some of these are able to pass through the atmosphere, in particular only the uV-A with a wavelength from 400 to 
315 nm reach us.The uV-A rays do not reach the ground only, but they are also able to penetrate the water column, 
reaching the depths normally unreachable from the conventional light we are used to.
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GRASSHOPPER

BEETLE AREA

75 / KCT
KARASHI CHART TAIL

01 / BKB
BLACK BUG

02 / FRB
FIRE BUG

08 / SHY
SHY CRICKET

06 / SPR
SPRINGER

07 / RCK
ROCKY

03 / SCH
SHINY CHARTREUSE

05 / SMF
SUMMER FEST

13 / ARG
AURA GREENISH

14 / ARQ
AURA AQUA

10 / ASH
AURA SHINER

12 / ARB
AURA BROWNIE

11 / ABH
AURA BLACK HEAD

71 / PGP
PEARL GHOST PINK

03 / SCH
SHINY CHARTREUSET

75 / KCT
KARASHI CHART TAIL

12 / IMB
IMPERIAL BUG

11 / JNB
JUNE BUG

09 / MBG
MAY BUG

23 / FT 
FIRETIGER BUG

20 / FB
FIRE BEAST

22 / AR 
AURORAE

40 / MF 
MATT ORANGE FLUO

61 / MK
MATT KARASHI

21 / AB
AQUA BEAST

NATIVE
SERIES

Grasshopper is one of the more natural and appreciated food for every 
freshwater fish, especially for wild trout, that seems go crazy for this 
insect in springtime and summer. The Rapture Grasshopper is a faithful 
replica of a live cricket, imitating the countless colorations it can as-
sume and it can be used in creeks and small rivers to catch really big 
trout. You must apply a much varied retrieve, simulating a cricket pa-
nicking for its fall into water. We added, anyway, a lip to this lure, that 
can help you to change style of retrieve in favour of a more traditional 
steady one. even in this case the Grasshopper will still have its own 
distinctive and original tract.

The Beetle is the imitation of a terrestrial, that is a bug that can occasio-
nally fall into water and become trout food. It often happens that exactly 
this kind of food, alien to the underwater world, is triggering the killer in-
stinct of trout, maybe due to the high number of vibrations produced by 
the numerous legs that shake in the attempt to get back to solid ground. 
Some of the colour assortment are natural colours, some other are only 
partially natural. We choose this way because it happens that you need 
to dumbfound the trout with something special instead to give it a plain 
100% true replica of an insect. The lip of the beetle will be useful both if 
you want to retrieve it steady or if you want it to swim more erratically.

Inspired by the nature that surrounds us and populates our fishing 
spots, the Creature Series lures represent “Hyper-Real” imitations of 
creatures and insects in both features and movements. At home in 
the pristine spots typical of the Native environment, hunting for 
trout, chub and other predators, as well as in artificial spots typical of 

the Trout Area, especially in the most vivid color variations.

Made for fishing in streams, in spots subject to little pressure, which 
hold native and difficult fish; in such conditions, the approach, as well 
as the choice of the right color, always make a big difference. That’s 
why we designed this range with soft and natural colours, ideal for cle-
ar waters on wary fish that only attack by natural instinct.

DATA: 37 mm / 2.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.3 m 
Hooks: #12 Black Nickel
Code: 180-16-6..

DATA: 28 mm / 2.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.3 m 
Hooks: Treble #12 Black Nickel 
              Single #08 Black Nickel
Code:  180-42-1..
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18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

68 / LMY
LIME YAMAME

70 / FPY
FLUO PINK YAMAME

83 / CHY
CHART YAMAME

61 / MK
MATT KARASHI

75 / KCT
KARASHI CHART TAIL

01 / PGB
PEARL GHOST BLUE

71 / PGP
PEARL GHOST PINK

12 / CHP
CLUSTER HOT PINK

13 / CCR
CLUSTER CAMO RIDER

14 / COR
CLUSTER ORANGE RIDER

86 / GDT
GREEN DOTTED

87 / LDT
OLIVE DOTTED

91 / CPK
CLUSTER PINK

92 / CRD
CLUSTER RED

93 / CBR
CLUSTER BROWN

DIAVEL 
AREA CRANK

NEW
2019

After watching dozens and dozens of spoon through water, 
Trout can not take it anymore, they seem to hibernate. They 
already know the catalogues of all existing brands, but they 
still would like to attack something substantial. So…

So we switch to a different lure, able to move a bigger water’s mass and 
thus activate from distance the nerve endings of the lateral line, which 
in the Trout are very sensitive. Let’s try a Diavel, the mini Rapture crank 
designed specifically for fishing situations which are the trade mark 
of Trout Area: clear and shallow waters, relatively short distances, shy 
fish because they feel the presence of too many fishermen on the lake’s 
banks. With its frenetic oscillations and its ability to swim up to 2 meters 
deep, this lure makes the difference; if we then consider the range of 
available colours, with the fantastic “cluster” versions with random dots 
on the lip, too, we have an idea of how many options we can offer to 
Trout. of course, hooks are single barbless Powerpoint, featuring the 3D 
Cut point for good penetration and safe holding.

DATA: 35 mm / 2.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks: #12 Black Nickel
Code: 180-43-5..
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58 / MP
MATT PINK FLUO

59 / MF
MATT ORANGE FLUO

60 / MO
MATT OLIVE

62 / MT
MATT FIRETIGER

61 / MK
MATT KARASHI

41 / PKC
PINKY CLOWN 

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

02 / OS
OLIVE SHINER  

01 / PKS
PINKY SHINER

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

89 / NGC
NEON GREEN CHART

83 / CHY
CHART YAMAME

70 / FPY
FLUORO PINK YAMAME

85 / ODT
ORANGE DOTTED

86 / GDT
GREEN DOTTED

87 / LDT
OLIVE DOTTED

90 / COL
CLUSTER OLIVE

91 / CPK
CLUSTER PINK

92 / CRD
CLUSTER RED

93 / CBR
CLUSTER BROWN

94 / CAS
CLUSTER ABURI SALMON

HOT
BUZZ

NEW COLORS
2019

This small and sinking crankbait features an unrivalled erratic 
action, perfect when predator fish is not so much active. The 
wide range of colours and their shape, which perfectly imita-
te natural prey fish, make it a perfect lure through the whole 
fishing season.

DATA: 25 mm / 3.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.5 m
Hooks: Treble #12 Black Nickel 
              Single #08 Black Nickel
Code:  180-06-9..

Creative Power! 
The cluster colors obtai-

ned through the application of 
grained varnishes, combine various 

shades to achieve results which have never seen before. 
unique in their kind, they can replicate the shades of natural co-
lors, or even invent some new, abstract, ones, able to trigger the 

attack even in the most apathetic predator, both in spots subjected 
to high fishing pressure and in natural and unspoiled environments.
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HOT BEAN

TROUT 
FRY

83 / CHY
CHART YAMAME

71 / PGP
PEARL GHOST PINK

72 / GSH
GREY SHINER

98 / BRT
BROWN TROUT

94 / VRN
VAIRONE

95 / PRS
PURPLE SHINER

96 / YDV
YAMAME DOLLY

97 / YNC
YAMAME NATURAL CHART

41 / PKC
PINKY CLOWN

01 / PKS
PINKY SHINER

42 / BS
BLACK SHAD

48 / YMR
YAMAME RED BELLY

06 / S
SILVER

26 / HCHT
HOLO CHARTREUSE

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

57 / PYM
PINK YAMAME

02 / BS
BLACK&SILVER

03 / CHT
CHARTREUSE

04 / PS
PINK SHINER

01 / S
SILVER

05 / GA
GOLD AYU

06 / SK
SKELETON

Small sinking crankbait with a lively swimming 
action, able to entice different fresh water predators, 
specially like trout, chub and perch. Colours chosen 
both for use in wild waters and in commercial fishe-
ries. Ideal for lake trout fishing.

DATA: 40 mm / 3.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.8 m
Hooks: Treble #10 Black Nickel 
              Single #06 Black Nickel
Code:  180-07-0..

DATA: 48 mm / 4.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks: #14 Black Nickel
Code: 180-16-9..

exactly as nature creates! The Nature colours are obtained through 
new production technologies that allow to create any real state of 
the art miniature, perfect in every detail, that carefully replicate the 
liveries of natural minnows.

DATA: 36 mm / 2.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks: #16 Black Nickel
Code: 180-16-7..

DATA: 42 mm / 3.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks: #16 Black Nickel
Code: 180-16-8..

Series of small lures dedicated to fishing in rivers and creeks. Sized 3,6, 4,2 and 4,6 cm, 
they are meant to be used to fish predators in every aquatic environment they can pa-
trol for shelter, even in very shallow ones. The Trout Fry balance is excellent, and you can 
easily verify this by twitching it several times in a row, working with the tip of your rod. 
The weight of these lures can seem tiny, but it has actually been designed to allow long 
casts and display a perfect balance, even in waters affected by strong turbulence. It is a 
super lure for trout, perch and chub. The cosmetic ranges from super natural ones to the 
most colourful versions, which are oriented to lake trout fishing.
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FIREWORK

RIUJIN

03 / YNT
YAMAME NATIVE

04 / LVF
LIVE FARIO

77 / IR
IRIDE

94 / VRN
VAIRONE

05 / NTH 
NATURAL SHINER

01 / PKS
PINKY SHINER

02 / OS
OLIVE SHINER

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

26 / HCHT
HOLO CHARTREUSE

42 / BS
BLACK SHAD

83 / CHY
CHART YAMAME

56 / PK
SILVER PINK

48 / YMR
YAMAME RED BELLY

70 / FPY
FLUORO PINK YAMAME

57 / PYM
PINK YAMAME

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOWING

71 / PGP
 PEARL GHOST PINK

72 / GSH
GREY SHINER

04 / LVF
LIVE FARIO

01 / PKS
PINKY SHINER

02 / OS
OLIVE SHINER

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

39 / OKSS
OKINAWA SHINER

41 / PKC
PINKY CLOWN

49 / HH
HOT HEAD

48 / YMR
YAMAME RED BELLY 

70 / FPY
FLUORO PINK YAMAME

83 / CHY
 CHART YAMAME

57 / PYM
PINK YAMAME

94 / VRN
VAIRONE

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOWING

77 / IR
IRIDE

05 / NTH 
NATURAL SHINER

42 / BS
BLACK SHAD

72 / GSH
GREY SHINER

03 / YNT
YAMAME NATIVE

DATA: 45 mm / 4.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.8 m
Hooks: Treble #12 Black Nickel 
              Single #10 Black Nickel
Code:  180-17-4..

Product update. Prodotti in fase di 
aggiornamento.

Despite its tiny size, just 42 mm, the Firework is a sinking wobbler. Due 
to the high density of its body, it is able to explore water levels from 
surface to 1 meter deep. The flat sides offer the opportunity to retrieve 
it in a great variety of styles and to increase vibration through sudden 
accelerations. This is a deadly lure for trout, chub and perch.

Bigger brother of the Firework, the Riujin is 45 mm long and it’s another 
sinking wobbler. Its weight, 4 grams, makes it perfect for fishing faster 
and wider rivers and for deeper waters, where it can attract bigger pre-
dators. We suggest to use this fantastic wobbler in many different envi-
ronments, from lakes to rivers, without forgetting to give it a chance in 
salt water too. Super natural motion.

DATA: 42 mm / 2.8 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.5 m
Hooks: Treble #12 Black Nickel 
              Single #10 Black Nickel
Code:  180-17-3..
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02 / GHY
GHOST YAMAME

57 / PYM
PINK YAMAME

68 / LMY
LIME YAMAME

77 / IR
IRIDE

03 / YNT
YAMAME NATIVE

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

26 / NAY
NATURAL AYU

27 / YMS
YAMAME SHINER

28 / NSD
NATURAL SHAD

94 / VRN
VAIRONE

04 / LVF
LIVE FARIO

25 / NFR
NATURAL FARIO

SENTINEL
NEW
2019

With the two classic sizes of 5 and 7 
cm, this minnow is essential for the 
true enthusiast of hunting for 
wild trout in natural environ-
ments, surely one of the most 
classic techniques!

In fact, all the available colours actual-
ly imitate the livery of the natural Trout 
prey: gobies, common minnows, bleak, 
brook barbel, small chub, up to the min-
nows of the same species. A very intere-
sting level of stimulation, which does not 
replace any of those fancy alternatives 
but is a fundamental starting point. 
The relevant weight, compared to 
the volume, is valuable to keep the 
live current and explore the holes 
that host the most beautiful specimen.

DATA: 70mm / 10.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-43-7..

DATA: 50mm / 5.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-43-6..
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18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

77 / IR
IRIDE

94 / VRN
VAIRONE

68 / LMY
LIME YAMAME

70 / FPY
FLUO PINK YAMAME

04 / LVF
LIVE FARIO

05 / NTH
NATURAL SHINER

01 / PKS
PINKY SHINER

15 / GGL
GRASS GILL

49 / PYM
PINK YAMAME

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

83 / CHY
FULL CHART YAMAME

RYOKO
CRANK

53 / RT
RAIMBOW TROUT

83 / CHY
CHART YAMAME

77 / IR
IRIDE

87 / LDT
OLIVE DOTTED

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

90 / COL
CLUSTER OLIVE

48 / YMR
YAMAME RED BELLY 

57 / PYM
PINK YAMAME

91 / CPK  
CLUSTER PINK

73 / NEP
NEO PEARL

27 / CTM
CHARTREUSE MAT

01 / PKS
PINKY SHINER 

HELLION

Classic shaped sinking minnow, 
particularly dedicated to trout, per-
ch and chub both for lakes or slow 
moving rivers and creeks. excellent 
castability compared to its weight. 
Amazing tight wiggling action.

DATA: 45 mm / 4.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.8 m
Hooks: Treble #10 Black Nickel 
              Single #08 Black Nickel
Code:  180-10-1..

DATA: 50 mm / 3.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.8 m 
Hooks: #10 Black Nickel
Code: 180-11-7..

Small sinking rounded crank for shallow still water fi-
shing. Amazingly effective with trout, chub, perch and 
black bass. Best performing with slow retrieve, stop and 
go and some jerking. In this way predators are attracted 
by what they think to be a wounded fry. The relatively 
small weight allows a very realistic sinking action.
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03 / YNT
YAMAME NATIVE

77 / IR
IRIDE

97 / YNC
YAMAME NATURAL CHART

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

72 / GSH
GREY SHINER

11 / NTG
NATURAL GOLD

04 / LVF
LIVE FARIO

10 / NTR
NATURAL ROACH

EVOQUE

CRANKY BLEAK MAX

13 / STB
STRIPED BRONZE

14 / AYU
AYU

64 / HPM
HOT PERCH MATT

11 / PSH
PEARL SHADED HEAD

06 / S
SILVER

62 / MT
MATT TIGER

66 / MP
MATT PERCH

74 / OB
OLIVE BONE

EVOQUE EVOQUE DR

evoque is a typical curved shad shaped crankbait, fe-
aturing a small, compact, flat sided body combined 
with a pronounced lip able to deliver an erratic and 
aggressive swimming with a tight wobbling action 
and sudden movements. Deadly effective, evoque 
fits most conditions, from large lakes, to canals 
and rivers too, both trying to catch in shallow 
water or in deeper stages. The smaller evo-
que 40 is excellent for small rivers, both to 
upstream and downstream fishing, but can be 
well employed also for lakes in shallow water, to fish 
over structures and covers, or even fished near edges. Whilst the 
larger evoque DR is ideally suited to deep rivers or moving waters, to 
target deeper areas where other lures may struggle, as well as to fish 
in lakes, whether cast or trolled. So if you are looking for a lure able to 
catch virtually anything that swims in water, look no further!

The Cranky Bleak Max is a highly sophisticated crankbait Ja-
panese style, imitating to perfection the fish that preda-
tors usually chase. It can dive up to 2,50 meters deep. 
Deadly if retrieved close to the bottom alterna-
ting steady retrieve to short stops, when 
the Cranky Bleak will tend to rise 
up to surface. Most of the at-
tacks will occur while this 
lure is ascending.

DATA: 50 mm / 3.5 g ACTION: Slow Sinking

Running Depth: 0-1.5 m 
Hooks: #10 Black Nickel
Code:  180-05-6..

DATA: 60 mm / 6.0 g ACTION: Slow Sinking

Running Depth: 0-2.5 m
Hooks: #8 Black Nickel
Code:  180-05-7..

DATA: 40 mm / 3.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0.5-2.0 m
Hooks: Treble #10 Black Nickel 
              Single #08 Black Nickel
Code:  180-42-2..

DATA: 50 mm/ 8.2 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 1-2.5 m
Hooks: Treble #10 Black Nickel 
              Single #08 Black Nickel
Code:  180-42-3..

DATA: 75 mm / 11.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0.5-3 m
Hooks: #6 Black Nickel
Code:  180-01-6..
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BB CRANK SERIES

72 / GSH
GREY SHINER

73 / BCR
BOILED CRAW

22 / GA
GOLD AYU

51 / GTS
GHOST THREADFIN SHAD

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

27 / CTM
CHARTREUSE MATT

50 / CCS
CANDY CITRUS SHAD

49 / MW
MATT WHITE

74 / OB
OLIVE BONE

15 / GGL
GRASS GILL

76 / KCT
KARASHI CHART TAIL

BB CRANK 05

12 / CBL
CHARTREUSE BLUE BACK

24 / ALQ
ALQUEVA CRAW

13 / TS
TENNESSEE SHAD

14 / AYU
AYU

06 / S
SILVER

11 / SXS
SEXY SHAD

25 / RHC
RED HOT CRAW

15 / GGL
GRASS GILL

27 / CTM
CHARTREUSE MAT

53 / BLS
BALLISTIC SUNFISH

BB CRANK 05 DR
The BB CRANK 05, like any other 
lure in the BB series, is equip-
ped with rattling device, 3D 
Live eyes, genuine High Quality 
treble hooks and is finished with innovative colour patterns painted in a 
highly resistant varnish. It can actually swim up to 0,5 meters deep. use 
it to stimulate very lethargic fish in the surface layers, with low speed 
retrieve. The small size will reduce the splashing sound when cast over 
long distances, dramatically limiting any fish scaring effect.

A great Rapture classic in our catalogue from the very first stage and one of the first crankbait to be developed and yet and 
of the best! BB Crank 05 has gained a solid reputation over the years, in the bass anglers but not only, as it’s a true allroun-
der and it has fully proven in 2012 with the won of the World Boat Predator championship with Team Hungary, fishing in a 
shallow river margins for asp! A lethal weapon you won’t miss on your selection! 

evolution of the existing BB crank 
05, 2012 World Champion lure. 
It dives deeper up to -2 me-
ters, so 4 times deeper than 
previous lure. According to your need and to the fish mood it can be 
retrieved very fast, medium speed or really slow, in all these situation 
the BB Crank will appeal the predators with a wobbling movement. The 
super compact body makes this lures fly more distant than other cranks 
and it enters the water more silently, that is very important in areas 
where fish is subjected to intense fishing pressure.

DATA: 45 mm / 7.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-0.5 m
Hooks: #10 Black Nickel
Code:  180-00-7..

DATA: 45 mm / 8.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-2 m
Hooks: #10 Black Nickel
Code:  180-15-2..
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SNIPER

73 / NEP
NEO PEARL

32 / RBF
RIVER BLUEFISH

74/ BCR
BOILED CRAW

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

55 / GSF 
GREEN SUNFISH

55 / GSF 
GREEN SUNFISH

44 / SSH
SOFT SHELL 

53 / BLS
BALLISTIC SUNFISH

53 / BLS
BALLISTIC SUNFISH

31 / SWS
SILVER WILLOW SHINER

73 / NEP
NEO PEARL

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

44 / SSH
SOFT SHELL 

26 / HFT
HOT FIRETIGER

12 / CBL
CHARTREUSE BLUE BLACK

12 / CBL
CHARTREUSE BLUE BLACK

SNIPER
SQUAREBILL
50SR 

SNIPER
50MR

SERIES

DATA: 50 mm / 8.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-1.0 m
Hooks: #10 Black Nickel
Code:  180-42-4..

DATA: 50 mm / 8.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-1.8 m
Hooks: #10 Black Nickel
Code:  180-42-5..

The Sniper 50SR features a compact body with an aggressive action 
that is made to dive into shallow water and sniff out big bass and pike. 
A finesse crank designed for crashing thick shallow cover, ripping out 
of grass, cranking rocks, or just burning in open water. Sniper is affixed 
with a durable square bill, features a fast wobbling action, reaching 
the desired diving depth quickly and delivering a deadly deflection 
able to generate violent reaction strikes. Despite its small sizes, Sni-
per 50SR is also built with a precise weighting system that allows for 
long distance casts - even in windy conditions.  Sniper 50MR delivers 
a powerful shallow water presentation that locks onto big bass and 
pike – and won’t let go!

Sniper 50MR is a medium depth runner crankbait designed to take 
finesse cranking to the next level! Perfect for those tough, high pres-
sured spots, Sniper 50MR features a unique design to hunt erratically 
with a vivid wobbling action and generate strikes from finicky fish. 
While the precisely shaped lip, weight transfer system, and chunky 
body work together to get into the strike zone quickly when casting 
in and around to structure or heavy cover. For an added element of at-
traction, the Sniper 50MR even produces a faint rattle that will attract 
bass, but won’t spook them. Sniper is packed also with an incredibly 
lifelike scaling pattern, the big Sniper elongated eyes that bass simply 
love and seal the deal on strikes!
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73 / NEP
NEO PEARL

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

16 / CZT
CRAZY TIGER

17 / GSB
GHOST SUGAR BROWN

15 / MDS
MUDDY SHAD

74/ BCR
BOILED CRAW

73 / NEP
NEO PEARL

12 / CBL
CHARTREUSE BLUE BLACK

13 / TS
TENNESSEE SHAD

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

24 / ALQ
ALQUEVA CRAW

26 / HFT
HOT FIRETIGER

SNIPER FLAT 
70SR

74/ BCR
BOILED CRAW

75 / KCT
KARASHI CHART TAIL

53 / BLS
BALLISTIC SUNFISH

12 / CBL
CHARTREUSE BLUE BLACK

SNIPER MAX 70D

SNIPER MAX 70SR
NEW
2019

DATA: 70 mm / 15.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-1.0 m
Hooks: #6 Black Nickel
Code:  180-42-7..

DATA: 70 mm / 10.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-1.2 m
Hooks: #6 Black Nickel
Code:  180-43-1..

DATA: 70 mm / 19.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-3.0 m
Hooks: #4 Black Nickel
Code:  180-42-9..

Sniper Flat 70SR is built 
with a flat-sided profile and a 
fast-rolling action, generating a tremendous amount of flash 
and vibration when it’s crashing thick shallow cover, ripping 
out of grass, cranking rocks, or worked through open water. 
Sniper Flat 70SR features a sharp squarebill and a slightly larger 
body than most of the squarebill crankbaits to help target bigger fish 
in tougher conditions. For an added elements of attraction, Sniper 
70SR even produces a faint rattle that will attract bass, but won’t spo-
ok them and the large elongated Sniper 3D eyes, to help you catching 
those bonus fish when everything else is coming up empty!

It swims irregularly in the surface layers of the water emitting substantial 
vibrations, thanks to the freedom of movement of the internal load. The 
squared design of the lip makes it able to quickly get into action, causing 
it to frantically oscillate immediately after landing in the water, to take ad-
vantage of every inch of the area close to the underwater obstacles. The 
rich colors and large eyes add important elements of attraction. Treble 
hooks made from hi-carbon steel and chemically sharpened.

Sniper Max 70D is a mid-depth crank bait with a linear body, not too big not too small, 
that delivers a look and action simply right! excellent to fish over deep water structure, 
for suspending or schooling fish, Sniper Max  produces a wild swimming, with much wi-

der wobble than most crankbaits with a fish-attracting turbulence trail matched to a lethal 
bass rattling sound able to grab the predator attention, without spooking them! 

Sniper dive it quickly and sustain its true running depth for the majori-
ty of the retrieve. The deflective bill design and its high buoyancy 

characteristics also allow it to back up and float out of snags.
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73 / NEP
NEO PEARL

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

44 / SSH
SOFT SHELL 

75 / KCT
KARASHI CHART TAIL

74/ BCR
BOILED CRAW

55 / GSF 
GREEN SUNFISH

53 / BLS
BALLISTIC SUNFISH

12 / CBL
CHARTREUSE BLUE BLACK



75 / KCT
KARASHI CHART TAIL

53 / BLS
BALLISTIC SUNFISH

73 / NEP
NEO PEARL

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

74/ BCR
BOILED CRAW

44 / SSH
SOFT SHELL 

26 / HFT
HOT FIRETIGER

12 / CBL 
CHARTREUSE BLUE BLACK

SNIPER MAX
VIBE 70LP

73 / NEP
NEO PEARL

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

24 / ALQ
ALQUEVA CRAW

26 / HFT
HOT FIRETIGER

74/ BCR
BOILED CRAW

75 / KCT
KARASHI CHART TAIL

53 / BLS
BALLISTIC SUNFISH

72 / GSH 
GREY SHINER 

SNIPER MAX
80XD
Sniper Max 80XD is a magnum sized body crankbait able to reach ex-
treme depth with ease and able to get you in front of fish that you pre-
viously couldn’t reach with a crankbait! Designed to dive quickly and 
efficiently to desired depth with less drag than baits of a similar size, the 
Sniper Max 80XD maximizes your time in the strike zone, while adding 
a fish-attracting turbulence trail. The deflective bill design and its high 
buoyancy characteristics also allow it to back up and float out of snags. 
A bass sound rattle creates a light yet deep knocking sound as well that 
provokes strikes without spooking finicky fish. Sniper Max 80XD is desi-
gned to succeed where all the other failed! 

Sniper Max Vibe is the perfect complement to Sniper series. Sniper Vibe 
is a lipless sinking crankbait, perfect to fish over deep structure, rip-
ped through grass or burn it in open waters. Perfect for suspending or 
schooling fish, Sniper Max Vibe produces a wild swimming, with tight 
wobbling action combined to a lethal rattling sound. It can be fished 
with a linear retrieve, exploring the water column simply by varying the 
retrieval speed, or for deeper water presentations you can alternate a 
steady retrieve by using your rod tip to make the lure rise and fall (YoYo 
Retrieve). The precise weighting system gives it a seductive shimmy on 
the drop and allows for long distance casts!

DATA: 70mm / 17.3 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-42-8..

DATA: 80 mm / 28.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-5.0 m
Hooks: #4 Black Nickel
Code:  180-43-0..
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HAMSTER

FAT
BASTARD

GEKKO

01 / LGS
LIGHT GREEN SHINER

06 / S
SILVER

22 / GA
GOLD AYU

59 / ST
SPAWNING TIGER

69 / P
PERCH

75 / C
CRAPPIE

47 / GB
GOLD BACK

50 / BS
BLACK-SILVER

54 / PG
PURPLE GOLD

69 / P
PERCH

90 / CLN
CLOWN

06 / S
SILVER

07 / BGM
BLEEDING GHOST MINNOW

22 / GA
GOLD AYU

34 / GB
GREEN BACK

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

74 / OB
OLIVE BONE

DATA: 55 mm / 10.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.8 m
Hooks: #08 Black Nickel
Code: 180-11-4..

DATA: 45 mm / 5.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-0.6 m
Hooks: #10 Black Nickel
Code:  180-10-2..

New eccentric, sinking lure whose shape 
recalls a mouse. Frenzy swimming action 
with the possibility to diversify the kind 
of retrieve. Despite the small size it 
can attract and actually catch big 
unexpected preys in strong pressu-
re fishing hot spots.

DATA: 70 mm / 8.8 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 1.5-3.3m
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code:  180-13-5..

Heavier and so easier 
to cast than other crank 
in the market. During 
retrieve it shows a very 
pronounced wobbling 
while the inner sphe-
res produce a lot of vi-
brations. Thanks to the 
wide bill it is able to 
reach a depth of more 
than 3 meters.

The Rapture Gekko series crank baits are 45 mm long and run up to 
0,6 m deep. Perfect choice for cranking nymphea pad edges in deeper 

water or the shallow side of rock edges and drop-offs. The size and depth 
range of Gekko lures make it a very versatile crank bait for many situations. 

A “must have” in any crank bait selection.
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UNDER RATTLE

NEO CRANK SILENTE

01 / LGS
LIGHT GREEN SHINER

02 / BT
BRONZE TROUT

04 / SB
STRIPED BLUE

05 / HS
HOT SPAWNING

06 / S
SILVER

35 / BG
BLUE GILL 

03 / SS
SILVER BLUE SHINER

06 / S
SILVER

07 / GSH
GREEN SHAD

45 / HBSR
HOLO BLUE SARDINE

50 / BS
BLACK-SILVER

87 / GCM
GOLD COPPER MINNOW

SPARKLE MAX DEEP

51 / GTS
GHOST THREADFIN SHAD

55 / GSF
GREEN SUNFISH

15 / GGL
GRASS GILL

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

12 / CBL
CHARTREUSE BLUE BLACK

27 / CTM
CHARTREUSE MAT

25 / RHC
RED HOT CRAW

53 / BLS
BALLISTIC SUNFISH

DATA: 75 mm / 17.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Max 5 m
Hooks: #04 Black Nickel
Code: 180-12-0..

DATA: 70 mm / 14.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Max 5 m
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-00-9..

DATA: 60 mm / 10.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 1.8-3.5 m
Hooks: #10 Black Nickel
Code:  180-18-0..

The under Rattle is a rattling lipless crankbait. The compact body of 
7 cm weights 14 g and is sinking, allowing to sound deeper water le-
vels. It can be worked jigging vertically or it can be hold in the cur-
rent to produce an attracting waggling movement. This lure produces 
a large number of low frequency vibrations. It’s the perfect bait when 
searching for predators lurking close to rocks or submerged structures 
(bridge structures, plants, etc.).

Sparkle Max Deep is a deeper diver crank with a fast sinking action, 
deadly effective to searching for predators lurking close to rocks or sub-
merged structures (bridge structures, plants, etc.), when used in a river, 
the stream will make it shake with frenzy. The compact size of the body 
together with the perfect positioning of the linking spot on the back 
give a great tight wiggling action and a superb stability while sinking. 
This lure produces a large number of low frequency vibrations and it’s 
deadly effective for vertical jigging for perch or black bass.

In waters subject to high angling pressure, where the practice of catch 
and release is very common, predators learn to associate the rattling 
to danger, avoiding to attack the noisy lures. In those conditions Neo 
Crank Silente comes rightly into play, as its name actually recalls the 
complete silence of action. The prominent lip profile lets it dive down 
to considerable depth with slow rolling; in fact, it can be used to explo-
re the area between two and four meters from the surface looking for 
Bass, Pike, Zander and Perch, specially in cold weather. We suggest you 
to alternate moments of regular swimming to the classic stop-and-go, 
a quite natural attitude that can fool all predators. eight colors are avai-
lable to always find the winning solution. Power Point Carbon steel ho-
oks for extreme sharpness and high durability.
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DATA: 60 mm / 3.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-5.0 m
Hooks: #10 Black Nickel
Code: 180-10-3..

SWEEPER GOMBEI

LASER 
MINNOW

72 / GSH
GREY SHINER

71 / PGP
PEARL GHOST PINK

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

36 / CEF
CEFALO

45 / GRH 
GLOW RED HEAD 

01 / PK
PINKY SHINER

03 / SXG
SEXY GHOST

06 / S 
SILVER

34 / ACC 
ACCIUGA

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

06 / S
SILVER

45 / HBSR
HOLO BLUE SARDINE

36 / CEF
CEFALO

49 / HH
HOT HEAD

69 / P
PERCH

91 / PRB
PEARL RAINBOW

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

27 / CTM
CHARTREUSE MAT

08 / HDS
HD SARDINE

07 / HDC
HD CEFALO

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

07 / HDC
HD CEFALO

08 / HDS
HD SARDINE

09 / OCS
OCEAN SHINER

72 / GSH
GREY SHINER

02 / OS
OLIVE SHINER

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

36 / CEF
CEFALO

03 / SXG
SEXY GHOST

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD 

46 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD 

DATA: 50 mm / 3.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.5 m
Hooks: #10 Black Nickel
Code: 180-13-1..

DATA: 65 mm / 4.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.5 m
Hooks: #08 Black Nickel
Code: 180-13-0..

Small jerkbait built with extra-loud rattle chambers to bring fish in over 
long distances. The a wounded minnow action that is effective all year 
long. Cast it and reel it straight in, using a stop-and-go retrieve.

Small jerkbait destined to both fresh and salt water fishing, where it can 
also be used for inshore trolling. In river and lakes, is a definitely great 
solution for trout fishing as well as for all predators in general.

Small slender floating minnow, which is tremendously effective with 
trout, perch and chub. Light weight but still easy to cast and suitable for 
a big number of retrieving styles. The Gombei presents a small baitfish 
profile that can trigger strikes from fish not actively feeding.

DATA: 60 mm / 3.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-5.0 m
Hooks: #10 Black Nickel
Code: 180-10-3..
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VJ TAIL

KICKBACK

OSCAR

36 / CEF
CEFALO

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE 

50 / BS
BLACK / SILVER

02 / PKS
PINKY SHINER

35 / ACC
ACCIUGA

49 / MW
MATT WHITE

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE 

70 / FPY
FLUORO PINK YAMAME

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

68 / LMY
LIME YAMAME

96 / YDV
YAMAME DOLLY

97 / YNC
YAMAME NATURAL CHART

99 / YOC
YAMAME OCEAN

36 / CEF
CEFALO

78 / PBH
PEARL BLUE HEAD

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD 

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE 

06 / S
SILVER

35 / ACC
ACCIUGA

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

01 / PKS
PINK SHINER

36 / CEF
CEFALO

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE 

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

73 / NEP
NEO PEARL

34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

03 / SXG
SEXY GHOST

04 / GHA
GHOST AYU

06 / S 
SILVER

44 / HBSR
HOLO BLUE SARDINE

DATA: 60 mm / 4.5 g ACTION: Suspending

Running Depth: 0-1.0 m
Hooks: Treble #10 Black Nickel 
              Single #06 Black Nickel
Code:  180-06-4..

DATA: 75 mm / 5.6 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.8 m
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-13-2..

Product update. Prodotti in fase di 
aggiornamento.

This new minnow features an innovative V-Joint tail wich give an ama-
zing erratic action even during slow retrieve, absolutely deadly when 
predators are not that active. It can be used in lakes or in small rivers 
fishing for black bass, perch, trout and asp.

Carefully designed for true running perfection and strike-pro-
voking action. The Kickback naturally wobbles and rolls 

thanks to its unique lip design, specifically designed 
for this model. Despite it is a floating lure, its wei-

ghted body increases casting distance.

DATA: 70 mm / 6.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-1.0 m
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-13-3..

This sinking jerkbait is designed for long casts and has an 
erratic action that drives fish crazy. It can be used both in 
fresh water for trout, and in salt water for sea bass.
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BOKKAI

VIBE SHAD

01 / LGS
LIGHT GREEN SHINER

06 / S
SILVER

22 / GA
GOLD AYU

69 / P
PERCH

74 / OB
OLIVE BONE

75 / C 
CRAPPIE

50 / BS
BLACK / SILVER

06 / S
SILVER

69 / P
PERCH

14 / AYU
AYU

91 / PRB
PEARL RAINBOW

93 / HSG
HOLO SILVER GILL

22 / GA
GOLD AYU

69 / P
PERCH

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

74 / OB
OLIVE BONE

75 / C 
CRAPPIE

06 / S
SILVER

Only 
6.5 cm

WIGGLER 
SHAD

14 / AYU
AYU

Only 
5.5 cm

Classic shape suspending minnow that imitates a baitfish. Very attracti-
ve in shallow water with slow retrieve and suddenly accelerations and 
jerks, simulating a wounded fish.

DATA: 65 mm / 7.5 g ACTION: Suspending

Running Depth: 0-1.0 m 
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-10-5..

DATA: 55 mm / 5.0 g ACTION: Slow Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.6 m
Hooks: #10 Black Nickel
Code: 180-03-3..

DATA: 55 mm / 5.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth:  0.5-2.0 m
Hooks: #08 Black Nickel
Code: 180-03-2..

DATA: 55 mm / 4.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-1.5 m
Hooks: #08 Black Nickel
Code: 180-03-1..

DATA: 65 mm / 7.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0.5-1.5 m
Hooks: #08 Black Nickel
Code: 180-10-8..

The Vibe Shad is avalaible both in floating and sinking version. The floa-
ting one is perfect to fish in open waters such in lakes, while the sinking 
one can be used to sound the deeper levels close to the bottom. Very 
effective on a large variety of fresh water predators such as black bass, 
trout and perch.

Brand new minnow designed for the light spinning, available in 5.5 and 
6.5cm respectively with slow sinking and floating action. The unique 
shape and action, allows to keep the action of this lure very close to the 
bottom. Retrieve it in margins, with a slow and regular action, where 
most of the predator fish are located.
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40 / HSN
HOLO SHAD NATURAL

60 / HG
HOLO GREEN

70 / HCS
HOLO CHARTREUSE

80 / GA
GOLD AYU

50 / HBG
HOLO BRONZE GILL

30 / HSP
HOLO SILVER PINK

90 / BM
BLUE MACKEREL

30 / HSP
HOLO SILVER PINK

90 / BM
BLUE MACKEREL

HIROSHI
MINNOW 50

HIROSHI
MINNOW 70

10 / ISH
IWASHI 

12 / SSRD
SILVER SARDINE

14 / RACC
REAL ACCIUGA

16 / HBM 
HOLO BLUE MACKEREL

18 / CHT  
CHARTREUSE

60 / ISH
IWASHI 

62 / SSRD
SILVER SARDINE

64 / RACC
REAL ACCIUGA

66 / HBM 
HOLO BLUE MACKEREL

68 / CHT  
CHARTREUSE

20 / HBM
HOLO BLUE MACKEREL

00 / HGR
HOLO GOLD RED

10 / HSO
HOLO SILVER ORANGE

Only 
SINKING

Only 
SINKING

40 / HSN
HOLO SHAD NATURAL

50 / HBG
HOLO BRONZE GILL

51 / ST
STRIPED BASS

54 / PG
PURPLE GOLD

56 / PK
CRYSTAL PINK

69 / P
PERCH

50 / BS
BLACK-SILVER

49 / HH
HOT HEAD

AMBER JACK 70

DATA: 50 mm / 2.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth:  0-1.0 m
Hooks: #12 Black Nickel
Code: 180-08-0..

DATA: 70 mm / 6.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth:  0-1.5 m
Hooks: #08 Black Nickel
Code: 180-08-2..

DATA: 70 mm / 8.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth:  0-1.8 m
Hooks: #08 Black Nickel
Code: 180-05-5..

DATA: 70 mm / 6.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-0.6 m
Hooks: #08 Black Nickel
Code: 180-08-1..

DATA: 70 mm / 7.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-0.8 m
Hooks: #08 Black Nickel
Code: 180-05-4..

We are sure the brand new Rapture Hiroshi Monnow FW 50 will be 
one of the most popular lures in europe ! The results we have achie-
ved with the combination of sizes, shapes, action and holographic co-
lours,  will make this small lure your preferred lure for every freshwater 
predator. Thanks to the sinking action this minnow can be easily re-
trieved even in fast running waters. Top quality materials and  treble 
hooks makes this lure reliable in every situation.

This 7cm version is available both floating and sinking, with the impor-
tant features of the Hiroshi family. Perfect action and details let this min-
now to be one step ahead! Both versions can be well employed in fresh 
and saltwater fishing, delivering unmatched results!

The small size, as well as the peculiar slim 
profile make of it a very versatile lure that 
can potentially attached by all predators. 
From sea bass, especially during spring and summer, to saddled se-
abream and small size pompanos. Deadly even in fresh waters, espe-
cially for rainbow trout in the lake. Retrieve it irregularly with many 
small jerks that will trigger the aggressive instincts of predators.
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SHIVER

TROUTER

04 / GHA
GHOST AYU

31 / SWS
SILVER WILLOW SHINER

36 / CEF
 CEFALO

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE 

49 / MW
MATT WHITE

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

06 / S
SILVER

30 / CHH
CLOWN HOT HEAD

38 / RCK
ROCKET SHAD

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

67 / HGR
HOLO GOLD RED

01 / PKS
PINKY SHINER

77 / IR
IRIDE

48 / YMR
 YAMAME RED BELLY 

18 / TGS
TENNESSEE GREEN SHAD

04 / LVF
LIVE FARIO

10 / NTR
NATURAL ROACH

DATA: 70 mm / 13.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0.4-2.0 m
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-19-6..

DATA: 85 mm / 18.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-16-4..

A lure designed with speed fishing in mind and in particu-
lar to tempt Asps! A fish which is rapidly increasing its pre-
sence and size in all european freshwaters. Shiver is a fast 
sinking minnow, with a very angled lip, able to produce a 
tight wobbling action but not too pronounced and it’s mo-
stly designed to be fished with a linear retrieve, exploring 
the water column simply by varying the retrieval speed. De-
spite its small sizes, the heavyweight Shiver can be cast very 
far to explore a wide area allowing for long and fast retrieve 
that can entice Asps to attack. 

As you can guess from the name the Trouter is an excellent lure for trout 
fishing, both in lakes and rivers, where it keeps a perfect swim even if very 
strong stream of water. Its typical movement can be appreciated espe-
cially with steady retrieves at moderate speed. In this situation the Trou-
ter can trigger strikes from the shyest trout. The inner weights disposition 
gives always a perfect swim and a controlled dead leaf sinking action.
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01 / PKS
PINKY SHINER

06 / S
SILVER

38 / RCK
ROCKET SHAD

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

18 / TGS
TENNESSEE GREEN SHAD

SUPER DEXTER

DEXTER

01 / PKS
PINKY SHINER

48 / YMR
YAMAME RED BELLY 

38 / RCK
ROCKET SHAD

77 / IR
IRIDE

02 / OS
OLIVE SHINER

06 / S
SILVER

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

18 / TGS
TENNESSEE GREEN SHAD

04 / LVF
LIVE FARIO

05 / NTH
NATURAL SHINER

10 / NTR
NATURAL ROACH

11 / NTG
NATURAL GOLD

48 / YMR
YAMAME RED BELLY 

77 / IR
 IRIDE

30 / CHH
CLOWN HOT HEAD

67 / HGR
HOLO GOLD RED

DATA: 110 mm / 32.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable
Hooks: #04 Black Nickel
Code: 180-16-2..

DATA: 75 mm / 28.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-16-3..

Heavy lure for fresh water fishing that must retrieved steady with oc-
casional jerks and pauses that will make vary its swimming depth. It is 
a versatile lure thanks to its weight, 32 grams, and length, 11cm, and it 
can be attacked by a large number of predators, from pike to trout and 
zander. The liveries has been protected by a double layer of transparent 
coating for extra protection against friction with gravel and rocks.

Don’t be fooled by the innocent look of this lure! It is actually one of 
the most deadly lures you can use fishing in lakes. It can be retrieved 
at different speeds: when retrieved slowly it will attractively swim clo-
se to the bottom. If you stop retrieving the Rapture Dexter will sink 
even more creating a peculiar movement that will trigger trout to bite 
it with great hungry. When retrieved faster and with your tip raised, 
it can swim much closer to the surface and the in intermediate zone. 
even in this case occasional pause will make it fall and excite the trout 
to attack it. Its measures, 28 grams and 7.5 cm will grant you to cast it 
right the trouts are, no matter how far.
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DAYU MINNOW

SLIM
SHADY

06 / S 
SILVER

22 / GA
GOLD AYU

05 / BM
BLEEDING MINNOW

34 / GB
GREEN BACK

61 / MOT
MATT ORANGE TIGER

71 / FT
FIRE TIGER

SHADDY

65 / BOM
BLACK ORANGE MATT

64 / HPM
HOT PERCH MATT

71 / FT
FIRE TIGER

72 / RC
RED CRAWFISH

61 / MOT
MATT 0RANGE TIGER

CRYSTAL COLORS

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

54 / PG
PURPLE GOLD

56 / PK
CRYSTAL PINK

50 / BS
BLACK-SILVER

49 / HH
HOT HEAD

01 / LGS
LIGHT GREEN SHINER

34 / GB
GREEN BACK

16 / SSRD
SILVER SARDINE

60 / ST
SPAWNING TIGER

06 / S
SILVER

71 / FT
FIRE TIGER

DATA: 88 mm / 16.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0.5-2.5 m
Hooks: #04 Black Nickel
Code: 180-02-6..

DATA: 80 mm / 9.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0.2-1.2 m
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-10-7..

DATA: 70 mm / 7.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 1.2 - 1.8 m
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-13-4..

Shad built for fishing in shallow water, terribly effecti-
ve on trout and other freshwater predators. The careful 
choice of colors has been addressed by many field tests. 
To get the most out of this lure, we recommend a strai-
ght retrieve with few long jerks.

Rapture Shaddy is a sinking minnow with internal rattling system pro-
ducing high frequency vibrations. The special L blade allows this bait to 
reach and keep the desired depth.  The Shaddy action is very good at low 
speed too and still producing a large quantity of vibrations. It is possible 
to get the maximum result from this lure retrieving it close to rocks and 
logs. The L shaped lip gives a high stability during jerking action.

Sinking all-round lure that can be used in a variety of ways and situa-
tion. Very effective when retrieved at different speeds. The rattle system 
with big steel balls attracts predators from long distance.
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BUNCHO

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

06 / S
SILVER

34 / GB
GREEN BACK

67 / HGR
HOLO GOLD RED

97 / HSP
HOT SILVER PERCH

JERKY

63 / MP
MATT PERCH

64 / HPM
HOT PERCH MATT

71 / FT
FIRE TIGER

13 / STB
STRIPED BRONZE

01 / LGS
LIGHT GREEN SHINER

14 / AYU
AYU

22 / GA
GOLD AYU

45 / HBSR
HOLO BLUE SARDINE

69 / P
PERCH

91 / PRB
PEARL RAINBOW

06 / S
SILVER

PREY
MINNOW

HAZARD SP8

06 / S
SILVER

94 / GBD GOLD 
BLACK DOTTED

96 / RBHB
RAINBOW BLUE HOT BELLY

93 / HSG
HOLO SLIVER GILL

95 / HGG
HOLO GREEN GILL

DATA: 95 mm / 12.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0.3 - 2.0 m
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-10-6..

DATA: 80 mm / 5.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0 - 1.0 m
Hooks: #08 Black Nickel
Code: 180-03-0..

DATA: 80 mm / 10.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth:  0-1.0 m
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-02-2..

DATA: 90 mm / 8.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth:  0-1.2 m
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-05-8..

Classic shape sinking minnow with squared lip that provides a wide 
wobbling action. Nevertheless it is possible to jerk it even at high speed 

to simulate a wounded baitfish. Thanks to its 
aerodynamics shape and weight in relation 

to length (95 mm and 12 g) it can be ca-
sted very far. Big inner rattles produce 

loud sound and vibration that attract 
predators in low visibility or muddy 

water. Great with black bass, zan-
der and asp.

The Jerky is a floating bait that can dive up to 1 meter deep. Its name 
comes from the small blade that allows the JeRKY to be easily “jerked” 
by making small taps on the rod tip. Due to its small size and to the 
perfect balance it can be used in a number of conditions. Very effective 
when slowly retrieved.

The ideal lure to be used over weedbeds growing close to the surface or 
in shallow waters. Retrieve it steady and fast alternating some stops to 
excite the predators and stimulate them to bite.

New version for our famous Hazard: this suspending lure is 8cm long for 
5.5g weight. Perfect imitation of the most common saltwater fish baits, 
this lure can easily handle big fish thanks to the heavy duty and totally 
saltwater-proof components.
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GLASSY BLEAK

47 / GB
GOLD BLACK

50 / BS
BLACK SILVER

52 / GH
GHOST

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

69 / P
PERCH

06 / S
SILVER

13 / STB
STRIP BRONZE

14 / AYU
AYU

17 / GSRD
GREEN SARDINE

60 / ST
SPAWNING TIGER

62 / MT
MATT TIGER

01 / LGS
LIGHT GREEN SHINER

04 / SB
STRIPED BLUE

06 / S
SILVER

13 / STB
STRIPED BRONZE

60 / ST
SPAWNING TIGER

06 / S
SILVER

12 / CBP
CHROMED BLEEDING PINK

62 / MT
MATT TIGER

69 / P
PERCH

01 / LGS
LIGHT GREEN SHINER

74 / OB
OLIVE BONE

Only 
Sinking

34 /  GB
GREEN BACK

Only 
Floating

SL CRANK

BLEAK

CRANKY BLEAK

DATA: 70 mm / 7.7 g ACTION: Suspending

Running Depth: 0.3-1.0 m
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-00-8..

DATA: 58 mm / 5.6 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth:  0-2.0 m
Hooks: #08 Black Nickel
Code: 180-02-7..

DATA: 70 mm / 4.8 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth:  0-1.0 m
Hooks: #08 Black Nickel
Code: 180-03-8..

DATA: 78 mm / 7.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth:  0-1.0 m
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-02-3..

DATA: 70 mm / 6.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-1.5 m
Hooks: #08 Black Nickel
Code: 180-03-9..

Glassy Bleak is a new concept of semi-transparent bait. Its shiny fini-
shing and brilliantcolours makes this suspending minnow extremely 
appealing. It is an allround lure good in every season of the year in a 
variety of situations and for all predators.  This lure should not miss in 
your tackle box.

BLeAK is a floating stick bait that can dive up to 1 meter deep. The colour 
assortment together with a realistic action makes this minnow form lure 
useful in a great number of situations. It can be used to target a large num-
ber of predators both in shallow water. Very good casting performance.

The Cranky Bleak is a highly sophisticated Japanese style crankbait, imi-
tating to perfection the fish that predators usually chase. It dives up to 
2 meters deep and can be alternatively retrieved and stopped to obtain 
the best results. During the stop this floating lure will tend to raise up 
to the surface stimulating the attack.

extremely versatile crankbait for light spinning: the floating ver-
sion can dive up to 1 meter deep while the sinking one can reach 
1,5 meters. The ratio between weight and length has been 
accurately chosen to get the best casting performance. 
Perfect for bass, trouts, asps, chubs and perches.
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DOOZER HELLRAISER

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

99 / HSM HOLO 
SILVER MACKEREL

87 / GCM GOLD 
COPPER MINNOW

98 / HBM HOLO 
BLUE MACKEREL

80 / YP
YELLOW PERCH

99 / HSM HOLO 
SILVER MACKEREL

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

30 / CHH 
CLOWN HOT HEAD

98 / HBM HOLO 
BLUE MACKEREL

87 / CGM GOLD 
COPPER MINNOW

80 / YP
YELLOW PERCH

MYSTIC SWIMMER

17 / GSRD
GREEN SARDINE

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

50 / BS
BLACK SILVER

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

77 / SBD
SILVER BLUE DOTTED

DATA: 180 mm / 62.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth:  0.5 - 3.5 m
Hooks: #4/0 Perm. Steel
Code: 180-12-1..

DATA: 95 mm / 10.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-1.0 m
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-14-8..

DATA: 150 mm / 39.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth:  0.5 - 3.0 m
Hooks: #2/0 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-12-2..

Hellraiser is a big floating minnow great for trolling fishing primary for pike 
fishing or saltwater fishing. It reaches easily the desired depth, whilst the 
big inner rattles produce loud sound and vibration that attract predators 
even in low visibility or muddy water conditions.

one-piece floating minnow designed primarily for trolling fishing both for 
saltwater and freshwater predators. The particular shaped lip and the wei-
ght position allow the lure to reach easily the desired depth, producing an 
excellent and deadly effective swimming action. Big inner rattles produce 
loud sound and vibration that attract predators from great distances or in 
low visibility or muddy water conditions.

Jointed and lipless sinking swimbait. It can really swims 
as soon as it enters water, even if let sinking on its own. 
A slow steady retrieve accented by rod tip movements 
will take it alive, while a soft rattling will excite preda-
tors curiosity. observe it carefully during retrieve and 

you too will think you are staring at a live fish!
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80 / R
ROACH

10 / GR
GOLD RUDD

20 / PK
PIKE 

30 / FT
FIRETIGER

40 / MP
MAGMA PERCH

50 / GF
GOLDEN FISH 

60 / P
PERCH 

70 / SS
SILVER SHINER 

3D eYeS

FIXeD WeIGHT

DeeP RATTLING

X-STRoNG DeSIGN

PeRFeCT 
SWIM

SHARPER SYSTEM

SHARPER 
JERK

DATA: 70 mm / 17.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable
Hooks: #04 Black Nickel
Code: 180-41-5..

DATA: 100 mm / 47.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable
Hooks: #01 Black Nickel
Code: 180-41-6..

Brand new sinking jerkbait 
designed from the Rapture Team with pike fishing in mind! 

The two sizes and weigths fit most of the fishing conditions you may be 
faced to, from large lakes, to canals and rivers too, both trying to catch in 
shallow water or on deeper stages. Sharper Jerk is a true allrounder and 
can be fished in several different ways, all of them proven to catch fish 
during our tests, to you can have the traditional retrieve with jerk/pau-
se or even a linear retrieve on weed cover or close structures, exploring 
the water column simply by varying the retrieval speed. The swimming 
action  has been coupled to the maximum attention to details, with a 
great colour chart offering from vivid colours mostly suited to coloured 
waters to naturals colours perfect to be fished on clear conditions! Shar-
per Jerk will definitely grab pike attention! 
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SILENT SWIM

SILENT SHAD

10 / HOT SHAD 20 / SILVER TROUT

30 / RAINBOW TROUT 50 / YELLOW PERCH40 / NATURAL PERCH

20 / TROUT10 / PIKE 30 / PERCH 50 / ROACH40 / ZANDER

DATA: 120 mm / 32.0 g ACTION: Slow Sinking

Running Depth: 0-2.5 m
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-40-8..

DATA: 150 mm / 48.0 g ACTION: Slow Sinking

Running Depth: 0-2.5 m
Hooks: #01 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-40-0..

DATA: 200 mm / 97.0 g ACTION: Slow Sinking

Running Depth: 0-2.5 m
Hooks: #2/0 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-40-2..

DATA: 115 mm / 20.5 g ACTION: Slow Sinking

Running Depth: 0.2-1.5 m
Hooks: #04 Black Nickel
Code: 180-41-0..

DATA: 115 mm / 24.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth:  0.5-2.0 m
Hooks: #04 Black Nickel
Code: 180-41-2..

DATA: 120 mm / 29.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth:  0-1.0 m
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-40-9..

DATA: 150 mm / 39.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth:  0-1.0 m
Hooks: #01 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-40-4..

DATA: 200 mm / 89.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth:  0-1.0 m
Hooks: #2/0 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-40-6..

our Silent Shad is definitely a multipurpose lure, 
as a matter of fact sizes and weight makes it su-
itable for every  freshwater predator.

The slow sinking action allows to fish at different water levels and to 
retrieve at different speeds to achieve differents goals. During our test 

we used this lure with steady retrieve alternating few 
breaks to let the Silent Shad sink for few seconds with 
really good success on black bass, pike, big trout, asp and 
catfish too. Top quality components and quality treble 
hooks makes this swimbait totally reliable.

Pro Series Swimbait is an innovative swimbait 
available in 12, 15 and 20 cm size.

All sizes come with two different actions: floating and lipless 
sinking. Rapture Pro Series Swimbait displays a sinuous mo-
vement and an amazing realistic finish resulting as a sure 
winner bait even in clear water and spooky fish. The FT 
version (floating), being heavy and bulky, is more 
suitable for use with casting rods and reels. A 
slow top water retrieve during Summertime will 
produce great success.
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06 / S
SILVER

40 / HP
HOLO PERCH

74 / OB
OLIVE BONE

48 / BLK
BLACK

BLASTER
PREY
GLIDER

70 / HST
HOLO SPAWNING TIGER

79 / LPD
LEOPARD

80 / HFG
HOT FROG

81 / BBS
BABY BASS

81 / BBS
BABY BASS

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

06 / S
SILVER

74 / OB
OLIVE BONE

75 / KCT
KARASHI CHART TAIL

82 / SKW
SKELETON WHITE

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

17 / GSRD
GREEN SARDINE

25 / HBOB HOLO 
BLUE ORANGE BELLY

50 / BS
BLACK-SILVER

76 / HSRH HOLO 
SILVER RED HEAD

91 / PRB
PEARL RAINBOW

SLICER

DATA: 72 mm / 8.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-11-6..

DATA: 80 mm / 8.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-06-1..

DATA: 95 mm / 8.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-10-4..

Pencil lure, just deadly when the water starts to warm up in late Springtime 
and during all Summertime. The “walking the dog” action of this lure is per-
fect to fish around snags or just closer to weedy areas. Good lure for black 
bass, perch and asp. Very effective in salt water too.

Rapture Blaster is the surface minnow jerk with peculiar 
big reversed lip designed to produce big splashes into 
water with a special action in between a WTD, a crawler 
and a popper! In the end a wake lure that produces a lot 
of noise and vibrations that cannot simply be ignored by 
predators. Best in test for blak bass and asp. Very good casting perfor-
mance. Top quality materials and  treble hooks makes this lure reliable 
in every fishing situation.

Lipless stick bait with a floating buoyancy and a great lifelike swimming 
action. Retrieved regularly in the midwater or with a WTD technique in 
the shallow water is deadly effective, mimicking the frays that feeds on 
the surface. Great castability.
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21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

10 / ST
SPAWNING TIGER

20 / BT
BLACK TIGER

50 / FT
FIRE TIGER

30 / GH
GHOST

40 / BB
BABY BASS

LP POP

MAD STICK

06 / S
SILVER

45 / HBSR
HOLO BLUE SARDINE

40 / HP
HOLO PERCH

49 / HH
HOT HEAD

94 / GBD
GOLD BLACK DOTTED

82 / SKW
SKELETON WHITE

47 / GB 
GOLD BACK

49 / HH
HOT HEAD

50 / BS
BLACK-SILVER

52 / GH
GHOST

54 / PG
PURPLE GOLD

56 / PK
CRYSTAL PINK

BOW DANCER

DATA: 60 mm / 7.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-12-7..

DATA: 70 mm / 15.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-12-8..

DATA: 115 mm / 27.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #02 Black Nickel
Code: 180-12-6..

DATA: 90 mm / 13.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #04 Black Nickel
Code: 180-12-5..

The LP Pop is a very effective top water lure equipped with 
rattler. Finished with realistic colours. The shape combined 
with a perfect balance will allow unparalleled casting distance even in 
unfavorable wind conditions. This lure produces the classic “pop” sound 
effect together with low-frequency vibrations that stimulates aggressi-
vity even in wary predators.

one-piece floating lipless stick bait with great 3d eyes to enhance its 
attractive power. The classic cigar shaped construction allow to reach 
great distances when casting and produces a perfect wtd action on the 
shallow waters.

one-piece lipless minnow with a great castability compared to its wei-
ght. Great crystal colors, excellent side to side action, imitating frays 
feeding on the surface. Big inner rattles produce loud sound and vibra-
tion that attract predators in low visibility or muddy water. Perfect for 
the WTD retrieve techniques.
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12 / CBP
CHROMED BLEEDING PINK

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

19 / SSD
SILVER SHINER DOTTED BLACK

41 / HSB
HOLO STRIPED BLUE

CRAZY PENCIL

10 / GB
GREEN BACK

20 / GHM
GHOST MINNOW

30 / GSH
GREEN SHINER

50 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

40 / P
PERCH

THOKI

HARUKO GLIDER

53 / RT
RAINBOW TROUT

06 / S
SILVER

97 / HSP
HOT SILVER PERCH

82 / SKW
SKELETON WHITE

22 / GA
GOLD AYA

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

DATA: 80 mm / 12.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel 
Code: 180-03-7..

DATA: 65 mm / 12.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Max 4.0 m 
Hooks: #04 Black Nickel 
Code: 180-11-9..

DATA: 80 mm / 14.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Max 4.0 m 
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel 
Code: 180-09-5..

DATA: 95 mm / 22.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Max 4.0 m 
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel 
Code: 180-09-6..

Just looking at the name of this lure you can image which is the main fe-
ature: Long Cast! This pencil lipless cast like a bullet and thanks to the ho-
rizontal connection ring have an incredible side to side action. Stopping 
the lure while retrieving and let it sink is most of the time deadly when 
fish is not so active. Superb also for trout fishing in big lakes.

Sinking lipless minnow with high specific weight. Thanks to its shape it 
can be casted very far where, especially in lakes, lake trout and chubs are 
not used to see a lure. If you are fishing rainbow trouts in fisheries the 
Haruko Glider will be one of the very few lures that can actually reach 
the schools of trout far from the shoreline, allowing repeating catches. It 
is deadly even if you don’t retrieve, just let it sink and its wobbling action 
while diving to the bottom will attract the stalking trout. Top quality ma-
terials and  treble hooks makes this lure reliable in every situation.

Sinking lipless lure with 
excellent aerodynamics 
performances. Japanese 
styled lure designed for 
fishing in the upper water levels both in 
fresh and salt water. It is heavy in relation to its length   and thanks to 
this it can be casted to very long distance while the perfect stability 
allows speedy retrieve with lot of speed variations and zig zag direction 
changes. Very effective, even while falling down to the bottom, with 
wary or lazy fish. Deadly for black bass, asp, chub and lake trout.
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1 / S
SILVER

2 / BS
BLUE SHINER

3 / SRD
SARDINE

4 / CHT
CHARTREUSE

5 / GM
GREY MULLET

6 / RBS
RAINBOW SILVER

*COLORE 
NON DISPONIBILE  

  PER LA MISURA 68MM 

BOWED
MINNOW

SLASH STICK

45 / HBSR
HOLO BLU SARDINE

67 / HGR
HOLO GOLD RED

90 / CLN
CLOWN

46 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD 

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

36 / CEF
CEFALO

DATA: 90 mm / 16.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0.2-2.0 m 
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel 
Code: 180-05-1..

DATA: 68 mm / 3.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #12 Black Nickel
Code: 180-17-11..

DATA: 90 mm / 7.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #08 Black Nickel
Code: 180-17-00..

DATA: 110 mm / 11.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel
Code: 180-17-10..

Innovative bait whose shape is different from the vast majority of exi-
sting lures on the market nowadays. It can be retrieved in many dif-
ferent ways and its movement will be always irregular and wild. If re-
trieved slowly with small jerks it will simulate a small fish feeding on 
surface, chasing on newborn insects. If retrieved in a fast way it will 
swim in a crazy way with frequent side lateral sprints and sudden acce-
lerations towards the bottom, imitating at perfection a blessed minnow 
or a dying fish trying to search for some shelter. It is for sure not a trivial 
bait and it will represent something new for the biggest predators that 
usually have already seen all the baits you already have. It is the right 
lure for every condition, in fresh and salt water thanks to its versatility 
and its unique ability to adapt itself to whatever retrieving style.

Innovative lipless lure, ultra compact and aerodynamic, feature and in-
credibly realistic shape and colours. What is totally new on this lure is the 
longitudinal lip under the head,  which give to the Slash Stick an erratic 
and sinuous movement. Perfect when you need to cast at long distan-
ce with strong wind condition. Totally saltwater proof components and 
treble hooks. Can be used in fresh water for asp and perch as well.
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37 / HSG
HOLO STRIPED GREEN

38 / HRH
HOLO RED HEAD

42 / HS
HOLO SARDINE

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

41 / HSB
HOLO STRIPED BLUE

UNDER SILENT

24 / HGS
HOLO GREEN STRIPED

44 / CHT
CHARTREUSE

45 / HBSR
HOLO BLUE SARDINE

70 / HST
HOLO SPAWNING TIGER

27 / CTM
CHARTREUSE MAT

47 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

82 / SKW
SKELETON WHITE

02 / OS
OLIVE SHINER

18 / SO
SILVER ORANGE

27 / CTM
CHARTREUSE MAT

45 / GRH
GLOWI RED HEAD

82 / SKW
SKELETON WHITE

02 / OS
OLIVE SHINER 

UNDER SILENT 
MAX

DEEP SHAKE

17 / GSRD
GREEN SARDINE

38 / HRH
HOLO RED HEAD

46 / HB
HOLO BONE

45 / HBSR
HOLO BLUE SARDINE

70 / HST
HOLO SPAWNING TIGER

DATA: 65 mm / 11.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel 
Code: 180-02-9..

DATA: 70 mm / 13.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel 
Code: 180-11-2..

DATA: 75 mm / 19.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks: #06 Black Nickel 
Code: 180-02-8..

The under Silent is a perfectly realistic Vibe Lure. The 
compact body and weight of 11g make it possible to 
quickly reach the desired fishing depth. It can work ver-
tically jigging or, when held in a current its tail will begin 
to waggle attractively.This bait issues a large number of 
low-frequency vibrations. Ideal baitwhen searching for  
fish and when fish are lying close to obstacles or submerged structures 
(pillars, bridges, plants, etc.).

under Silent Max is a perfectly realistic dumb Lipless VIB 
Bait (vibration lure) . The compact body and weight of 
19g make it possible to quickly reach the desired fishing 
depth. It can work vertically jigging or  when held in a 
current its tail will begin to waggle attractively. This bait 
issues a large number of low-frequency vibrations. Ideal 
bait when searching for  fish and when fish are lying close to obstacles 
or submerged structures (pillars, bridges, plants, etc.).

Lipless to be used in salt water or in other deep waters for deep action. 
Two different linking point are present on the back of the lure, allowing 
different set ups. The central link allows a vertical retrieve for freshwater 
jigging for zander and perch; the foremost link allows an horizontal re-
trieve from the shore or from the boat during predators attacks to scho-
ols of baitfish. Thanks to its aerodynamics shape and weight in relation 
to length (70 mm and 13 g) it can be casted very far.
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SHORE RUSH

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE 

23 / BAR
ORIGINAL BARRACUDA

35 / WHT
WHITE ANGEL

36 / CEF
CEFALO

62 / ZPK
ZEBRA PINK

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

65 / BIW UV 
BLEEDING IWASHI

43 / OKR
OKINAWA RED BELLY

63 / SPT
SPOTTED SARDINE

64 / NP UV 
NEO PEARL 

67 / PRH UV 
PURPLE HOLO

22 / SAR
ORIGINAL SARDINE

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD 

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW 

SALTRIDE 
DR

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE 

23 / BAR
ORIGINAL BARRACUDA

35 / WHT
WHITE ANGEL

36 / CEF
CEFALO

43 / OKR
OKINAWA RED BELLY

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD 

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

62 / ZPK
ZEBRA PINK

63 / SPT
SPOTTED SARDINE

DATA: 90 mm / 28.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel 
Code: 180-18-3..

DATA: 80 mm / 24.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel 
Code: 180-18-2..

Saltride DR ia a very interesting Jerk minnow featu-
ring a high weight to volume ratio, a specification 
which produces two interesting results. 

Firstly, it makes the lure fly to considerable distances; on the other 
hand it lets it dive down up to four meters from the surface, where it 
assumes a linear and constant path (in fact, DR means Deep Runner). 
This sum of specifications makes it ideal for spinning from the shore, 
as well as from the boat, getting a special attention from Bluefish, Le-
erfish, Little Tunny and Bonitos, practically a wide universe of marine 
predators which are particularly aggressive and fast in their defence, 
whose population is growing in the Mediterranean, at the same pace 

of their hunter’s panel. Among the available colours, 
the two solutions predominantly white really stand 
out, as they are highly effective during low light hours; 
in particular, the Glowing shows the ability to absorb 
radiations provided by a light source, slowly releasing 
them in the water to attract the predator’s attention.

Jerk minnow a very compact 
and heavy body, suitable for sea 
spinning both from the shore 
and from the boat, which reaches 
important casting distances.

Its small size directs him to cold weather fishing, when the available 
forage fish is rather small. But let’s not forget that a tiny offer is always 
accepted by the fed up predators, so a couple of casts with the Shore 
Rush are always worth a try even in summer season, with high speed re-
trieve style. The special dorsal fin stabilizes the swimming action, while 
the lip surface and its inclination make it swim at significant depth, up 
to three meters mark from the surface. In the pauses of 
retrieve it sinks, simulating the attitude of a suffering 
little fish and unleashing the aggression by Bluefish, 
Leerfish, Sea Bass, Bonitos and Little Tunny. Very intere-
sting is the range of available colours, with classic and 
bright colour, all with quality finish and details. 
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DEEP RIDER

SARDY

65 / BIW UV 
BLEEDING IWASHI

33 / AGU
AGUGLIA

63 / SPT
SPOTTED SARDINE

68 / PRH
UV PURPLE HOLO

34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

36 / CEF
CEFALO

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

46 / HB
HOLO BONE

89 / HPS
HOLO PINK SILVER

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

08 / GG
GOLD GILL

13 / STB
STRIPED BRONZE

07 / GSH
GREEN SHAD

17 / GSRD
GREEN SARDINE

16 / SSRD
SILVER SARDINE

BLACK JACK DR

06 / S
SILVER

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

16 / BBHS
BLUE BACK HOT BELLY

17 / GSRD
GREEN SARDINE

45 / HBSR
HOLO BLUE SARDINE

DATA: 90 mm / 32.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel 
Code: 180-05-0..

DATA: 110 mm / 13.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 2.0 - 3.5 m 
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel 
Code: 180-13-9..

DATA: 95 mm / 9.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-2.0 m
Hooks: #08 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-02-1..

DATA: 75 mm / 5.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-1.5 m
Hooks: #08 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-02-0..

one more brand new lure from Rapture range. Ratio between length 
(90 mm) and weight (32 g) allows the Deep Rider to be fired like a bullet 
and to dive very deeply. It is so effective that even frresh water use gave 
brilliant results. easy to use.

Series of extremely versatile  lures characterized by realistic swimming 
actions and carefully designed finishes. Field tests have shown excellent 
structural resistance even in the presence of large aggressive predators. 
Because of their ease of use and their attractiveness  this minnow series 
can be used in many various conditions.

Deep diver jerk bait that can be used 
in a number of situations everywhere, 

so both in fresh and salt water. The slow 
sinking action in combination with a wide 

bill allows this lure to reach 3.5 meters in depth 
and therefore also entices predators near their burrows.
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15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

17 / GSRD
GREEN SARDINE 

58 / RH
RED HEAD

34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

42 / BS
BLACK SHAD

39 / OKS
OKINAWA SHINER

01 / PKS
PINKY SHINE

36 / CEF
CEFALO

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

17 / GSRD
GREEN SARDINE 

39 / OKS
OKINAWA SHINER

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE 

58 / RH
RED HEAD

34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

36 / CEF
CEFALO

22 / SAR
ORIGINAL SARDINE

FUJIN

WINDCODE

DATA: 60 mm / 7.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.5 m 
Hooks: #12 Black Nickel 
Code: 180-17-7..

DATA: 65 mm / 7.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks: #12 Black Nickel 
Code: 180-17-5..

The Wind Code is a sinking lipless wobbler that can be 
used in a great variety of conditions, in freshwater but 
it’s in saltwater where you get the most. 

For saltwater fishing we can assure you it is a bass killer, while in fresh 
water you will find it is great for trout and asp. We suggest a medium 
fast retrieve alternating short jerks and linear retrieve. Don’t forget a 
stop&go retrieve with pauses of a couple of seconds to excite the pre-
dators. Power Point hooks for extreme sharpness and high durability.

Fujin is a small lipless bait of just 65mm. It has been 
designed to be casted at the longer distance possible.  

We know that this the best in the world in its class for casting and 
allows you to scout a cover large amount of water. You should choose 
for this lure in windy days. We suggest a slow retrieve with frequent 
light jerks with the top of your rods.
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SAPPHIRE

06 / UVIW
UV IWASHI

07 / UVOS
UV OCEAN SHINER

08 / UVBS
UV BLUE SARDINE

05 / UVRH
UV RED HEAD

04 / UVHM 
UV HOT MINNOW

03 / UVPN
UV PINK SARDINE

02 / UVSR
UV SARDINE

01 / UVSL
UV SILVER 

SPARK MINNOW

01 / LGS
LIGHT GREEN SHINER

26 / HCHT
HOLO CHARTREUSE

45 / HBSR
HOLO BLUE SARDINE

49 / HH
HOT HEAD

50 / BS
BLACK-SILVER

DATA: 90 mm / 7.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0.2-1.2m
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-19-4..

DATA: 110 mm / 13.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0.2-1.2 m
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-19-5..

DATA: 80 mm / 7.0 g ACTION: Slow Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.8 m
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-10-9..

The body shapes is a true revolution, with triangular shaped structure 
with the centre of gravity positioned in the upper portion and with wide 
side walls, which allow Sapphire to deliver a perfect swimming action also 
in presence of waves and current. Moreover, this particular construction 
combined with the body transparency and the inner holographic sheet, let 
Sapphire to produces flash and lights to stand out from the environment 
and to grab predator attention and entice the attack. The polycarbonate 
body integrated lip is angled to deliver an erratic side-to-side swimming 
action.  Sapphire can be successful fish with several methods,  including a 
retrieve & pause, slow to moderate retrieve, or a twitch-pause-retrieve fa-

shion. A real joker for saltwater fishing, Sapphire can be successfully fished 
from the shore targeting seabass, bluefish and many other species; as well 
as fished offshore for mackerel, atlantic bonito and other pelagic species. A 
concentrate of technology in a great potential lure!

Polycarbonate is a thermoplastic polymer highly crystalline and du-
rable, with great refractive index. Thanks to its transparency, it’s a 
great material for lure body production especially for those suited 
to saltwater fishing or in every conditions where the clear waters 

could compromise the bait presentation.

Rapture Sapphire is a truly allrounder jerk-minnow, fully pack with great innovations and technically advanced solutions, 
from the polycarbonate body construction, through the new uV paints, the “Weight Moving” system and the advanced 
aerodynamic design that allows to easily reach great distances. 

Slender sinking minnow with 2 peculiar grooves along the sides that 
increase hydrodynamics during fast retrieve action. Despite the small 
size it can achieve long distances when casted. Internal rattling system 
provides plenty of vibrations making this lure a perfect lure for low vi-
sibility conditions.
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LUBINA

62 / ZPK
ZEBRA PINK

63 / SPT
SPOTTED SARDINE

34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

26 / HCHT
HOLO CHARTREUSE

76 / HSRH
HOLO SILVER RED HEAD

43 / HSGH
HOLO SARDINE GOLD HEAD

22 / SAR
ORIGINAL SARDINE

36 / CEF
CEFALO

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

35 / WHT
WHITE ANGEL

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE 

36 / CEF
CEFALO

34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE 

62 / ZPK
ZEBRA PINK 

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD  

67 / PRH UV 
PURPLE HOLO

64 / NP UV 
NEO PEARL  

DELTA
WALKER

DATA: 100 mm / 11.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-1.0 m
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-19-2..

DATA: 125 mm / 22.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0.4-1.2 m 
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel 
Code: 180-04-5..

Rapture Delta Walker is a realistic long shaped minnow, with great ca-
sting properties despite its weight even in windy conditions. The strong 
angled lip is designed to work on the upper layers of the water column. 
Delta Walker produces an erratic swimming action with tight and ner-
vous side to side movements to entice predators to attack. Ideally sui-
ted to seabass fishing close to a delta or mouth, as the name suggests, 
Delta Walker can be well employed also for other predators on rocky 
shores and upper layers. 

The Lubina minnow series has been specifically designed to catch all 
marine predators with a spinning technique. The result is a bait that is 

very resistant to impact and to the worst weather and 
sea conditions. Thanks to its aerodynamic shape it can 
be casted to enormous distances even in unfavourable 
strong wind conditions  (as it is frequent during fishing 
session on the sea shore). Despite the name it is not just 
for sea bass but it is also deadly for bluefish and garrick.
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BLOODY EDITION

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD  

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

64/ NP
UV NEO PEARL  

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD 

35 / WHT
WHITE ANGEL

36 / CEF
CEFALO

34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

22 / SAR
ORIGINAL SARDINE

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

17 / GSRD
GREEN SARDINE

85 / PSRD
PINK SARDINE

BAY 
RUSH WAVE DANCER

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE 

34 / CEF
CEFALO

36 / ACC
ACCIUGA

21/ CHB
CHROME BLUE 

62/ ZPK
ZEBRA PINK 

63/ SPT
SPOTTED SARDINE 

DATA: 130 mm / 21.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0.2-0.6 m
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-04-9..

DATA: 90 mm / 10.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0.0-0.5m
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-18-9..

extremely resistant and aerodinamic, wich make possible 
to cast at incredible distance, even with strong wind.  

The lip has been reinforced and provide this lure with an incre-
dible action, new holographic colors and salwater proof treble 
hooks make this product a superbe lure. Thanks to the heavy 
duty components and lip is possible to use this lure in shallow 
or rocky areas. Perfect for sea bass, bluefish and barracuda.

Bay Rush is a small darter style minnow, designed to mini-
mize aerodynamic resistance thus to be casted at distance 
and deliver a great swimming action in the upper layers.

It’s suited to seabass fishing at most, on rocky shores, close to a delta 
or even on sandy bottoms.  even on a slow speed retrieves Bay Rush 
is able to provide an erratic side-to-side swimming action with sud-
den movements great to entice predators to attack. The integrated 
lip helps to reach long casting distance, reducing damages from the 
impact resulting particularly suited to fish close to re-
efs or submerged structures. Rapture Bay Rush is also 
part of our “Bloody edition” range, with blood red com-
ponents to simulates a wounded fish and combined to 
hyper-real paints, glowing or uV paints. A small lure 
able to deliver great satisfactions!
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MOMOKO

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

35 / WHT 
WHITE ANGEL

36 / CEF 
CEFALO

21 / CHB 
CHROME BLUE 

62 / ZPK 
ZEBRA PINK

22 / SAR 
ORIGINAL SARDINE 

MOMOKO MOMOKO XL
84 / UHI
UV HOT IWASHI

88 / UCC
UV CREAM CHART

45 / GRH 
GLOW RED HEAD 

40 / ZGW 
ZEBRA GLOW

43 / HSGH 
HOLO SARDINE 
GOLD HEAD

44 / CH
CHARTREUSE 
ORANGE BELLY

31 / HPDB 
HOLO PINK 
DOT BLACK

45 / HBSR 
HOLO BLU  
SARDINE

67 / HGR
HOLO GOLD 
RED

76 / HSRH 
HOLO SILVER 
RED HEAD

15 / BSRD/LB
BLUE SARDINE
LUMI BELLY

77 / SBD/LB 
SILVER BLUE DOTTED
LUMI BELLY

78 / HPS/LB
HOLO PINK SILVER
LUMI BELLY

87 / GCM/LB
GOLD COPPER  
MINNOW LUMI BELLY

SMILE CHUCK

DATA: 150 mm / 24.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-1.2 m
Hooks: #02 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-14-4..

DATA: 120 mm / 16.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-0.2 m
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-06-2..

DATA: 100 mm / 10.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-0.8 m
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-05-9..

DATA: 125 mm / 16.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-0.8 m
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-06-0..

Popper or minnow? The answer is Chuck! This brand new floating lures 
can be used any time you need to target predatory fish near the surface. 
Thanks to its aerodynamics is possible to make long cast even in strong 
wind conditions. You can retrieve as a minnow or it may work like a pop-
per. Ideal for sea bass, bluefish has given good results also with pike, 
catfish and bass in fresh water.

DATA: 120 mm / 18.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0.2-1.0 m 
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel 
Code: 180-06-3..

A great classic in the darter jerk fa-
mily, Momoko has gained a solid 
reputation over the years for seabass 
addicts, a real joker on most condi-
tions either on rocky shores, close to 
a delta or even on sandy bottoms.  

The integrated lip design, matched to the 
weight transfer system, help to minimize aero-
dynamic resistance, thus to reach long casting 
distance with ease, delivering a the same time a 
great swimming action in the upper layers and redu-
cing damages from impacts and resulting particularly suited to fish close 
to reefs or submerged structures. easy to use, Momoko can be successful 
fish in several ways, producing different swimming actions, starting from a 
moderate a side-side action under a slow and steady retrieve, to a “S” swim 
action whit a faster speed retrieve to cover a large area in the swim, up to 
a classic darting action under jerk style retrieve. In both the 120 or 150mm,  
Momoko is a highly considered bait that can’t miss on your selection!  

DATA: 120 mm / 16.5 g ACTION: Suspending

Running Depth: 0.2-0.8 m 
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-05-3..

When you are not sure about what to use, just make a 
Smile! This lure is probably one of the most versatile in 
the market, and simply changing the rod angle while 
retrieving you can have a popper lure or a minnow. He-
avy duty painting and totally saltwater components and 
treble hooks.
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BLOODY EDITION
JAVELIN

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

47 / SFY
SHINER FLUO YELLOW

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

62 / ZPK
ZEBRA PINK

47 / SFY
SHINER FLUO YELLOW

63 / SPT
SPOTTED SARDINE

35 / WHT
WHITE ANGEL

36 / CEF
CEFALO

36 / CEF
CEFALO

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

77 / SBD
SILVER BLUE DOTTED

86 / GM
GREY MULLET

SEIDAN

63 / SPT
SPOTTED SARDINE

22 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

Slim Jerk of perfect balance, 
thanks to the distribution of 
the internal weights that is able 
to make this lure really fly likes a 
javelin, hence the name. 

The micro lip and slim pro-
file of the body allow perfect 

jerking action, with an extremely realistic 
and effective darting movement. You cannot avoid to use 
this lure if you are fishing for bass, bluefish or barracuda.

DATA: 130 mm / 12.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-0.5 m
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-14-5..

Seidan represents the perfect imita-
tion of a most common inshore bait 
fish, perfect to fish close to delta, 
rocky shore or in the harbours fi-
shing for the queen… the seabass! 

Despite the reduced body sizes, Seidan 
guarantees excellent performance on the flying to reach great distan-
ces as well as in the swimming action, thus thanks to a careful study of 
the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic flows effects on the body, com-
bined with a perfect balance of the internal weights. The extra-long 
shaped body and the small lip let us to class the lure into the long-
jerk portfolio, even these features do not afflict the swimming action 
allowing the lure to be perfectly twitched and jerked, producing an 
hyper-realistic swimming action to entice bait even in sluggish preda-
tors. Precision to details and realistic colours are the icing on the cake 
for this small great lure.

DATA: 110 mm / 9.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-0.8m
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-19-0..
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34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

36 / CEF
CEFALO

22 / SAR
ORIGINAL SARDINE

23 / BAR
ORIGINAL BARRACUDA

44 / CHT
CHARTREUSE ORANGE BELLY

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

38 / HRH
HOLO RED HEAD

35 / WHT
WHITE ANGEL

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

46 /GLW
GLOW SHAD 

64 / NP
UV NEO PEARL 

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

ASSASSIN

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

88 / HBS
HOT BRONZED SARDINE

11 / PSH
PEARL SHADED HEAD

22 / SAR
ORIGINAL SARDINE

36 / CEF
CEFALO

TIDE EVO

47 / SFY
SHINER FLUO YELLOW

62 / ZPK
ZEBRA PINK

34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

We can define the Rapture Assassin as one of the most classical shake 
lures for salt water spinning to sea bass. It is medium sizes, 13.5 cm 
while the shape remembers the shape of the more common forage 
fish in europe and Africa: the mullet. It is sufficient a medium spe-
ed steady retrieve to catch the attention of the big sea bass living 
in estuaries, reefs and ports. The floating action makes 
this lure perfect for shallow waters. Due to its heavy 
weight, 21.5 grams, it can be casted very far with great 
accuracy. This is a great feature cause allows you to cast 
hardly reachable hot spots along steep cliffs.

New version of our glorious Tide. extremely versatile, Rapture Tide evo 
is perfect to be used every time you need to fish clo-
ser to the surface with an erratic movement lure. The 
colour assortment is the best selection available for 
satwater fishing. All  components and treble hooks are 
heavy duty and salt water proof.

DATA: 135 mm / 21.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-1.0 m
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-16-1..

DATA: 125 mm / 14.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-1.0 m
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-04-8..
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12 / SHOO
SHINY OLIVE

15 / SHP
SHINY PINK

11 / SH
SHINY SILVER

90 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

TIDE SL

44 / CHT
CHARTREUSE

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

17 / GSRD
GREEN SARDINE

50 / BS
BLACK SILVER

77 / SBD
SILVER BLUE DOTTED

86 / GM
GREY MULLET

SIDEWINDER

Longer version of the original Super Tide. Ideal to be used with slow 
and steady retrieve, with stops every 5-6m. The large size and the shape 
of the body facilitate casting significantly when it is necessary to reach 
distant spots. They have given good results on bass and bluefish in sal-
twater, good also for pike and catfish in freshwater.

This medium sized jerk is over weighted and thus suitable for long ca-
sting and it is one of the hottest lures for inshore fishing. unique body 
design produces a slow irresistible wobble that fish can’t resist.

DATA: 130 mm / 23.0 g ACTION: Slow Sinking

Running Depth: 0.8-2.5 m
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-07-7..

DATA: 125 mm / 23.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0.2-1.0 m
Hooks: #02 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-14-7..
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35 / WHT
WHITE ANGEL

62 / ZPK
ZEBRA PINK

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

23 / BAR
BARRACUDA

63 / SPT
SPOTTED SARDINE

36 / CEF
CEFALO

47 / SFY
SHINER FLUO YELLOW

46 /GLW
GLOW SHAD 

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

63 / SPT
SPOTTED SARDINE

64 / NP UV 
NEO PEARL

67 / PRH UV 
PURPLE HOLO

65 / BIW UV 
BLEEDING IWASHI

69 / URC UV 
GHOST RED CHICK

22 / SAR
ORIGINAL SARDINE

67/ PRH UV 
PURPLE HOLO

65 / BIW UV 
BLEEDING IWASHI

64 / NP UV 
NEO PEARL 

69 / URC UV 
GHOST RED CHICK

23 / BAR
BARRACUDA

47 / SFY
SHINER FLUO YELLOW

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

22 / SAR
ORIGINAL SARDINE

36 / CEF
CEFALO

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

56 / FF
FLYING FISH 

35 / WHT
WHITE ANGEL

56 / FF
FLYING FISH 

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

46 /GLW
GLOW SHAD 

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

MAGNETO MAGNETO 190

MAGNETO SERIES

our new Magneto is a stunning salt water baitfish imitation. Thanks to 
the special  weight system inside the body it is possible to cast incre-
dible distances, even if the total weight of this lure is not that heavy. 
Simply deadly for sea bass, barracuda and bluefish. every component is 
saltwater proof as well as treble hooks.

During the development and test stages it got the nickname “The Big 
Mag”, due to its sizes and it represents the natural evolution of the Ma-
gneto series. The Magneto 190 is born to cope with the ever increasing 
need for XXL lures to catch predators such as bluefish and barracuda, 
which are rapidly increasing their presence and sizes 
also in our waters. Magneto 190 maintains unchanged 
the exceptional features of its smaller versions, with an 
unrivalled swimming action, the great cast properties 
and the durable construction. emphasizing once again 
the attention to details of the Rapture Team.

DATA: 145 mm / 22.0 g ACTION: Slow Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.5 m
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-04-6..

DATA: 170 mm / 32.0 g ACTION: Slow Sinking

Running Depth: 0-0.5 m
Hooks: #02 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-04-7..

DATA: 190 mm / 44.0 g ACTION: Slow Sinking

Running Depth: 0-1.5 m
Hooks: #01 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-19-1..
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CUDA J

45 / HBSR
HOLO BLU SARDINE

36 / CEF
CEFALO

22 / SAR
ORIGINAL SARDINE

23 / BAR
BARRACUDA

46 /GRH
GLOW RED HEAD 

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

35 / WHT
WHITE ANGEL

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD 

64 / NP
UV NEO PEARL 

22 / SAR
ORIGINAL SARDINE

47 / SFY
SHINER FLUO YELLOW

35 / WHT
WHITE ANGEL

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

63 / SPT
SPOTTED SARDINE

86 / GM
GREY MULLET

36 / CEF
CEFALO

S-STALKER

It seemed impossible to produce a jointed minnow that 
could fly in a proper way and at long distance! This brand 
new lure feature an innovative V joint which allows to cast 
it as a one piece casting minnow. Thanks to this joint the 
Cuda J swims actively, producing very attractive vibra-
tions. Deadly for sea bass, blue fish and barracuda.

Long Jerk bait that can be used in many situations. The profile of the 
body and of the lip allow a very wide swimming action, 
exploring a vast quantity of water. It can be retrieved 
either linearly or with pauses and restarts or it can be 
jerked. In fresh water, pike will definitely be the more 
interested  in this lure, while at sea it will be barracuda 
stubbornly chasing him.

DATA: 125 mm / 17.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-0.5 m
Hooks: #06 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-05-2..

DATA: 150 mm / 23.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-1.5 m
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-14-6..
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SUPERTIDE  LD

SUPERTIDE LD 200

SUPERTIDE LD

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

17 / GSRD
GREEN SARDINE

22 / SAR
ORIGINAL SARDINE

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

43 / OKR
OKINAWA RED BELLY

23 / BAR
ORIGINAL BARRACUDA

34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

36 / CEF
CEFALO

56 / FF
FLYING FISH 

63 / SPT
SPOTTED SARDINE

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

35 / WHT
WHITE ANGEL

46 / GLW
GLOW WHITE

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

47 / SFY
YELLOW SARDINE

65 / BIW UV 
BLEEDING IWASHI

67 / PRH UV 
PURPLE HOLO

69 / URC UV 
GHOST RED CHICK

62 / ZPK UV 
ZEBRA PINK

64 / NP UV 
NEO PEARL 

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

22 / SAR
ORIGINAL SARDINE

35 / WHT
WHITE ANGEL

56 / FF
FLYING FISH 

36 / CEF
CEFALO

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

65 / BIW UV 
BLEEDING IWASHI

67 / PRH UV 
PURPLE HOLO

69 / URC UV 
GHOST RED CHICK

62 / ZPK UV 
ZEBRA PINK

SUPERTIDE LD SUPERTIDE LD 200

The brand new LD 200 represents a completely new addition to the Super-
tide family, not just a larger size but a new project, developed to redesign the concept of long 
jerk! It won’t replace, but just maintaining and improving in certain circumstances the excellent 
performance of the Rapture Supertide LD 175.

It doesn’t happen frequently to find a lure that includes a so aerodynamic shape, a perfect swim and a superior castability. A medium-fast retrieve produces 
a sinuous swimming action able to draw sea bass attention from a long distance. If you jerk it every now and then you will see it scatter wildly like a woun-
ded fish. Bluefish and barracuda are other species that will find the Super Tide LD a nice food, especially if you will add more heavy jerks during the retrieve.

DATA: 200 mm / 34.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-1.0 m
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-42-0..

DATA: 175 mm / 26.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-1.0 m
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-15-8..
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21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

23 / BAR
ORIGINAL BARRACUDA

36 / CEF
CEFALO

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

BRUISER SS

31 / SWS SILVER 
WILLOW SHINER

32 / RBF
RIVER BLUEFISH

33 / AGU
AGUGLIA

34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

18 / TGS TENNESSE 
GREEN SHAD

48 / BLK
BLACK

KOSUKE

35 / WHT
WHITE ANGEL

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD 

52 / GH
GHOST

02 / OS
OLIVE SHINER

49 / HH
HOT HEAD

19 / LGH
LIME GHOST

50 / BS 
BLACK SILVER

57 / CSRD
CRYSTAL SARDINE

UNDERCHASER

17 / GSRD
GREEN SARDINE

Salt water long jerk with peculiar shake sides according to a design 
that allows this lure to keep a natural and attractive swim even at 
very low speed retrieve. This specific quality makes the Bruiser SS the 
perfect lures for barracuda in shallow waters: the slow sinking action 
in fact allows this bait to properly swim in only 40 cm 
depth raising your tip. All the colours has been chosen 
to be attractive in whatever light conditions and water 
colour. Choose anyway the colour of your Bruiser SS ac-
cording to the conditions to succeed where other lures, 
less specific, have already failed.

Kosuke features a peculiar aerodynamic shape that allows longer casts. 
The specific positioning of the inner weights makes this lure to act as 
WTD, with the right style of retrieve, and as true popper. If retrieved at 
top speed it will act like a sort of skipping lure. It superfluous to tell you 
that such a number of options have the result to create a deadly weapon 
for the bluefish, a fish that is always attracted by noisy and 
splashing lures. The Kosuke group everything in one sin-
gle lure and it is the best way to fish for the bluefish. The 
trebles are super pointy, featuring a special cut point, and 
grants you never loose their hold, even in the mouth of 
this crazy, jumping and often self releasing fish.

over weighted lure for under-the-surface action. It perfectly imitates 
the desperate and frantic motion of a fleeing shad that already know 
it will die into a bigger fish’s mouth. Two small lateral keels increase 
stability e hyper realistic swimming action.

DATA: 100 mm / 18.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-15-7..

DATA: 170 mm / 33.0 g ACTION: Slow Sinking

Running Depth:  0-1.5 m
Hooks: #02 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-15-9..

DATA: 95 mm / 23.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: 0-1.5 m
Hooks: #04 Black Nickel
Code: 180-14-1..
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01 / BP
BLUE & PINK

02 / P
PINK

03 / GS
GREEN SARDINE

04 / BS
BLUE SARDINE

06 / ISH
IWASHI

07 / SRH
SARDINE RED HEAD 

08 / IRH
IWASHI RED HEAD

ACCIUGA

30
SILVER

40
GREEN SARDINE

50
BLACK 

10
BLUE SARDINE

60
PINK HEAD

20
SPANISH SARDINE

ROCKET JIG

The Rocket Jig is a lure with strong vocation for the long casting and 
can be fished both from the  boat and from the shore. The special shape 
makes it suitable for very fast retrieve with frequent jerks to make it 
alive. The sudden jerks trigger the natural inclination to attack inherent 
in large predators. Moreover, thanks to a clever use of the rod tip, this 
lure can be done fished at different depths.

Small lipless slim lure that weight 30 grams in only 9 cm length, making 
it a true bullet to shoot at great distance. The peculiar belly shape ma-
kes it shale and vibrate while sinking. The sinking action is quite slow, 
allowing predators to attack it. It is a super lure to be casted in the mid-
dle of bait balls created by mass attacks of pelagic predators such as 
schooling tuna, dolphin fish etc. The Rapture Acciuga is equipped with 
top quality 3X treble hooks able to face the strongest fights. Split rings 
are properly dimensioned. The chromed colour patterns are the best 
for daylight fishing cause they reflect the light very well. Super realistic 
scaled design.

DATA: 90 mm / 30.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable
Hooks: ST-56 #06 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-17-2..

DATA: 105 mm / 30.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-09-8..

DATA: 120 mm / 45.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable
Hooks: #02 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-09-7..
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DELTACODE

SHORE GUN

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD 

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

46 / GLW
GLOW SHAD 

64 / NP UV 
NEO PEARL 

67 / PRH UV 
PURPLE HOLO

22 / SAR
ORIGINAL SARDINE

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

36 / CEF
CEFALO

34 / ACC
ACCIUGA

66 / RHM
RED HEAD MACK 

89 / HPS
HOLO PINK SILVER

40 / ZGWC
ZEBRA GLOW

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE 

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

22 / SAR
ORIGINAL SARDINE

23 / BAR
BARRACUDA

35 / WHT
WHITE ANGEL

43 / OKR
OKINAWA RED BELLY

+

64 / NP UV 
NEO PEARL 

67 / PRH UV 
PURPLE HOLO

34 / ACCC
ACCIUGA

17 / GSRD
GREEN SARDINE

Perfect to fish on the edge of the fish bonanza, close to the holding poin-
ts such as platforms and shipwrecks, or even to imitate a large prey fish, 
such as mullets on the outer part of a big river’s mouth. Shore Gun can be 
successful fish in several ways, producing different swimming action ba-
sed on our impulses, starting from a moderate a side-side action under a 
slow and steady retrieve, to a “S” swim action whit a faster speed retrieve 
to cover a large area in the swim, up to a classic darting action under jerk 
style retrieve able to produce flash and lightening in the upper layers. The 
fixed weight is positioned towards the tail allows the lure to be cast to 
incredible distances with extra accuracy, this solution let the Shore Gun 
also to keep the swimming action in difficult conditions, where most of 
the lures can’t be fished with good results. Shore Gun introduces great 
innovations and features, from which stands out the SHS System, the “full 
wire” construction to withstand the strongest fighter. Shore Gun is also 
supplied with both treble and single hooks as standard.

Hook Set is a simple but effective solution to guarantee a perfect ho-
ok-set and to reduce drastically the hook-pulls. This has been possi-
ble only by adding a combination of adequate sizes and strengths 
solid/split together, thus to increase the freedom of movement of 

the hooks compared to the lure’s body and in particular from leader 
fixing point. Apart from this, SHS will help you also to switch between 

lures in while, without the need to add extra snaps and delivering a solid 
connections all the way.

The Delta Code is 125mm sinking lipless with an aerodynamic shape that 
can be casted like a bullet and has a really wide range of uses. Beside the 
great casting performance  it can be used to scout different water level 
due to its weight and the sinking action. We suggest a fast or medium-fast 
retrieve with well settled jerks to alter its direction. It can be used also in 
strong stream and with rough sea. You can easily cast him against a frontal 
wind with no problem. It is the perfect lure to fish from cliffs and beaches, 
even shallow ones. A deadly lure for bluefish, seabass and cuda.

DATA: 125 mm / 33.0  g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks: Treble #01 Permanent Steel 
              Single 2/0 S75M
Code:  180-18-8..

Rapture Shore Gun is a one piece wire through construction 
jerk, with a small lip running through the body axis, perfect 
to catch medium and large size predators, such a bluefish, 
leerfish, dolphinfish, bonito, schooling tunny or other pela-
gic predators in the scombridae family.

DATA: 125 mm / 21.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth:  0-0.8 m
Hooks: #04 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-17-6..
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+

40 / HP
HOLO PERCH

30 / CHH
CLOWN HOT HEAD

91 / PRB
PEARL RAINBOW

67 / HGR
HOLO GOLD RED

19 / SSH
SILVER SHINER DOTTED BLACK

06 / S
SILVER

LIVE 
DARTER

MAGTIDE

44 / CH
CHROMED CLOWN

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

89 / HPS
HOLO PINK SILVER

56 / FF
FLYING FISH 

66 / RHM
RED HEAD MACK

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

19 / LGH
LIME GHOST

36 / CEF
CEFALO

50 / BS
BLACK SILVER

Lipless minnow designed for saltwater fishing to target bluefish, leerfi-
sh, Garrick or school tunny.  It can be well employed for inshore as well 
as offshore game. The body shape is absolutely realistic and has a dorsal 
fin, which improves the swimming stability. The “full wire” construction 
along with oversized split rings and adequate trebles, guarantee to land 
also the strongest fighter. 

Rapture Magtide is a good sized topwater stickbait, perfect 
to fish on the edge of the fish bonanza imitating a large 
prey-fish, close to the well-known holding points such 
as platforms and shipwrecks.

The Magtide main target are generally good size predators 
such as tuna, GT, leerfish or dolphinfish. extremely easy 
to use, Magtide shows the typical swimming action of 
the topwater WTD lures, with the classic darting action 
under jerk-pause style retrieve producing smooth and 
large side-to-side movements  producing flashes and li-
ghtening in the upper layers of the water column thus to 
grab predator attention and entice the attack. But under 
a steady and fast retrieve it is able to swim just below 
top-water. Apart from the outstanding swimming action, 
Magtide offers also great casting ability, thanks a care-
ful study of the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic flows 
effects on the body, combined with a perfect balance of 
the internal weights. Magtide is full-packed with great in-
novations and features, from which stands out the SHS System, 
the “full wire” construction to withstand the strongest fighter. Magti-
de is also supplied with both treble and single hooks as standard.

DATA: 140 mm / 42.0  g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water WTD
Hooks: Treble #2/0 Permanent Steel 
              Single 4/0 Nickel
Code:  180-19-3..

DATA: 140 mm / 68.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable
Hooks: #1/0 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-12-3..
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CORSARO

CORSARO 45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOW

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

03 / PKR
PINKY RUNNER

66 / RHM
RED HEAD MACK 

64 / NP UV 
NEO PEARL 

50 / BST
BLACK-SILVER

15 / BRSD
BLUE SARDINE 

98 / HBM
HOLO BLUE MACKEREL

19 / LGH
LIME GHOST

36 /  CEF
CEFALO

62 /  ZPK
ZEBRA PINK

CORSARO 100 CORSARO 140

A well-known hi-tech lures that meet 
the demands of serious anglers! 

The Corsaro, now available in 100 and 140mm, features excellent flying 
properties to reach great distances with ease thanks to the aerody-
namic body and the weight positioning. But it’s once Corsaro hits the 
water that delivers the best performance, even with light twitching, 
Corsaro splashes the water well accompanied by a sweet pop sound to 
attract the predators to reach out. The one-piece wire construction lead 
to no compromise on reliability to withstand the strongest fighter. A 
great allrounder Corsaro is perfect to catch medium and large size pre-
dators, such a bluefish, leerfish, dolphinfish , schooling tunny or other 
pelagic predators. Definitely a topwater master you won’t really miss in 
your bait selection!

DATA: 140 mm / 40.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #1/0 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-06-5..

DATA: 100 mm / 14.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #02 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-19-9..
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MEGA JET

YANKEE POP

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

89 / HPS
HOLO PINK SILVER

98 / HBM
HOLO BLUE MACKEREL

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

56 / FF
FLYING FISH

45 / GRH
GLOWING RED HEAD

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOWING

64 / NP UV 
NEO PEARL

50 / BS 
BLACK SILVER

30 / CHH
CLOWN HOT HEAD

06 / S
SILVER

66 / RHM
RED HEAD MACK

19 / LGH
LIME GHOST

62 / ZPK
ZEBRA PINK

15 / BRSD
BLUE SARDINE 

89 / HPS
HOLO PINK SILVER

69 / P
PERCH

67 / HGR
HOLO GOLD RED

50 / BST
BLACK-SILVER

Top water lures, and poppers most of the others, are specially designed 
to be more visible and noisy as possible. That’s why the Yankee Pop has 
a very broad and strongly concave mouth and big eyes. This bait can 
really create a great chaos effect on the surface, attracting predators, 
even at long distances.

High technology lure much appreciated from popper specialists. 
Popper available in 155mm for 52g, equipped with 2 salt water 
treble hooks and strong stainless steel split rings connected to an 
extra strong stainless steel wire frame built inside lure body to allow 
maximum performance and resistance even to nasty and toothy 
predators. Colour finishing is highly detailed and very effective for 
garrick, dolphin, bluefish and all the predators that usually attack 
lures retrieved in the upper levels. 

DATA: 155 mm / 52.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #1/0 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-06-6..

DATA: 105 mm / 24.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #02 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-14-3..
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15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

19 / LGH
LIME GHOST

36 / CEF
CEFALO

50 / BS
BLACK SILVER

62 / ZPK
ZEBRA PINK

66 / RHM
RED HEAD MACK

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

40 / ZGW
ZEBRA GLOWING

64 / NP UV 
NEO PEARL 

TIDE POP

TIDE POP
SERIES

Rapture Tidepop represents the state of the art in topwater 
popping lures! 

Tidepop features a large concave head and a typical dumbbell 
shaped body, to deliver a great surface action, to move huge 
volumes of water creating a distinctive noisy pop with spla-
shing and lightening to grab predator attention! Apart from its 
outstanding action, thanks to a careful study of aerodynamic 
and hydrodynamic flows effects on the body, combined with 
backward weight positioning, Tidepop allows to easily rea-
ch incredible distances with extra accuracy even in strong 
wind conditions. Tidepop features one piece wire-through 
design, and a unique ABS internal body construction to 
deliver ultimate body strength. Tide Pop main target are 
generally good size predators such as bluefish, leerfish, 
yellowtail, schooling tunny or other pelagic predators, 
but its bigger size can successfully withstand redfin 
tuna, roosterfish and GT as well!

DATA: 120 mm / 24.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #01 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-07-8..

DATA: 140 mm / 37.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #02 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-07-9..
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01 / BS
BLACK SILVER

02 / SSH
STRIPED SHINER

03 / PKR
PINKY RUNNER

04 / SSRD
STRIPED SARDINE

05 / HTN
HOT TUNA

06 / PSH
PEARL SHADED HEAD

45 / GRH
GLOW RED HEAD

30 / CHH
CLOWN HOT HEAD

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

11 / PSH
PEARL SHADED HEAD

89 / HPS
HOLO PINK SILVER

06 / S
SILVER

21 / CHB
CHROME BLUE

03 / PKR
PINKY RUNNER

19 / LGH
LIME GHOST

RAIDEN POP GTRAIDEN POP

Designed for surface fishing, typically in the summer time, 
since ever the Popper is a pillar of sea spinning, with its 
typical rhythmic sound, dictated by the rod.

In this model of 12 centimetres it stands out the oval shape of the front, 
which pushes away a substantial amount of water, creating a relevant puff. 
Despite its compact size, the Raiden Pop is equipped for the most strenuo-
us battles, having the steel wire that runs through the body to connect 
the front ring to the two holding hooks: an important detail if you think 
that this lure will be hunt by Bonitos, Bluefish and assorted Thunnidae. 
The high weight to volume ratio really improves the ballistic properties 
and stability of swimming when sea is rough. The wide range of available 
colours includes a Glowing, which absorbs light and spreads it in water 
for a long time: try it in semi-darkness conditions and see what happens!

DATA: 120 mm / 44.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #02 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-18-5..

A family of generously sized Poppers, with two models of 
16 and 20 centimetres that can’t miss in the lure box of tho-
se who are flying to the warm seas in search of unique emo-
tions with the legendary Giant !

Trevally: for the fans simply “GT”, for any lure a real nightmare! In fact, 
these lures feature a steel wire which runs through the body and con-
nects all the rings, ensuring that the most brutal aggression won’t de-
stroy it. For those who fish in the Mediterranean, there are countless 
opportunities for fun with Raiden Pop GT, since Leerfish and Tunas of 
unpredictable size go after them at supersonic speed, unleashing their 
fury with runs just as powerful. The oval design of the concave face 
is intended to raise a mountain of water, sending a clear message to 
predators; the bright colors will do the rest. Adequate rods are highly 
recommended, to be chosen within the Rapture Giant Run series, able 
to cast these heavy lures and also to manage the consequent fight with 
the necessary authority.

DATA: 200 mm / 155.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #3/0 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-18-7..

DATA: 160 mm / 90.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #1/0 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-18-6..
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KILLER
MAGNUM

38 / HRH
HOLO RED HEAD

15 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE

98 / HBM
HOLO BLUE MACKEREL

50 / BS
BLACK SILVER

26 / HCHT
HOLO CHARTREUSE

99 / HSM
HOLO SILVER MACKEREL

SEA RUNNER

57 / CSRD
CRYSTAL SARDINE

49 / HH
HOT HEAD

50 / BS
BLACK-SILVER

54 / PG
PURPLE GOLD

56 / PK
CRYSTAL PINK

58 / RH
RED HEAD

07 / BGM
BLEEDING GHOST MINNOW

26 / HCHT
HOLO CHARTREUSE

50 / BS 
BLACK SILVER

57 / CSRD
CRYSTAL SARDINE

58 / RH
RED HEAD

98 / HBM
HOLO BLUE MACKEREL

DATA: 180 mm / 98.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Max 9 m
Hooks: #9/0 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-15-1..

Killer Magnum is a superb lure for Mediterranean and exotic 
offshore trolling. 

It allows to troll at good speed down deeper in the hottest strike zone. 
The big size will select good sized predators. All the colours has been 
carefully chosen between the more popular amongst the anglers of 
every country. All finishes are top class, including 3D glass eyes and ho-
lographic painting that will last for a very long time. All the trebles are 
tin finished and reinforced (3X) to face the strongest fights with bigger 
fish: you can rely on them all the time. Available in 14 cm (diving 7 me-
ters) and 18 cm (diving 9 meters).

Special trolling lures that dive 
very quickly and maintain a re-

gular depth. They can be trolled 
up to 5 knots. They are equipped 

with anti-corrosion genuine VMC treble ho-
oks, rattling system and innovative multi-layer coatings. This series 
works from 4,5 to 9 meters in depth depending on length and weight 
of the model and  they are suitable to chase those predators that hang 
suspended on the bottom or close to obstructions or reefs. We recom-
mend washing them with fresh water after use to keep the colours 
always striking.

DATA: 160 mm / 60.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 4.5-9.0 m
Hooks: #3/0 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-04-2..

DATA: 120 mm / 32.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 1.5-4.5 m
Hooks: #02 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-14-9..

DATA: 140 mm / 44.0 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 4.5-9.0 m
Hooks: #2/0 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-04-1..

DATA: 140 mm / 50.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Max 7 m
Hooks: #2/0 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-15-0..
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1 / SRD 2 / PSR 3 / CM 4 / PRB 5 / GR 6 / GY

egi Hunter are designed for squid and cuttlefish trolling, but they 
can be employed as well in egi Fishing from the shore or rigged in 
a conventional Paternoster style for vertical boat fishing. 

egi Hunter lures are both floating, but they feature two different swim-
ming actions: a shallow runner with a less pronounced lip and a deep 
runner able to reach great deepness in a while. In both versions the 
lip is livening up its action and gives the opportunity to make the lure 
diving to the desired depth. equipped with high quality super sharp 
squid hooks.

DATA: 90 mm / 13.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Hooks: Stainless steel squid hooks
Code: 181-00-10_

DATA: 125 mm / 13.0 g ACTION: Suspending

Hooks: Stainless steel squid hooks
Code: 181-00-00_
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1 / SH 
SHIRASU

2 / RG 
RED & GOLD

3 / PS 
PINK & SILVER

4 / IP 
IWASHI PINK

5 / SR 
SARDINE

6 / IWR 
IWASHI RED HEAD

CAST JIG

ST SMASH 10 / ISH
IWASHI

20 / HBM
HOLO BLUE MACKEREL

30 / IRH
IWASHI RED HEAD

40 / BSRD
BLUE SARDINE 

50 / RH
RED HEAD

60 / PK
PINK

The small metal jigs are a new weapon in your armoury and they are a very effective way for light 
fishing in salt water and fresh water. The Rapture Cast Jig is better used in salt water fishing in me-
dium or deep waters and it can swim at different depths, just operating on the retrieve speed or 
changing the angle of the rod tip. Scad, small leerfish and saddled bream will be the fish that will 
most likely attack the casting jig. In fresh water this lure can be used to fish the perch in the deeper 
waters where they will school together during winter time. The Power Point treble hook, fitted on 
tail through a split ring, is protected against saltwater corrosion by TiN finish.

Rapture ST Smash represen-
ts the fore front on lures 
development to fish on the 
edge of the fish bonanza 
imitating a prey-fish, close 
to the well-known holding 
points such as platforms and 
shipwrecks or again from rocky 
shores. The compact heavyweight body ensures excellent casting pro-
perties, matched to a great rolling action on the drop and with a classic 
darting action under jerk-pause style retrieve producing smooth and 
large side-to-side movements generating flashes and lightening in the 
upper layers thus to grab predator attention and entice the attack. Fit-
ted with premium assist hooks in front, perfectly hand-tied with quality 
braided to ensures a sure hook set and super strong treble on tail. 

DATA: 38 mm / 5.0 g

Hooks: #16 Treble-TiN finish
Code: 180-20-80_

DATA: 43 mm / 7.0 g

Hooks: #14 Treble-TiN finish
Code: 180-20-82_

DATA: 50 mm / 11.0 g

Hooks: #12 Treble-TiN finish
Code: 180-20-84_

DATA: 95 mm / 33.0 g

Hooks: #6 Permanent Steel
Code: 180-19-8_
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ASAMI CASTING JIG1 / P
PINK

2 / B
BLUE

3 / BP
BLUE & PINK

4 / AN
ANCHOVY

5 / SR
SARDINE

GUN JIG

1 / SH 
SHIRASU

5 / SR 
SARDINE

4 / RG 
RED & GOLD

2 / IWR 
IWASHI RED HEAD

3 / PS 
PINK & SILVER

Small but heavy metal jig with a very distinctive swimming action. It can be useful to reach the 
predators when they swim too far for standard lures. The big realistic 3D eye is an additional trigge-
ring feature of this long casting lure. We suggest to use the Gun Jig for fishing bonito, skipjack and 
other small to medium sized fish from the tuna family but it can be employed as well in fresh water, 
retrieving it very fast for big asp. Thanks to TiN plating, the treble hook resist to saltwater corrosion 
and their points keep sharpness for longer time, if compared to standard ones.

The aerodynamic shape reduces air friction during 
launch while maintaining a stable flight, making this 
lure capable of reaching extreme distances.

Rapture Asami Jigs also have excellent action in water 
and can be retrieved steady or slowly jigged. Ideal for 
fishing from the shore, from piers or rocks, as well as 
for fishing offshore close the surface or jigging. Sea-
bass, jacks, trevallies and barracudas are between the 
spèecies that love this lures. All jigs come with original 
VMC hooks connected by a forged split ring for maxi-
mum strength.

DATA: 50 mm / 7.0 g

Hooks: #8 Permanent Steel
Code: 186-93-01_

DATA: 44 mm / 16.0 g

Hooks: #8 Treble-TiN finish
Code: 180-20-90_

DATA: 54 mm / 28.0 g

Hooks: #6 Treble-TiN finish
Code: 180-20-92_

DATA: 80 mm / 28.0 g

Hooks: #4 Permanent Steel
Code: 186-93-04_

DATA: 67 mm / 14.0 g

Hooks: #6 Permanent Steel
Code: 186-93-02_

DATA: 97 mm / 40.0 g

Hooks: #4 Permanent Steel
Code: 186-93-05_

DATA: 78 mm / 21.0 g

Hooks: #6 Permanent Steel
Code: 186-93-03_

DATA: 110 mm / 60.0 g

Hooks: #4 Permanent Steel
Code: 186-93-06_
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01 / SR
SARDINE

02 / IP
IWASHI PINK 

03 / IRH
IWASHI RED HEAD

04 / SH
SHIRASU

05 / ZG
ZEBRA GLOW

06 / ZR
ZEBRA RED  GLOW

07 / GP
GLOW PINK

08 / GH
GLOW CHART

The first of the two characteristics is exploited on feeding bonanzas, using a linear recovery, while the 
second one is valuable to stimulate the predator’s shoals hunting at higher depths. We know that at sea 
the first sign of difficulty for any living being is its irregular sinking, with intervals of temporary vitality. 
That’s the way of ideal fishing style for these fantastic jigs: the free flat fall, interspersed with slow pitch 
jigging; such action is much less stressful than the traditional jigging, but just as equally effective in 
terms of catches. The silhouette of the body differs on the two sides: the spine is flat, while the belly is 
convex, with a diamond cut which shifts the center of gravity toward one end, just for the above ballistic 
requirements. Given the prospect of challenging fights, the whole metalware has been chosen from 
the best available in the industry. The two assist hooks in the head area and the single one on tail, both 
made from hi carbon steel with 3D Cut points, are set to robust solid rings via a Pe cord. To encourage 
the use of these jig during dark hours, like dawn and dusk, the range of available colours includes four 
versions with glowing paint finish, which can take in light from a lamp and produce an irresistible at-
traction once in the water. on the body of each jig the weight in grams is finely engraved.

A highly specialized metallic jig, designed by Rapture with computer assistance to achieve the combination of two appa-
rently incompatible goals: the achievement of high casting distances and the particular ability to get to the bottom throu-
gh erratically and unpredictably swinging.

The chamfer in the tail area helps 
moving the body’s centre of gravity 

towards the head.

The body profile is asymmetrical, with convex back and flat belly.

Super strong hi-carbon steel 
hooks, with 3D Cut point, 

connected by Pe string.

DATA: 76 mm / 40 g

Hooks: #3D Cut Assist Hooks
Code: 181-12-4..

DATA: 82 mm / 60 g

Hooks: #3D Cut Assist Hooks
Code: 181-12-6..

DATA: 73 mm / 30 g

Hooks: #3D Cut Assist Hooks
Code: 181-12-3..
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01 / SR
SARDINE

02 / IP
IWASHI PINK 

06 / ZR
ZEBRA RED GLOW

03 / IRH
IWASHI RED HEAD

07 / GP
GLOW PINK

04 / SH
SHIRASU

08 / GH
GLOW CHART

05 / ZG
ZEBRA GLOW

DATA: 50 mm / 20 g

Hooks: #3D Cut Assist & Treble
Code: 181-11-2..

DATA: 50 mm / 30 g

Hooks: #3D Cut Assist & Treble
Code: 181-11-3..

DATA: 60 mm / 40 g

Hooks: #3D Cut Assist & Treble
Code: 181-11-4..

DATA: 70 mm / 60 g

Hooks: #3D Cut Assist & Treble
Code: 181-11-5..

Fishing on feeding bonanzas is one of the most 
exciting techniques of sea spinning, that today 
lives a real boom in the Mediterranean sea. The 
sighting of the spot where the activity of pre-
dators focuses small forage fish is facilitated by 
the excitement involving sea birds, and is a vi-
tal part of the game.

In such circumstances, ideal lures are the metallic ca-
sting jigs, among which stands the Shirasu, the specific 
proposal of Rapture characterized by unique profile, 
designed with the computer assistance to obtain an op-
timal flight attitude and reach great distances, without 
disturbing the fish shoal. We recommend a linear retrie-
ve at good speed, in order to stimulate the attack from 
Bluefish, Leerfish, Bonitos and Little Tunny. To facilitate 
the use of these jig during dark hours, like dawn and 
dusk, the range of available colours includes four ver-
sions with glowing paint finish, which can take in light 
from a lamp and produce an irresistible attraction. The 
metalware has a double configuration: in the head area, 
an assists hook dressed with a crystal feather, connected 
via a Japanese Pe cord, while a strong hi-carbon steel 
treble hook, with 3D Cut points, is fixed on tail end by a 
heavy duty stainless steel split ring. on the body of each 
jig the weight in grams is finely engraved.

Power Point treble hook 
connected to the tail by 
a split ring, front assist 
hook enriched with 
crystal.

The weight is engraved 
on the body. 
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MADAI SW (PSB)MADAI SW (GR) MADAI SW (BS)

MADAI BS (PSB) MADAI BS (LPB)MADAI BS (GR) MADAI BS (BS)

ASAMI MADAI JIG

MADAI SW

CODE WEIGHT COLOUR
186-94-110 60 g GR

186-94-210 85 g GR

186-94-310 100 g GR

186-94-120 60 g PSB

186-94-220 85 g PSB

186-94-320 100 g PSB

186-94-130 60 g BS

186-94-230 85 g BS

186-94-330 100 g BS

186-94-140 60 g LPB

186-94-240 85 g LPB

186-94-340 100 g LPB

MADAI BS

CODE WEIGHT COLOUR
186-94-510 100 g GR

186-94-610 150 g GR

186-94-710 175 g GR

186-94-520 100 g PSB

186-94-620 150 g PSB

186-94-720 175 g PSB

186-94-530 100 g BS

186-94-630 150 g BS

186-94-730 175 g BS

186-94-540 100 g LPB

186-94-640 150 g LPB

186-94-740 175 g LPB

Special jig developed by Japanese professional anglers. The shiny colour effect of this metal jig, in 
combination with the erratic movement of the soft plastic octopus, make it irresistible to many spe-
cies of fish, which until few years ago, was possible to catch if not using live bait. It combi-
nes the powerful action of the jig with the winding movement of the octopus which 
is a recognized food for many predators. The species you can target using this 
lure are virtually countless: when you feel the strike you never 
know what is down there on the opposite side of the line.
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POWER POINT ASSIST HOOK

ASSIST HOOK CRYSTAL FLASHING

ASSIST HOOKS PRO

Assist Hooks Chemically shar-
pened, with peak-piercing Needle 
Point. Bound by hand, using the best com-
ponents, the special dressing, consisting of tinsel, and 
plastic holographic increases the attracting power.

CODE HOOK SIZE/  MM BREAKING PCS/BAG
029-07-120 1/0 & 2/0 - 65 250 lbs 8

029-07-560 5/0 & 6/0 - 65 250 lbs 8

029-07-810 8/0 & 10/0 - 70 250 lbs 8

High carbon percentage as-
sist hooks, lightweight 

and strong, with chemical-
ly sharpened points and 
tied with an high abrasion 

resistant braided line. The 
forged split rings allow an 
easy application to the jigs. 

Whilst all the components 
have been tailored to the ho-

ok’s strength, thus to offer the 
best performances. Suited to 
big fish such as dentex, Jacks 

and snappers.

ISHIDAI/10042S

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
200-02-002 8/0 2

200-02-004 6/0 2

200-02-006 4/0 2

200-02-008 2/0 2

KOISO/10011

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
200-04-002 8/0 2

200-04-004 6/0 2

200-04-006 4/0 2

200-04-008 2/0 2

ISHIDAI/10042

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
200-00-002 8/0 2

200-00-004 6/0 2

200-00-006 4/0 2

200-00-008 2/0 2

200-00-010 1 2

LIVE BAIT/11028

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
200-06-000 10/0 2

200-06-002 8/0 2

200-06-004 6/0 2

200-06-006 4/0 2

Brand new Rapture Assist Hook, assembled with the highest quality components available, in fact both hooks and braided come from Japan. The 
hooks are chemically sharpened with a high penetration needle point, offering a reliable hook hold. The Tandem Hooks are pre tied with an addi-
tional split rings to attach the vertical jig. Whilst the hooks are directly connected to the solid ring for added strength and avoiding also any twist or 
tangle. All the knots are sealed by shrink tube.

ASSIST HOOKS PRO

CODE HOOK SIZE/  MM BREAKING PCS/BAG
029-05-004 4/0 - 57 250 lbs 2

029-05-006 6/0 - 57 250 lbs 2

029-05-008 8/0 - 65 250 lbs 2

029-05-010 10/0 - 70 250 lbs 2

ASSIST HOOKS TANDEM

CODE HOOK SIZE/  MM BREAKING PCS/BAG
029-05-206 4/0 & 6/0 - 60 250 lbs 2

029-05-208 7/0 & 8/0 - 65 250 lbs 2

029-05-210 8/0 & 10/0 - 70 250 lbs 2
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POP

1 / OS
OLIVE SHINER

6 / HH
HOT HEAD

7 / MFT
MATT FIRE TIGER

5 / NG
NEON GLOW

4 / GH
GOLD HEAD

8 / MO
MATT OLIVE

2 / GG
GHOST GILL

3 / BS
BLACK SHAD

These fantastic micro-poppers rightfully belong to the Chibi Lure’s 
range, not only for their tiny size but also for the excellent overall qua-
lity and for the fishing opportunities that they can offer, in fresh but 
also in salt waters. Beyond the very actual colors, with many different 
matt solutions and a Glow that can take in the light, the lure comes 
with a white feather skirt, enriched by crystal strands to increase the 
level of visual attraction. Such addition also performs a ballistic fun-
ction, because, once wet, it gains weight and counters the relative 
lightness of the whole thing. The Chibi Pop must be made alive by 
rhythmically working your rod and reel, so that it will spit water to 
awake the sleepy predators like Trout, Chub, Perch and Black Bass, 
especially in summer. In the lakes it will draw the attention of winter 
Trout, when attending surface layers in search of warmer water. Chibi 
Pop is also worth a try at sea side, for a pleasant fishing to Pompanos 
and Dorado with light action rods, able to actually prolong the fun.

Generally, the Japanese word “Chibi” identifies a small 
sized animal. The perfect word to name a new cate-
gory of miniature lures, ultralight in weight and com-
pact in shape, but extremely effective, whose diffusion 
is booming worldwide. Everything started in Japan, 
and was due to a deep study about fish behaviour. 
In summer, when a lot of food is available, predators 
can quickly feed up, but never refuse a small quarry; 
during colder months, they catch minnows because 
they can do it without spending so much energy. Two 
factors that have had a certain influence in these lu-
re’s development, beyond the fact that a small lure 
always catches something, specially when larger ones 
have failed. In addition to that, no angler likes to go 
back home without having had some action, so a few 
casts with a Chibi lure always increase chances. The 
Rapture range draws the attention for the extreme 
precision of details, for perfect swimming action and 
for quality of hooks and trebles. Holographic paints, 
matt finish colours and 3D eyes are extremely attracti-
ve, not only for predators but also for us: who could 
resist adding a box of Chibi lures to his already full 
tackle box?… Also because they take very little space! 

DATA: 37 mm / 2.5 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: Top Water
Hooks: #10 Black Nickel
Code: 180-21-03.
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01/ MATT PINK 02 / HOLO R-TROUT 03 / HOLO B-TROUT 04 / MATT FIRETIGER

05 / MATT ORANGE 06 / MATT OLIVE

CRANK

01 / PEARL 02 / SARDINE

03 / GREEN MINNOW 04 / AYU 05 / PEARL CHART 06 / SILVER ORANGE BELLY

MINNOW

CHIBI LURES SERIES

What it seems a classic wobbler can actually reveal to be something new, 
once in water. The Chibi Minnow is a tiny wobbler that is fantastically ri-
ght for its small size. only 3,5 grams and 50 millimeters, together with 
an oversized lip, are a powerful combination that gives a special action 
to this lure, impossible to get with standard proportioned lures. The slim 
profile of the body replicates the shape of a starving and sick small fish 
that every predator will look as an easy to go lunch. Colours has been 
chosen carefully to offer a mix of natural and fantasy bright ones, so 
making this lure a very good choice for every venue you will fish, from 
commercial lakes to wild streams. It can be used with gre-
at success even is salt water for ultra light approach and 
light rock fishing. It is equipped with snap and two #10 
chemically sharpened Powerpoint treble hooks, finished 
in Black Nickel to hit sand, rocks, woods and other sub-
merged features without missing their original sharpness.

This small floating crank of just 28 mm and 1,8 grams weight looks like 
a little gem. It is made from an extremely hard polymeric plastic mate-
rial and is carefully painted with high visibility colours. The final look is 
so nice that we are sure it will become a kind of collectable item, even 
though it’s tremendously effective once in action. The Chibi Crank is 
equipped with a size 8 chemically sharpened Powerpoint barbless sin-
gle hook and thus can be used in reservoirs too. The Black Nickel finish 
grants long term point penetration, as it protects the hook from abra-
sions. This is the perfect lure to search the predators in the shallower 
waters of lake’s margins. It can be so effective with lar-
gemouth bass and zander. It can be used also for rain-
bow trout fishing in commercial fisheries and brown 
trout in wild, clear streams. All components, such as 
the snap and split ring, have been selected with quality 
and durability in mind. 

DATA: 28 mm / 1.8 g ACTION: Floating

Running Depth: 0-0.5 m
Hooks: #8 Black Nickel Barbless
Code: 180-20-6..

DATA: 50 mm / 3.5 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks: #12 Black Nickel 
Code: 180-20-7..
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01 / MATT PINK 02 / HOLO RED TROUT 03 / HOLO BROWN TROUT

04 / MATT ORANGE 06 / HOLO SILVER05 / MATT FIRE TIGER

03 / TINY GOLDFISH 04 / TINY CLOWN 05 / TINY GOLD SHAD

01 / TINY PERCH 02 / TINY SILVER SHAD

05 / MATT FIRE TIGER 06 / HOLO SILVER

03 / HOLO BROWN TROUT

04 / MATT ORANGE01 / MATT PINK 02 / HOLO RED TROUT

VIBER

SPINNERBAIT

VIBE SPIN

The Viber is an atypical lure and cannot fit the standard classification, 
being not exactly a vibration lure, nor a minnow and not even a spo-
on. We can define it a moving colour element that can surprise the 
predators when used close to the bottom. The body is a flat slice of 
lead that has been painted in bright colours and given two 3D eyes. 
This lure can be used choosing between two configurations, just mo-
ving the snap from one to the other of the two holes located on its 
back. Just 2.8 grams heavy and 22 millimetres long, it is of course a 
sinking lure. It is equipped with a single Powerpoint barbless hook #8, 

chemically sharpened and protected against abrasion 
by a fantastic Black Nickel finish. We recommend to use 
the Viber for perch fishing in Springtime and Autumn, 
especially in deeper waters, where it can trigger the big 
ones to attack.

Metallic sinking lure weighing just 3,7 grams and 22 millimeters long. It 
is made with a metal body, specially shaped with a thick belly to keep 
the vertical swimming position and simulating a small prey fish. A “co-
lorado” blade has been added in the rear part to add extra attractive 
flashes during the retrieve. The Vibe Spin in equipped with a chemically 
sharpened Powerpoint barbless single hook #8, finished in Black Nickel 

for durability and so it is perfect to be used in reservoirs, 
where the rules force you to safely release the fish. High 
quality snap, swivel and split rings complete the lure. We 
suggest to use it fishing for perch in small and medium 
lakes, with an up and down retrieve close to the bottom, 
and for trout fishing in small and quiet streams.

Despite most of the anglers already know and use standard 
lightweight spinnerbaits, let’s say half an ounce and he-
avier, for sure many of them never saw this kind of lure 
downsized in a so short version to be really considered 
an ultra light lure. The Chibi Spinnerbait is a small lure 
of only 3/16 oz, so just more than 5 grams in weight, 
but designed to trigger the predatory instinct of a big 
fish. The secret lays in its peculiar and natural action, thanks to 
the low weight, in its appealing colour combinations and in 

the action developed by the small spoon, 
which turns and flashes with the swivel 
assistance, according to the lightest 
movement on the tip of you rod. A 
big perch simply cannot resist to such 
stimulation, and quickly attacks it!

DATA: 22 mm / 2.8 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks:  #8 Black Nickel Barbless 
Code: 180-20-1..

DATA: 22 mm / 3.7 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks:  #8 Black Nickel Barbless 
Code: 180-20-0..

DATA: 20 mm / 5.4 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks:  #12 Black Nickel 
Code: 180-20-5..
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02 / HOLO PINK01 / HOLO FIRE 03 / HOLO BLUE

05 / HOLO PURE PEARL 06 / HOLO SILVER04 / HOLO CHARTREUSE

1 / S SILVER 2 / BS BLUE SHINER 3 / GS GREEN SHINER

4 / GH GHOST 5 / GB GOLD BLACK 6 / FT FIRE TIGER

ASP SPIN 'N' JIGSPIN JIG

The Spin Jig is a sinking lure built with a lead body representing a 
prey fish, dressed with holographic colours and with a “Willow” spo-
on imitating a flashing tail. It is equipped with chemically sharpened 
Powerpoint trebles, finished in Black Nickel for long life sharpness, 
proportioned to size and weight of each model. The 
Spin Jig is very effective when used in lakes, fishing for 
zander and perch. We suggest an “up and down” retrie-
ve. We also recommend you to use in the deeper parts 
of small rivers and streams to stimulate the bigger wild 
trout to attack.

This lure has been specifically designed for asp fishing and have been 
built with great accuracy. The fulcrum of this bait is the heavy lead 
body which allows super long casting. Its shape is also perfect to be 
retrieved very fast, and easily keeps a vertical position. In case of use 
from the boat, this lure keeps the depth very well, than-
ks to the low centre of gravity and to the dorsal posi-
tion of the line connection’s eye. The tail willow spoon 
is adding attractive vibrations and flashes that will sti-
mulate the attack from predators, as it spins quite well, 
due to high speed BB swivel’s assistance. 

DATA: 33 mm / 14.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks:  #6 Treble-Black Nickel 
Code: 180-21-00..

DATA: 36 mm / 21.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks:  #4 Treble-Black Nickel 
Code: 180-21-01..

DATA: 40 mm / 28.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks:  #4 Treble-Black Nickel 
Code: 180-21-02..

DATA: 21 mm / 3.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks:  #16 Treble-Black Nickel 
Code: 180-20-2..

DATA: 27 mm / 5.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks:  #14 Treble-Black Nickel 
Code: 180-20-3..

DATA: 35 mm / 8.0 g ACTION: Sinking

Running Depth: Variable 
Hooks:  #12 Treble-Black Nickel 
Code: 180-20-4..
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UL
TR

A 
LI

GH
T 

GA
M

E

ALIVE CRAW

SPEED TAIL

(4) JUNE BUG (5) WATER-
MELON

(6) BLACK(1) CHARTREUSE (2) PEARL PINK (3) GREEN 
PUMPKIN

(4) PEARL 
BLUE

(5) PINK (6) SMOKE(1) CHARTREUSE (2) GREEN 
PUMPKIN

(3) JUNE BUG

RIGGING
TIPS
• Jighead
• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

DROP SHOT

MICRO
JIGHEAD

RIGGING
TIPS
• Jighead
• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

DROP SHOT

MICRO 
JIGHEAD

The Speed Tail is a medium sized lure with a sinuous body and able to 
deliver a wide variety of vibrations. The ribbed body can actually cre-
ate high frequency vibrations into the water, while the tail is creating 
low frequency ones. Deadly with small and medium sized predators. 
We suggest to use the lighter colours for salt water fishing, even for 
sea bass, where not only the younger specimen will be easily attracted.

Small and super rea-
listic craw, able to sti-

mulate the aggression 
from a wide number of 

species. We suggest to use it with 
very small leads and drop shot. It can be the only succeeding bait in 
those days when the predators seem to avoid any attack.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-21-08_ 2 inch (5.0 cm) 12

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-21-06_ 2.3 inch (6.0 cm) 12

The new Rapture ULG lure series, 
where ULG stands for Ultra Light 
Game, has been specifically desi-
gned for the needs of the many fi-
nesse techniques passionate anglers. 
This ultra light approach has always 
been very popular in fresh water 
and now it is becoming as much as 
important in salt water too. Basical-
ly, there is the pleasure to meet big 
fish with potentially downsized tack-
le, but there is also the certainty to 
avoid blanks, because no predator 
would ever refuse a very small lure.
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SHAKER

ALIEN STICK

ALIEN CRAW

(4) UV PURPLE (5) PINK (6) SMOKE(1) CHARTREUSE (2) GREEN 
PUMPKIN

(3) WATER-
MELON

(4) JUNE BUG (5) PEARL BLUE (6) PINK(1) CHARTREUSE (2) GREEN 
PUMPKIN

(3) WATERMELON

(4) UV PURPLE (5) JUNE BUG (6) PEARL BLUE(1) CHARTREUSE (2) GREEN 
PUMPKIN

(3) WATER-
MELON

RIGGING
TIPS
• Jighead
• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

DROP SHOT

MICRO 
JIGHEAD

RIGGING
TIPS
• Jighead
• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

DROP SHOT

MICRO 
JIGHEAD

RIGGING
TIPS
• Jighead
• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

DROP SHOT

MICRO 
JIGHEAD CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG

187-21-04_ 2.7 inch (7.0 cm) 12

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-21-00_ 0.9 inch (2.5 cm) 12

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-21-02_ 2.5 inch (6.5 cm) 12

Small sized shad whose peculiarity is the flat back and belly, so 
really different from any other bait. A flatter body gives a totally 
different action and will result a completely new bait to the fish 
that is normally used to see a wide variety of baits all around. 
So it is the perfect solution for those lakes and rivers where the 
fishing stress is very high. The body is ending with a smaller part 
and two thin tails that increase the triggering action.

Small sized worm bait with a peculiar construction. The head of the 
Alien Stick is thicker and compact to allow a better rigging without 
risking to break it. The central part of the body is ribbed and much 
slimmer, designed to develop a much sinuous action and create many 
vibrations. The body is ending with a slimmer triggering tail that every 
predator will look with hunger. It is actually able to stimulate whatever 
predator, from trout to perch, including largemouth and sea bass.

Small creature that vaguely reminds a 
shrimp, equipped with many appendixes of 
different shape and texture, to maximize the 
number and quantity of vibrations. It is a true 
allround alternative lure that can be brought to 
life with the movement of the tip of your rod. De-
spite the small size, it is able to attract the attention 
of good sized predators. We strongly suggest you to use 
it in those venues where the fishing activity is very high and 
the fish is more spooky.
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(4) WATERME-
LON RED FLAKE

(5) PEARL BLUE (6) CHARTREUSE 
BLACK FLAKE

(1) WATER-
MELON BLACK 
FLAKE

(2) GREEN 
PUMPKIN BLACK 
FLAKE

(3) BROWNIE

CRICKET

(4) JUNE BUG(3) COLA(1) WATER-
MELON BLACK 
FLAKE

(2) GREEN 
PUMPKIN BLACK 
FLAKE

(6) BLACK(5) PEARL BLUE

(6) CHARTREUSE 
BLACK FLAKE

(4) WATER-
MELON

(2) GREEN 
PUMPKIN BLACK 
FLAKE

(1) WATER-
MELON BLACK 
FLAKE

(5) PEARL BLUE(3) BROWNIE

HELLGRAMMITE

DRAGONFLY NYMPH

RIGGING
TIPS
• Jighead
• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

DROP SHOT

MICRO 
JIGHEAD

RIGGING
TIPS
• Jighead
• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

DROP SHOT

MICRO 
JIGHEAD

RIGGING
TIPS
• Jighead
• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

DROP SHOT

MICRO 
JIGHEAD

A typical silicone lure for 
summer season, when 
fish are used to pick up 
natural crickets acciden-
tally dropping into the wa-
ter, this Rapture version is scented 
and coloured directly into the compound 
for higher attraction and longer lasting. Micro 
Jig Heads are the perfect partners for this sort of ul-
tralight lures, as they drive it to the swim’s bottom, 
where they should be lightly twitched. 

A typical silicone lure for summer season, 
when fish are used to pick up natural cri-
ckets accidentally dropping into the wa-
ter, this Rapture version is scented and 
coloured directly into the compound for 
higher attraction and longer lasting. Micro 
Jig Heads are the perfect partners for this sort 
of ultralight lures, as they drive it to the swim’s 
bottom, where they should be lightly twitched.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-21-09_ 1.7 inch (42 mm) 8

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-21-11_ 1.7 inch (42 mm) 8

Dragonfly nymph silicone imitation, ideal for streams but also in the la-
kes during winter season. once rigged on Micro Jig Head, whose wei-
ght should be chosen in relation to the swim’s depth, the lure must be 
free dropped to reach the bottom and then lightly twitched. In order to 
obtain the most natural presentation, the line used must be the thinnest 
possible. Ideal for chasing Trout, Chub and Perch, is flavoured and colou-
red in the compound to be always effective even after several attacks.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-21-10_ 1.3 inch (33 mm) 8
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WATER SHRIMP

(4) WATERME-
LON RED FLAKE

(2) COLA(1) WATER-
MELON BLACK 
FLAKE

(5) PEARL BLUE (6) CHARTREUSE 
BLACK FLAKE

(3) BROWNIE

CRAYFISH

BABY CRAY

(1) WATER-
MELON BLACK 
FLAKE

(2) GREEN 
PUMPKIN BLACK 
FLAKE

(4) WATERME-
LON RED FLAKE

(3) COLA (5) PEARL PINK (6) CHARTREUSE 
BLACK FLAKE

(5) PEARL PINK(1) WATER-
MELON BLACK 
FLAKE

(2) GREEN 
PUMPKIN BLACK 
FLAKE

(4) WATERME-
LON RED FLAKE

(3) COLA (6) CHARTREUSE 
BLACK FLAKE

RIGGING
TIPS
• Jighead
• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

DROP SHOT

MICRO 
JIGHEAD

RIGGING
TIPS
• Jighead
• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

DROP SHOT

MICRO 
JIGHEAD

RIGGING
TIPS
• Jighead
• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

DROPSHOT

MICRO 
JIGHEAD

It’s a fantasy creature, whose small size makes it attractive to any sort of 
predator, in all seasons of the year. Ideal for winter lake Trout fishing, is 
always becoming very effective against Chub and Perch, who appreciate 
its particular movement, generated by numerous, reversed fins and dual 
tail, both under the water pressure and by their impact on the bottom. We 

recommend to rig it on Micro Jighead or Dropshot style, using the four 
natural colours in clear waters and the two lighter tones in 

case of dark or muddy conditions.

It is known that predators may refuse our lures, when they are already 
fed up, but in those conditions they will always accept an offer of tiny 
dimensions. Then the miniaturized ultralight soft lures come into play, 
as does this shrimp imitation, available in natural colours or in high con-
trast ones, such as the Pearl Pink and Chartreuse, deadly in veiled wa-
ters, typical conditions of the trout fishing season’s opening time. Micro 
Jig Head, Dropshot or Split Shot styles are recommended, because such 
light lures require a carrier to be cast and reach the bottom. Baby Cray 
looks for Chub, Trout or Perch through light traction from rod’s tip, fol-
lowed by slack line pauses, until the line gets suddenly tight as the fish 
has picked up the lure and moves away.

It’s a faithful imitation of crayfish, which is now part 
of all freshwater’s predator diet, featuring floating 
claws that tend to raise upwards, simulating the 
attitude assumed by the natural one when scared 
or simply alarmed. Its scale size is reduced, but the 
attractive potential is higher because the silicone 
compound is coloured and scented internally,in order to 
survive to numerous attacks. It should be rigged on Micro 
Jigheads, Drop Shot or Split Shot style to catch Trout, Chub and 
Perch. His recommended retrieve style is quite simple, with short ascen-
ts and falls to the bottom.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-21-12_ 2.4 inch (62 mm) 8

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-21-14_ 1.6 inch (40 mm) 8

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-21-13_ 2.1 inch (53 mm) 8
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WING GLIT
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(1)

AJI WORM

KASAGO

MENUKE

KASAGO SHAD

MICRO JIGHEAD

MICRO JIGHEAD

MICRO JIGHEAD

MICRO JIGHEAD

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-41-21_ 5 cm 12

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-41-10_ 3 cm 12
187-41-11_ 5 cm 12

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-41-00_ 5 cm 12

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-41-20_ 5 cm 12

The Light Rock Fishing is a technique that can be 
practiced anywhere there is salt water, even in the 
absence of rocks. It was born in Japan but it is beco-
ming a real Life Style in Southern Europe. In rocky or 
weedy environments, you can catch comber, wras-
se, sea bream and of course the Mebaru, or scor-
piofish, the fish that in Japan gave its name to the 
technique. On mainly sandy environments you can 
more likely catch gilt-head bream, striped seabream  
in addition to ... the Aji, or horse mackerel, the other 
fish that has given its name to a branch of the LRF. 
And in ports or near them it will be the sea bass to 
bite on your lure. The fishing techniques takes pla-
ce not only on the bottom, between the crevices of 
the rocks, but also in midwater or even close to the 
surface. This technique is successful for its intrinsic 
ability to capture virtually any fish. And the size is 
not always that small...

All colors are glowing in the dark and therefore  more 
visible even in low light conditions.

Very versatile bait that must be used on the bottom or midwater. The thin 
and very mobile tail generates a large number of appealing vibrations.

Worm lure for midwater fast retrie-
ve, very soft and sinuous action. 
Special for horse mackerel.

Imitation of a small fry to be retrieved steadily. The compact body and 
short length must not fool you cause the Kasago Shad is able to attract 
good sized predators too. The “ball” tail is producing heavy vibrations and 
moving even at minimum speed.

Imitation of a smal 
prey fish that can 

trigger the predatory in-
stincts of any fish, even the 
most peaceful.
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CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-41-30_ 3.7 cm 12

Small lure for Light Rock Fishing with a great potential. The compact 
body allows you to perfect rig it and the many small legs will produce 
countless vibrations. The super thin and ultra mobile tail is highly ef-
ficient and reminds a small worm trying to find shelter inside the sea 
bottom. During the field tests it has been proved to be outstanding, 
saving the day in some desperate situations.

Small imitation of a shrimp that can literally drive crazy fishs that see it 
skipping around the rocks of the bottom.

Classical Light Rock Fishing lure. It is perfect to be fished close to the 
bottom, with small twitch and numerous pauses, when usually it will be 
bitten with confidence. Iwashi is not inspired by any natural bait, but it 
can remind a small shrimp when you twitch it on the bottom.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-41-50_ 5 cm 12

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
187-41-40_ 4.5 cm 12
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MAD RUSHER SPINTAIL 
JIG

5 / BLUE
SHINER

6 / FIRETIGER 7 / FLAME 8 / YELLOW
RUNNER

4 / HOLO 
BONE

2 / ROACH 3 / RED
HEAD

1 / SILVER

CHATTERBAIT

WIREBAITS WINDEX

02 / SHAD
01 / CHARTREUSE

04 / TEXAS RED03 / GREEN PUMPKIN BLACK 05 / FIRETIGER

Chatterbait is a wire bait characterized by an hexagonal bla-
de, placed in front of a jig with a colourful silicone skirt. 

In essence, it is a cross between a jig and a spinnerbait: during the retrie-
ve, the water pressure makes it swings frantically, producing a particular 
sound that recalls the beating of the teeth (hence the name) and which 
draws Black Bass, Pike and Zander attention from a distance, even in murky 
waters. As well as the spinnerbait, also the chatterbait is a search lure, whi-
ch is used in unknown places to explore the water with continuous casts 
and movements, starting to retrieve it at different times from the moment 
of impact to the water. The addition of a silicone shad, to be fitted on the 
hook as trailer, increases lure’s weight, volume and colour’s attractiveness, 
as well as to improving the already good snag free attitude, a feature that 
boosts its efficiency in spots stuffed with vegetation. The Windex Chatter-
bait is characterized by a jig head with 3D realistic eyes, a robust single 
hook and a safety snap to connect the line.

CODE WEIGHT
188-21-60_ 3/8 oz (10.5 g)

188-21-61_ 1/2 oz (14 g)

Mad Rusher represents the fore front on 
Spintail Jigs, developed by the Rapture and 
individually handcrafted to guarantee the 
perfect action!  

The compact body ensures good distances, the co-
lorado blade produces a fantastic action also on the 
fall and slow retrieves while the tube fitted on tail 
minimize tangles. Try it and you won’t regret!

CODE WEIGHT
188-21-70_ 3/8oz (10g)

188-21-72_ 1/2oz (14 g)
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2 / WHITE CHARTREUSE1 / WHITE SHAD 3 / FIRETIGER

4 / SHINER BLUEGILL 5 / BROWNIE SHAD 6 / RED HOT

TWIST BUZZ

3D eyes
Natural silicon skirt

X-Strong Components
Corrosion Resistance Blades

DOUBLE PROPELLER

SINGLE PROPELLER
CODE WEIGHT

188-21-87_ 3/8oz (10g)

188-21-88_ 1/2oz (14g)

CODE WEIGHT
188-21-89_ 1/2oz (14g)

188-21-90_ 3/4oz (21g)

The ultimate solution on buzz bait development, engineered by the Rapture Team 
and individually handcrafted to guarantee a unique action paired to the highest quality finishes.

The dual-blade is able to move a huge volume of water, produces a 
tremendous spray and a distinct squeaking sound with bubble trail to 
create a top water commotion with a highly attractive presentation! The 
streamlined head profile helps it get on action quickly and slip throu-
gh cover with ease, matched to the light yet strong aluminium blades 
to help Twist Buzz raise topwater and remain on the strike zone lon-
ger and effortless. Incredible attention to details and during the whole 
production stages, featuring a fine tune skirt for an improved natural 

action, lifelike head design with a large 3D eyes and extra-long shank 
Power Point hook with cone bait keeper, to maximise hook-up ratio and 
keep in place a the trailer with ease. For an awesome big bass and pike 
action, look no further than Twist Buzz Double Prop! Twist Buzz Double 
Prop is able to stay on the surface with very little resistance, to let an-
glers fish slower around the strike zones delivering and incomparable 
bait presentation. Twsit Buzz are built with no compromises for the 
most demanding anglers!

Power Point hook 
with cone bait 
keeper, to maximise 
hook-up ratio and 
keep in place a the 
trailer with ease!
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SHARP SPIN SERIES

20 / CHB CHARTREUSE BLACK10 / OS OLIVE SHAD

UMBRELLA RIG
The umbrella Rig is the most realistic imitation of a school of small fish, 
formed by a head from which depart five steel arms that end with swivels 
and snap locks where you can attach your soft swimbaits, worms, grubs, 
jigs heads and small spinnerbaits. It can be used with a steady retrieve, 
eventually varying speed and direction by rod and reel work, to perfectly 
imitate the running fish fry which stay tight to feel safe from predators. Ide-
al when used in combination with jig 
head and Rapture power shad.

CODE COLOUR WEIGHT
188-13-010 olive Shad 1/4 oz (8 g) 

188-13-020 CHB Chartreuse Black 1/4 oz (8 g) 

Sharp Spin is designed to raise the bar, individually handcrafted and 
tuned, built around a heat-treated super-wire, stronger than traditio-
nal wires, delivering a straight action and avoiding torque even at high 
retrieval speed. Available in multiple weights, colours and blade solu-
tions, with incredible attention to quality during the whole production 
stages, featuring a fine tune skirt for an improved flowing action, life-
like head design with large 3D eyes, while blades are fitted over quality 
swivel for a smooth rotations and a fantastic action also on the fall or at 

slow retrieve. So if you’re looking 
for the ultimate spinnerbait, 
then look no further!

Fitted with a regular willow blade, produces 
a high vibrations and flashes also on slow re-
trieval speed, with a smooth rotation thanks 

to the quality ball bearing swivel and delivering the less intrusive pre-
sentation in the range. Ideal for clear waters and natural presentation, 
able to grab fish attention without to spook them!

CODE WEIGHT
188-21-80_ 1/4oz (7g)

188-21-81_ 3/8oz (10 g)

188-21-82_ 1/2oz (14 g)

Suited to cover large areas or to fish close to 
covers and structures. The blades guarantee 
tremendous vibrations and flashes, with a fi-

nicky action able to entice the predator to attack. It can be retrieved 
linearly, exploring the water column simply by varying the retrieval spe-
ed, or alternate a steady retrieve with twitches.

CODE WEIGHT
188-21-83_ 1/2oz (14g)

188-21-84_ 3/4oz (21g)
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1 / WHITE SHAD 2 / WHITE CHARTREUSE 3 / FIRETIGER

6 / RED HOT5 / BROWNIE SHAD4 / SHINER BLUEGILL

SPINNERBAIT ARM

X-Strong Components.

Corrosion Resistance, maximum rotation
super flash blades.

The combination between the blades helps 
to get the best of the two worlds, moving 
a huge HooKunt of water even on slow re-

trieval speed, creating flashes and vibrations predators can’t resist. Al-
lowing the angler to remain on the strike zone longer, ideally suited to 
fish on weed cover or close to structures also in dark water.

CODE WEIGHT
188-21-85_ 3/8oz (10g)

188-21-86_ 1/2oz (14g)

Rapture Windex Spinnerbait Arm converts any jighe-
ad into a spinnerbait, enabling it to swim through 
aquatic vegetation and also creating attractive tur-
bulence and shiny flash. Stainless 
steel wire and ball bearing swivel 
grant rotation, while the snap al-
lows to quickly interchange the blade. The 
pack includes three colour’s blades like Natural 
Silver, Fluo orange and Pearl White. 

Very effective with  Rapture  
jigheads and soft lures.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-22-410 35 mm 3 

188-22-420 45mm 3

A rigging style example with jig head 
and soft bait (not included).

extra-long shank Power Point 
hook with cone bait keeper, to 
maximise hook-up ratio and 
keep in place 
a the trailer 
with ease. 
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06 / YSB 07 /FT 08 / RT

01 / YGR 02 / YGO 03 / YGB 04 / YSR

05 / YSO

SPINNER VB

4 / RB2 / SB1 / CR 3 / YR 5 / SR

HELIX SPINNER 

Spinner displaying the highest quality profile, able to express a perfect 
swimming action even at slow retrieve speeds. Thanks to the relevant 
bridge which connects the blade to the axis of the lure, it enters the ro-
tation as soon as it lands on the water surface, with the ability to trigger 
a reaction attack by a predator that may be present in the immediate 
vicinity. Structured from stainless steel and carefully finished with bright 
colors and high strength lacquers, Helix Spinners are decorated with a 
graphic pattern that recalls the livery of Yamame Trout on both sides of 
the blade, but with different color tones to achieve a particular positive/
negative visual impact during swimming. Ideal for hunting Trout in the 
streams, they turn out to be also great for Chub and Perch. each spinner 
reports finely engraved logo and weight, and is presented in an indivi-
dual pack with shaped blister to keep the lure completely visible when it 
is hanging on the exhibition wall of the tackle store.

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-07-00_ 3.0 g #01 08

188-07-02_ 4.5 g #02 06

our Rapture Spinner VB features a special profile blade which allows its application with very fast retrieve or in fast flowing rivers. The two parts body 
provides continuous and loud vibrations, enhancing strikes: a very important feature when fish is not that much active and in low visibility waters. 
Fitted with genuine VMC treble hooks for long term efficiency.

CODE WEIGHT HOOK
188-05-10_ 3.0 g 08

188-05-11_ 4.5 g 06

188-05-12_ 6.5 g 04

188-05-13_ 10.0 g 02
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1 / SR 2 / SB 3 / HOL

SPINNER AG /TW

SPINNER CMT

SPINNER MRT

2 / HG 3 /HF1 / HS

2 / G 3 / C1 / S

TW and CMT spinners feature a smart device 
which enables to replace the standard treble 
hook with a new one, or with a single hook, 
without employing any tool. We recommend 
to try Rapture 10096 Trout hooks.

CODE WEIGHT HOOK
188-05-46_ 3.0 g 08
188-05-47_ 5.0 g 06
188-05-48_ 6.5 g 04

The striking colour pattern, made by black spots and red 
tracery, represents an effective alternative to the more 
classic designs and it is able to trigger the predator in-
stinct. The body shape allows a nervous and scattering 
action, replicating the movement of a suffering prey.

Spinner with oval shaped blade showing a peculiar, ner-
vous and irregular spin. It is more sensible to the changes 
of current intensity and direction. It performs at its best 
when used in medium-low current rivers and in lakes.

CODE WEIGHT HOOK
188-05-49_ 3.0 g 08
188-05-50_ 4.5 g 06
188-05-51_ 6.5 g 04

We are proud to present the unique Rapture spinner with blade 
mounted straight on main shaft: this feature allows to use the 
spinner even in very fast flowing rivers and creeks. Available 
in 3 sizes: 5, 6,5 and 8 grams and 3 holographic colours. So 
simple, so deadly for all the freshwater predators, from trout 
and perch to chub and asp, which are driven literally mad by 
the intense vibrations emitted during retrieve.

CODE WEIGHT HOOK
188-05-27_ 5.0 g 08

188-05-28_ 6.5 g 06

188-05-29_ 8.0 g 04
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SPINNER AGL

SPINNER AGF

1 / BF-BR 2 / BF-YL 3 / BF-OR

SPINNER AG

4 / BYO 5 / FP 6 / FW

1 / FR 2 / FT

SPINNER
AG FLUO

3 / GR 4 / GB 5 / SR 6 / SB

1 / SH 2 / RH 3 / FT 4 / GH

1 / S 2 / G 3 / C

CODE WEIGHT HOOK
188-05-15_ 3.0 g 08

188-05-16_ 6.0 g 08

188-05-17_ 8.0 g 04

188-05-18_ 12.0 g 02

188-05-19_ 14.0 g 01

The willow leaf blade used for our Spinner AGL is the best 
solution to fish in the deeper lakes or river. Perfect to 
explore the deeper areas of medium flow rivers, this 
spinner is performing at its best if retrieved slowly 
and steadily. Depending on size, this lure is de-
adly for trout, perch, asp and black bass, with 
some chances on pike and catfish. Fitted with 
genuine VMC treble hooks.

SPINNeR AG Fluo Red & firetiger

CODE WEIGHT HOOK
188-05-06_ 3.0 g 08
188-05-07_ 5.0 g 06
188-05-08_ 6.5 g 04
188-05-09_ 9.5 g 02

CODE WEIGHT HOOK
188-05-40_ 3.0 g 08
188-05-41_ 5.0 g 06
188-05-42_ 6.5 g 04

Tis spinner gives its best with trout 
and other predators in streams and 
mountain rivers, to trigger the 
fish even in crystal clear waters 
or when the sun light is very 
bright. The coloured dots 
are perceived as small, slow 
moving particles, exciting 
the fish to the attack.

Fluo colours are recommended with overcast sky, 
deep or coloured waters.

SPINNeR AG

CODE WEIGHT HOOK
188-05-06_ 3.0 g 08
188-05-07_ 5.0 g 06
188-05-08_ 6.5 g 04
188-05-09_ 9.5 g 02

The oval shape of the AG 
Spinner blade is the 
most proper to fish in 
lakes or slow flowing 
rivers. The wide ran-
ge of blade’s colours 
enhances visual stimu-
lation and trigger strikes in 
any situation. The compact 
body allows to cast accura-
tely very far, and fits genui-
ne VMC treble hooks.

SPINNeR AG Fluo pink & White & furia

CODE WEIGHT HOOK
188-05-40_ 3.0 g 08
188-05-41_ 5.0 g 06
188-05-42_ 6.5 g 04

SPINNeR AG SILVeR & GoLD & CoPPeR

CODE WEIGHT HOOK
188-05-43_ 3.0 g 08
188-05-44_ 5.0 g 06
188-05-45_ 6.5 g 04
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1 / MW 2 / MFP 3 / FYO 4 / FP 5 / CY

ZERO

15 / GCFO 16 / R13 / YC 14 / YP

8 / OPB 10 / BP 11/ PO 12 / GCP6 / WPO 7 / PYW 9 / CD

AREA SPOON

REAL SIZE

NEW COLORS
2019

The smallest in the range, but still able to 
deliver great performances. Despite its wei-
ght offer good casting properties, while the pecu-
liar shape slow down the lure’s falls with a great 
rolling action. Perfect to fish for trout in the mar-
gins or in shallow water levels.

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-08-201 … 216 0.9g 19mm #10

188-08-221 … 236 1.4g 20mm #10

188-08-241 … 256 1.8g 25mm #08

Windex spinners and spoons have been carefully designed and 
tested to be always extremely effective. They can be easily cast 
at long distance, even in the smaller weights, and get working 
immediately, as soon as touching the water’s surface. The colours 
have been chosen among the most appreciated in Italy and Euro-
pe and are protected by a transparent film. Careful attention has 
been paid to the choice of trebles, always proportionate and of 
the highest quality, so you don’t loose any of the fish that you have 
tricked. The wide range of shapes and colors allows you to fish in 
almost any type of fresh and salt water.

Find out more on page 206
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SYSMA

REAL SIZE

1 / CLP 2 / CLO 3 / CLG 4 / CLC 5 / CLV 6 / CLY 7 / CBR

8 / COL 9 / CAS 10 / CRD

NEW
2019

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-08-301..310 1.8g 28 mm #08

188-08-331..340 2.2g 28 mm #08

188-08-361..370 2.6g 28 mm #08

Sysma has been designed with computer assistance: it looks 
like a classic teardrop shape, but has two “shoulders” that 
slow down its fall and produce an inimitable sound.

As a matter of fact, it sinks to the bottom at the same spe-
ed as the pellets used in breeding farms, something 
that the trout trust a lot, which makes the spoon very 
effective in the search of difficult fish during compe-
titions, or through the spawning time, especially if it 
is used in slow go up and down near the bottom. All 
the colour variants belong to the Cluster class, sprayed to 
obtain absolutely random effects without causing any glare. Sin-
gle hook made from hi-carbon steel with barbless 3D Cut point.

Find out more on pages 212-213
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PRISM

1 / MW 2 / MP 3 / MFO 5 / G 6 / GC 7 / WP4 / MFP

8 / FP 9 / CY 10 / SY 11 / R 12 / CGFO 13 / P 14 / MY 15 / FYO

61 / CP 62 / YO 63 / YL18 / GCP 19 / FO 20 / PO17 / YP16 / YC

REAL SIZE

NEW COLORS
2019

Superior quality spoon, designed by the Rapture Staff 
members for the Area Trout game. All details have been 
carefully considered, the material used, the action and the 
finishes are really of outstanding quality. 

The concave body fall slowly into the water creating a great rolling action 
able to entice trout to bite, 
while with a slow and steady 
retrieve Prism produces an hi-
gh-wobbling action that trout 
can’t resist. Fitted with a single 
barbless hooks and individually 
handcrafted.

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-08-001..063 2.0g 32mm #08

188-08-021..073 2.6g 32mm #08

188-08-041..083 3.2g 32mm #08
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IRIDE

13 / P9 / CY7 / WP 8 / FP 10 / SY 11 / R 12 / CGFO 14 / MY 15 / FYO

1 / MW 2 / MP 3 / MFO 4 / MFP 5 / G 6 / GC

10 / SY09 / GY08 / FOY07 / PY06 / FM05 / R

04 / MFP02 / MP01 / MW 03 / MFO

AREA SPOON SET REAL SIZE

51 / CP 52 / YO 53 / YL18 / GCP16 / YC 17 / YP 19 / FO 20 / PO

REAL SIZE

NEW COLORS
2019

Barbless 
single 
hook

Area Trout is the keyword that identifies the specific spo-
ons for lake trout fishing, a discipline which was born in 
Japan and now quickly spread all over europe. It’s the tar-
get field of these excellent lures, offered in a set of three 
pieces, characterized by different shapes and weights to 
offer three actions and enable the angler to scan all water’s 
layers in search of Trout. In order to encourage catch & rele-
ase, all models are equipped with single barbless hook, a key 
specification to respect fish health. 

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK

188-06-8__

1.3 g 20 mm 08

2.2 g 30 mm 06

3.0 g 30 mm 06

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-08-101..153 2.8g 34mm #08

188-08-121..163 3.3g 34mm #08

Individually handcrafted to perfection, Iride is a great spoon for all Area 
Trout addicts. Designed and extensively tested by our team, Iride is the 
perfect solution every time you need to cast long distance casts, delivering 
an incredible swimming action once into the water with a slow falling 
action and perfect horizontal wobbling action when retrieved able 
to grab the predator attention and to entice immediately the 
attack. Incredible attention to details and during the whole 
production process, with Japanese barbless hooks and built 
with no compromises for the most demanding anglers!
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SMARTY

1 / FT 2 / RT 3 / DPK 4 / DOR 5 / DBK 6 / DBL

7 / DCP 8 / DOC

MASU TR

BLITZ

2 / FP 3 / OC 4 / FR 5 / LY 6 / SH1 / CP

1 / PK 4 / FP 5 / FT 6 / BC3 / OC2 / OR

REAL SIZE

REAL SIZE

REAL SIZE

Wide family of spoons for fishing in ponds and lakes 
that will not miss to attract your attention and of cour-
se that of predators, thanks to their striking colours. Such 
a combination of frenzy action and bright colours will for 
sure stimulate the attack of the most lazy predator. All co-
lours have been chosen to create strong contrast with the sur-
rounding environment. The Smarty is available in 2 sizes: 3 and 5 
grams. The smaller version is highly performing in the upper layers, 
especially in late Springtime and early Autumn. The 5 grams is the 
best choice to head off the trout schooling far from the bank.

Small vivid spoon designed for trout fishing in the 
lakes. The lively action that you can get with a normal 
steady retrieve can be even improved if you add some 
small rod tip jerk. It is available in six very bright colours in 3,5 and 
5 grams weight. In order to get the very best from these spoons, we re-
commend the use of ultralight class rods, which offer casting accuracy 
and sensitive feeling during the retrieve.

In Japanese language Masu means trout. And 
actually we created this ultra light spoon specifi-
cally for trout fishing in lakes. The sinuous action, 
together with the vivid colours, are the strong 

point of this effective spoon. The lure is armed with 
single hook, and this helps to practice catch & release; 

some colours are matt finished, according to the most recent 
trend which has raised worldwide.

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-06-03_ 3.5 g 31 mm 8

188-06-04_ 5.0 g 31 mm 6

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-06-10_ 2.2 g 25 mm 08

188-06-20_ 3.0 g 32 mm 08

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-06-05_ 3.0 g 33 mm 8

188-06-06_ 5.0 g 33 mm 6
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MICRO SPOONS SET

S= Single Hook    T= Treble HookREAL SIZE

NAIL SPOON SET

01 / MW 02 / MP 03 / MFO 05 / CGFO 06 /FOY04 / BC 07 / R 08 / GY

With the relived buzz for lake trout fishing, the progeni-
tor of all metal lures is now back at the center of interest: 
the spoon has recovered its natural space, so Rapture 
offers an interesting solution in this set of three pieces. 
The blister contains three lures of the same size, but 
of different weights; two of them are equipped with a 
single, barbed hook, while the third features a treble 
hook. The shape of the blade, wide and comparable 
to a nail, amplifies fluctuations in the retrieve and 
slows the descent to the bottom during breaks; at 
that stage, light jerks made with the rod’s tip give 
vitality to the bait and can suddenly trigger an 
attack. Ideal for Trout, Chub, Asp, Perch, the Nail 
Spoon display the logo and weight individual-
ly engraved on the blade.

CODE SET LENGTH WEIGHT HOOK

188-06-6__ R01 24 mm

1.5 g S #08

2.0 g S #08

2.5 g T #08

CODE SET LENGTH WEIGHT HOOK

188-06-7__ R02 28 mm

2.5 g S #08

3.0 g S #08

3.5 g T #08

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-06-510 3.0 g 29 mm 12

188-06-520 5.0 g 29 mm 10

Set of light spoons to catch trout and other 
small predators. The set includes 4 different 

colours, each of the spoons is equipped 
with a treble hook dressed with a white 

feather and a red wrapping to increase 
the visual impact.
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LAKE TROUT

SILVER TROUT

RAINBOW TROUT

3 / FT 5 / OC2 / FR 4 / YT 6 / RT1 / SS

1 / SB 2 / FR 3 / FT 4 / YT 5 / OC 6 / RT

1 / RG 2 / SS 3 / WH 4 / FO 5 / YT 6 / RT

BROWN TROUT

1 / SS 2 / FR 3 / FT 4 / YT 5 / OC 6 / RT

REAL SIZE

REAL SIZE

REAL SIZE

REAL 
SIZE

Windex Lake Trout spoons successfully 
serve the angler who’s fishing for a range of 
game fish in stillwaters. This versatile spoon 
casts easily and can be retrieved at almost any 
speed. Bright and natural colours last for a long 
time, because the blade has been double coated 
with a protection varnish.

This spoon has been designed with a very slightly curved body to reach great casting distances and also go down at high depths, as the body is 
able to quickly “cut” the water. Thanks to this feature, you can also retrieve it at very high speed. excellent for fishing in lakes and rivers targeting 
trout, asp, chub and perch.

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-05-03_ 4.0 g 43 mm 10

188-05-04_ 6.0 g 43 mm 10

When we designed this spoon, we reduced the thickness and enlarged the surface of the blade to make it suitable for sweet retrieve and shallow 
waters. We recommend a steady and slow retrieve with occasional stops to let it sink down to the bottom. Absolutely deadly for most of fresh 
water predators like trout, chub, perch and zander.

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-05-05_ 3.0 g 32 mm 10

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-05-30_ 8.0 g 48 mm 10

This spoon features a very aerodynamics shape which allows long and accurate cast and a circular, 3D coloured insert to improve attraction and 
visibility. As a matter of fact, the blood red colour and the diamond cut of such “eye” are the elements which made this lure so unique and effi-
cient if compared to all the others. It can be used in lakes or creeks targeting trout, chub, asp and perch.

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-05-00_ 2.0 g 33 mm 12

188-05-01_ 3.0 g 33 mm 12

188-05-02_ 4.0 g 33 mm 12
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WIND RIDER

WIND RIDER DRESSED T.SPOON
1 / SC 2 / CSB 3 / GL 4 / FT 5 / RB 6 / CO

1 / SC 2 / CSB 3 / GL

BLADE CAST

5 / SBLK4 / SGRN3 / SBLU2 / SRED1 / SYLW 6 / GYLW 7 / GRED 8 / GBLU 10 / GBLK 4G
20 / GBLK 6G

9 / GGRN

7 / PS

3 / GO 5 / GC4 / BS1 / GG2 / PR

Special thick spoon for long distance fishing, perfect for every 
use in fresh and salt water. Three different weights available, 
from 3,5 to 14 grams. Smaller size is very good for chub, while 
intermediate are deadly when fishing rainbow trout in fisheries 
or asp in rivers. Bigger size is the salt water lure by election. Six dif-
ferent colours to face every request. equipped with genuine black 
nickel VMC treble hook and individually packed in blister.

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-09-10_ 3.5 g 32 mm 08
188-09-20_ 7.0 g 43 mm 06
188-09-30_ 14.0 g 50 mm 04

Historically one of the easiest and deadly lures for salt water fishing, 
either from the shore or boat. Just cast it as far as possible, then retrieve 
it very quickly or alternate the rythm to create an erratic movement: 
Wind Rider will call predators from great distances, due to the high tur-
bulence and attractive flickering. This SW edition of the Wind Rider is 
available in three weights, 21, 28 and 35 grams and three typically sal-
twater colours. equipped with genuine VMC treble hook.

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-09-50_ 21.0 g 59 mm 02
188-09-60_ 28.0 g 67 mm 02
188-09-70_ 35.0 g 69 mm 02

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-05-20_ 4.5 g 38 mm 08
188-05-21_ 7.5 g 52 mm 06
188-05-22_ 10.7 g 64 mm 04
188-05-23_ 14.7 g 76 mm 02
188-05-24_ 18.5 g 88 mm 01
188-05-25_ 25.0 g 102 mm 01

T Spoon series features an ama-
zing range of highly attractive 
colours. The special holographic 
coating allows high visibility even 
in low light conditions or when the 
water is quite muddy. The blade profi-
le is just perfect for medium-slow retrie-
ve, which is so effective in stillwaters. We 
recommend several stops to let the spoon 
drop to the bottom where it will be very likely 
attacked. Fitted with original VMC treble hooks.

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-06-00_ 4.0 g 39 mm 8
188-06-01_ 6.0 g 50 mm 6

Long casting spoon 
designed to reach 
great distances, thanks 
to the streamlined profi-
le and to the body’s thick-
ness. During the retrieve, 
the special bow in the blade 
produce a neat roll, which 
sends sharp flashes in the un-
derwater environment and also 
helps to maintain the deep rou-
te. extremely efficient also in sea 
spinning or inshore trolling.
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01 / SS 02 / PK 03 / BL 04 / OC 05 / FT 06 / BS

NIJI SPOON

NATIVE SPOON NEW
2019

1 / SY

2 / YL 3 / YO 4 / CGFO

9 / HPYM 10 / HAYU 11 / HSB 12 / HSO

5 / R 6 / PO 7 / CPUV 8 / PYW

REAL SIZE

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-06-30_ 5.0 g 35 mm 12
188-06-32_ 7.0 g 45 mm 10
188-06-34_ 10.0 g 55 mm 08

CODE WEIGHT LENGTH HOOK
188-08-401..412 2.6 g 36 mm 08
188-08-421..432 3.6 g 36 mm 08

A slim shaped spoon, whose profile recalls the body of a minnow, also 
thanks to the large eye intended to draw the predator’s attention al-
ready in the early moments of its swimming. Its blade silhouette, with 
forwarded center of gravity, has been carefully studied and drawn by 
computer to optimize the casting distance and flight stability, even in 
the presence of a headwind. Great lure for lake Trout, Perch, Asp, is also 
at home in the streams for Trout and Chub, as it quickly reaches the 
bottom, thanks to the high weight/surface ratio, and keeps swimming 
very well in the heart of the current. The double ring connection 
to treble hook eliminates the risk of missing the fish when 
it jumps out of the water and shakes the head. 

eclectic spoon, with an effective movement both in retrieve 
and with slack line during the fall to the bottom. It is equipped 
with two interchangeable hooks: one barbed, one barbless.

Specifically designed for the native Trout, it offers a complete range of 
the most updated Rapture colours: random and discrete Cluster colours, 
which don’t cast any flash; uV colours to be seen by fish at a distance or 
in low light conditions; Nature colours to imitate the usual Trout prey; 
fantasy colours to play a joker when everyone else has failed!
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(3) MOTOR OIL(1) PUMPKIN (2) WATERMELON (4) SMOKE (5) BLACK&RED (6) COLA

(3) MOTOR OIL(1) PUMPKIN (2) WATERMELON (4) SMOKE (5) BLACK&RED (6) COLA

MOUSE TAIL JERK

FLICK STICK

ACTIVE FORMULA

SUPER SCENTED & SALT-IN

RIGGING
TIPS

• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

• Texas Rig
• Trailer Microjig

DROP SHOT

O’SHAUGH WORM

DROP SHOT

O’SHAUGH WORM

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Wacky

• Drop Shot

The particular compound helps the scent and 
salt to spread, increasing the attractive power.

All lures are scented and salted in the compound 
to keep for longer time their attractive power.

Rapture’s Soft Lures are 
made of superior quality mate-
rial, soft but still durable. These power-
ful scented lures are packed in a preserving oil 
that will maintain their outstanding performance. Every and each Soft 
Lure has its own design which is specific and effective, tested and 
improved by our Pro Team for long time before launching it in the 
market. We are committed to achieve details perfection and absolute 
quality to get the best performance. Try them and you won’t regret!

The Flick Stick is a special worm for finesse presentation, a new 
design that gives a peculiar movement when sinking to the 
bottom. Built-in curves result in more fish-enticing action than 
other plastic worms. Deadly if used with a wacky jig head.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-05_ 4.5 inch (11.5 cm) 10

Mouse Tail Jerk is an innovative bait, its particular shape mimi-
cs forage fish and its thin tail produces irresistible vibrations 
during retrieve.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-60_ 3.7 inch (9.5 cm) 10
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(3) MOTOR OIL(1) PUMPKIN (2) WATERMELON (4) SMOKE (5) BLACK&RED (6) COLA

(3) MOTOR OIL(1) PUMPKIN (2) WATERMELON (4) SMOKE (5) BLACK&RED (6) COLA

(3) MOTOR OIL(1) PUMPKIN (2) WATERMELON (4) SMOKE (5) BLACK&RED (6) COLA

INTRUDER CURLY TAIL

RIBBED CURLY TAIL

PADDLE TAIL NIGHTCRAWLER

DROP SHOT

O’SHAUGH WORM

RIGGING
TIPS

• Drop Shot
• Split Shot
• Texas Rig

• Wacky
• Carolina Rig

DROP SHOT

O’SHAUGH WORM

RIGGING
TIPS

• Drop Shot
• Split Shot
• Texas Rig

• Trailer Jig
• Carolina Rig

DROP SHOT

O’SHAUGH WORM

RIGGING
TIPS

• Drop Shot
• Split Shot
• TexasRrig

• Trailer Jig
• Carolina Rig

Rapture Intruder Curly Tail is a relatively short finesse 
worm with small body ribs and a tail grub. This design is 
great because it has a compact body to enter thicker covers, but still 
able to produce many vibrations.

The Ribbed Curly Tail is a worm with a ribbed body, 
giving the bait a unique sinuosity, and has a very long 
curly tail that increases attacks during retrieve action, 
thus making the lure irresistible.

The Nightcrawler is a very versatile wormbait, with all the fe-
atures needed to fool the more suspicious predators, tail desi-
gn produces a natural action to make it more realistic.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-45_ 6 inch (15 cm) 10

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-45_ 6 inch (15 cm) 10

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-30_ 4 inch (10 cm) 10
188-00-35_ 4.7 inch (12 cm) 10
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(2) PUMPKIN 
COLA

(3) WATERME-
LON PEARL

(1) SMOKE 
GREEN

(4) PUMPKIN 
PEARL

(5) PEARL WHITE (6) DARK BLACK

(1) PUMPKIN (3) MOTOR OIL(2) WATRMELON (4) SMOKE (5) BLACK&RED (6) COLA (3) MOTOR OIL(1) PEARL (2) WATRMELON (4) SMOKE (5) BLACK&RED (6) COLA

FLAT RIBBED SLUG

BEAVER TAIL

(3) CHARTREUSE 
GHOST SILVER 
FLAKE

(1) WATERME-
LON & PEARL

(2) PUMPKIN & 
SILVER GLITTER

WACKY WORM WACKY ALIVE STICK

(4) BLACK 
RED GLITTER

(5) PEARL BLUE
BLACK FLAKE

(6) BLACK
BLUE FLAKE

(7) RAINBOW 
TROUT

(8) WATER-
MELON RED & 
BLACK FLAKE

WACKY WIDE GAP
RIGGING
TIPS

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Split shot

• Carolina Rig
• Wacky Rig

• Wacky Rig

WACKY WIDE GAP
RIGGING
TIPS

• Wacky Rig

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Split Shot
• Carolina Rig

• Trailer Jig
• Jig Head O’SHAUGH WORM

O’SHAUGH WORM

WACKY 
WIDE GAP

The Beaver Tail is part of the exclusive range of Tournament Worms and 
has been designed and filed tested by the Rapture Team to match the 
needs of european anglers. This big worm bait has a wide paddle tail 

and so it is able to move a big amount of water, thus we suggest you 
to use it as trailer on a jig.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-36_ 5.1 inch (13 cm) 10

A long-time favourite among uS professional anglers, the Flat 
Ribbed Slug has a tantalizing action that makes it ideal for a 
wide range of applications. Whether it’s used on a Carolina-rig, 
drop shot, or shaky head, the action of the Flat Ribbed Slug, 
whose body is salt and scent impregnated, is great for getting 
sluggish bass to bite. The Flat Ribbed Slug also works well as a fol-
low up bait when bass are hesitant to commit to a primary lure. even 
when the bite is tough, the Flat Ribbed Slug has that little something 
extra that bass just can’t resist.

The Wacky Worm is a straight and thick bait, 
whose aerodynamic shape and heavy weight 

make it very versatile and good for any situation you 
can find on the water. Thanks to its weight it can ca-

sted, skipped, flipped and pitched without any difficulty. 

The Wacky alive stick has been designed from the ground up to be the 
ultimate wacky rig worm. The worm is made with a special silicon formula 
loaded with one of the heaviest salt concentration in the industry! Wacky 
rig the Wacky alive stick through the middle for best results. Cast the Wacky 
alive stick near a dock, stump, or at the edge of a weed bed and let it sink 
naturally. Give it a gentle twitch or two as it sinks to flex the lure in the mid-
dle for enticing action. With its bulbous ends and exclusive ‘center-flex’ 
design, the Wacky alive stick maximizes the typical wacky 
worm ‘u’ action. If the lure reaches bottom unmo-
lested, let it sit for a few moments before 
twitching it back to life.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-22_ 5.5 inch (14 cm) 8

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-20_ 5 inch (12.5 cm) 10

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-02_ 4.3 inch (11 cm) 8
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(1) SMOKE BLUE
GOLD & SILVER 
FLAKE

(2) WATERME-
LON & PEARL

(3) PUMPKIN & 
SILVER GLITTER

(4) GHOST 
PEARL BLUE
BLACK FLAKE

(5) WATER-
MELON RED & 
BLACK FLAKE

(6) GREEN 
PUMPKIN
BLACK FLAKE

(7) AYU (8) MOTOR OIL (9) SEXY SHAD

(8) WATER-
MELON RED & 
BLACK FLAKE

(7) RAINBOW 
TROUT

(1) WATERME-
LON & PEARL

(2) SMOKE BLUE
GOLD & SILVER 
FLAKE

(3) GHOST 
PEARL BLUE
BLACK FLAKE

(4) CHARTREUSE
BLACK FLAKE

(5) JUNE
BUG

(6 ) GOLDEN 
SHINER

FISH FRY

TOTAL WORM

SENSE WORM

(1) WATERME-
LON & PEARL

(2) PUMPKIN & 
SILVER GLITTER

(3) CHARTREUSE 
GHOST SILVER 
FLAKE

(7) GOLDEN 
SHINER

(8) SEXY SHAD(4) GHOST 
PEARL BLUE
BLACK FLAKE

(5) SMOKE BLUE
GOLD & SILVER 
FLAKE

(6) RAINBOW
TROUT

O’SHAUGH WORM

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Wacky

• Split Shot
• Trailer Jig

DROP SHOT

RIGGING
TIPS

• Wacky
• Split Shot

• Carolina Rig
• Drop Shot

WACKY WIDE GAP

WACKY WIDE GAP

O’SHAUGH WORM

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Wacky

• Split Shot
• Trailer Jig

WACKY WIDE GAP

The Sense Worm is part of the exclusive range 
of Tournament Worms and has been desi-
gned and filed tested by the Rapture Team 
to match the needs of european anglers. Big 
sized worm of 15 cm, it can make a size se-
lection for your catches. It can be used in several 
ways, Wacky, Carolina or other finesse techniques.

The Fish Fry is part of the exclusive range of Tour-
nament Worms and has been designed and field 
tested by the Rapture Team to match the needs of 
european anglers. It is a versatile bait that can be rig-
ged Texas or Wacky, eventually in combination with the 
Nail Insert from Rapture, to increase the weight and modify the 
falling style. The ribbed body has a sinuous action and is able to deli-
ver many vibrations into the water.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-28_ 3.7 inch (9.5 cm) 12

The Total Worm is part of the exclusive range of Tournament 
Worms and has been designed and field tested by the Raptu-

re Team to match the needs of european an-
glers. It is a classic bait, a bait can never miss 

from any angler tackle box. It can be used 
in huge variety of techniques and it will 
always catch fish! Fresh water or salt water 

doesn’t matter, this bait will catch fish!

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-38_ 4.1 inch (10.5 cm) 10

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-34_ 6 inch (15 cm) 10
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TWIN GRUB

ZIGGY GRUB

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Trailer Jig

• Jig head

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Carolina Rig

• Trailer Jig
• Spinnerbait

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Trailer Jig

• Drop Shot

(2) WATERMELON
& PEARL

(3) PEARL WHITE
SILVER FLAKE

(1) WATERMELON
RED & BLACK 
FLAKE

(4) NEON GREEN 
LIME SILVER & 
BLACK FLAKE

(5) CHARTREUSE 
GHOST SILVER 
FLAKE

(6) CHARTREU-
SE BLACK FLAKE

FAB GRUB

(1) PUMPKIN (3) MOTOR OIL(2) WATRMELON (4) SMOKE (5) BLACK&RED (6) COLA

(1) PUMPKIN (3) MOTOR OIL(2) WATRMELON (4) SMOKE (5) BLACK&RED (6) COLA

MAGNA SUPER 
LOCK WORM

MAGNA SUPER 
LOCK WORM

O’SHAUGH WORM

OFFSET WORM

The Twin Grub is part 
of the exclusive range 
of Tournament Worms 
and has been designed 
and field tested by the Rap-
ture Team to match the needs of 
european anglers. It is actually a 
double tail grub that can be used 
as it is, or, better, in combination 
with skirted jigs and as spinnerbait 
trailer, adding extra action and move-
ment to the whole assembly.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-26_ 3.5 inch (9 cm) 10

The Fab Grub is a soft bait for different 
uses, designed with a very large 
tail that emits many enticing 
vibrations during retrieve. 
The compact and extre-
mely soft body allows 
predators to keep the bait 
in their mouth for a long 
time. It can be used in pi-
tching, flipping, and as carolina trailer. 

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-70_ 3.4 inch (8.5 cm) 10

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-50_ 3.2 inch (8 cm) 10

The Rapture Ziggy Grub is actually a bait in between a grub 
and a worm. The ribs along the body give it a bulkier appea-
rance and displace a significant amount of water, creating 
a lot of vibrations. The ribs also give the Ziggy Grub a 
feel and a texture that bass love, causing them 
to hold on longer for better hooksets. 
The soft, thin, flexible curly tail 
provides additional action 
on the fall. 
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RIGGING
TIPS

• Trailer Jig
• Swimming Shad
• Jig head

• Drop Shot
• Texas Rig

SWIMBAIT
SPRINGLOCK

JIG HEAD
MAGNA SUPER 

LOCK WORM

(2) RED FLAME 
YELLOW

(3) GREEN LIME(1) PUMPKIN 
COLA

(4) CHARTREUSE 
GHOST

(5) BLACK SILVER (6) BLACK 
PUMPKIN

(2) DARK BLACK (3) GREEN LIME(1) SMOKE BLUE (4) CHARTREUSE 
GHOST

(5) WATERME-
LON PEARL

(6) PEARL BLUE

(2) DARK BLACK (3) NEON-
GREEN

(1) SMOKE BLUE (4) CHARTREUSE 
GHOST

(5) WATERME-
LON PEARL

(6) LIME 
YELLOW

XCITER GRUB

FUN TAIL GRUB

MINNOW GRUB

OFFSET WORM JIG HEAD

SWIMBAIT
SPRINGLOCK

RIGGING
TIPS

• Trailer Jig
• Swimming Shad
• Jig head

• Drop Shot
• Texas Rig

RIGGING
TIPS

• Trailer Jig
• Swimming Shad
• Jig head

• Drop Shot
• Texas Rig

SWIMBAIT
SPRINGLOCK

JIG HEAD
MAGNA SUPER 

LOCK WORM

Specifically formulated to 
appeal to predator’s sense of 
taste and smell, the Fun Tail 
Grubs are perfect for a variety 
of rigging applications, inclu-
ding jigs and spinnerbait trailers. 
The Fun Tail Grub’s tapered body offers extra holding 
power and a fast swimming tail. once a fish bites into Fun Tail 
Grubs, the scent and inner salt, impregnated into the bait, causes fish 
to hang on longer for more positive hooksets. Though designed speci-
fically for fishing bass, these little critters will catch all species of fish.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-76_ 2.6 inch (6.5 cm) 10
188-00-78_ 3.3 inch (8.5 cm) 10

Designed to start working the moment it 
hits the water! The Xciter Grub is a pro-
ven performer for flipping, piching and 

topwater. This is the ultimate follow up bait for missed 
frog strikes and for buzzing through shallow grass and wood 

cover. In saltwater the Xciter Grub will quickly become a fa-
vourite lure of saltwater anglers all over the world.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-74_ 3 inch (7.5 cm) 10

The Rapture Minnow Grub 
is an excellent bait for zan-
der and largemouth bass, 
but can also be a good lure 
for sea bass fishing . The com-
pact body allows an aerodyna-
mic position during the cast while 
the dorsal fin stabilizes it during recovery. 
The large tail is equipped with a unique profile that 
greatly enhances the attractiveness. The specially sha-
ped tail edge, in fact, generates many high frequency vibrations that 
increase the efficacy of the low frequency vibrations of the main part 
of the tail.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-72_ 4.3 inch (11 cm) 8
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MEDUSA

CRAZY 
LIZARD

MAD WORM

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas rig • Jig head

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Trailer Jig

• Jig Head

(2) WHITE 
GHOST

(3) DARK BLACK(1) SMOKE 
GREEN

(4) CHT GHOST (5) WATERME-
LON PEARL

(6) NEON GREEN (7) GOLDEN 
SHINER

(7) SEXY SHAD

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Split Shot
• Drop Shot

• Carolina Rig
• Trailer Jig
• Jig Head

NEW COLORS
2019

(1) PUMPKIN (3) MOTOR OIL(2) WATRMELON (4) SMOKE (5) BLACK&RED (6) COLA

(1) PUMPKIN (3) MOTOR OIL(2) WATRMELON (4) SMOKE (5) BLACK&RED (6) COLA

MAGNA SUPER 
LOCK WORM

O’SHAUGH WORM

OFFSET WORM

O’SHAUGH WORM

OFFSET WORM

Texas Rig con 
Magna Super Lock 

& Bullet Head

An appetizing candy for any bass, the Rapture Mad Worm swims throu-
gh the water with a fluttering action that gets bass crazy. The special 
silicon densitiy and thick bone tail design generate a provocative wig-
gling motion. The Mad Worm also features a ribbed 
body and a uniquely designed hook point guard 
that allows for a completely weedless pre-
sentation.

A space in the ribbing along the 
body was engineered to allow 
the hook point to penetrate 
cleanly on both sides and 
rest inside the rib. Dip-
ped in a tasty salt brine, 
the Mad Worm works 
best with a steady retrie-
ve, and can be used as a jig trailer, Texas-rigged, or Carolina-rigged. If 
you’re looking for an outstanding soft plastic bait with a super action, 
the Rapture Mad Worm is the one for you.

The Rapture Medusa is 
a lure with a straight 
and compact body, 
with a top skirt 
that increases its at-
tracting power and gives a design that allows longer casts and fish in 
snaggy areas. Perfect for pitching and flipping.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-55_ 4 inch (10 cm) 5

The Rapture Crazy Lizard offers a great frantical yet realistic swim, whi-
ch makes this lure easy to spot. Great for fishing in pitching and flip-
ping, or even on open waters.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-25_ 4.7 inch (12 cm) 10

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-01-10_ 3.1 inch (8 cm) 10
188-01-12_ 4.0 inch (10 cm) 10
188-01-14_ 5.5 inch (14 cm) 5
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TEXAS CRAW CRAZY CRAW

DROP SHOT

O’SHAUGH WORM

RIGGING
TIPS

• Drop Shot
• Texas Rig
• Split Shot

• Carolina Rig
• Trailer Jig
• Jig Head

DROP SHOT

O’SHAUGH WORM

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Trailer Jig

• Spinnerbait
• Chatterbait

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Trailer Jig

• Jig Head

BABY CRAW

(2) PEARL BLUE
BLACK FLAKE

(2) PUMPKIN 
& PEARL SILVER 
GLITTER

(1) WATER-
MELON RED & 
BLACK FLAKE

(1) WATERME-
LON & PEARL

(7) SEXY SHAD (7) UV PURPLE(3) SMOKE BLUE
GOLD & SILVER 
FLAKE

(3) SMOKE 
BLUE GOLD & 
SILVER FLAKE

(4) CHARTREU-
SE GHOST
SILVER FLAKE

(4) BLACK
BLUE FLAKE

(5) PUMPKIN & 
PEARL SILVER 
GLITTER

(5) PEARL WHITE
SILVER FLAKE

(6) RAINBOW 
TROUT

(6) CHARTREU-
SE GHOST SILVER 
FLAKE

(8) SMOKE 
GREEN

(8) COLA

(2) PEARL 
BLUE

(3) WATRMELON (4) GREEN 
PUMPKIN

(5) BLACK (6) SMOKE(1) CHARTREUSE
BLACK FLAKE

NEW COLORS
2019

NEW COLORS
2019

O’SHAUGH WORM

OFFSET WORM

The Texas Craw is part of the exclusive range of Tournament Worms and 
has been designed and field tested by the Rapture Team to match the ne-
eds of european anglers. It is craw bait with avery thick and compact body 

just perfect for flipping with a Texas rig. It can 
be used as trailer for chatter baits and jigs.

The Baby Craw is part 
of the exclusive ran-
ge of Tournament Wor-
ms and has been designed 
and field tested by the Rapture Team to 
match the needs of european anglers. The Baby 
Craw deliver an incredibly realistic crawdad imitation, 
complete with an anatomically correct profile and appenda-
ges. The buoyant pincers add a special lifelike motion 
to this bait. Available in a variety of proven colours, 
the Baby Craw are a great choice on a shaky 
head or as a jig trailer.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-30_ 4.1 inch (10.5 cm) 8

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-39_ 3.5 inch (8.5 cm) 8

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-32_ 3.5 inch (9 cm) 8

The Crazy Craw is part of the exclusive range of Tournament Worms and 
has been designed and field tested by the Rapture Team to match the 

needs of european anglers. We suggest to use 
it without any weight for a top water retrieve 
over weeds and waterlilies. It cab used as a 
trailer as well. Thanks to the wide pincers the 
Crazy Craw is able to move a lot of water gene-
rating many vibrations.
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(1) SMOKE 
GREEN

(7) FLAME 
YELLOW

(2) FLAME 
YELLOW

(3) WHITE 
GHOST

(8)CHARTREUSE 
GHOST

(2) SMOKE 
GREEN

(3) WATER-
MELON

(4) WATERME-
LON PEARL

(4) BLACK SILVER

(2) BLACK SILVER

(5) WHITE 
GHOST

(5) WHITE 
GHOST

(5) GLOWING

(3) GLOWING

(6) RED&YELLOW

(8) PINK SHAKE

(6) PINK SHAKE

(7) GREEN LIME

(7) NEON 
YELLOW

(8) SMOKE BLUE(1) CHARTREUSE 
GHOST

(1) CHARTREUSE 
GHOST

(4) LIME 
YELLOW

(6) SMOKE 
GREEN

SWING GRUBY

SWING SHAD
Rapture Power Jig Head 

& Swing Shad 2.8”

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Carolina Rig
• Swimming Shad

• Split Shot
• Trailer Jig
• Jig Head OFFSET WORM JIG HEAD

SWIMBAIT
SPRINGLOCK

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Carolina Rig
• Swimming Shad

• Split Shot
• Trailer Jig
• Jig Head OFFSET WORM JIG HEAD

SWIMBAIT
SPRINGLOCK

Texas Weedless Rig with Magna Super Lock hook and Nail Insert.

The Swing Shad offers anglers a versatile bait that can be utilized 
with a number of techniques and in almost any situation.  

No matter how it’s fished, the reinforced paddle tail of the Swing Shad crea-
tes a peculiar swinging action that fish find irresistible. The Swing Shad is also 
made with a special dual-injection moulding process, which combines two dif-
ferent salted plastics and gives it a well-balanced action at any speed. Impre-

gnated with fish scent as well, the Swing Shad is sure 
to become a familiar site in stowaways everywhere.

The new Swing Gruby is a silicone soft bait 
with a body of a shad and a grub tail, whi-
ch is well suited to be used to fish both fre-
shwater and saltwater’s predators.

This new soft bait was made by the Rapture staff to 
be used in a wide range of rigs, such as the “Texas 
rig”, “Drop Shot” and “Split Shot”. Moreover, the 
Swing Grub can be used even on jig heads or as a 
trailer, accentuating the vibrations of the tail area 
of the bait during the swimming. The tail is flat and 
curved, its considerable thickness creates incompa-
rable high-frequency vibrations. This soft bait gives 
its best when searching for black bass, perch, trout, 
chub, asp, zander, pike and catfish. excellent results 
were also obtained in bass and other marine pre-
dators fishing. It’s available in one size from 3 “(7.5 
cm), in 8 very attractive colour shades, both natural 
and fluorescent, designed for our waters.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-96_ 2.8 inch (7.0 cm) 12
188-00-98_ 3.8 inch (9.5 cm) 7

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-99_ 1.5 inch (40 mm) 14

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-49_ 3 inch (7.5 cm) 10
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(1) CHARTREUSE 
GHOST

(7) FLAME 
YELLOW

(2) WHITE 
GHOST

(3) BLACK 
SILVER

(8) PINK SHAKE(4) SMOKE 
GREEN

(2) BLACK SILVER (5) WHITE 
GHOST

(5) FLAME 
YELLOW

(3) GLOWING (8) PINK SHAKE

(6) NEON 
YELLOW

(7) LOWING

(1) YELLOW 
& ORANGE

(2) LIME
YELLOW

(3) CHARTREUSE
GHOST

(8) GOLDEN
SHINER

(4) WHITE 
GHOST

(5) BLACK 
SILVER

(6) SMOKE 
GREEN

(7) SEXY SHAD

(1) CHARTREUSE 
GHOST

(4) LIME 
YELLOW

(6) SMOKE 
GREEN

RIB SLIM
SHADY

RIB SLIM GRUB TAIL

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Split Shot
• Drop Shot

• Carolina Rig
• Trailer Jig
• Jig Head

DROP SHOT

O’SHAUGH WORM JIG HEAD

SWIMBAIT
SPRINGLOCK

DROP SHOT

O’SHAUGH WORM

SWIMBAIT
SPRINGLOCK

JIG HEAD

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Split Shot
• Drop Shot

• Carolina Rig
• Trailer Jig
• Jig Head

Rib Slim Grub Tail is a silicone soft bait with a body of 
a shad and a grub tail, which is well suited to be used 
to fish both freshwater and saltwater’s predators. 

This new soft bait was made by the Rapture staff to be used in a 
wide range of rigs, such as the “Texas rig”, “Drop Shot” and “Split 
Shot”. Moreover, Rib Slim Grub Tail can be used even on jig 
heads or as a trailer, accentuating the vibrations of the tail 
area of the bait during the swimming. The tail is flat and 
curved, its considerable thickness creates incomparable 
high-frequency vibrations. Thanks to these properties, it 
can be perfectly skipped and it can produce a wide range of 
strong vibration. This soft bait gives its best when sear-
ching for black bass, perch, trout, chub, asp, zander, 
pike and catfish. excellent results were also obtai-
ned in bass and other marine predators fishing. 
It’s available in one size from 3,5 “(9 cm), in 8 very 
attractive colour shades, both natural and fluo- re -
scent, designed for our waters.

The Rib Slim Shady is a slimmer version of the exi-
sting Swing Shad and, thank to its slender body, the 
tail will already shake with any lightest movement 
of your rod tip.

It can be used with Texas or Carolina Rigs and, thanks to its flexi-
bility, it offers great performance also when used drop shot style. 

It is so versatile that can even be rigged on a jig head 
and used in salt  water for sea bass fishing.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-50_ 3.5 inch (9 cm) 10

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-01-16_ 3 inch (7.5 cm) 12
188-01-18_ 3.75 inch (8.75 cm) 10

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-01-15_ 2 inch (5.0 cm) 14
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RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas rig
• Split shot
• Drop Shot

• Carolina rig
• Trailer su jig
• Jig head

SOUL SHAD

(8) GLOWING

(2) CHARTREU-
SE GHOST

(6) LIME 
YELLOW

(0) AYU

(4) BLACK SILVER (9) PINK SILVER

(1) MOTOR OIL

(5) SMOKE 
GREEN

(3) WHITE 
GHOST

(7) FLAME 
YELLOW

(4) WHITE 
GHOST

(1) LIME YELLOW (2) CHARTREUSE 
GHOST

(5) BLACK
SILVER

(8) RED FLAME(6) SMOKE 
BLUE 

(7) GLOWING (9) PINK SHAKE

(3) ELECTRIC 
SARDINE

(7) GLOWING

(1) LIME YELLOW

(5) BLACK
SILVER

(2) CHARTREUSE 
GHOST

(6) SMOKE 
BLUE 

(4) WHITE 
GHOST

(8) RED FLAME

RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas Rig
• Trailer Jig

• Jig Head
• Swimming Shad

OFFSET WORM

SWIMBAIT
SPRINGLOCK

DROP SHOT

OFFSET WORM

XCITER SHAD

Flat sided shad featuring a distinctive action of 
the tail and a more marked wobbling. The belly 
has an useful groove that adds vibrations and 
can easily hide an additional weight. The exci-
ter Shad is an excellent lure for 
zander and pike, but it can be 
used in salt water, rigging it on 
a jig head. Flavored and colored 
in the compound, Xciter Shad is 
packaged in a resealable bag.

A new silicone shad, featuring a particular and hydrodynamic shape. It has 
been designed with a triangular body’s cross section having lots of small 
ribs that produce interesting vibrations while swimming, which attract 
Black Bass, Pike, Perch, Trout, Zander and Seabass. The tail is long and ends 
with the classic paddle shape, which, along with the extreme general soft-
ness, increases the catching rate of the lure. The Soul Shad is optimally used 
with most rig’s styles such as Jig Head, Drop Shot, Split Shot and Carolina 
Rig. Flavoured and coloured inside the compound, is presented in a rese-
alable bag with compartments that keep the lures individually separated.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-44_ 3 inch (7.5 cm) 10
188-02-46_ 4.5 inch (11.5 cm) 6

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-20_ 3 inch (7.5 cm) 8
188-02-22_ 3.75 inch (9.0 cm) 7

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-19_ 2 inch (5.0 cm) 12
188-02-23_ 5 inch (12.5 cm) 6
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EVOKE WORM

FINEZZE WORM

STICK SHAPE

(5) RED & 
YELLOW

(3) WHITE 
GHOST

(1) WATERME-
LON PEARL

(6) BLACK & 
SILVER

(2) PUMPKIN 
PEARL

(4) LIME 
YELLOW

(84) BLACK 
SILVER

(82) CHRTREUSE
GHOST

(80) AYU (85) SMOKE
GREEN

(81) MOTOR OIL (83) WHITE 
GHOST

(77) SEXY SHAD(88) GLOWING(86) LIME 
YELLOW

(78) SMOKE 
BLUE

(79) WATER-
MELON PEARL

(87) FLAME 
YELLOW

(89) PINK 
SILVER

NEW COLORS
2019

(7) GLOWING(2) CHARTREUSE (5) UV PURPLE(3) WATER-
MELON

(8) NEON 
YELLOW

(1) PEARL PINK (4) COLA (6) PINK

RIGGING
TIPS

• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

• Jig Head

RIGGING
TIPS

• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

• Jig Head

RIGGING
TIPS

• Drop Shot
• Split Shot

• Jig Head

DROP SHOT

JIG HEAD

DROP SHOT

JIG HEAD

DROP SHOT

JIG HEAD

A great flexibility and impressive 
mobility characterize this sili-
cone bait having a very special 
structure. First of all the body, 

which is crossed by endless ribs, whi-
ch are able to incorporate tiny air bubbles in the 

moment of impact on the water, that are then released 
during the retrieve. In the second place, but not least, 

the long and soft tail, which culminates in a small floating 
sphere. As a consequence, the lure displays a remarkable re-

stlessness, to be enhanced through rigging style Dropshot, Split 
Shot or Micro Jig Head, that surely doesn’t go unnoticed to the main 
freshwater predators such as Black Bass, Pike and Zander, but also Trout, 
Perch and Chub especially in the smaller size. Flavored and colored in 
the compound, evoke Worm is packaged in a resealable bag with indi-
vidual compartments.

Salted and scented soft bait with triangle shaped rib-
bed body ending in a thin tail, featuring of a thicker 
final part. This shape allows the tail to shake very ea-
sily and delivering a very appealing action. We sug-
gest to use it with drop shot rigs in clear water con-
ditions. Flavored and colored in the compound, Stick 
Shape is packaged in a resealable bag.

Its strong point is the thin profile of the body, which ends 
with a particularly fine tail. In water it mimics the movemen-
ts of a small minnow, amplifying the inputs coming from the 

rod’s tip to tease Trout, Perch, Black Bass, Zander and Seabass 
in difficult swims, maybe subject to high fishing pressure or 

populated by tiny dimension’s preys. Coloured and scen-
ted in the compound, it’s perfect in winter to stimulate 
aggression of lake Trout, where it can be hooked on a 
Micro Jig Head, or, when the waters are particularly cle-

ar, rigged “finesse” style with Dropshot or Split Shot for a 
more natural presentation. The range of available colours 

is very wide and extremely updated. Packaged in resealable bags with 
individually separated lures.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-40_ 2,4 inch (6.0 cm) 12
188-02-42_ 4 inch (10.0 cm) 8

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-24_ 3.8 inch (9.5 cm) 12

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-02-4_ 3 inch (7.5 cm) 8
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• Texas Rig
• Drop Shot
• Jig Head

• Carolina Rig
• umbrella Rig
• Swimming Shad

DROP 
SHOT

SWIMBAIT
SPRINGLOCK

MAGNA SUPER 
LOCK WORM

RIGGING
TIPS

POWER SHAD FINESSE

POWER SHAD

JIG
HEAD

The weedless rig-
ging with Rapture 

Swimbait Springlock 
hook is surely one 

of the best solutions to 
employ Power Shad soft lures.

A soft shad flavoured and coloured directly in the com-
pound, proposed in a vast family of sizes and colours, 
which is now extended with some interesting solutions.  

Besides the traditional series, stand out the Saltwater line 
and the Dual range, which is characterized by the double 
tone that gives it a particularly attractive power against 
all predators, in fresh water as well as at sea. The body is 
prepared to accept the hook and keep it in place with the 
pre-cut mould design; with a particular gradient, the 
hammer tail tends to move a significant HooKunt of 
water, drawing the attention of predators from a fair 
distance, while the joint that marks its beginning 
emphasizes the mobility of the whole lure.

Here aside is shown 
the correct rigging on 

Rapture Super Lock Worm 
hook, with the point completely 

hidden in the dedicated recess to 
create a perfect weedless configuration. This sort of 
rigging can be employed with several rig styles, from 
Texas to Carolina.

Highly recommended to face indolent 
or stressed fish, its special design delivers 
extreme mobility and irresistible vibrations! 

The triangular cross section body, is coloured, scented 
and pre-cut to accommodate the hook. A double joint separates 
the tail, giving it an extraordinary flexibility, while the forked end maintains 
a fine movement with a pause in the retrieve and delicate twitches from the 
rod’s tip. The application range is from Jig Head to rigs like Drop Shot and 
Split Shot, aimed to provoke the attack of Black Bass, Perch and Sea Bass. 

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-03-40_ 3 inch (7.5 cm) 10
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RIGGING
TIPS

• Texas rig
• Drop Shot
• Jig Head

• Split Shot
• Trailer Jig

(1) PUMPKIN (2) WATERMELON (4) PEARL BLUE (5) CHARTREUSE(3) MOTOR OIL

(1) RED FLAME YELLOW (2) SMOKE GHOST (3) LIME YELLOW (4) CHARTREUSE GHOST (5) WHITE GHOST

(1) ELECTRIC SARDINE (2) NATURAL SARDINE (3) BLUE BACK

(6) BLACK SILVER

(7) GLOWING (8) NEON YELLOW(0) SMOKE GREEN (4) APPLE MINT (5) FLUO PINK SILVER

(0) SMOKE GREEN (1) FLAME YELLOW (2) GOLD SHINER (3) LIME YELLOW (4) CHARTREUSE GHOST (5) WHITE GHOST (6) BLACK SILVER (7) GLOWING

SWIMBAIT
SPRINGLOCK

DROP SHOT

(6) SMOKE

MAGNA SUPER 
LOCK WORM

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-90_ 2 inch (5 cm) 20
188-00-91_ 3 inch (7.5 cm) 15
188-00-92_ 4 inch (10 cm) 8
188-00-95_ 4.55 inch (11.5 cm) 6
188-00-93_ 5,1 inch (13 cm) 4
188-00-94_ 6.9 inch (17.5 cm) 2

Some more rigging solutions with Power Shad combined to classic Jig heads, or employed as trailer on Chatterbait and Bass Jighead.

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-80_ 2.0 inch (5.0cm) 20
188-00-81_ 3.0 inch (7.5cm) 15
188-00-82_ 3.4 inch (8.5cm) 10
188-00-83_ 4.0 inch (10.0cm) 8
188-00-84_ 5.1 inch (13.0cm) 4

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-85_ 2 inch (5 cm) 20
188-00-86_ 3 inch (7.5 cm) 15
188-00-87_ 4 inch (10 cm) 8
188-00-88_ 4.5 inch (11.5 cm) 6

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-86_ 3 inch (7.5 cm) 15
188-00-87_ 4 inch (10 cm) 8

CODE LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-00-91_ 3 inch (7.5 cm) 15
188-00-92_ 4 inch (10 cm) 8
188-00-95_ 4.5 inch (11.5 cm) 6
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POWER SHAD SET

RIGGED SAND EEL

100mm

75mm 100mm100mm75mm

75mm 100mm 75mm 100mm

04 / PB
PEARL BROWN

02 / LT
LUMINOUS TIGER

03 / POY
PEARL ORANGE YELLOW

05 / PGY
PEARL GREY

A special selection to target specific water 
condition or a predator, selected and 
tested thanks to the experience gained 
over the years by the Rapture Team. 

Individually handcrafted to perfection and te-
sted, thus to ensure a perfect set-up and as-
sembly in every details. The jigheads 
are fitted with the proven che-
mically sharpened Power 
Point hooks. Just open the 
pack and you’ll be imme-
diately ready for action! 

CODE LENGTH WEIGHT HOOK PCS/BAG
188-03-0__ 12 cm 14 g 3/0 3

188-03-1__ 15 cm 21 g 3/0 3

188-03-2__ 20 cm 40 g 6/0 2

CODE COLOUR LENGTH WEIGHT HOOK PCS/BAG
188-03-500 Fluo 75 mm - 3" 5 g 1/0 4

188-03-510 Fluo 100 mm - 4" 10 g 3/0 3

188-03-520 Natural 75 mm - 3" 5 g 1/0 4

188-03-530 Natural 100 mm - 4" 10 g 3/0 3

188-03-540 Perch 75 mm - 3" 5 g 1/0 4

188-03-550 Zander 75 mm - 3" 5 g 1/0 4

188-03-560 Zander 100 mm - 4" 10 g 3/0 3

188-03-570 Pike 100 mm - 4" 10 g 3/0 3

188-03-580 Sea Bass 100 mm - 4" 10 g 3/0 3

Sand eel imitations with hooks and incorporated weight. 
Very balanced lure that swims in a very natural way. 
They are easy to use and offer good results fishing 
for many species such as sea bass, mackerel, cod 
etc. Made with soft silicone rubber sinking and 
meticulously detailed imitation and colors, the 
action they produce is irresistible to freshwater predators too , espe-
cially the silure.
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0 / LIME 
YELLOW

1 / YELLOW
& BLUE

2 / FLAME
YELLOW

3 / NEON
YELLOW

4 / CHART
GHOST

5 /
GLOWING

6 / GREEN
SHINER

7 / SMOKE
GHOST

TWIN TAIL MINNOW

300 
BROWNIE

150 
RED TAIL

290 
PEARL GREEN RED

133 
PEARL BLACK

100 
GOLDEN MINNOW

SLUGGER
SHAD 

SET

Rapture Pro Series lures are carefully designed in cooperation with Pro An-
glers. every single model is extensively and thoroughly field tested before 
starting production.

We are proud to offer you the best quality, no  matter which predator you are targeting. 
Rapture Slugger Shad displays a perfect swimming action, with a prey fish alike shape to 
imitate weaker fish, this lure is a great match for what predators will be eating naturally. 
each pack contains four Slugger Shad lures and two Jig heads to cope with different water 
conditions and depth, so you can get straight out on the bank to catch some predators!

CODE INCH (MM) WEIGHT PCS/BAG
187-80-... 2 1/2 (64) 1.5 g 14

187-81-... 3 (76) 2.0 g 12

187-82-... 4 (102) 4.0 g 10

187-83-... 5 (127) 6.0 g 6

CODE LENGTH WEIGHT
188-03-30_ 55 mm 5 g & 7.5 g

188-03-32_ 75 mm 7.5 g & 10 g

188-03-34_ 85 mm 10 g & 15 g

The special tail design provides great flexibility and 
natural movement.

Silicon lure with ribbed body that produce much more vibrations than a normal 
smooth body. Material softness allows a very natural swimming action. Neutral 
buoyancy. Holographic eyes. Salted and scented bait.
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(1) PERCH (2) NATURAL SHAD (4) CLOWN CHARTREUSE (5) OCEAN SHINER(3) BROWNIE

CURLY TAILHUMMER TAILFORK TAIL

POWER MINNOW
FORK TAIL

CURLY TAIL

HUMMER TAIL

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
187-99-00_ 75 mm - 3.0” 6

187-99-01_ 115 mm - 4.5” 6

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
187-99-02_ 75 mm - 3.0” 6

187-99-03_ 115 mm - 4.5” 6

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
187-99-04_ 75 mm - 3.0” 6

187-99-05_ 115 mm - 4.5” 6

The big 3D eye is not a new feature on a soft 
bait. The Rapture innovation has been the eye 
positioning: between the main soft plastic 
body and an outer soft transparent skin. In this 
way the bait can be used again and again wi-
thout risking to lose its eyes.

The inner part of the body features an holo-
graphic core that gives a true 3D effect as you 
never saw before. The holographic core is tubu-
lar and so predators can detect it from whate-
ver position. The normal holographic inner foils 
used on cheaper baits cannot allow this.

Available in two sizes: 7,5cm e 11,5cm.Designed to perfection, the Power Minnow is one of the 
most realistic baitfish imitations on the market. Featuring 
three different tailed models in two sizes: a tapered split 
tail model, a tantalizing spiral tail and a kicking thumper 
tail. Featuring also an holographic core, and amazingly cor-
rect detailing, all of these elements are incorporated into a 
soft yet durable body construction that enables the Power 
Minnow to come to life with the slightest movement. Avai-
lable in 5 incredible colours, the Power Minnow is also 
available in both 3-inch and 4.5-inch sizes.
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SHAD TAIL

TWIN TAIL

POWER MINNOW SET

MINI 
MINNOW

(3) NATURAL SHAD(1) HOT SILVER (5) CLOWN CHARTREUSE(4) OCEAN SHINER(2) PINK SHINER

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
187-99-07_ 45 mm 6

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
187-99-06_ 45 mm 6

CODE SIZE WEIGHT HOOK PCS/BAG
187-99-101 75 mm - 3.0" 5 g 1/0 4

CODE SIZE WEIGHT HOOK PCS/BAG
187-99-102 75 mm - 3.0" 5 g 1/0 4

Careful selection of the best colours to cope with water conditions, cle-
ar or dark water. Ready to use with the backup of the Rapture Team.
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(30) LEOPARD MUD(10) WEED

(60) ALBINO(20) LEOPARD FLUO GREEN (40) LEOPARD WEED

(50) BLACK BLEEDING

POPPER
FROG

CODE SIZE WEIGHT
187-10-3.. 60 mm  15.0 g (1/2 oz)

A wonderful fusion of a frog and a popper, able to offer the advantages of both lure concepts! Clearly addressed to the sum-
mer fishing of Black Bass, Pike and Asp, it is able to reach considerable casting distances because it is loaded in the tail area. 

The hyper-realistic colours, in combination with a silicon skirt, cre-
ate an irresistible attraction for predators. The concave front moves 
a good volume of water under the impulse of rhythmic jerking per-
formed in the retrieve, creating the classic sound that gave its name 
to the popper. The metalware consists of a sturdy wide gape double 

hook, made from hi carbon content steel, the points of which adhere 
to the profile of the bait to achieve the snag free condition: as soon as 
the fish compresses the soft body, hook’s points get immediately into 
action. Popper Frog is packed into individual blister.
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DANCER 
MOUSE

(50) ALBINO(30) SLATE GREY (40) BLACK(20) NATURAL GREY(10) BROWN

(10) WEED

(20) GREEN

(50) MUD

(40) BLACK

DANCER
FROG

The door to 
remove internal 
rattle is located 
on belly side.

CODE SIZE WEIGHT
187-10-4.. 45 mm 10 g (3/8 oz)

187-10-5.. 65 mm 14 g (1/2 oz)

CODE SIZE WEIGHT
187-10-0.. 45 mm 7.0 g (1/4 oz)

187-10-1.. 55 mm 14.0 g (1/2 oz)

187-10-2..  65 mm 16.0 g (5/8 oz)

Frog imitation with hollow collapsible rubber body. So re-
alistic and so effective for surface fishing, it casts very well 
and, once in water, it moves very naturally. Silicone skirts 
imitate the legs without creating snagging problems, so 
you can use the frog between weeds. The chemically shar-
pened double hooks are so strong to allow to literally “ex-
tract” fish from heavy covers. The body has an internal ratt-
ling system to increase to the max the attracting power, 
specially when it lands on thick covers or hits reed’s walls. 
Nevertheless, the rattling system is removable to increase 
lure’s buoyancy and visibility above water.

It triggers the topwater attack of Bass, Pike and Asp with the 
combined action of its hyper-realistic motion and the tail bla-
de. Not just a common mouse, but a deadly efficient lure.

The Dancer Mouse is equipped with a forwarded weight to fly very 
far and hit water with the right position to start swimming. The tail is 
flexible and sinuous to develop additional vibrations, while the blade 
is assisted by a rolling type swivel. With the pressure exerted by the 
predator’s mouth the soft, hollow body collapses, exposing the deadly 
points of the double hook, made from high carbon content steel. on 
the nose, the connecting eyelet is fully sealed to prevent water entry.
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SWIMMY

10/ RD
RUDD

20/ PG
PURPLE GHOST

30/ RC
ROACH

40/ GD
GUDGEON

60/ HS
HOT SHAD

80/ OB
ORANGE BONE

(10)
RAINBOW TROUT

(30)
TIGER FISH

(50)
FIRETIGER

(40)
KOI MINNOW

(60)
ROACH

(20)
BLEAK

MAD 
SPINTAIL 
SHAD

50/ UV-S
UV CHART SHINER

70/ UV-P
UV-PEARL 

CODE SIZE WEIGHT
187-17-0__ 100 mm 20 g
187-17-1__ 150 mm 60 g

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
187-14-0.. 9 cm 4
187-13-0.. 12 cm 3
187-12-0.. 15 cm 2

Developed with the latest technologies, to deliver 
a tremendous fish catching action and life like 3D 
body and details. Mad Spintail is a pre-rigged soft 
shad, fitted with a willow blade on tail thus to create 
vibrations and flashes to entice the attack. The bla-
de runs smooth at slow speeds thanks to a quality 
swivel, connected to a central wire through the soft 
body, while the lure cast as a rocket due to the stre-
amline body and its weight. Great to fish on with 
a linear retrieve on weed cover or close structures, 
exploring the water column simply by varying the 
retrieval speed, or for deeper water presentations 
you can alternate a steady retrieve by twitch and 
jerking action to make lure rise and fall. 

The Rapture Swimmy is a soft swim-
bait made of soft rubber with a specific 

shape to make its swimming incredibly 
realistic. The Swimmy shows all its enticing 

characteristics during the retrieve, even with a li-
near and slow retrieve, it can achieve the realistic 
look of a forage fish. Available in 3 sizes: 90, 120, 
150. Suggested Techniques: texas rig, carolina rig, 
jig head, down shot.
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1 / FIRE PIKE

DANCER PIKE

2 / NORTH PIKE

DANCER PERCH

2 / NATURAL ROACH1 / NATURAL PERCH

Perch and roach are natural preys for many fresh water predators such as pike, zander, black 
bass and catfish. Rapture has introduced some perfect imitations with a sinking action, 
created from the softest materials and with a perfect swimming action. In 2012 Rapture 
designed a 5 sections soft bait of just 12cm (34g) to complete the existing 
Dancer family and that can be easily used even with common spinning rods 
and reels. The colours and details have been carefully selected to give you 
great success with the big predators.

CODE SIZE WEIGHT HOOK SIZE PCS/BAG
187-03-12_ 12 cm 34 g 3/0 1

187-03-16_ 16 cm 60 g 5/0 1

187-03-20_ 20 cm 120 g 5/0 1

This brand new soft lure  has been designed for the big preda-
tors which live in our freshwaters as Pike, Catfish and Zander. The 

particular design of the body combined with the softest 
materials guarantee a perfect movement and the 

right sinking rate. The colours and details 
have been carefully selected to achie-

ve maximum performance, while the 
tests developed with our collabora-

tors have given impressive results.

CODE SIZE WEIGHT HOOK SIZE PCS/BAG
187-04-20_ 20 cm 70 g 4/0 1

187-04-25_ 25 cm 112 g 4/0 1
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CREATURE SHALLOW 
DIVER

DANCER 
CREATURE

05 / FIRE CRACKER 06 / PERCH

02 / BLOODY TIGER01 / FIRETIGER

01 / BLACK & RED

 03 / GREEN & BROWN 04 / YELLOW & RED

02 / PERCH

03 / RAINBOW TROUT 04 / BLACK & RED

CODE SIZE WEIGHT HOOK SIZE PCS/BAG
187-01-4_ 15 cm 20 g 2/0 - 1/0 1
187-01-5_ 20 cn 30 g 6/0 - 4/0 1

CODE SIZE WEIGHT HOOK SIZE PCS/BAG
187-01-2_ 20 cm 40 g 6/0 - 4/0 1
187-01-3_ 30 cm 115 g 10/0 - 4/0 1

Famous eel imitation now available in 2 smaller sizes (15 and 20 cm) and 
thus lighter (20 and 30g) that can be easily used with common medium 
spinning rods and reels. 6 very nice colours able to attract many preda-
tors in fresh water mainly but also in salt water. Stability and swimming 
action are really good and lifelike. Predators attack this lure when retrie-
ved steady or when jumping it from the bottom to the surface.

Great silicon lures specifically for Pike, Catfish and 
Zander fishing. The Dancer Creature is an imitation 

of a distressed eel , and is made from soft silicon rubber  with a special 
elongated and spiral shaped tail. using this lure with a slow and regular 
retrieve develops an incredibly natural movement.
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BOTTOM SHAD

TROUT HUNTER

GIANT SHAD

20 / RAINBOW TROUT 30 / FIRETIGER 50 / TIGER MINNOW40 / PERCH

1 / RAINBOW TROUT

2 / SILVER FISH 3 / BROWN TROUT

10 / ROACH

2 / ROACH 4 / PERCH3 / TROUT1 / SILVER

CODE SIZE WEIGHT PCS/BAG
187-07-08_ 8 cm 11 g 2
187-07-10_ 10 cm 19 g 2
187-07-14_ 14 cm 37 g 2
187-07-20_ 20 cm 107 g 1

Soft hammer tail swim bait, with 
inner weight and ready with ho-
oks and trebles. Smaller sizes are 
equipped with a lonely hook on 
the back while bigger ones are 
equipped with additional treble 
hook under the belly, to grant a 
successful  strike. 4 different co-
lours and 4 different sizes to tar-
get many predators species: black 
bass, asps, big pikes and wels ca-
tfish.

Giant Shads are the lures for life’s 
biggest catch. This exclusive lure is 
equipped with raised gills and four 
carving, that in conjunction with high 
quality materials help the movement also in 
slow speed retrieve. Deadly attractive in combination 
with Jigheads or dead bait rig for Pike, Zander and Cat-
fish in freshwater. But they catch fishes in saltwater too!

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
187-74-4_ 18 cm 1
187-74-6_ 22 cm 1

CODE SIZE WEIGHT HOOK SIZE PCS/BAG
187-00-12_ 12 cm 34 g 5/0-1 2
187-00-15_ 15 cm 66 g 6/0-2/0 2
187-00-20_ 20 cm 140 g 8/0-4/0 1

Rapture Trout Hunter represents a perfect trout imi-
tation with a sinking action, created from the softest 
materials with a perfectly balanced swimming action. 
The colours and details have been carefully selected 
and the hummer tail allows a slow and regular retrieve   
highly attractive in all conditions.
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(01) BLACK & RED

(02) FIRETIGER (03) BLACK & BLUE

(04) NEON YELLOW (05) FLUO ORANGE (06) WATERMELON

SPEEDY JIG 

BASS JIG

(01) CHARTREUSE BLACK (03) BLEEDING BLACK

(05) WATERMELON CHOOK (06) CHARTREUSE SHAD(04) HOT CRAW

(02) BAITFISH

CODE WEIGHT HOOK SIZE PCS/BAG
188-26-0_ 7 g 1/0 2

Rapture Speedy Jig are carefully designed in cooperation with Pro Anglers.  The Speedy 
Jig is a flipping jig with an appealing lead fitted with two 3Dglass eyes  that add a realistic 
touch to the bait. The fine-cut skirt deliver pulsing that will not fail to attract hungry pre-
dators from all around. equipped with Powerpoint carbon hooks, chemically sharpened. 

CODE WEIGHT HOOK SIZE PCS/BAG
188-12-50_ 1/4 oz (7 g) 2/0 1

188-12-51_ 3/8 oz (10 g) 3/0 1

188-12-52_ 1/2 oz (14 g) 4/0 1

The Rapture Bass Jig is specifically designed for fishing in heavy cover 
and is fitted with a this high efficient weed guard. It is anyway possi-
ble to partially or totally remove the weed guard when you need to 
fish in open water or light cover. It is equipped with an articulated 
skirt made of three kinds of material (thin, medium and thick) and 
with two longer appendixes coloured in contrast colour. Definitely a 
competition skirt jig.
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(01) WATERMELON (02) SILVER SHAD (03) BLACK & RED

(04) NEON YELLOW (05) FIRETIGER

(01) WATERMELON (02) PUMPKIN

(04) WHITE/BLUE-PEARL BLACK (05) GREEN PUMPKIN(03) CHARTREUSE PEPPER

DEEP BLACKGOLD MINNOW

CRYSTAL FLASHWATERMELON

CHARTREUSEWHITE

BUBBLE GUMSHAD

Rigged with Power Shad 2”

BLACK & REDFIRETIGER

(06) FLUO ORANGE

TUNGSTEN FINESSE RUB JIG

SPARE SKIRTS SPINNERS & JIGS

FIZZ JIG

CODE WEIGHT HOOK SIZE PCS/BAG
188-27-00_ 1/16 oz (1.7 g) 1 1

188-27-01_ 5/64 oz (2.3 g) 1 1

188-27-02_ 1/8 oz (3.5 g) 1 1

When a finesse technique is a must, the TG Finesse Rub Jig is the per-
fect choice. Featuring a compact, tungsten compound head with a 
90° angled line tie and weedguard, the TG Finesse Rub Jig also comes 
equipped with a precision-cut silicone skirt with longer material on 
the underside, while the top end flares with a natural lifelike motion.

CODE COLOUR PCS/BAG
188-22-001 White 1
188-22-002 Shad 1
188-22-003 Watermelon 1
188-22-004 Gold Minnow 1
188-22-005 Firetiger 1
188-22-006 Chartreuse 1
188-22-007 Bubble Gum 1
188-22-008 Crystal Flash 1
188-22-009 Deep Black 1
188-22-010 Black&Red 1

These replacement skirts have a shaking 
action that entices fish. Silicone rubber skir-
ts are ideal for spinnerbaits or jigs. 

Small in size, but big on attraction, the Fiz Jigs deliver a bite-sized presentation that will get 
the most lock-jawed bass to take a nibble. Fitted with a super fine-cut rubber skirting, 
the Fiz Jig deliver pulsing and breathing action that will astound anglers and bass 
alike. Backed by a razor-sharp light wire Powerpoint hook.

CODE WEIGHT HOOK SIZE PCS/BAG
188-27-20_ 2.5 g 4 2

188-27-21_ 5.0 g 2 2

188-27-22_ 7.0 g 1 2
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QUICK JIG

FLEXY BOTTOM JIG

(01) BAITFISH

(03) FIRETIGER

(05) SILVER SHAD

(02) BLEEDING BLACK

(04) BLACK YELLOW TAIL

(06) WATERMELON CHOOK

HOW TO RIG FLEXY BOTTOM JIGS

CODE WEIGHT HOOK SIZE PCS/BAG
188-26-1__ 10 g 2/0 1

Movement, colour, vibrations and sound waves caused by the contact with the bottom. An appealing mix of messages which can be sent to the bass or 
pike with a skilful use of rod and reel. It’s the unique job done by Quick Jig with its 10 gram’s head and with the skirt made from elastic monofilaments. 
But the real advantage created by Rapture Team is the interchangeability of the hook, a size 4/0 Super Lock linked through a split ring. A big plus which 
widens the chances of success, because it enables the application of different hooks or their simple replacement when the point sharpness is down. 

Flexy Jighead is the most versatile bottom jig ever! It allows to change 
in a while both the hook and the lead weight, just take the clip out 
from the jig, insert the hook in the snap and place it back into the 
head. Flexy Jighead improves also the swimming action of your lures, 
thanks to the additional freedom of movement.

CODE WEIGHT PCS/BAG
188-26-500 3g 8
188-26-510 5g 7
188-26-520 7g 6
188-26-530 10g 5
188-26-540 12g 5
188-26-550 14g 4
188-26-560 18g 3
188-26-570 21g 3

Remove the clip from the ball head and rig the lure, it allows you to 
use always the correct hooks for the soft bait you choose and to rig it 
in different ways including “weedless style” rigging.

Connect the hookbait to the slimmer end of the clip, then fit it into 
ball head. 

Line can be tied directly to the clip, or linked by a small snap. 
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SPRING LOCK SYSTEM

1/0 2/0 3/0 4/0

5/0 6/0 7/0

SWIMBAIT SPRINGLOCK

REAL SIZE

CODE PCS/BAG
188-95-100 5

Series of small springs to be screwed into the body of soft baits to add blades or to fix hooks for 
high efficient presentation.

Screw gently the spring lock fixed on the 
top hook eye into the soft bait, making 
sure to rotate the lure to avoid damages. 

once the spring is fully enga-
ged into the body, pass the ho-
ok’s point into the lure taking 
in care to not overstretch the lure 
during the process.  

The result is a perfect weed-less style presentation, the spring will 
keep in place firmly the hook. Always consider the hook size in rela-
tion to the bait you’ll be using. 

CODE WEIGHT HOOK SIZE PCS/BAG
200-59-010 2.0g 1/0 5
200-59-020 2.5g 2/0 5
200-59-030 3.0g 3/0 5
200-59-040 4.0g 4/0 5
200-59-050 6.0g 5/0 5
200-59-060 8.0g 6/0 3
200-59-070 10.0g 7/0 3

Series of hooks to be used with swimbaits or 
shads. The hooks is screwed straight into the 
body of the bait and the weight is posi-
tioned under the central part of the 
body. In this way the swimming 
action is really super natural 
and better if compared to 
the one got using a traditio-
nal jig head instead.

Run the spring lock spiral part through the 
hook eyelet till the round eye.

Fix first the pin on the soft lure head. once the pin is 
fully engaged, rotate the soft lure body till the hook 
eye. Just then pass the hook through the soft lure. 
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POWER ROUND JIGHEADS LRS

NAIL INSERT

FLASH BLADES

CODE WEIGHT HOOK SIZE PCS/BAG
188-33-110 5 g 1/0 3
188-33-120 5 g 2/0 3
188-33-130 5 g 3/0 3
188-33-140 5 g 4/0 3
188-33-210 7.5 g 1/0 3
188-33-220 7.5 g 2/0 3
188-33-230 7.5 g 3/0 3
188-33-240 7.5 g 4/0 3
188-33-250 7.5 g 5/0 3
188-33-260 7.5 g 6/0 3
188-33-310 10 g 1/0 3
188-33-320 10 g 2/0 3
188-33-330 10 g 3/0 3
188-33-340 10 g 4/0 3
188-33-350 10 g 5/0 3
188-33-360 10 g 6/0 3
188-33-410 12 g 1/0 3
188-33-420 12 g 2/0 3
188-33-430 12 g 3/0 3
188-33-440 12 g 4/0 3
188-33-450 12 g 5/0 3
188-33-460 12 g 6/0 3
188-33-510 15 g 1/0 3
188-33-520 15 g 2/0 3
188-33-530 15 g 3/0 3
188-33-540 15 g 4/0 3
188-33-550 15 g 5/0 3
188-33-560 15 g 6/0 3
188-33-620 20 g 2/0 3
188-33-640 20 g 4/0 3
188-33-660 20 g 6/0 3
188-33-720 25 g 2/0 3
188-33-740 25 g 4/0 3
188-33-760 25 g 6/0 3

our Round-head lead jigs are great for use with 
all soft plastic lures and they can give you supe-
rior results if used with Rapture Tournament or 
Live Action Lures. Hooks shank are provided of 
lead barb that will hold the soft bait into position 
without break it. The standard 90° eye is perfect for 
vertical jigging and many other applications. use 
them as they are or custom paint them with the 
colours you think will give you an advantage. The 
weight of the Power Jig Heads is marked in the lead 
so it will last forever.

CODE FORMA LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-22-210 Colorado 17 mm 2

188-22-220 Colorado 21 mm 2

188-22-310 Willow 30 mm 2

188-22-320 Willow 35 mm 2

CODE WEIGHT OZ PCS/BAG
188-11-310 1/10 (2.8g) 16
188-11-314 1/14 (2.0g) 18
188-11-318 1/18 (1.5g) 20

Custom weight and balance your soft plastics with the lead Nail Insert weight. Ribbed design won’t 
slip, weights trim easily with line cutters.

Spinners of different shape and size to 
be screwed into the body of soft baits 
to increase their attraction power. 

Insert the hook parallel to the bait axis, so that its point faces the side opposite to 
the lead and remains exposed.

Insert the hook parallel to the bait axis, so that its point faces the side opposi-
te to the lead and remains exposed.

Make sure that the hook’s point tip is in perfect 
condition. Insert the tip into the head of the bait, 
making it penetrate.

The Jig head provides the necessary weight to 
reach the required distance and depth, helping 
to keep the line tight.

Slide the bait on to the hook shank until it touches 
the lead head. Pull the hook point upwards, leaving 
it exposed.
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POWER 
JIGHEAD 

FOOTBALL

STICK SINKER

POWER MICRO JIGHEADS

DIAMOND HOOK SHARPENER

ROUND SINKER

BULLET SINKER

CODE WEIGHT HOOK SIZE PCS/BAG
188-31-110 5 g 1/0 3
188-31-120 5 g 2/0 3
188-31-230 7.5 g 3/0 3
188-31-240 7.5 g 4/0 3
188-31-330 10 g 3/0 3
188-31-340 10 g 4/0 3
188-31-430 12 g 3/0 3
188-31-440 12 g 4/0 3
188-31-530 15 g 3/0 3
188-31-540 15 g 4/0 3

Designed to provide a quick vertical drop and a seductive rocking motion on the bottom, the Power Football Jig Head pairs perfectly with an 
endless number of craws, grubs, and other trailers. Crafted around a 90-degree round bend and black finishpremium hook, these jig head also 
provides the durability to cover miles of deep, rocky ground. offered in a number of sizes to rock and roll along the bottom.

CODE WEIGHT OZ PCS/BAG
188-11-107 1/4 (7g) 5
188-11-110 3/8 (10g) 5
188-11-114 1/2 (14g) 5
188-11-121 3/4 (21g) 4

Cylindrical weight for drop shot 
rigs. A special paint does not allow 

the water to enter in contact 
with the lead and gives 
camo effect.

CODE WEIGHT HOOK SIZE PCS/BAG
188-32-104 0.8 g 4 3
188-32-106 0.8 g 6 3
188-32-201 1.5 g 1 3
188-32-202 1.5 g 2 3
188-32-204 1.5 g 4 3
188-32-206 1.5 g 6 3
188-32-301 2.5 g 1 3
188-32-302 2.5 g 2 3
188-32-304 2.5 g 4 3
188-32-306 2.5 g 6 3
188-32-401 4.0 g 1 3
188-32-402 4.0 g 2 3
188-32-404 4.0 g 4 3
188-32-406 4.0 g 6 3

The Micro Jig Head has been designed for Light Rock Fishing, 
Street Fishing and more in general for 

all finesse fishing techniques, so they 
are really useful in all the venues where 
the fishing pressure is very high. They 
can be used both in salt and fresh wa-
ters. The premium quality Japanese 
hook we used to build this jig head, 
grants great striking performance.

CODE DESCRIPTION
101-46-100 DiHooKnd Sharpener

Round weight for drop shot 
rigs. A special paint does not 
allow the water to enter in 
contact with the lead and gives 
camo effect.

CODE WEIGHT OZ PCS/BAG
188-11-007 1/4 (7g) 5
188-11-010 3/8 (10g) 5
188-11-014 1/2 (14g) 5
188-11-021 3/4 (21g) 4

CODE WEIGHT OZ PCS/BAG
188-11-203 1/8 (3.5g) 10
188-11-205 3/16 (5g) 10
188-11-207 1/4 (7g) 10
188-11-210 3/8 (10g) 10
188-11-214 1/2 (14g) 10

Bullet weight sinker for Texas or Carolina rig. Hook Sharpener is designed to per-
fectly sharpen your hooks. It will 
allow you to regener-
ate and to sharpen 
to needle finishing 
all your hooks.
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BK Black Nickel

Ringed

Forged

MicroBarb

10096 TROUT

8                6                   5                    4

8                       6                       4 8                       6                       4

10130 AREA 
GAME  MASTER

10130BL AREA 
GAME  MASTER

REAL SIZE

REAL SIZE

NEW
2019

NEW
2019

Ringed

MicroBarb

BR Bronzed

Regular

Ringed

BR Bronzed

Regular

Barbless

This hooks series is made to be used 
with spinners and spoon, the ultra 
sharp barbless point allows to set 
the hook easily in any situation, and 
the special shape avoid any unho-
oking problem during the fight.

Thanks to narrow gap and long beak 
point, it provides a wonderful hold, 
even without strike.

It’s exactly same as the 10030, 
except for the point, which is 
barbless, now a must by rule in 
most trout lakes.

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
200-60-040 4 15
200-60-050 5 15
200-60-060 6 15
200-60-080 8 15

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
200-61-040 4 15
200-61-060 6 15
200-61-080 8 15

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
200-62-040 4 15
200-62-060 6 15
200-62-080 8 15
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BK Black Nickel RingedForged

BK Black Nickel RingedForged

WACKY WIDE GAP

1/0010204

DROP SHOT

REAL  SIZE

REAL SIZE

The Rapture Wide Gap 
Wacky hooks have been 
designed by our tester 
for the wacky rigs, with 
a drop shotting or down 
shotting techniques. 
Available in one size only, 
it features a light, thin yet 
strong wire, with a short 
shank, ideal for finesse presentation to 
enhance “wiggling” on the drop. 

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
200-58-020 02 10

Hook designed for Drop 
Shot techniques, with the 
bait suspended in the wa-
ter column. With a fine wire 
suitable also for small wor-
ms, but yet strong enough 
to handle big bass or even 
pike, it’s extremely light 
to improve the bait’s pre-
sentation. Featuring the 
ultra-consistent chemically 
sharpened needle point.

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
200-57-009 1/0 10
200-57-010 01 10
200-57-020 02 10
200-57-040 04 10

A finesse rig which is employed vertically, with 
suspended bait off the bottom, to trigger the 
attack of shy predators like Perch and Bass.

Double the line depending on 
how high you want the bait off the 
bottom (30 to 80 cm) and pass it 
through the hook’s eye.

Tie a Palomar knot creating a 
loose loop, as shown here, making 
sure that hook will hang from the 
bottom of the formed loop.

While holding the whole knot 
between thumb and forefinger, 
pass end of loop over the hook, 
until crossing the hook’s eye.

Pull both main line and free end to 
tighten the knot onto the hook’s 
eye; then pass the tag end throu-
gh hook’s eye.

The free tag passed in the hook’s eye makes the vertical link, to be cut 
according to the desired height of the bait from bottom. Finally, the shot is 
connected and the lure is hooked. The hook so knotted ensures naturalness 
and mobility to the bait, in addition to a great general sensitiveness.
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OFFSET WORM

MAGNA SUPER LOCK WORM

1/0                                                  2/0                                                       3/0                                                            4/0                                                                  5/0

REAL SIZE

REAL SIZE

BUCKTAIL DRESSED TREBLE

01                                                     02                                                                              04

01                                                     02                                                                              04

02                         01                                 1/0                                    2/0                                      3/0                                          4/0                                              5/0

offset Wide Gape hook designed to bait worms and creatures with 
fat bodies. In its smallest sizes it can be well employed also for drop 
shot techniques in conjunction with small shads. 
Featuring high carbon steel and super sharp 
needle points.

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
200-54-005 5/0 10
200-54-006 4/0 10
200-54-007 3/0 10
200-54-008 2/0 10
200-54-009 1/0 10
200-54-010 01 10
200-54-020 02 10

Magna Super Lock is a strong wide 
gap hook designed for fishing with 
thick baits. The 2x strong shank is 
built with the best materials now 
available and features chemically 
sharpened needle points to assure 
a perfect hook’s penetration.

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
200-56-005 5/0 10
200-56-006 4/0 10
200-56-007 3/0 10
200-56-008 2/0 10
200-56-009 1/0 10

Hand tied with natural bucktail high quality VMC trebles. They are 
perfect to be used in combination with your best lures, replacing the 
standard trebles and enhancing catch rate.

CODE COLOR SIZE PCS/BAG
188-90-110 White/Red 01 3
188-90-120 White/Red 02 3
188-90-140 White/Red 04 3
188-90-210 White/Yellow 01 3
188-90-220 White/Yellow 02 3
188-90-240 White/Yellow 04 3

effective in all seasons, especially with regard to the Black Bass, this finesse rig is very 
simple, because it just consists of a lead split shot, whose size and distance from the 
hook can be adjusted according to fishing conditions.

Push the hook through the end of 
the silicone bait’s head.

Slide the bait up the 
shank, until it reaches 
the hook’s eye.

Rotate the hook by 
180 degrees.

Reinsert the hook into 
the bait’s body. So the point will adhere to the body, 
avoiding to get snagged with submerged vegetation.
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O'SHAUGH WORM MAGNA O'SHAUGH WORM

01                                  1/0                               2/0                                     3/0                                     4/0 1/0                                         2/0                                                3/0                                                  4/0

REAL SIZEREAL SIZE

Classic shape really appreciated from all bass anglers for finesse. Rap-
ture Power Point hooks feature a chemically sharpened needle point 
and an innovative materials that make it one of the strongest and li-
ghtest hooks in the market.

Brand new hooks with a classic shape to bait worms and creatures 
with thinner bodies. They’re built with a thicker and tougher profile 
than the o’Shaughnessy this to deliver even a stronger hooks for diffi-
cult conditions in heavy cover spot. The chemically sharpened needle 
points will assure a perfect hook’s penetration.

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
200-50-006 4/0 10
200-50-007 3/0 10
200-50-008 2/0 10
200-50-009 1/0 10

CODE SIZE PCS/BAG
200-52-006 4/0 10
200-52-007 3/0 10
200-52-008 2/0 10
200-52-009 1/0 10
200-52-010 1 10

one of the most effective and famous rigs to present the silicone lures to predators. The system works 
on the bottom, responding accurately to the impulses dictated by the user, while the rod’s tip recei-
ves the signals, thanks to the direct contact with the sliding sinker.

Insert the sinker on to the line, tie an offset 
hook and pass its point through the end of 
the bait’s head.

The hook’s point can get out of the body and remain exposed, in case 
you are fishing in a snag free swim. If the snag-proof hookbait is neces-
sary to fish in those heavy covers, the point can be hidden inside.

Rotate the hook by 180 
degrees and reinsert it in 
the lure’s body.

Slide the bait up on the 
shank until it reaches the 
hook’s eye.
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CUTTING PLIERPOWER  
SPLIT RINGS

SPOT MARKER

CARBON COATED LEADERS
LOOP/LOOP

LOOP/ROLLING SWIVEL 
WITH SNAP

TITANIUM LEADER

Premium flattened stainless 
steel split rings. Due to the 
usage of high quality spring 
steel these split rings reach 
enormous load-bearing capa-
city and stability.

CODE DIAMETER KG PCS/BAG
188-95-003 3.5 mm 8 20
188-95-004 4.0 mm 12 20
188-95-005 5.0 mm 19 20
188-95-006 6.0 mm 26 10
188-95-007 7.0 mm 38 10
188-95-008 8.0 mm 65 10

CODE DESCRIPTION
101-46-010 Cutting Plier

CODE   DESCRIPTION
101-46-200 Spot Marker

Carbon Coated Leader designed to 
build rigs and leaders. At each end 
has two loops for connecting ho-
oks, lures or mainline. To preserve 
the unique qualities of this leadrs 
no tube have been used. We tied the 
leader using the same lightweight 
wire material to obtain a professio-
nal and durable effect.

At one end has a 
loop while at the 
other end it has a rol-
ling snap swivel. To preserve the 
unique qualities of this leaders no 
tube have been used. We tied the le-
ader using the same lightweight wire 
material to obtain a professional and du-
rable effect.

The H shape design guarantees the 
marker will stay in place directly 
above the lead. A whopping 
25m of line is attached to the 
lead strip and the high visibi-
lity orange plastic make it easy 
to spot at distance.

Designed for 
those who wan-
ts the best to build 
their rigs. Titanium Leaders 
have a traction resistance 
and abrasion resistance gre-
ater than any other ma-
terial. Tough but soft 
material that allows 
a better presentation of 
the bait. Features a safety 
lock at one end and a ball be-
aring swivel at the other one.

High quality plier that fea-
tures a side cutter able to 
cut wire traces and trebles. Quick 
and easy to use Rapture Cutting Plier 
is fitted with rubber handle to provide a 
comfortable and secure grip and a spe-
cial finish to prevent from rusting.

CODE COLOUR B.S. LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-80-215 Carbon / Grey 15 lbs 40 cm 2

188-80-220 Carbon / Grey 20 lbs 40 cm 2

188-80-230 Carbon / Grey 30 lbs 40 cm 2

188-80-240 Carbon / Grey 40 lbs 40 cm 2

CODE COLOUR B.S. LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-83-020 Black 20 lbs 30 cm 1

188-83-040 Black 40 lbs 30 cm 1

188-83-060 Black 60 lbs 30 cm 1

188-83-100 Black 100 lbs 30 cm 1

CODE COLOUR B.S. LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-80-410 Carbon / Grey 10 lbs 20 cm 2

188-80-415 Carbon / Grey 15 lbs 20 cm 2

188-80-420 Carbon / Grey 20 lbs 30 cm 2

188-80-430 Carbon / Grey 30 lbs 30 cm 2

188-80-440 Carbon / Grey 40 lbs 40 cm 2
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LOOP/SNAP

BLOODY/RED

WEEDY/GREY

WEEDY/GREY

BLOODY/RED

LOOP/SWIVEL

WIRE LEADER

7X7 SOFT LEADERS
DOUBLE TREBLE

BLOODY/RED

BLOODY/RED

WEEDY/GREY

WEEDY/GREY

LOOP/TREBLE HOOK

LOOP/LOOP

7X7 SOFT LEADERS
SINGLE TREBLE

Superior quality 49 strands 
wire provides maximum 
softness and highest resi-
stance to abrasion. This re-
ady to go rig is designed to 
fish for pike and zander with 
both dead baits or big shads. 
Chemically sharpened Japa-
nese treble hooks.

CODE B.S. HOOK LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-85-240 15 kg 04 30 cm 1
188-85-260 9 kg 06 30 cm 1
188-85-280 9 kg 08 30 cm 1

Superior quality 49 
strands wire provides 
maximum softness 
and highest resistance 
to abrasion. This ready to go rig is 
designed to fish for pike and zander 
with both dead baits or big shads. 
Chemically sharpened Japanese 
treble hooks.

CODE B.S. HOOK LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-85-110 15 kg 01 40 cm 2
188-85-120 12 kg 02 40 cm 2
188-85-140 9 kg 04 40 cm 2
188-85-160 9 kg 06 40 cm 2

CODE COLOUR B.S. LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-75-306 Bloody/Red 12 lbs 30 cm 2
188-75-309 Bloody/Red 18 lbs 30 cm 2
188-75-312 Bloody/Red 24 lbs 30 cm 2
188-75-315 Bloody/Red 30 lbs 30 cm 2
188-75-406 Bloody/Red 12 lbs 50 cm 2
188-75-409 Bloody/Red 18 lbs 50 cm 2
188-75-412 Bloody/Red 24 lbs 50 cm 2
188-75-415 Bloody/Red 30 lbs 50 cm 2
188-75-506 Bloody/Red 12 lbs 70 cm 2
188-75-509 Bloody/Red 18 lbs 70 cm 2
188-75-512 Bloody/Red 24 lbs 70 cm 2
188-75-515 Bloody/Red 30 lbs 70 cm 2

188-70-306 Weedy/Grey 12 lbs 30 cm 2
188-70-309 Weedy/Grey 18 lbs 30 cm 2
188-70-312 Weedy/Grey 24 lbs 30 cm 2
188-70-315 Weedy/Grey 30 lbs 30 cm 2
188-70-406 Weedy/Grey 12 lbs 50 cm 2
188-70-409 Weedy/Grey 18 lbs 50 cm 2
188-70-412 Weedy/Grey 24 lbs 50 cm 2
188-70-415 Weedy/Grey 30 lbs 50 cm 2
188-70-506 Weedy/Grey 12 lbs 70 cm 2
188-70-509 Weedy/Grey 18 lbs 70 cm 2
188-70-512 Weedy/Grey 24 lbs 70 cm 2
188-70-515 Weedy/Grey 30 lbs 70 cm 2

CODE COLOUR B.S. LENGTH HOOK PCS/BAG
188-75-706 Bloody/Red 12 lbs 30 cm 04 2
188-75-709 Bloody/Red 18 lbs 30 cm 02 2
188-75-712 Bloody/Red 24 lbs 30 cm 01 2
188-75-715 Bloody/Red 30 lbs 30 cm 1/0 2
188-75-806 Bloody/Red 12 lbs 50 cm 04 2
188-75-809 Bloody/Red 18 lbs 50 cm 02 2
188-75-812 Bloody/Red 24 lbs 50 cm 01 2
188-75-815 Bloody/Red 30 lbs 50 cm 1/0 2

188-70-706 Weedy/Grey 12 lbs 30 cm 04 2
188-70-709 Weedy/Grey 18 lbs 30 cm 02 2
188-70-712 Weedy/Grey 24 lbs 30 cm 01 2
188-70-715 Weedy/Grey 30 lbs 30 cm 1/0 2
188-70-806 Weedy/Grey 12 lbs 50 cm 04 2
188-70-809 Weedy/Grey 18 lbs 50 cm 02 2
188-70-812 Weedy/Grey 24 lbs 50 cm 01 2
188-70-815 Weedy/Grey 30 lbs 50 cm 1/0 2

CODE COLOUR B.S. LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-75-106 Bloody/Red 12 lbs 40 cm 2
188-75-109 Bloody/Red 18 lbs 40 cm 2
188-75-112 Bloody/Red 24 lbs 40 cm 2
188-75-115 Bloody/Red 30 lbs 40 cm 2
188-75-206 Bloody/Red 12 lbs 70 cm 2
188-75-209 Bloody/Red 18 lbs 70 cm 2
188-75-212 Bloody/Red 24 lbs 70 cm 2
188-75-215 Bloody/Red 30 lbs 70 cm 2

188-70-206 Weedy/Grey 12 lbs 70 cm 2
188-70-209 Weedy/Grey 18 lbs 70 cm 2
188-70-212 Weedy/Grey 24 lbs 70 cm 2
188-70-215 Weedy/Grey 30 lbs 70 cm 2

CODE COLOUR B.S. LENGTH PCS/BAG
188-75-606 Bloody/Red 12 lbs 50 cm 2
188-75-609 Bloody/Red 18 lbs 50 cm 2
188-75-612 Bloody/Red 24 lbs 50 cm 2
188-75-615 Bloody/Red 30 lbs 50 cm 2
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STANDARD SERIES

MAGNETIC SERIES

NEW
2019

NEW
2019

NEW
2019

SPOON BOX

113-20-180 / Slit Foam

113-20-190 / X6 CoMPS

113-20-195 / X12 CoMPS

113-20-185 / Triangle

113-20-170 / Silicone Pro

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
113-20-190 Rapture Boox endurance * Mag 6 Comps 18.7X10.2 (h 1.6 cm)

113-20-195 Rapture Boox endurance * Mag 12 Comps  18.7X10.2 (h 1.6 cm)

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
113-20-160 Rapture SL Box *Lure & Fly 10X19 (h 1.5 cm)

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
113-20-170 Rapture Boox endurance * Silicone Pro 18.7X10.2 (h 1.6 cm)

113-20-180 Rapture Boox endurance * Slit  Foam 18.7X10.2 (h 1.6 cm)

113-20-185 Rapture Boox endurance * Triangle 18.7X10.2 (h 1.6 cm)

Light pocket boxes featuring extreme 
slimness, useful to keep close at hand 
many spoons with single hook, jig he-
ads and flies. elastic and strong shock-pro-
of structure. Transparente lid for an immediate iden-
tification of the content. Complete waterproofness, obtained 
by the soft rubber perimetral gasket. ultraslim profile (15 mm only)
Rounded corners. Foam bottom with triangular holes to fix the lures 
through their hook.

User’s friendly, strong and superlight pocket lure boxes delivering extreme du-
rability, designed to keep close at hand any small artificial bait. The infinite icon, 

included in the name,  recalls the extreme durability of these nice boxes.

• Magnetic bottom compartments to 
hold any small metal part such as hooks, 
swivels, snaps, jig heads)

• ultraslim profile (16 mm only)

• Shock-proof polycarbonate material for 
unlimited life (endurance Concept)

• Total waterproofness, thanks to the soft 
rubber perimetric gasket

• Silicone or eVA bottom, an hook friendly 
material and single-handed locking bar 
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AREA BOX ULG PRO BOX

WATCH THe VIDeo 

SPOON BOX

Rainbow
113-20-210

Asp
113-20-230

Brown
113-20-220

NEW
2019SPOON BOX 

INDY

Dedicated to the experts 
of Area Trout and Street 
Fishing, these ultralight 
pocket boxes are perfect 
to keep on hand lots of mi-
cro spoons and jig heads. 

Lightweight and practical, Rapture uLG Box are built with shockproof 
materials and designed for small lures. The transparent lid allows to 
easily identify the content.

Maximum attention 
to details, with the 

rounded corners, 
magnets for instant 
closure and the eva 
pre-cut table to fix 

hooks easily. 

The inner foam is 
pre-cut  to allow 

an easy placement 
for both single and 

treble hooks. 

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
113-20-120 Area Box *Slim orange 9X16 (h 1.8 cm)

113-20-130 Area Box *Slim Green 9X16 (h 1.8 cm)

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
113-20-240 Spoon Box *Limited edition *Slim *Indy 16X9 (h 2 cm)

113-20-250 Spoon Box *Limited edition *Large *Indy 16X9 (h 3 cm)

Practical and roomy boxes de-
stined to become cult objects 
between trout area and stre-
eter addicts. Built with a soft 
and lightweight eva, these are 
the perfect choice to hold lots 
of spoons, spinners and jigs. The 
outer silk skin is classy and let 
you spot them at glance. 

Dedicated to Area Trout, Street Fi-
shing and Native Trout Fishing en-
thusiasts, these unique, ultralight 
pocket boxes are perfect to keep 
close at hand many artificial baits, jig 
heads, minnows and also flies. Soft, 
light and floating material (eVA). 
Silky dressing. Magnetic closure.

The pre-cut board let you fix firmly both single 
and treble hooks, while the rounded corners 

and the magnets seal the deal.

Detail about 
 engraved Rapture logo.

Hook friendly bottom to easily fix any lure. Rounded corners.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
113-20-210 Rainbow 9X16 (h 1.8 cm)

113-20-220 Brown 9X16 (h 1.8 cm)

113-20-230 Asp 9X16 (h 1.8 cm)

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
113-20-150 uLG Box 10X14.5X2.3 cm
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TACKLE BOX SYSTEM

STAXX BOX

PRO SERIES 
TOOL BOX

LURE BOX 
DOUBLE 
SIDE

PRO SERIES 
LURE
BOX

113-20-060

113-20-010

NEW
2019

113-20-310 113-20-320

113-20-330

Practical and strong multi-purpose boxes, designed to protect and car-
ry any lure and small and medium sized accessory.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
112-10-000 Tackle Box System 32x54x36 cm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
113-20-050 Lure Box Double Side 275x190x45 mm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
113-20-010 Pro Series Lure Box M1 252x125x34 mm

113-20-020 Pro Series Lure Box M2 297x185x45 mm

113-20-030 Pro Series Lure Box M3 386x228x55 mm

113-20-060 Wire Bait Box 185x140x123 mm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
113-20-310 Staxx Box * XL 22X34 (h 5 cm)

113-20-320 Staxx Box * L 17X27 (h 5 cm)

113-20-330 Staxx Box * M 16X22 (h 5 cm)

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
113-20-040 Pro Series Tool Box 350x228x80 mm

• Shock proof material with 
smoked colour to protect the 
content from dangerous uV rays

• Semi-transparent lid to see 
through and quickly find what is 
needed 

• Total waterpfoofness, thanks to 
the soft rubber perimetric gasket

• Movable compartments
• Rounded corners
• Identification by  

coloured details
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ROD PROTECTIVE TUBES

2 SECTIONS

3 SECTIONS

LURE KEEPER

AREA ROD STAND BOAT ROD STAND
NEW
2019

NEW
2019

Rapture Lure Keeper is a simple way to avoid 
sharp hooks swinging around. The Rapture 
Lure Keeper is incredibly easy to install, just 
position as desired, wrap the uV proof o-ring 
around the rod, and then secure the o-ring 
into the grooves on both sides - that’s it. When 
it is not in use, the Rapture Lure Keeper folds 
down to prevent any tangles or snags.

essential to transport Area Trout rods du-
ring the move around the lake, this rod 
stand provides great stability in any condi-
tion and slope of the ground. Two sections 
adjustable length aluminium legs, folding 
back to reduce the volume when storing 
it in the car’s trunk. Main body made from 
shock-proof material. Three rod holding tubes, with slot to easily 
accept the reel’s foot. Side designed to temporarily store lures which are 
not in use, but could be suddenly necessary. Comfortable carrying han-
dle. Hook for weight hanging in case extra stability is needed (i.e. in case 
of strong wind). Weight about 580 grams only.

Practical, efficient and durable rod holders, designed to securely fix 
them to the boat’s side. Two different sizes of the clamp, to ea-

sily adapt it to different support’s thickness. Structure made 
from stainless steel. Rubber lined rod holders, designed 

to enable a safe locking as well as a quick rod’s ex-
traction. Wide adjusting options 

in term of: inclination of the 
rod, orientation of the 

rod. Fixing screw 
with wide knob 
and non-marking 

rubber point.

CODE DESCRIPTION PCS
101-46-600 Lure Keeper 2 Sets

each lure keeper is supplied with 
three elastics of different diameter, so 

it fits any rod blank’s size.

Inclination and orienta-
tion of the rod are widely 

adjustable.

The body can be 
folded when not 
in use to reduce 
its size and avoid 
tangles.

CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH GAMBE
084-60-000 Rapture Area Rod Stand * 3 Rods 30-50 cm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
112-00-300 Rod Protective Tube - 2 sections Ø15 cm - 160/220 cm

112-00-400 Rod Protective Tube - 3 sections Ø15 cm - 120/220 cm

CODE DESCRIPTION PCS/BAG
084-60-100 Rapture Boat Rod Stand * L 1

084-60-110 Rapture Boat Rod Stand * XL 1
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ACCESSORIES

GETON PRO 
SPOON & 
SPINNER 
WALLET

GETON AREA WALLET

GETON LURE CASE BAG

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-65-070 Geton Area Wallet S 9x19 cm

048-65-080 Geton Area Wallet L 12 x 19 cm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-65-050 Pro Spoon & Spinner Wallet 3H 12x19 cm

048-65-060 Pro Spoon & Spinner Wallet SH 12x19 cm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-65-030 Lure Case Bag 18x14/4 cm

As the name itself suggests, Get-On is comprehensive range of accessories de-
signed to dramatically improve the comfort for the most demanding anglers! 
Delivering innovative solutions and details, packed with top quality materials. 

Designed for Trout Area addicts, that’s the most convenient way to carry your single 
hook lures. The inner padding avoid to damage spoons or spinners during the transport. 

Roomy wallet designed to carry spoons, spinners and small hard baits, 
the inner dividers allow to better organize the lures. The zipper let you 
reach them easily. SH = Single Hook    3H = Treble Hooks

useful lure case bag, to keep them at hand. 
Velcro closure and brass ring to carry further 
accessories. 
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GETON ELASTIC ROD GUARD

GETON CARRY ROD SET GETON ROD TIP & 
BELT SET

GETON GLASSES STRING

GETON BOTTLE
HOLDER

GETON PLIER
HOLDER 

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-65-010 Rod Tip & Belt Set

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-65-110 Carry Rod Set 

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-65-020 Plier Holder

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-65-040 Bottle Holder

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-65-120 Glasses String

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-65-090 Get-on elastic Rod Guard 180~210 cm

048-65-100 Get-on elastic Rod Guard 240~300 cm

Functional solution to protect and keep firmly your two sections rods in a while. The 
elastic material allows to easily fit on most rods’ lengths. 

Maximum protection 
for your two sections 
rods. Protect the tip 
and keep the butt 
firmly in place. 

The Carry Rod Set is the most practical solution to fix and 
transport your rods easily. 

Practical solution to keep pliers at hand.

Thermic 0.5l bottle holder. elasticated glass string with Rapture logo. 
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WADING
RUBBA NET

FLOATING
RUBBA NET

UNI-NET HANDLE

TROUT
RUBBA NET

WATCH THe VIDeo 

NETS SERIES

CODE HEAD SIZE LENGTH
084-50-250 33*28cm / 25cm 55cm

CODE HEAD SIZE LENGTH
084-50-400 50*40cm / 45cm 70cm

CODE HEAD SIZE LENGTH
084-50-300 40*35cm / 40cm 65cm

CODE DESCRIPTION
084-50-500 uni-Net Handle

Wide range of nets designed for the 
Catch & Release of trout and other 
similar predators, such perch, asp, 
zander and bass. The “Latex Deep 
Rubber Mesh” respects the fish and 
avoid the lure to get tangle,  ideal for 
Area Trout, wading river fishing, belly 
boat, spinning and also fly fishing.

Short handle which can convert any net head into a proper landing 
net, suitable for wading river fishing, belly boat, spinning, kayak and 
fly fishing.

The elastic connector include 
two safety snaps whose posi-
tion can be adjusted.

• ergonomic rubber handle
• elastic for connection to 

belt or vest
• Wide, ultralight frame with 

“D” cross section
• Rubberized no-tangle net for 

the full fish protection, featu-
ring deep net with flat bottom.

• ergonomic rubber handle
• elastic for connection  

to belt or vest
• Wide, ultralight and floating frame
• Rubberized no-tangle net for  

the full fish protection, featuring 
deep net with flat bottom

• ergonomic, tapered, non slip 
rubber handle

• Stiff, yet slim, aluminium frame 
with “D”  shaped cross section

• elastics for the safe connection 
to belt or vest, with two snaps at 
different positions

• Rubberized, no-tangle deep net for 
the total fish protection. 
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RUBBA LANDING NET

AGGRESSOR NETS

EASY RUBBER NET

CODE HEAD SIZE LENGTH
084-50-600 Ø45cm / 50cm 100cm

CODE DESCRIPTION HEAD SIZE LENGTH
084-50-100 Rubba Landing Net Ø45cm 110cm

084-50-150 Rubba Landing Net 180/2 Ø45cm 180cm

CODE DESCRIPTION HEAD SIZE LENGTH
084-51-100 Aggressor Rubber Net * L/1Sect 65x50cm / 70cm 170cm

084-51-110 Aggressor Rubber Net * L/2Sect Telescopic 65x50cm / 70cm 230cm

084-51-200 Aggressor Rubber Net * XL/1Sect 85x70cm / 90cm 195cm

This is the perfect landing net 
for predator fishing. The remo-
vable handle is made of light 
weight aluminium. The super 
soft net is made of super high qua-
lity rubber, exclusively moulded to 
avoid treble hooks tangling. It is a 
must to have tool for all those that 
don’t want the fish suffer any injury.

Series of strong yet light predator landing nets, good for fresh and salt 
water fishing. The foldable frame allows to safely lift fish from water 
and reduces the sizes for transport as well.

Landing net designed for predator and street fishing. The 
rubber net is perfect for catch and release.

The metal clip 
on the handle 
enables to hang it 
to a belt. The handle can be fold down for easy transport.

• Stiff yet light aluminium handle in two telescopic sections
• Rubber butt handle grip
• Clip to secure the landing net to belt whilst walking
• Wide, round ultralight folding head with deep rubber net with flat bottom

• ergonomic rubber butt handle grip
• Strong yet Lightweight Aluminium handle
• Wide aluminium folding frame
• Tangle free Pe rubber mesh for total fish safety
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DRYTEK PRO CARRYALL

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-54-020 DryTek Pro Carryall 43x25x31 cm

The answer of Rapture to the most 
advanced spinning instances is called 
Dry-Tek. It’s a special waterproof 
fabric, which is also lightweight and 
remarkably tear-resistant, character-
ized by a rectangular nylon mesh, 
visible thanks to the unique, squared 
surface web. Widely used in tech-
nical clothing, camping sheets and 
military accessories, as well as in the 
gliding field, it proved to be perfect 
for the luggage range designed to 
accompany the modern spinner in 
his adventures in fresh or salt water.

Bag designed to hold a myriad of lures, as well as small ac-
cessories. In addition to classic rooms for lures, on either side 
there are plastic boxes with mobile compartments. Adjusta-
ble shoulder strap and comfortable eVA handles.

The overhead compartment houses some 
transparent pockets for the ready leaders, 

closed with hinges that keep the inside dry.

In the main section there are many vertical cells intend-
ed to house the hard lures. In the front pocket more rig-
id compartments for immediate use lures.
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DRYTEK PRO ORGANIZER

DRYTEK LURE HARD CASE

DRYTEK LURE CASE

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-54-040 DryTek Lure Hard Case 25x17x27 cm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-54-010 DryTek Pro organizer 44x23x25 cm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-54-030 DryTek Lure Case 38x18x23 cm

Jig carrying bag which hosts 24 tubes of 25 
cm length. The bottom is made from rub-
berized mesh for fast drying of the content.

The bottom is made by a rubberized mesh, to allow 
the air circulation and the drainage of water eventu-
ally present on lures.

In order to easily 
identify each lure, all 
tubes can be extracted 
from the bag.

Bag with three large lure and accessories boxes, visible through the 
transparent cover, a front pocket with stiff cells for hard lures, a side 
pocket and the housing for the plier.

Very interesting lure bag that houses eight jig tubes on each side plus 
a tool box in the central room, with variable compartments. The bot-
tom is made from a rubberized net that allows the necessary air circu-
lation to quickly dry up the contents.

The picture here on right 
shows the lure tubes, which are 
protected both on top and on 
bottom by a rubberized mesh 

which facilitates the internal 
ventilation. The pocket clo-

sure is made by velcro for 
easy one-hand opening. 
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DRYTEK
RIG WALLET

DRYTEK LURE & EGI BAG

DRYTEK LURE BOX 
ORGANIZER

DRYTEK PRO WAIST BAG

WATCH THe VIDeo 

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-54-050 DryTek Rig Wallet

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-54-060 DryTek Pro Waist Bag

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-54-080 DryTek Lure Box organizer

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-54-070 DryTek Lure & egi Bag

Brilliant leader’s bag containing 9 eVA wind-
ers with three compartments each. Its rigid 
structure provides total protection. Velcro closure.

utility belt with a combination of containers for those who love 
the mobility: a stiff lure box, a pocket for the mobile phone, the 
housing for pliers, a rod holder to rest it while working around 
the lure, the hard shell for polarized sunglasses.

Handbag with four rows of rigid com-
partments designed to contain hard 
lures or egi squid lures. In total, 24 cells 
with triangular cross section. on the back 
side, two loops for belt application.

A package of three rigid bait and accessories 
boxes, with internal adjustable dividers, collect-
ed in a nice bag to be stored in the boat or belly 
boat to keep handy spare lures.

The eVA winders feature three pins to 
safely fix each leader. 
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DRYTEK FIGHTING 
BELTS

DRYTEK LEADER WALLET

DRYTEK LURE BAGDRYTEK LEADER BAG

FIGHTING BeLT

PRo BACK
FIGHTING BeLT

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-54-120 Fighting Belt

048-54-130  Pro Back Fighting Belt

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-54-110 DryTek Leader Wallet

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-54-100 DryTek Lure Bag

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-54-090 DryTek Leader Bag

on left, the fighting 
belt with housing 

for rod’s gimbal 
butt. on right, the 

version that fully 
embraces the an-

gler’s back and links 
it to the reel.

on the front side, 
four zipper or velcro 

pockets, ideal for 
documents, leaders 

and small accessories, 
including two slots 

for pliers and scissors.

In the detail picture, one of 
the safety snaps to anchor 

the reel.

Practical wallet for leaders, containing ten transparent 
envelopes, closed by instant hinges to protect the ma-
terial from rain or from sea water. The Velcro fastened 
housing offers two mesh pockets for storing small ac-
cessories or hook’s bags. 

Small bag with 24 triangular stiff 
cells to safely store hard lures.

Leader bag with two compartments and velcro bands to 
fix it to the belt.

The first compart-
ment is free to store 
accessories, while 
the second contains 
eight transparent 
envelopes, closed 
by instant hinges. 
Front pocket with 
zipper.
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WTP CARRYALL WTP LURE BAG

EVA ROD BANDS

COXYWAINS SERIES

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

048-53-400 WTP Carryall L 42x23x25 cm

048-53-410 WTP Carryall XL 58x29x37 cm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-53-030 WTP Lure Bag 42x32x35 cm 

CODE DESCRIPTION PCS/BAG
101-46-500 eva Rod Bands 2

The Coxywains series has been designed by the Rapture 
consultants to meet the needs of the most sophisticated and 
demanding spinning fans. This years collection presents more 
technical and specifically aimed models. Materials, design, lac-
ings and equipment: everything has been made and tested 
with great care to ensure the angler gets the best product. 
When you study the specifications of each product you will 
understand the reasons why these stylish bags will accompa-
ny the angler during his fishing trips for a very long time.

Large bags for easy transport of your fishing tackle tools and boxes, 
keeping them protected from water. Inside ther is a waterproof pock-
et to safely store cell phones etc.

Waterproof zips.Hard wearing bottoms.

Designed to hold a large quantities of lures and accessories. it comes 
with a hard modular dividing system and a lot of PVC pockets. The 
washable inside is suitable for sea or boat. on the front there is  a 
pocket to store lures and many other external pockets with two bot-
tles included. Waterproof zips are fitted.

Practical neoprene rod belts designed for a tight fastening of your rods.
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RIG PRO & TACKLE WALLETRIG PRo-WALLeTTACKLe WALLeT

WTP DRIFT ANCHOR

RIG PRO & TACKLE 
ORGANIZER

RIG
ORGANIZER

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-53-500 Rig & Tackle organizer

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-53-460 Drift Anchor

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-53-470  Rig organizer

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-53-480 Rig Pro-Wallet

048-53-490 Tackle Wallet

Cordura bag with two inner 
parts. one part holds 10 PVC 
resealable bags, the other one 
three 10x7cm utility boxes.

Special parachute drifting anchor that slows the 
movement of the boat. Great for fishing in drifting 
and to keep your boat in the stream. equipped with 
strong seams and thick ropes able to turn it upside down 
for easy retrieval.

Cordura wallet hosting 20 PVC reseala-
ble bags. Convenient for rig storage.
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SFT PRO TECH PACK

SFT PRO  
MASTER PACK

SFT PRO HIP 
PACK S

SFT PRO HIP  
PACK L

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-62-020 SFT Pro Tech Pack

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-62-120 SFT Pro Master Pack

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-62-040 SFT Pro Hip Pack L

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-62-050 SFT Pro Hip Pack S

A comprehensive range of modern and durable bags, packs and vest made exclu-
sively to enhance your comfort and offering great and innovative solutions. All the SFT 
products are built with quality fabrics and components, ready to withstand the toughest 
weather conditions and to help carry safely and well organized all your essential gear.

Totally adjustable vest, one size fits all. We have used a 
new concept design which allows to wear this vest in 
every situation: using light clothing in summer, or over 
an heavy winter jacket. Thanks to this feature can be 
used both by tiny or XXL sized angler. This new vest 
features two large front pockets with four attach-
ment points for small accessories, two smaller 
side pockets, two inside pockets and one large 
capacity back pocket. Waterproof material, 
the back is made of a special mesh for 
maximum breathability.

Compact hip bag 
designed with area 
trout and ultra-light 
game in mind. 

Lightweight and 
roomy hip bag, with 
loads of pockets 
to keep organized 
your essential gear.

Practical to wear can carry neatly everything you may 
need. Roomy front vertical pockets are designed to 
hold boxes, provided with additional breast pockets 
for accessories. The backpack provides plenty of stor-
age and lets you carry extra bulky tackle with you. 
All pockets are fully zippered for easy access. Ful-
ly cushioned shoulder straps and back panel with 

breathable, water‐resistant foam. exterior loop 
field and snaps for extra storage capacity.
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SFT PRO 
SLING 
PACK

SFT PRO WAIST PACK

SFT PRO SLING BACKPACK

SFT PRO 
CHEST 
PACK

SFT PRO TACTICAL HIP PACK SFT PRO DRY 
ROLL BACK

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-62-100 SFT Pro Sling Backpack

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-62-060 Sft Pro Tactical Hip Pack

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-62-090 SFT Pro Dry Pack

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-62-030 SFT Pro Sling Pack

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-62-070 SFT Pro Waist Pack

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-62-110 SFT Pro Chest Pack

Lightweight traditional sling packed with plenty of 
pockets to neatly store your gear, from lure boxes 
to accessories. exterior field for extra storage.

Functional sling backpack that provides plenty 
of storage. Zippered vertical pocket, cushioned 
shoulder strap and back panel with breathable.

Lightweight chest pack to keep well 
organized all your essential gear. Featuring 
fully cushioned and removable shoulder strap.

A versatile, roomy and lightweight sling 
backpack that provides functional per-
formance for anglers looking for a stylish 
pack. Featuring fully cushioned shoulder 

strap and back panel with breathable, 
water‐resistant foam. 

excellent waist bag with loads of solutions to keep everything at hand.
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PRO TECH PACK

BACK & CHEST PACK

Totally adjustable vest, one size fits all. We have used a new concept design 
which allows to wear this vest in every situation: using light clothing in summer, 
or over an heavy winter jacket. Thanks to this feature can be used both by tiny 
or XXL sized angler. This new vest features two large front pockets with four 
attachment points for small accessories, two smaller side pockets, two inside 
pockets and one large capacity back pocket. Waterproof material, the back is 
made of a special mesh for maximum breathability.

especially projected for short fi-
shing sessions: this is the most 
practical gear you can wear while 
fishing. extremely compact and 
lighweight, it can room enou-
gh accessories you need. 
outside mesh pocket and 
extendable springs with 
clip for small items.

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-61-080 Guidemaster Pro Tech Pack

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-61-040 Guidemaster Pro Back&Chest Pack
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FRONT 
PACK

FLAT 
TECH

MONO BACK PACK

STREET PACK

LURES BAG
Shoulder bag designed for shore fishing. You 
will be surprised from the overall comfort 
you will have even after many hours of fi-
shing. The two pockets can store medium 
and big sized lures, front pocket measure 
24cm x 18cm and is provided with a foam 
board; the rear bag measuring 38cm x 
22cm can contain a large amount of 
accessories.

Shoulder bag for fast fish-
ing sessions equipped 
with 2 small pockets for 
terminal tackles and 2 
large pockets for lures. 
Despite its small size it 
can host a great num-
ber of fishing tackles 
and allows the angler 
to always have them 
at hand without hin-
dering movement. 
external spring with 
carabiner to attach 
pliers or scissors.

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-61-030 Guidemaster Pro Front Pack

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-61-020 Guidemaster Pro Street Pack

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-61-070 Guidemaster Mono Back Pack

Shoulder bag with large central pocket divided 
into 3 sections where it is possible to store sever-
al small modular boxes and equipped with dou-
ble zipper and front mesh pocket with 3 spool 
pegs. Despite its small size it can host a great 
number of fishing tackles and allows to have 
them at hand without hindering movement.

CODE DESCRIPTION
048-61-010 Guidemaster Pro Flat Tech

Three sections organizer with double zipper 
in the first pocket there is a modular box 
(27x18cm) that can contain baits and acces-
sories, in the central pocket you can find a rig-
id and detachable foam board, and in the last 
pocket PVC bags.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-61-120 Guidemaster Lures Bag 29x22x16 cm
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GUIDE MASTER PRO DOUBLE RUCKSACK 

GUIDE MASTER PRO RUCKSACK

GUIDE MASTER PRO BOX BACKPACK

This new backpack made of 1200 denier Cordura features a new solu-
tion that make it ideal for long fishing session and for travelling. The 
lower part can be detached to reduce the weight and the size of the 
backpack and can be used as a waist bag. The lower bag comes with 

three modular box (27cmx18cm) which may contain lures and all the 
accessories you need. The backpack is very roomy, with two inde-
pendent compartments, external pockets, bottle holder and a padded 
back for total comfort.

Big capacity rucksack. We designed it with a lot of care for 
accurate internal room division. The main pocket is acces-
sible from both front and rear through 2 double rugged 
zippers, this solution allows a faster research of your stuff 
and better storing for bulky material. Three other exter-
nal pockets add even more space for your stuff.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-61-180 Guidemaster Pro Double Rucksack 35x55x22 cm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-61-190 Guidemaster Pro Rucksack 33x46x23 cm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-61-170 Guidemaster Pro Box Backpack 30x20x40 cm

Small sized back pack, which 
is surprisingly able to contain 
many, many things. The low-
er room holds four plastic lure 
boxes (27x18x4 cm), while the 
upper one is designed to store 
reels, gloves an many other ac-
cessories. on the front there are 
two pockets for the documents, 
polarized sunglasses, pliers 
and maybe a small box for lit-
tle things. The back side and 
shoulder straps are well pad-
ded. Both sides have the usual 
net pocket.
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GUIDE MASTER PRO GEARBOX

HIGH TECK LURES BAG

GUIDE MASTER PRO DOUBLE TECK LURES BAG

Compact bag 
made of tear re-
sistant and wash-
able 1200 denier 
Cordura. equipped with 
2 large side pockets and external 
plier holders. It can contain a large number of lures and everything you 
need for a long fishing trip. The bottom of the bag is waterproof  to 
keep away the content from mud or water. Including 4 modular boxes 
(27x18 cm). The XL is designed to accommodate even more gear and 
bigger lures, it includes 4 modular boxes (38x18cm).

Stylish bag that can house all types of lures 
and equipment. The main pocket hosts five 
modular boxes (27x18cm) for lures, while the 
front pocket is equipped with a smaller box 
(18x13cm). Hard and waterproof base, two 
external pockets on the front and one on 
the top, padded shoulder strap. The perfect 
choice for the people who loves to have all 
the tackle well organized in the same bag.

This new bag features many new solutions, per-
fect for people that loves to carry a big quanti-
ty of lures. equipped with six modular boxes 
(27x18cm). The cover is removable and can be 
used as secondary bag to store spare spools, reels 
and many other products thanks to the adjustable 
inner dividers. Three outside pockets, waterproof 
base and padded shoulder strap.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-61-200 Guidemaster Pro Double Teck Lures Bag 38x34x27cm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-61-150 Guidemaster Pro High Teck Lures Bag 33x30x27 cm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE

048-61-130 Guidemaster Pro Gearbox 30x30x30 cm

048-61-140 Guidemaster Pro Gearbox XL 38x35x32 cm
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OPEN TECK LURES BAG XL OPEN TECK LURES BAG L

EXPEDITION 
LURE BAG

TRAVEL BAG

GUIDE MASTER PRO ZIP GEARBAG

Multi purpose compact bag for lures and accessories transport. Three 
large modular boxes (18x27cm) in the main unit and a smaller box 
(23x12cm) in the front pocket. Made using 1500 denier cordura, rigid 
shock and waterproof base.

Practictal lure bag supplied with 4 tackle boxes.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-61-100 open Teck Lures Bag XL 37x23x20 cm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-61-090 expedition Lure Bag 28x8x19 cm

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-61-110 open Teck Lures Bag L 29x20x20 cm

extremely light but 
resistant travel bag, ideal to 
take with you during yours fishing (but not 
only) trips abroad. Wide range of pockets for a more logical division of 
content and extendable handle and wheels to transform this bag in a 
super handy trolley. The rigid bottom part allows to store fragile stuff and 
even travel rods, typically made in several sections.

Multi purpose compact bag for lures and accesspries transport. Three 
large modular boxes (35.5x22cm) in the main unit and a smaller box 
(27x18cm) in the front pocket. Made using 1500 denier cordura, rigid 
shock and waterproof base.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-60-190 Guidemaster Travel Bag 85x38x44 cm

Simple but extremely effective, this multi-purpose bag is destined to 
carry extra clothing, waders, reels and lure boxes, to be stored into 
the main compartment and quickly secured by a single zipper. The 
front, zippered room, can contain the rain suit, while the two small-
er, rectangular pockets enable to store further accessory boxes. Twin 
carry handles, joined by Velcro strap, plus the padded shoulder’s strap 
which is useful for long walks.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
048-61-160 Guidemaster Pro Zip Gearbag 22x42x44 cm
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PRO BAND

PRO TEAM 
SHIRT

PRO TEAM CAPS

044-15-020044-15-030

044-15-040044-15-050

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
044-01-100 Pro Team Shirt Long Sleeve M
044-01-200 Pro Team Shirt Long Sleeve L
044-01-300 Pro Team Shirt Long Sleeve XL
044-01-400 Pro Team Shirt Long Sleeve XXL

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
044-02-100 Pro Team Shirt Short Sleeve M
044-02-200 Pro Team Shirt Short Sleeve L
044-02-300 Pro Team Shirt Short Sleeve XL
044-02-400 Pro Team Shirt Short Sleeve XXL

With a fantastic combination of comfort and style, the Rapture Team 
Bands have been designed to protect the face and neck from 
sun and wind, repelling 95% of dangerous uV rays and 
moisture, while also keeping the skin quite dry, even 
in extreme conditions. Produced in a thin, breatha-
ble, ultra-soft and lightweight fabric, Team Bands are 
decorated with particularly modern designs and are 
perfect for any outdoor activity. Very resistant and 
durable, the Rapture Team Band offer a total mul-
ti-functionality, which allows you to wear them in 
a wide range of different ways. 

CODE DESCRIPTION
044-15-040 Rapture Pro Band Monster
044-15-050 Rapture Pro Band Sealine

CODE DESCRIPTION
044-15-020 Pro Team Flat Brim Cap
044-15-030 Pro Team Sealine Mesh Cap
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PREDATOR ZONE T-SHIRT & HOODY GRAPHITE

AQUA-T LIFE VEST 

SOFTSHELL  JACKETPOLAR FLEECE

Stylish and comfortable range of 
cloths made of cotton, with round 

collar t-shirts and hoodie, all 
come with the Predator Zone 

and Pro team logos. 

CODE DESCRIPTION TAGLIA
044-00-001 T-Shirt olive M
044-00-002 T-Shirt olive L
044-00-003 T-Shirt olive XL
044-00-004 T-Shirt olive XXL

CODE DESCRIPTION TAGLIA
044-00-011 T-Shirt Navy M
044-00-012 T-Shirt Navy L
044-00-013 T-Shirt Navy XL
044-00-014 T-Shirt Navy XXL

CODE DESCRIPTION TAGLIA
044-00-021 T-Shirt Graphite M
044-00-022 T-Shirt Graphite L
044-00-023 T-Shirt Graphite XL
044-00-024 T-Shirt Graphite XXL

This jacket is a floating vest that will keep you on top if you fall into the water. Nevertheless, it can-
not be considered a life jacket, but only a buoyancy aid. It is built with rugged nylon and stuffed by 
a super buoyant foam core. Several pockets have been added for your fishing convenience and two 
bands of reflective material have been placed close to the shoulders, very useful for night fishing. 
Suitable for people up to 85 kilos weight, it’s perfect for boat fishing, belly boat fishing and in all the 

situations where you are in the middle of the water, with your waders or fishing from a sea cliff.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
041-81-000 Aqua-T Vest Jacket unica

The Pro Team Jacket is a three layered soft shell jacket. The outer fabric is 
windproof and water resistant, the middle layer offers an high breatha-
bility whilst the inner polar fleece guarantees the maximum comfort and 
thermal insulation keeping you warm and dry. Soft shell is extremely hard 
wearing and fantastically flexible fitting to your body without constricting.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
044-20-200 Soft Shell Jacket L
044-20-300 Soft Shell Jacket XL
044-20-400 Soft Shell Jacket XXL

• Fabric: 100% 3 layers 
softshell 

• Rain-Proof 
• Wind-Proof
• Breathable
• Full zipped

The Pro Team Hooded Fleece is made from a soft, breathable and 
wind-resistant non-pilling polar fleece. The hood can be adjusted 
through a drawstring. This fleece is ideal to wear under waterproofs 
for extra warmth or as a top layer in its own right.

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
044-25-100 Pro Team Polar Fleece M
044-25-200 Pro Team Polar Fleece L
044-25-300 Pro Team Polar Fleece XL
044-25-400 Pro Team Polar Fleece XXL

• Fabric: 200g Polar Fleece 
• Large Frontal Pocket
• Wind-Proof 
• Elsasticated  

Cuffs 

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
044-00-510 Hoody Graphite M
044-00-520 Hoody Graphite L
044-00-530 Hoody Graphite XL
044-00-540 Hoody Graphite XXL
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LUCKY FISH FINDER - CABLE

LUCKY FISH FINDER IOS/ANDROID - WIRELESS

LUCKY FISH FINDER - WIRELESS

CODE DESCRIPTION
100-05-100 Fish Finder - Cable

CODE DESCRIPTION
100-05-300 IoS/Android Wireless

CODE DESCRIPTION
100-05-200 Fish Finder - Wireless

To see beyond all physical barriers has always been 
one of the major dreams for the human species, 
which the scientific discoveries of the last century 
have widely brought to reality. Also the investiga-
tion of underwater’s world is no more a problem, 
since we have the echo sounders, but those instru-
ments are destined to fit on to the boats. Today 
such material limit has been deleted, thanks to port-
able Fish Finder’s development, which don’t require 
any anchorage nor power cable supply, so that they 

can be used on board of the smallest boat, on a din-
ghy, on kayak, on belly boat or simply… in a pocket 
of your fishing vest when you fish from the bank! 
Fish Finder is surely an easy name, but it doesn’t 
tell the whole truth, because finding fish is just a 
portion of the activities which can be done with 
it, while also the detection of submerged features, 
obstacles, aquatic vegetation and bottom profile 
are equally as important to catch them.

Within the range of Fish Finders, this is the basic model. 
The instrument is made of a sounder and a float destined 
to keep it on water’s edge. A 7 metres long cable connects it 
to the receiver, whose sizes are quite handy and which is sup-
plied with a lanyard to hang it. on the LeD display it’s possi-
ble to read a number of information about the below aquatic 
environment, which is scanned by the sonar to find the depth 
(from a minimum of 70 centimetres to a maximum of 100 me-
tres), the nature and the hardness of the bottom, the existence 
and density of vegetation, plus, of course, the presence of fish 
and their swimming depth. The Fish Finder works with 4 AAA 
alkaline 1,5V batteries (not supplied), and is designed to oper-

ate both in fresh and salt waters, where it’s 
highly recommended to rinse it in tap water 
after each fishing session.

Special model which is located on top of the Fish Finder range, as it takes advantage from Wireless 
technology to send the information directly to your smartphone, which therefore replaces the 
usual receiver apparatus. The instrument is just made of a floating sounder, which works thanks to 
a rechargeable 3,7V incorporated battery, whose autonomy is about 5 hours; it gets power through 
a cable, supplied with the product, which can be connected to any uSB port. The maximum range 
to get wireless data is around 50 metres, while the water’s depth goes from a minimum of 40 cen-

timetres to a maximum of 45 metres, with intervals of 10 centimetres. Compared 
to the other two models, this Fish Finder also gives the water’s temperature (°C or 
°F), so that the user can easily evaluate his fishing chances.

The absence of cables identifies this Fish Finder, which provides the same information of Cable model, wi-
thout any physical connection between the sounder and the receiver. Thanks to the Wireless technology, all 
data arrive directly to the display through radio waves, with a maximum opera-
ting distance of 30 metres. The Fish Finder is made of a floating sounder 
and a receiver, which features an antenna. In order to avoid that current 
or wind could push the sounder away from the fishing area, it should 
be linked by a strong line. The sounder’s vertical range goes from 
the minimum of 70 centimeters up to the maximum of 40 metres. 
The receiver works with 4 alkaline batteries type AAA of 1,5V (not 

supplied), while the sounder is supplied with 1 
pc. CR2032 Lithium 3V battery. The box contains 
a lanyard to safely hang the instrument.
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CLICK DRAG SYSTEM

ADVANCED DRAG SYSTEM

CODE MODEL LINE Ø WIDTH LINE CAPACITY B.B.
032-98-020 LMF CLK Fly Reel #1/4 80 mm 21 mm 1WF + 100yds 20# / 4WF + 50yds 20# 2
032-98-021 LMF CLK Spare Spool #1/4 80 mm 21 mm 1WF + 100yds 20# / 4WF + 50yds 20# 2
032-98-030 LMF CLK Fly Reel #3/5 80 mm 25 mm 3WF + 100yds 20# / 4WF + 75yds 20# 2
032-98-031 LMF CLK Spare Spool #3/5 80 mm 25 mm 3WF + 100yds 20# / 4WF + 75yds 20# 2

The absence of an adjustable disk braking system makes it ideal for medium light fi-
shing, but eliminates any inconvenience. In case of bonus fish, you can still give line by 
checking the reverse rotation of the reel with the hand’s palm.

Its sophisticated disc braking system is able to protect the finest tip, while it can also 
rapidly dissipate heat in the event of any major fight, even in the saltwater environment. 
Wide range of sizes, with spare spools available separately.

• Durable click and pawl drag system  to prevent over-spooling 
• Manufactured from a high-quality, lightweight, 6061-T6 

aerospace grade aluminium, cold forged and tempered for 
superior strength and rigidity 

• Fully machined, one-piece frame, one-piece spool
• Hard anodized for surface protection and corrosion resistance
• Large arbor design speeds retrieve and reduces line memory
• Deep spool for increased backing capacity
• Ultimate lightweight design
• Ergonomic handle

CODE MODEL LINE Ø WIDTH LINE CAPACITY B.B.
032-99-030 LMF DGS Fly Reel #3/4 80 mm 24 mm 3WF + 125yds 20# / 4WF + 100yds 20# 2+1
032-99-031 LMF DGS Spare Spool #3/4 80 mm 24 mm 3WF + 125yds 20# / 4WF + 100yds 20# 2+1
032-99-050 LMF DGS Fly Reel #5/6 85 mm 26 mm 5WF + 125yds 20# / 6WF + 100yds 20# 2+1
032-99-051 LMF DGS Spare Spool #5/6 85 mm 26 mm 5WF + 125yds 20# / 6WF + 100yds 20# 2+1
032-99-070 LMF DGS Fly Reel #7/8 95 mm 28 mm 7WF + 175yds 30# / 8WF + 150yds 30# 2+1
032-99-071 LMF DGS Spare Spool #7/8 95 mm 28 mm 7WF + 175yds 30# / 8WF + 150yds 30# 2+1
032-99-090 LMF DGS Fly Reel #9/11 105 mm 30 mm 9WF + 100yds 30# / 11WF + 200yds 30# 2+1
032-99-091 LMF DGS Spare Spool #9/11 105 mm 30 mm 9WF + 100yds 30# / 11WF + 200yds 30# 2+1

• Advanced disc drag system for precise and strong stopping 
power

• Manufactured from a high-quality, lightweight, 6061-T6 
aerospace grade aluminium, cold forged and tempered for 
superior strength and rigidity

• Fully machined, one-piece frame, one-piece spool
• Hard anodized for surface protection and corrosion resistance
• Super-lightweight design with quick-change spool system
• Large arbor design speeds retrieve and reduces line memory
• Deep spool for increased backing capacity
• Easily converts to left or right hand retrieve
• Raised drag knob for positive grip
• Ergonomic handle
• Protective cloth reel bag included

It takes its name from the typi-
cal sound of the permanent 
click drag: an ultralight, sim-
ple ambidextrous with unli-
mited durability.

elegant in shape, discreet in co-
lour, terribly efficient. A robust 
and lightweight son of the 
aerospace technology, a wor-
thy partner of LmF rods.
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XLT

HBC
Completely structured in light and strong cast aluminum alloy and made very 
elegant by the nice matt black finish, this series with oversized spool core is 
characterized by a “V” throat profile that can accommodate a greater amount 
of backing, practically the insurance on the success of a difficult catch, when 
the fish develops a sudden and long, endless run. The large diameter of the 
spool’s core (large harbor), a concept that has almost replaced the traditional 
design, causes an increase of the cranking speed and casting distances, with 
a simultaneous reduction of the number of coils and of the tangle’s risk. The 
disc drag is remarkably powerful, and is governed by a raised knob for easy 
use. The reel can quickly be converted from right to left, pulling the roller 
bearing and turning it over. The protective cloth bag and the brilliant packag-
ing that serves as a counter display are particularly interesting ideas.

CODE LINE Ø LINE CAPACITY BALL BEARING
032-97-030 #3/4 75 mm WF3+100yds #20 / WF4+50yds #20 2+1RB
032-97-050 #5/6 85 mm WF5+125yds #20 / WF6+100yds #20 2+1RB
032-97-070 #7/8 95 mm WF7+175yds #30  / WF8+150yds #30 2+1RB

You don’t need to be expert in fly fishing or graduated in mechanical engineering to 
recognize at first contact the extraordinary quality of these super lightweight reels. 
Both the body and the spool are machined from a solid piece of aluminium under 
the assistance of the computer, as certified by the characteristic micro-grooves 
left by the tool, which are easily visible through a good magnifying glass. So the 
structure is much more rigid than a cast one, and the rate of required resistance 
is achieved with thinner gauges, to the advantage of lightness. The anodized 
surface has finally allowed to reach a perfect balance between the need to 
protect the structure from oxidation and to fix the colour. The body design 
with three rays makes its overall appearance extremely sporty and aggressive, 
while the oversized diameter of the spool’s core (large harbor) is the seal that 
attests the modernity of the reel, with its high retrieve speed, the sweet release 
of line coils and the outstanding consistency of drag performances. The reel 
can easily be converted from right to left, and is equipped with cloth bag. The 
transparent box showcases its beauty already on the store shelf.

CODE LINE Ø LINE CAPACITY BALL BEARING
032-96-020 #2/3 70 mm WF2+75yds #20 / WF3+40yds #20 2+1RB
032-96-030 #3/4 75 mm WF3+100yds #20 / WF4+50yds #20  2+1RB
032-96-040 #4/5 80 mm WF4+110yds #20 / WF5+75yds #20 2+1RB
032-96-050 #5/6 85 mm WF5+125yds #20 / WF6+100yds #20 2+1RB
032-96-060 #7/8 95 mm WF7+175yds #30 / WF8+150yds #30 2+1RB
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AMC SERIES

ADC+ SERIES
Dedicated to those who want to face the first experiences in the fly fishing world 
with quality tools, but without investing a fortune, this reel is still able to satis-
fy the casting style of those who already have some experience. The aluminum 
frame offers a good balance between strength and lightness, while the spool is 
characterized by the efficient and now indispensable oversized core (large harbor) 
and by the release system that allows easy access to the roller bearing, in order 
to convert the reel from right to left. The anthracite satin grey is discreet but very 
much fashionable.

CODE LINE Ø WEIGHT LINE CAPACITY BALL BEARING
032-94-030 #2/3 70 mm 115 g 2WF+75yds20# / 3WF+40 yds 20#  2+1RB
032-94-040 #3/4 75 mm 130 g 3WF+100yds 20# / 4WF+50yds 20# 2+1RB
032-94-060 #5/6 85 mm 152 g 5WF+125yds 20# / 6WF+100 yds 20# 2+1RB
032-94-080 #7/8 95 mm 161 g 7WF+175yds 30# / 8WF+150yds 30# 2+1RB
032-94-100 #9/10 105 mm 178 g 9WF+250yds 30# / 10WF+200yds 30# 2+1RB

Large harbor fly reel with frame and spool fully machined from bar stock aluminium 
to extremely tight tolerances. 2 ball bearings support the mechanical parts subject 
to stress, and an additional roller bearing supports the one way clutch. The gear is 
extremely reliable and precision, and the drag is wide range adjustable. 
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NEW MODELS
2019

IM 12 SERIES

FLY  RODS

CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH SECTIONS LINE HANDLE C. LENGTH
121-74-271 Small Creek 7’6” 4 #4 A 61

121-74-272 Small Creek 8’ 4 #4 A 65

121-74-273 Small Creek 8’6” 4 #4~5 A 69

121-74-274 River & Stream 9’ 4 #4~5 A 73

121-74-275 River & Stream 9’6” 4 #4~5 A 76

121-74-277 Streamer 9’6” 4 #6 C 76

121-74-278 Streamer 9’6” 4 #7~8 C 76

121-74-276 Nymph 9’6” 4 #2/3 A 76

121-74-302 Nymph 10’ 4 #2 B 80

121-74-303 Nymph 10’ 4 #3 B 80

121-74-304 Nymph 10’ 4 #4 B 80

121-74-323 Nymph 10’6” 4 #2~3 B 84

121-74-325 Nymph 11’ 4 #2 B 88

121-74-326 Nymph 11’ 4 #3 B 88

121-74-305 Stillwater Competition 10’ 4 #7~8 D 80

121-74-327 Stillwater Competition 11’ 4 #7/8 D 88

121-74-330 Stillwater Competition 11’6” 4 #8 D 92

Rods characterized by a remarkable fineness and lightness of the 
blanks, accompanied by a relatively fast elastic response, the result 
of the physical properties of the IM12 Modulus carbon material. Af-
ter the introduction of five experimental models in 2018, today the 
series expands with Small Creek rods, two Streamers, three further 
Nymph and the unprecedented Stillwater Competition. The natural 
cork handle, with hybrid cork reinforcements at critical points, ends 
with a satin-finish aluminum reel seat, which is fitted upside-down 
to achieve a better balance of the rod. The fine single shank stainless 
steel guides are of Sea Guide quality for a total resistance to corrosion, 
while the double shank stripper has the SiC ring. The four-section con-
figuration facilitates transport, which takes place in an elegant rigid 
tube equipped with a handle and shoulder strap with separate com-

partments to avoid contact between sections.
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A

B

C

D

Handle configuration  varying in accordance to casting style.

SMALL CREEK
Fast action blank designed to get 
accurate cast on small waterways 
and mountain creeks. Perfect for 
dry flies. 

RIVER & STREAM
Great allrounders suitable to 
any abilities and delivering per-
fection in several applications. 
From the dry fly to wet fly, every 
water conditions is covered.

STREAMER 
Available in two powers, these 
are the perfect tools for strea-
mers in every water conditions 
and all preys. 

NYMPH
Designed for the modern nymph 
techniques. From the shorter 9’6” 
to the 11’, all rods guarantee gre-
at performances but easy to use 
regardless the angler abilities. 

STILLWATER COMPETITION
Rods mostly dedicated to stil-
lwater’s Trout fishing, with two 
K-profile SiC strippers to impro-
ve shooting and oversized dia-
meter guides.
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Designed one by one for a specific field with technical assistance 
and expertise of Sandro Soldarini, these new Loomis & Franklin rods 
should be tried and tested before taking a look at the price, because 
they are really able to go far beyond the inevitable prejudices to 
which we indulge too often in the moment of the purchase. With a 
technical background of such thickness, the number of models in the 
series has risen to a massive thirty-one to include rods for creek and 
river, lake and sea, as well as for dry fly, nymph and streamer. Built 

from Intermediate Modulus Carbon (IM7), they are structured in four 
sections and supplied with stiff tube for easy transport. Guides are 
single-legged, except the stripper one, which is a Sea Guide double 
leg SiC; while Switch, Spey, Skagit and Scandi are fitted with the clas-
sic snakes to ease the heaviest lines flow smoothly. The handles are 
made from natural cork, reinforced by hybrid composites in the points 
subject to greater wear, include anodized aluminium reel seat.
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IM 7 SERIES

C

A

B

CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH SECTIONS LINE HANDLE C. LENGTH
121-73-230 Small Creek 7'6" 4 #3 A 61
121-73-240 Small Creek 8' 4 #4 A 65
121-73-260 Small Creek 8'6" 4 #5 A 69
121-73-274 River & Stream 9' 4 #4~5 A 73
121-73-275 River & Stream 9' 4 #5~6 A 73
121-73-280 Nymph 9’6” 4 #2/3 A 76
121-73-302 Nymph 10' 4 #2 A 80
121-73-303 Nymph 10' 4 #3 A 80
121-73-304 Nymph 10' 4 #4 A 80
121-73-300 Nymph 10’6” 4 #2 A 84
121-73-301 Nymph 10’6” 4 #3 A 84
121-73-306 Nymph 11’ 4 #2 A 88
121-73-305 Nymph 11' 4 #3 A 88
121-73-307 Nymph 12’ 4 #2~3 A 94
121-73-290 Streamer 9'6" 4 #6 B 76
121-73-291 Streamer 9'6" 4 #7/8 B 76
121-73-308 Stillwater 10' 4 #7~8 B 80
121-73-315 Stillwater 10'6" 4 #7~8 B 84
121-73-292 Predator FW 9' 4 #8 B 73
121-73-293 Predator FW 9’ 4 #9 B 73
121-73-294 Predator SW 9' 4 #10 B 73
121-73-295 Predator SW 9' 4 #12 B 73
121-73-338 Switch 11' 4 #7 C 88
121-73-350 Switch 11’6” 4 #8 C 92
121-73-359 Scandi 12’ 4 #7 C 94
121-73-360 Scandi 12’ 4 #8 C 94
121-73-375 Skagit 12’6” 4 #7 C 99
121-73-376 Skagit 12’6” 4 #8 C 99
121-73-389 Skagit 13’ 4 #7~8 C 105
121-73-390 Skagit 13’ 4 #8~9 C 105
121-73-420 Spey 14' 4 #9~10 C 113

SMALL CREEK
Fast action blank designed to get accura-
te cast on small waterways and mountain 
creeks. Perfect for dry flies. 

RIVER & STREAM
Great allrounders suitable to any abili-
ties and delivering perfection in several 
applications. From the dry fly to wet fly, 
every water conditions is covered.

NYMPH
A comprehensive range designed for the 
modern nymph techniques. From the 
shorter 9’6” to the 11’, all rods guarantee 
great performances but easy to use re-
gardless the angler abilities. 

STILLWATER
Developed for all lake fishing addicted, 
let the angler cast further regardless the 
line. Powerful and reliable, will bear any 
load you may put on them.

STREAMER 
Available in two powers, these are the 
perfect tools for streamers in every water 
conditions and all preys. 

PREDATOR
From bass, to carp in the line weight 8-9, 
up to pike and all saltwater game fish you 
may find both on Mediterranean as well as 
Caribbean seas. Slim yet powerfull blanks 
with immediate response. 

SWITCH
Series designed for whom want to taste 
double hand casting, lightweight, easy 
to use and extremely performing. Perfect 
also to use for long rollers cast in lakes. 

D-H (DOUBLE HAND)
High performing double hand rod series. 
Fit all the modern D-H cast applications.

Handle configuration  varying in accordance to casting style.

The four-section configuration facilitates transport, which takes place in an elegant 
rigid tube equipped with a handle and shoulder strap with separate compartments 
to avoid contact between sections.
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SPINNING    RODS

IM 7 CLASSIC PREDATOR

CODE MODEL LENGTH SECTIONS ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST C. LENGTH GUIDES
121-77-001 IM7 PS702S 7’0” - 2.13 m 2 Mod. Fast MH 1/4 - 1 oz (7-28 g) 8-16 lb 111 cm SiC

121-77-002 IM7 PS802S 8’0” - 2.43 m 2 Mod. Fast MH 1/4 - 1 oz (7-28 g) 8-16 lb 127 cm SiC

121-77-003 M7 PS802S 8’0” - 2.43 m 2 Mod. Fast H 1/2 - 1 1/2 oz (14-42 g) 12-20 lb 127 cm SiC

121-77-004 IM7 PS902S 9’0” - 2.73 m 2 Mod. Fast H 1/2 - 1 1/2 oz (14-42 g) 12-20 lb 142 cm SiC

Because of its wide versatility and the most widespread use destina-
tion all over the world, it has been adopted by the designers as the 
leader of the range, as an emblem of the L&F project. In fact, the Clas-
sic Predator series is able to range from fishing to Trout or Asp with 
metal lures and minnows, to spinning with large spoons for Pike and 
Zander, until the hunt for Black Bass or medium sized Catfish with 
hard lures or silicone lures in canals and backwaters, where all its 

blank’s power is vital to quickly extract the predator 
from the intricate underwater features. The series offers 
four rods in two actions, each one with two classic length 
options; the natural cork handles are proportioned rod by rod, with 
reel seat’s position suitable to make each tool highly efficient and ma-
noeuvrable, while the double leg guides, featuring SiC ring and finely 
wrapped, are a guarantee also for the use of braided lines.

Double leg starting guide 
matched to single leg SiC 
guides on top section; perfect  
both with braided and mono-
filaments.  

Screw reel seat with graphite and satin aluminium hoods, built around a hybrid cork 
body. Natural cork handle with fine details and hybrid cork reinforcements in the 
areas subject to abrasion. Metallic hook keeper.

A wide and comple-
te range of spinning rods, 

developed to live side by side of 
the famous Loomis & Franklin fly rods with 

the same classic taste, fine craftmanship 
and precise actions consolidated by deca-

des of experience. Blanks are built from IM7 intermediate 
modulus carbon, one of the most versatile materials to obtain a 

balanced mix of lightness, power, strength and durability.
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IM 7 TROUT SPINING

CODE MODEL LENGTH SECTIONS ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST C. LENGTH GUIDES

121-77-010 IM7  TS632S 6’3” - 1.90 m 2 Mod. Fast uL 1/32 - 3/16 oz (0.8-5 g) 2-6 lb 99 cm SiC

121-77-011 IM7  TS662S 6’6” - 1.98 m 2 Fast L 1/16 - 5/16 oz (2-8 g) 4-8 lb 102 cm SiC

121-77-012 IM7  TS702S 7’0” - 2.13 m 2 Fast ML 1/16 - 5/16 oz (2-8 g) 4-8 lb 109 cm SiC

The world of native trout spinning in the streams appreciates rods whi-
ch are light, fine, accurate in the cast and resistant to accidental shocks, 
like these wonderful creatures in two sections, born from the use of IM7 
carbon to ensure a delicate balance of all those factors while fishing 
with minnows and spinners. The progressive parabolic action makes 
the most of the catch in case of stealing a small fish from a narrow envi-
ronment as well as fighting with the dream fish in a deep hole. The han-

dle is made from natural cork, split to offer maximum 
control of the casting action, both with two hands and 
underarm style, necessary to reach the most difficult spots. 
It incorporates a reliable graphite reel seat; its ends feature hybrid cork 
inserts that add a touch of classic elegance, beyond the protective fun-
ction. The single leg guides have a “Y” anti-vibration frame and are fixed 
by fine wrappings of the same colour as the blank.

Single leg SiC guides with 
anti-vibration “Y” shape frame; ac-
curately selected and designed to 
allow the correct use of both the 
monofilament and braided lines. 

Screw reel seat with graphite body 
and satin aluminium hoods, integrated in the natural 

cork grip. Natural cork splitted handle with fine details
and hybrid cork reinforcements in the areas subject to abrasion.
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IM 7 FINESSE RIG

CODE MODEL LENGTH SECTIONS ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST C. LENGTH GUIDES

121-77-020 IM7  FN682S 6’8” - 2.03 m 2 Mod. Fast uL 1/32-3/16 oz (0.8-5 g) 2-6 lb 104 cm K SiC

121-77-021 IM7  FN732S 7’3” - 2.18 m 2 Mod. Fast L 1/32-1/4 oz (0.8-7 g) 3-8 lb 113 cm K SiC

121-77-022 IM7  FN762S 7’6” - 2.28 m 2 Mod. Fast L 1/32-1/4 oz (0.8-7 g) 3-8 lb 117 cm K SiC

Series designed to implement the search for difficult fish, with ultralight approaches at the level of the silicone lures 
and the Jig Heads needed to make them work properly. Thanks to the sensitive top section, it is immediate to receive 
the finest messages coming from the bait through the line, which is usually braided. That’s why the guides have a very 
stiff long-leg frame, with a K-profile to prevent tangling. The relative length of the three models is also useful in Street Fishing, whe-
re fishing is often carried out from high banks. Natural cork split handle with hybrid cork reinforcements and integrated reel seat.

Single leg Sea Guide SiC guides with anti-vibration 
frame; on top area of the top section the guides 
have the single foot for extreme lightness.
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IM 7 DROP SHOT

SINKERS

CODE MODEL LENGTH SECTIONS ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST C. LENGTH GUIDES

121-77-030 IM7  DS602S 6’0” - 1.80 m 1+1 Fast uL 1/32-1/4 oz (0.8-7 g) 2-6 lb 109 cm  K SiC

121-77-031 IM7  DS642S 6’4”  - 1.93 m 1+1 Fast uL 1/32-3/8 oz (0.8-10 g) 4-8 lb 124 cm  K SiC

121-77-032 IM7  DS702S 7’0” - 2.13 m 1+1 Fast uL 1/32-3/8 oz (0.8-10 g) 4-8 lb 139 cm  K SiC

Perch, Black Bass, Zander, Chub: the classic prey of the 
Drop Shot technique are the target for these highly 
technical rods, able to offer fast action, maximum 
sensitivity for fishing with braided lines and curve 
perfection because they are designed with sections of 
different length. The butt section is short and stiff, and 
ends with a spigot joint, while the top is a one-piece 
tubular which carries all guides. To achieve minimum 
volume and maximum manoeuvrability, a graphite 
reel seat integrated into the natural cork handle has 
been adopted. Drop Shot rods are also ideal for use 
from kayak, belly boat or stand up board (SuP).

Single leg SiC guides, with K 
shape frame to prevent tangles.

Find out more 
on page 205
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IM 7 SWIMBAIT

IM 7 SWIMBAIT & JERK

CODE MODEL LENGTH SECTIONS ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST C. LENGTH GUIDES

121-77-043 Swimbait & Jerk Spinning- IM7 SWJ702S 7’0” - 2.13 m 1+1 Mod. Fast XH 2-6 oz (56-168 g) 20-40 lb 158 cm  K SiC

121-77-044 Swimbait & Jerk Casting- IM7 SWJ702C 7’0” - 2.13 m 1+1 Mod. Fast XH 2-6 oz (56-168 g) 20-40 lb 158 cm  K SiC

CODE MODEL LENGTH SECTIONS ACTION POWER LURE WT LINE TEST C. LENGTH GUIDES

121-77-040 Swimbait Spinning - IM7 SB692S 6’9” - 2.05 m 1+1 Mod. Fast MH ½-2 oz (14-56 g) 10-25 lb 160 cm  K SiC

121-77-041 Swimbait Spinning - IM7 SB692S 6’9” - 2.05 m 1+1 Mod. Fast H 1-4 oz (28-112 g) 15-30 lb 160 cm  K SiC

121-77-042 Swimbait Casting- IM7 SB692C 6’9” - 2.05 m 1+1 Mod. Fast H 1-4 oz (28-112 g) 15-30 lb 160 cm  K SiC

It is a variant of the Swimbait series, of which it preserves the structure 
with differentiated sections, but from which it differs for its superior 
power, which is not only designed to cast heavier lures but also to 
manage their swimming action, because their volume and their shape 
generates a huge pressure on the top of the rod. In the most energetic 
jerks, necessary to attract the attention of great Pike and Catfish, the 
rod responds with extreme precision to the received impulses, tran-
sferring them to the lure without any dispersion. A spinning model 
and a casting one with Sea Guide SiC guides and dedicated reel seat.

Series designed for the use of generous size lures, intended for the captu-
re of relevant size predators such as Pike, Zander and Catfish. With regard 
to the power developed by IM7 carbon blanks, these rods are characteri-
zed by a low weight, to the advantage of movement’s freedom during the 
retrieve action. The detachable handle and single-piece long top section 

configuration is the most qualified in terms of curve accuracy, balance, 
power and strength. The series consists of two rods set for the spinning 
reel and one for the multiplier, with the specific reel seat and differen-
tiated guide’s pattern, in any case Sea Guide with SiC ring and K-profile 
tangle free single and double leg frame, suitable for braided line’s use.

Model Spinning.
Tangle free K
frame double
leg SiC guides.

Single section structure with separate butt. 
Metallic hook keeper.

Model Casting.
Double leg Sea Guide SiC guides, 
with anti-tangle K shaped frames.

Graphite screw reel seat with 
contact windows (Spinning). Graphite

trigger reel seat (Casting). Natural cork splitted 
handle with fine details and hybrid cork reinfor-

cements in the areas subject to abrasion.
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Rapture reserve the right to modify prices 
or specifications without prior notice. 

All product information, weights and dimensions 
are approximate and may vary or be modified.

Distributed by: Trabucco International S.r.l.
Via Atene, 7 - Zona CEPIM Interporto

43010 Bianconese di Fontevivo (PR) Italy
Tel. (+39) 0521 618000 r.a. - Fax (+39) 0521 617032
E-mail: info@trabucco.it - Web: www.trabucco.it

HTTP://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/RAPTURELURES
Like us on facebook. Our page is the ideal 
place where you can share your pictures.

HTTP://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/RAPTURELURES
Subscribe our Youtube channel, see our 
latest movies and follow the exploits 
of our testimonials.




